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The process ofValidation I Preface

The Process of Validatiou A Guide to Everyday Practice

Preface

This publication has been modelled on the original supporting manual which is incorporated in the

TNO 4-day intensive training program titled: 'The Process of Validation - A Practical Training'. The

Course has been so well received that TNO has modified the information that is provided by the

Training Manual, aud is making it available as a separate publication.

The book is prepared for persons from a wide range of activities involved with validation in the

pharmaceutical, medical device, health care, cosmetics and personal care products, nutritional
materials / products, veterinary products, foods manufacturing and allied industries.

Validation cannot be avoided in these industries. Validation comprises activities that are aimed at

establishing documented evidence which provides a high degree of assurance that a specific

process will consistently produce a product meeting its predetermined specification and quallty

characteristics.
This publication presents a compilation of all the relevant basic information involved in the

process of validation and coutains adequate details of all essential subjects. The guidance and

advice can be applied to virfually all types of processes. The book advances the 'Keep It Simple'

approach and the following of cost effective practices. A comprehensive, step by step guidance on

validation methods and techniques that cau be used by any size company is given.

To benefit from this book au extensive knowledge in the field of validation is not needed.

Considerable benefits will be obtained by those with little or no knowledge in validation. Those

with some background will be able to up-grade or reinforce their knowledge in the field of
validation of processes, facilities, equipment or systems. Everyone involved in validation and in

activities to guarantee the quality and integrity of their product will find this book beneficial. After
all, validation is of necessity a multidisciplinary effort. Those who will benefit from this book

include process engineers, validation engineers, superuisors, personnel in quality assurance and

control, development, design, production, manufacturing, equipment and material purchasing,

regulatory affairs, maintenance, project managemeut, technical rePreseutatives and marketing

mauagers, as well as personnel responsible for outsourcing any part of the production or

packagiug function.
According to the Regulatory Authorities, as the FDA, assurance of product quality is derived from

careful and systematic attention to a number of factors. These include the selection of quality

components and materials, adequate product design and process design, and (statistical) control of
the process mainly through in-process control and where necessary supplemented by end-product

testing.
Under existing CGMP regulatious, process validation is considered necessary because it makes good

engineering sense. The company Inanagement recoguises that in order to meet requiremeuts and

maintain efliciency aud profitability, a good organisation and execution of process validation make

good business sense.

TNO aims to develop this book as a standard work on the introduction to validatiou aud have

therefore included a very wide range of topics and all important issues which are relevant to
optimum understanding and execution ofThe Process ofValidation.
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The Process ofvalidation I nart 1 | Introduction

Part 1

The Process of Validation - Introduction to this Guide

This Guide was developed from the Training Manual which was originally prepared, as an essential

part of the TNO course titled 'The Process of Validation - A Practical Tlainiagr. The Manual was

prepared for this purpose under the guidance and auspices of TNO Quality of Life, Leiden, The

Netherlands. This publication is a stand-alone reference book which contains the same essential

information as the Training Manual, and provides a compilatiou of all relevant information on

valdation.

Targets of this Guide

The fundamental targets of this Guide are:

- To provide a compilation of all relevaut basic information involved in process validation and to
contain adequate details ofall essential subjects in the process ofvalidatiou.

- To provide advice and guidauce on process validation that may be applied to all types ofprocesses

which are used in the productiou, filling and packaging in the pharmaceutical, medical devices,

cosmetic, food and allied industries.
- To provide a systematic step by step guide to process validation.
- To present a 'keep it simple' approach to process validation that will eliminate duplication of

effort and follow cost effective practices.

Background

The traditional way of operating production and packaging systems or facilities for pharma-

ceuticals and medical devices has been to produce, then sample and test everything aud to 'inspect

out' the defects in the end product. What was sold was usually satisfactory but the root cause of
the sub-standard quality was not necessarily tackled.

The target nowadays, is not to correct or detect deviations in the (packed) product but to prevent

deviations in the final packed products, or at any stage in the process, as far as is practicable and

economic. Thus, the target is the achievement of a quality product, i.e., one which meets the

specifications in the widest possible sense. Validafion is a major tool in accomplishing this.
To achieve this in an absolute and reliable way, the entfue process ofproduction and packagiug, in
all its aspects must be considered. This starts from its very conceptiou and design, to set up,

manufacture, through to the packaging of the fitral item or drug product, to the delivery to the
patient/user and even beyond (for environmental reasons).

Validation comprises all activities necessary to obtain documented evidence that a process will
consistently produce a product meeting its pre-determined specifications. The activities and steps

involved in achieving this include: planuing, organising, analysing, measuring, reporting, meetings,

approving and documeuting. Documentation is an esseutial of each step in the validation exercise,

e.g., training documents, protocols, references, SOPs, equipment mainteuance, calibrations, various

records, reports, authorisations, etc.

Process Validation is the dominating procedure and process for obtaining, recording and

interpretiug the results required to establish that a process will cousistently yield a product

complying with pre-determined specifications. Essentially, Process Validation covers three main
actiyities: a) qualification of process installation and set-up, b) qualification of process capability,

and c) long term stability ofthe process. These are usually referred to as: Installation Qualification
(IQ), Operational Qualification (OQ) and Performance Qualification (PQ).
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The Process ofvalidation I lhrt 1 | Introduction

Validation started as a regulatory GMP issue (in health care) - and was/is still concerned
predominantly with the quality/safety of the product that reaches the patieut or user. The product
(drug or medical device) is made available/produced by a manufacturer (i.e. pharmaceutical

company or industry medical device compatry or iudustry). Legally this manufacturer is the only
one who is liable @y law). All others have coutracted responsibilities with respect to the drug
manufacturer.

IQ and OQ (partly PQ) can and may be performed by the supplier before shipment of equipment for
processing, (e.g. Factory Acceptance Testing - FAT). However, the Regulatory Authorities frequently
enforce the requirement that a minimum of 3 consecutive firll scale batches of product which meet

the critical specifications must be used for validation. These must be produced and assessed on

site, under normal production conditions, using the regular trained production staff, with normal
quality controls, aud on site documentation, etc. This means that validation is the responsibility of
the producer ofthe marketed product.

Implementing validation practices that optimises quality, i.e., safety, integrity, streugth aud purity
of the delivered product, will have more advantages than enhancing product quality to meet the
requirements of the regulatory authorities. For example:

a. the economic benefits alone will usually provide good incentives, e.g. less:

- rejects
- reworks
- recalls and

- production waste;

b. increase in the process reliability aud consistency, less end inspections, etc.;

c. increase in operator's training, skills, involvement and overall facility control; and

d. improvement in customer satisfaction.

Scope ofthis Guide

This Guide is intended to define key terms and concepts of Process Validation and offer a

consistent interpretation, and a flexible, inuovative approach to facility design, construction,
commissioning and qualilication in the process of validation. The main aim is to provide

comprehensive guidance to facilitate timely and cost effective Process Validation-

This Guide gives guidance on methods and techniques that can be used in a company producing
pharmaceuticals, medical devices, cosmetics, foods and other products for use in or on the human

body. It is intended for the production processes for the categories ofproducts which are regulated

by health authorities and produced in conformance with Current Good Manufacturing Practices

(CGMP). The guidance contained may be applied to all types of processes.

The Guide focuses on the engineering approaches, and practices involved in compreheusive cost

effective validation and addresses the processes of design, corstruction, commissioning and

qualificatiou with respect to validation. Guidance is also given on some non-eDgineering topics (as

documeutation, decision making, training, support systems, authorizatiou and statistics) as these

have impact on the overall process and contribute to cost effective and timely validation.

Throughout, sound scientific principles form the basis ofthe advice giveu.

This Guide is prepared to be helpful to manufacturers ir meeting the regulatory requirements of
manufacturing facilities that are regulated by the regulatory authorities (in Europe and the USA).

It is not a standard and is not intended to replace governing laws, codes, standards or regulations
that apply to these facilities aud systems. Standards for the industry are evolving aud this

documeut presents the understanding of them as at the time of publication (2005).

Since every project aud facility is different, it is important to understand and apply the approaches

in this Guide in a sound and well reasoned manner. Its use for new or existing systems is at the

discretion of the operator or owner.

€r 2002-2005 TNO
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The proper use of this Guide will facilitate the elimination of the following costly practices:
- performing more validation than is necessary;

- repeating qualification steps during process validation;
- qualifying systems that only need commissioning;
- generating insufficient or excessive documentation;
- excessively long project schedules;

- delays that can result in intemrpted product supply or delayed product launches-

Field of Application
The procedures in this Guide may be applied to all facilities, equipment and utilities which are used

for development, preparation, packaging, storage, distributiou and control of pharmaceuticals,

medical devices, biologics, cosmetics (and food products). The guidance may be useful for supplier
of processing equipment, operational methods, analytical methods, data generating equipment,
materials, processes, and computerized systems or combinations of these elements.

This book does not address validation of analytical methods or product validation, e.g. active drug
product, dosage forms, medical devices.

Major Concepts and Parts of this Guide

The wide range of facets that are esseutial to the practice of validation can be combined to form
groups with similar or common features. The groups are presented below in a logical sequence of
information that would be necessary for understanding and executing Process Validation. This

order has been used as basis for the presentation ofthe Parts ofthe Guide. A structure showing the

relationship of these parts is given later, in chapter 5 of this Part. The following major concepts are

covered in the Guide and are used as the basis for the Sections:

Sections and topics covered in the Guide

lcao
1+.]Ul(u
1 t,
iD

Introduction to this Guide

Validation - Life Cycle Approach
Cost and Beuefits Aspects

Regulatory, CGMP and Compliance
in Validatiou

Validation Teams and Responsibilities

Protocols, SOPs aud Procedures

Documeutation aud Document Flow
Developing the Validatiou Master Plan

(VIVrP)

Concept of Criticality and Complexity,
FMEA and tusk Analysis
Requirements aud Testing
Statistics and Quality Tools in Process

Validation
Supplier's Role and Pre-Installation
Validatiou

Flow Diagrams in Validation
Design - Development, Requirements,
Enhanced Design Review
Testing aud Acceptance Criteria

- Commissioning
- Qualification in Validation
- Revalidation
- Change Control and Validation
- Training ofPersonnel and

Documeutation

- Cleaning Validation
- Introduction to Validation of

Computer-Related Systems
- Validation in Practice

- Glossary - Terminology
- References
- Subject Index

- Validation Master Plan - Template
- Cleaning Validation - Template
- IQ/OQ Protocol - Template
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Brief Explanation of Major Concepts in the Guide

It is not possible in a book ofthis size, to cover all the topics involved in Process validatiou in the
details required for fully uuderstanding and for performing all the required tasks. The subjects which
arc presented are given in just suffrcient details to enable a good overyiew as well as to promote

understanding. A brief statement on some of the principal topics covered by the book is given.

For validation purposes, the lip cycle approach is valuable as it breaks down a process into clearly
identifiable phases. Each phase is well defiued, with a start and an end. The end of one phase

results in deliverables for the following phase. This makes validation easier as it can be defined,

executed and controlled for each phase and thus provide a better overview ofactivities, planning,
costs, etc. ofeach as part ofthe validation exercise, (Part 2).

The cost of validation is an investment in overall performance to achieve the defined quality and

user satisfaction. Successful validation denotes that 'the process is in coutrol'. Meeting regulatory
requirements should be regarded as part ofthe overall target for the class ofproduct involved aud

not as the only important issue. When properly performed, the benefits of validation will far
outweigh the costs, (Paft 3).

The EU Regulatory Authorities and the FDA have stated that they expect processes, equipment,
systems, packaging, glsaning, analytical and related computer validation studies to have been

conducted, reviewed, and approved for both drug dosage forms and the bulk pharmaceutical

products. In certain situations the requirements for medical devices are even more stringent.
Validation must provide assurance that all critical steps in each process (manufacturing,
packaging, testing, control, etc.) are coDsisteut and reproducible by having iu place controls to
ensure that the process parameters are met. The review ofvalidation studies on processes for drug
products and medical devices,5s5 3 high priority for the regulatory authorities duriug pre-approval

inspection and routine inspection. The various Laws, Regulations and Guidelines as well as the
regulators' attiftde in governing validation are covered, (Pafi 4).

The roles of the many participatrts in ttre validation must be defined in order to ensure full parficipation

and the successful conclusion of a validation to the benefit of the company. The formation of teams

and responsibilities of the various participants in the exercise of validation have been addressed.

The responsibilify is greater thau siEply executing protocols and preparing reports. Good use of the

expert skills of the members of a validation team and all involved, contributes to meeting the standards

of the industry and the regulatory requirements, thereby enhancing compliance and making good

use of business resources, thus rcsultiug in efficient manufacturing processes aud systems, (Part 5).

Validation is a technical communicating activity that understands the needs, performs tasks, collects

information and relay results. The main communication tools available to the validation team are

validation plans, protocols and reports, (Part 6). Protocols and procedures used in validation are

conceDtrated on individual items of equipmeut, processes, systems or products. They cover the

specific needs and expectations of the validation function required for compliance. Guidance on

the information required in protocols is given.

Validation reports present the findings of validation activities, as well as showing compliance and

operations limitations. In order to incorporate operating limits into operating practice, they must
be communicated to the manufacturer/user. Effective documentation and document Jlow allow all
involved to provide greater support to validation investigations and allow easy access to
documents, information and facilities, with the minimal need to disturb those iuvolved with ongoing

operations, (Part 7). Good communication assists development and compliance groups, such as

Technical Seryices, Engineering, Quality Assurance and Regulatory Affairs allowing the required

feature to be included early duriug the design stage, wheu changes are less expensive and by

helping them to understand the limitations based on validation results.

c' 2002-200s rNo
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A Validation Master Plan describes the scope, approach and Iimitatious of a validation program and
outlines the product, process, equipment, materials, and facilities irr adequate detail. This plan is

the main documeut in the validation exercise and is the best tool for d.emonstrating how compliance

requirements are met, (Part 8).

The difference between the types of systems to be validated is imprrrtant and will determine the

degree of attention and effort that must be giveu to each and by whom. It is therefore essential to
determine whether a system has a direct or indirect impact on the quality of the marketed product

and how critical it is. The systems presenting the greatest risk to product quality must be

identified and given the appropriate level of attention. The criticalitylcomplexity cssessment provides

guidauce as well as auswers to questions which must be asked in determining the extent aud cost

of the validation commitment, (Part 9).

Failure Mode EJfect Analysis (FMEA). Determinatiou of the extent to vvhich a failure or defect could

lead to actual problems, aud the degree of effort to be committed to reduce or eliminate the risk of
failure, has always been a problem. The FMEA is included in Part 9 as a structural method to quanti$,

risk - from all parts ofa process - in such a manner, that the appropriate level ofaction to be taken

and involvement required, can be estimated. This is presented in worktble detail for self-application.

The user requirements must be kuown and translated iuto specifications, which in turn must be

translated into processing elements capable to producing the expected result. When this is not
performed properly, the results can be complaints, delays, extra effort, extra costs, and even rejects.

Appropriate testing is required to demonstrate that the requirement are being met (Part 10). At aU

phases of the life cycle, results will be required which cau only be obtained by testing and challenging

the elements of the process. The type and inteusity of testing dr:pends on the criticality aud

complexity of the process under consideration.

Validation requires documented evidence that a process consistently conforms to set requiremeDts.

It requires that, first steps are taken to establish that a process can consistently conform to
requiremeuts, and then studies performed to demonstrate that this is the case. Sfafrsdcs provide
valuable tools that can aid validation studies. They are often refened to in official guidelines on

Process Validation and the importauce of selecting a suitable statistical method for every

application is covered in Part 11. A brief outline of the generally used methods is given.

There must be understanding of the risks resulting from any aspect of the process or in the use of
equipment and facilities involved in the validation. Efforts must be made to prevent or reduce

issuing problems. A choice from the available methods can be made, (Part 11).

The suppliers of equipmeut, systems, facilities, etc to the manufacturing/user company must be on

the same wavelength as the validators at the user, and fully aware of the requiremeuts set by that
company. Involving the suppliers early is a necessity aud IQ and/or OQ (partly PQ) can and may be

performed by the supplier before shipment (of e-g. equipment). Often this is a requirement (e.g. FAT),

(Part 12). Auditing of suppliers is also needed to emphasize that validation is not an isolated

exercise but part of an ongoing philosophy of continuously aiming for the highest achievable
standards for all aspects ofpharmaceutical and medical devices production.

FIow Diagrams and Charts are indispensable tools for selecfive validation activities in the manufacturing

enyironment. They are used to orgauize and communicate, and ofteu simpli$ information about a
process, iu a graphical manner and can illustrate how inputs combine to create output. A number of
types ofthese valuable charts and diagrams are presented and explained in Part 13.

Enhanced Design Review (EDR) is not a requirement of the Regulatory Authorities. The intention
is to identify design aspects that are key to manufacturing facilities which are regulated by the

health authorities. The EDR is part of Good Engineering Practice (GEP), (Pafi 14). GEP is essential for
commissioning and qualification but is also not a regulatory requirement. The methods and

JU,a
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practices etrsure project meets the requfuements of the user while being cost effective, compliant
with regulations and well documented.

Validation activities are essential and must be on the project critical path. The validation teams, by
create plans, protocols, and results that serve as effective technical commuuications, can offer the

maximum benefit to the entire project team. Protocol methodology and acceptance criteria both

have a lasting effect on operations. The results of developmental studies performed before the
validatiou study will establish the necessary testing and acceptance criteria, including maximum
product hold time, process operating ranges and limits, allowed packaging configurations and

scheduling constraints. These potential limits must be clearly communicated to the project teem so

they can be evaluated and addressed, (Part 15).

Commissioning and Qualificatiou are recognized as the foundation of Process Validation. These are

crucial in delivering operationally effective, safe and efficient facilities, utilities equipment and

processes. A comprehensive approach has been taken for the commissioning and qualification

processes, (Parts 15 and 17). The procedures, methodologies, and protocols involve are in many

situations very similar for commissioning and for validation. Installation Qualification, Operational

Qualification and Performance Qualificatlon are the activities which lead to process validation and

are important for the regulatory authorities. IQ and OQ can in many cases be performed couflrrently
with commissioning and requires enhanced documentation plus involvemeut of the suppliers and

QA, (Part 17).

Revalidation may mean: a) periodic revalidation to assure that the process/system remains in a

state of cortrol, or b) that a change has been made to the process, design or site, that may affect

the quality ofthe product. This type ofvalidation does not require all aspects to be repeated, only

those essential for the quality ofthe process, (Part 18).

Processes may uudergo change when left alone, or change may be imposed deliberately to produce a

desired result. A chauge may or may not affect critical quality criteria. The process of management of
change is change control and involves a procedure for agreed actioD, documentation and authorization.

The procedure must always be followed when critical changes are involved, (part 19).

The quality ofthe process and ofthe validation exercise is only as good as the involved personnel

at all levels. Achieving the requted standard on a continuous basis will require a compauy poliry and

commitmeut . Training schedules and other related issues for: a) the process validation, b) the line/
laboratory/office operators, as well as for c) the writer of validation protocols, are covered, (Part 20).

All processes involve equipment and facilities which require cleaning at some stage. There are

many issues to be resolved before a properly documented cleaning procedure can be started. The

difficulty is often in deciding the required level of cleantness. For CleaningValidation a well writteu
protocol saves effort and delays, and should be specific aud easy to follow. Iu additiotr to

addressing the important elements which must be considered for appropriate cleaning Process, a

template is given (Section 7)as au example of the type of format required, (Part 21).

Computer related systems have become increasingly responsible for ensuriug the quality, safety, and

efficacy of products in industries subjected to requirements of the regulatory authorities. Although
validation in this area calls for a level of specialization, the key elements needed for an understanding, to

enable a positive contribution to successful validation have been preseuted as an introduaion, (Part 22).

The FDA expects validation procedures to be itr place and followed for processes used in the production

and control ofspecified classes ofproducts involved. The application and exercise ofvalidationinpractice

calls for a high degree of management, team-work, procedures and consequent attention to documen-

tation. This process for a form-fill-seam machine and a packaging line is presented as exemples, (Part 23).
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The Process ofValidation is applied technology and science, and takes advantage ofknowledge for
a wide range if other fields. Many of the terms used are unique. A glossary is added to the book to
give guidauce in terminology , (Part 24), and a list of references is attached for further reading, (Part

25). A Subject Index (Part 25) enables the reader to quickly find the information in the Guide on
specific subjects.

Structure of this Guide

The parts in this Guide combine to a comprehensive volume of the process of validation.
The order in which the parts can be related are given in figure 1 below.

10. Requirements/ I " y::,f* l- 6. protocots, sops E- " 
;.rrvl:1. 

_-" 1- - 
u. starstics 

IT

Figure 1. Structure Showing the Relationship Between the Parts in This Guide

,-a

10
i(J1u
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-ry

21. Cleaning
validation

23; Vatidation in,:Practice
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Key Definitions and Abbreviations

A number of commonly used terms and abbreviation in validations are presented to enhance

understanding. Other terms and definitions are given in the glossary at the end of this Guide.

Abbreviations
IQ = Installation Qualification
oQ = operational Qualification
PQ = Performance Qualification
QA = Qualitl Assurance

QC = qualty Control

QS = quafity Systems

VMP = Validation Master Plan

Validation

The production of documeuted objective evidence in keeping with Current Good Manufacturing

Practices to demonstrate that a procedure, process, equipment, material, activity or system produces

the specified intended results (as prescribed for the drug products in the EU).

lns tallati o n Qualifi c ati o n (IQ)

The process which demoustrates by objective evidence and documeuts that all important aspects

of the installation of a process, process equipment and system are met. Hereby is confirmed that
the system meets the predetermined design specifications, requirements, and staudards.

Op eration Qualification (OQ)

The process which demonstrates by objective evidence and documents that all critical functions of
a process/system futrctions correctly and will result in a product that meets the pre-set requirements.

P erfo r m an c e Qu alifi c ati o n (P Q)

The process which demonstrates by objective documented evidence that a system under normal

couditions, including worse case conditions, consistently produces a product or task which meets

all predetermined requirements and that the process is in a state of control.

Process Validation

The process which demonstrates by objective documeuted evidence that the process consistently
produces a product or result that Eeets its predetermined specifications.

Process Valid ation Proto c ol

A document stating how validation will be conducted, including tests parameters, manufacturing

equipment, and decision points on what constitutes acceptable test results.

Pro sp e ctiv e Process Validation

The collection of documeuted objective evidence demonstrating that a process/system performs the

intended functions, based on execution of a pre-prepared validation protocol. The validation must

be performed and report completed before the process/system is used for commercial production.

Retro sp ectiv e Proces s Validation

Validation of a process for a product already in distribution based on review of and analyses of
historical manufacturing, testing and control data, and following a prc-prepared validation protocol.

Concurrent Validation

Validation based on information obtained during the implementation of a process/system, following

the execution of pre-prepared validation protocol.
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Verification

Confirmation by examination and provision of objective evideuce that specified requirements have

been tulfilled.

lnitial validation
The performance of the first validation of a new system or in some cases of one which has undergone
a critical change.

Re-validation

This may mean: a) periodic (partial) repeat of the validation after performing idtial validation, or
b) repeat validation following a change to the process, design, etc., that may affect a critical quality
paremeter. The purpose of re-validation is to demonstrate and document that the system in
question still qualifies as validated.

System

An orgauization of engineering components which have defined operatioual function (e.g. equipment,
instrumentation, piping, computer hardware, computer software, etc.)

System Boundary
A limit set around a system to logicaUy define what is and what is not included in the system.

System Life Cycle

The time period of a system or item from initial concept/creation to the end of its useful life or its
retfuement/disposal.

Critical Component

A component withiu a system where the operation, contact, date, control, alarm or failure may
have a direct inpact on the quality of the marketed product.

N on-critic al Co mp onent

A compoueut within a system where the operation, cotrtact, date, control, alarm or failure may
have an itrdirect impact or no impact on the quality of the product.

Change Control

A documented, and controlled process for the preparation, approval, authorisation and implementation
ofchanges.

Validation - Approach

8.1 Company Policy
The manufacturing compaDy must have a policy which is aimed at ensuring the validation of all
processes which are critical for the quality of all their manufactured commercial products
(pharmaceuticals, medical devices, biologics and cosmetics) intended for human use. Ideally, this
must apply to all stages of the product's development, preparation, manufacturing, packaging,
storage, distribution and it must coutrol, and ensure their validation before they are used for
commercial or marketed products.

The validation must be executed in such a way that it satisfies the current EU and USA laws and
guidelines for Current Good Manufacturing Practices and the other specific relevant validation
guideliues.

8.2 Department Policy
Within each relevaut and involved department a procedure is required in order to document the
responsibility and to indicate how the validatiou is regulated as well as who performs and reports
the validation.
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Some aspects which must be covered include:
- the authority to assess and to authorize;
- documentation of systems requiring compulsory validation;
- practical execution of the validation (with reference to available funds, materials, preparatiou

of protocols and reports, the actual performance, etc.);

- release procedure for use with validated systems.

8.3 Validation Commission and Validation Workgroup
To enable a timely and cost-effective completion of a validation process, excelleut communication,

co-ordination and planning between the relevant persounel are required. Validation is a multi-

disciplinary aaivity and uzually requires input from expertise in development, operations, engineering,

manufacturing, construction, quality systems, regulatory affairs and qualification personnel. As

integrated project management approach is recommended. A validation commission can be formed

(when required) and may consist of at least:
- two departments that should select a team leader;
- department head, or expert from the department in which the validation will be performed;

- representative of Quality Systems.

The Department head (or expert from the department) formulates the task of the validation

commission. The validation commission names the validation teem leader of the validation workgroup
per topic and determines what its specific tasks are. The validation workgroup is usually multi-
disciplinary and prepares the protocol, organizes, executes and reports the validation. The fust
task is to produce a document outlining the requirements which must be met, with the project

scope and objective as defiued by the user and the requiremeuts of management.

8.4 Responsibilities
The tasks involved in validation are multi-disciplinary and involve several departments with widely

differing specializations- It is therefore esseutial to have excellent communication and planniug.

The company's management must give high level support and must be committed to the objectives

ofthe validation and ensure adequate finance aud staffrng resources. The division ofresponsibilities

in each deparmeut and/or sector itr a company performing validation must be recorded in a procedure.

In general, Sector Managers and/or Department Heads are responsible for the definition and

execution of validation procedures within their departments. Some of their responsibilities include:

- ensuring that only validated systems are used within the field of application;
- ascertaining/establishing the system(s) to be validated and drawing up validation plans;

- approving/authorising ofthe validation related protocols, reports and other documents;

- monitoring the progress of the validation (in time and cost) and publishing of a status.

Quality Systems is responsible for:
- advisiug on the setting up of the validation with respect to the laying down

standards, the validation obligations and frequency of re-validation;
- formal assessment of the validation protocols and reports, based on internal

guidelines and requirements, and the current state of the art in the industry;
- assessment of new itrvestment projects with respect to CGMP.

of regulatory

and external

Throughout this book, respousibilities at all levels are given where these are appropriate.

8.5 Change Control
Change Control is a formal program with documentation and authorization (writteu in a

department procedure) whereby the responsible persons assess the proposals or actual changes

which could influence the validated status of the process/system.

The cousequences of the change on the process/system must always be evaluated to assess if the

effect of the change is miuimal or that the processisystem is sufficiently under coutrol that no

extra testiug is required. In other situations, it may be uecessary to perform a Iimited number of
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additional testing, and in others, the impact of the change may require a full re-validation to
maintain the system's validated status.

Processes to be Validated

Processes for which the product cannot be fully verified and which have a direct impact otr the
quality and integrity of the pharmaceutical product or medical device must be validated.
See 21 CFR 211, Part 110 (finished pharmaceuticals),21 CFR 820, Part 75 (medical devices), standard
ISO 13485:2003, section 7.5-2 (medical devices), and the GHTF Process Validation Guidance (final
document 2004), section 3.

A useful guide in determining whether or not a process should be validated is given in the model
below, figure 2.

F

Validate for
Business Reasons

GM

G

Validate to
Control Risk

H

Redesign Product
and/ar Process

Figure 2. Process Validation Decision Tree

The Validatiou Decision Tree can be used to guide the mauufacturer oD decisions of whether or not
a process needs to be validated or the product and/or process should be redesigned. In the above

model, the simplest step in the process that can be defined is giveu - whereas in practice, many
processes may be continuous, consisting of a large and complex set of sub-processes. Each process

should have specifications describing both the process parameters and the output desired.

This approach will be worked out in more detail later in the book under - Criticality and
Complexity Assessment - Part 9.

10 Types ofValidation Procedures

10.1 Introduction
Validation of a process/system can be performed in various ways. All the methods must lead to a
validated process/system. For each process/system, it must be established whether or not validation
is compulsory/statutory i.e., a requirement of the regulatory authorities. The choice of methods for
performing the validation will depend on the status and fype of process/system involved.
The following approaches are available for initial validation as well as re-validation:
a. Prospective validation
b. Retrospective validation
c. Concurrent validation.

D

What is Level of
Risk to Patient
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r0.2 tnitial validation
The first time that validation is performed is an initial validation. To establish the process limits,
trends, process capability and reproducibility ofprocesses, investigations ofspecific parameters are

performed during initial validation. For analytical methods the reproducibility can be

demoDstrated by other means. The worst-case situation (scenario) found during the iuitial
validatiou will then be used as basis for the re-validatiou. New processes will be subjected to an

initial prospective validation. For existing processes which have not yet been validated, there is a
choice (in principle) between prospective validation and retrospective validation.

1 0.3 Validation Procedures

Prospective validation
The collection of documeuted evidence which demonstrates that a process or system performs the

intended functions, based on executiou of a pre-prepared validation protocol for the investigation.

The validation must be performed and reported and must be completed before the process/system is

used for commercial production. This consists, in principle, of the IQ, OQ and PQ.

When only validation of methods or processes are involved with equipment or systems which have

beeu validated, then only PQ is needed. Prior to IQ for new systems, the specification and user

requirements must be clearly formulated and these must serve as targets for the validation.

Retrospective validation
This is based on a review and evaluation of historical data of production, testing and control of a

product which is already in distribution. The conditions under which the data is collected and the
process parameters at the time the data is collected, must be accurately known and documented,

in order to validate the data. An old process with a history of an absence of problems may provide

retrospective data. Regardless of a process history, batches made before changes in a process,

cannot be included in a retrospective validation. The review of data would be executed following a
PQ. The IQ and OQ may also be necessary under certain conditions, e.9., the IQ, when changes

occur since the last validatiou and the OQ, when essential changes make extra investigations

necessary (see also Change Control -Pafi22).

It can be useful to first perform an evaluation of historical data. ID many cases, insufficient

historical data may be available to perform a complete retrospective validation and a number of
supplementary/additional tests will have to be performed (prospective validation).

Retrospective validation is not welcomed by the USA - FDA because, at the time the data is
collected, the earlier process parameters are not always accurately known, and many earlier

equipment were not designed to provide suitable records of the process parameters.

Concurrent validation
This means that products are released from the validation study before completion of the entire

validation study. It is uecessary to collect historical data before completion of the study. The

product must remain retrievable until final validation acceptance criteria are met, before it can be

sold. This is performed in special conditions/circumstances, when it may Dot be possible to perform

prospective validation. For example, in case of re-working or for large, costly devices. In this
situation, a protocol must also be set up beforehand.

ne-validation
This is necessary to demonstrate that a process/system is still in its validated state. A review ofthe
monitoring data aud the recommendations of earlier validation forms part of the re-validation. For

re-validation, a choice cau be made for the retrospective approach, supplemented by other desirable

tests. In many cases, it is adequate to perform tests representative of worst-case situations arising

from earlier validations.
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Re-validation, typically, should be performed within 2 years of completion of the initial validation,
or before a re-use of a system that has not been used for more than two years, except when
otherwise specified. A significaut change, i.e. one that affects critical quality parameters of the
product, would call for a re-validation.

11 Documentation

11.1 DocumentatioD General
Documentation is au essential part of the validatiou and can differ for each validation. Approval
aud release for use of the process for production is based on a review of all validation
documentation. This will depend on the chosen approach. The validation documentation includes
the following documents:
- Validation Master Plan
- All protocols, plans and reports, books, guidelines, instructiou booklets, siguatures
- SysteE description ofapparatus
- All raw data, calibration data ofall calibrated components ofthe system
- QA test reports and applied methods, in-process controls, batch records
- Calibration data (before and after) of all validated measuring instruments
- SOPs relevant for service, maintenance, cleaning, calibration, etc.
- Training modules.

Note: All documentation which is relevaut to the validation must be available in the validation
documentation file, or there must be reference(s) in the file to the location of the documents.

11.2 Protocols
A formal Validation Protocol, for complex projects usually called the Validation Master Plan (VMP),

must be drawn up and approved in advance. This protocol describes iu short the planned
validation, or part of the validatiou investigation. In exceptional cases, as small very well known
systems (e.g. aualytical apparatus) it is may be permitted to include the protocol in the report of the
validation. After approval of the protocol by the responsible persons (author, department/sector
head, Quality Systems, etc.), the validation can be started. The protocol must, where applicable,
contain a wide rauge of topics or give references to description covering them. Details on the
contents of protocols are given in Part 6. Deviations from the protocol must be agreed and
authorised by signatories iu advauce.

11.3 Reports

11.3.1 Interim Report I Provisional Report

In the interim report, the summary and conclusion of the validation are reported as basis for a

provisional approval ofthe validation. Reasons for publishing an interim report can be:

a. The ueed for rapid implemeDtation of a new system or new process. The protocol has been

executed completely, but waiting for a full final report would cause delay or be too costly.

b. As a), but a few investigations have yet to be completed.

In case a), the interim report must be approved by the relevant department head / sector manager,
etc. (as given in the department's procedure), and by the Quality Systems unit. In case b), in addition
to approval as a) if the system is intended for use by production or for analysis of regular
production, a formal request to Quality Control (QC) and approval by QC must be obtained before
the system is implemented. Small insignificant changes to the protocol may be handled by telephone,
but must be included in the report with the motivation. By significant deviation, a protocol
supplement must be produced. The report must, in every case, be presented for assessment and

approval to: the author, section manager and department head (as given iD the department's
procedure), and the QS.

1?'
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11.3.2 Final Report

The final rcport covers the same subject as the validation protocol. In the report, references can be

made to the protocol to preveut ueedless repetition. Acceptance criteria must always be repeated in the

report.
Topics contained in the report are:

- Results ofthe validation investigation
- Executed corrective actious
- Interpretations
- Eventualrecommendations
- Definite acceptance criteria
- Stored raw data
- Conclusions.

11.3.3 Approval of Validation Exercise

Approval ofthe validation exercise is achieved on the basis ofthe final report which is produced by

the author(s) and signed by those responsible. Thereafter, on condition that no interim/provisional
report was published, the system, process or method can be implemented.
During circulation for signing ofthe protocol or report, conseusus should be achieved between the

departments involved and Quality Systems.

1 1.4 Follow-up, Recommendations

The recommendations of the validation report must be followed-up. Withitr the department(s) a

system must be set up to Eonitor the progress of any recommendation. By re-validations the

status of these recommendations must always be reported.

11.5 Procedures for Re-validation (optional)
A procedure can be made for validations which are performed regularly. In the re-validation
protocol reference is made to the procedure and the followitrg variables are included:
- Purpose

- Responsibilities
- who performs the validation
- TiEe planning
- Deviatious from the procedure
- When SOPs are used to perform the validations (including versiou number).

In case a chauge is made to the validation paraneters, the procedure must be 'revised'before the

re-validatiou can be performed.

lrchiving

Documents concerning the vatidation of the process/systems must be maintained and stored safely

and in an orderly uranner for a minimum of 3 to x years. after products mauufactured by the

process have been taken from the market, or after withdrawal of the process. The period can be

specified by each company - 5 years is commonly recommended. Efficient retrieval of all
documentation produced for validation is essential to satisff the demands of the regulatory

inspection and as good business practice.

Conclusion

This Part 1 of the Guide gives a broad coverage of essential topics as an introduction and deliberately

excludes many details, as these will be found in the specific parts later in the Guide. The user of
the Guide is encouraged to refer regularly to this Part 1 as it compounds many aspects of
validation in an abridged form and gives reference to the information in the other Parts.

This Guide is provided to serve as a useful every day tool, but contains a high degree of
background informatiou. It is intended to assist in preparing and executing a more concise

validation program, with emphasis ou the IQ, OQ and PQ parts.
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Validation - Life Cycle Approach

Introduction

This part is intended to emphasise the need to break down the overall production operatiou for a

product into its component processing parts. Each process is further sub-divided into clearly
identifiable phases, so that applying the validation technique to each phase becomes easy to
oversee, undertake and control. The life cycle approach involves phases covering the entire course

of activities in a process from conception of the process to its retiremetrt.

Validation is necessary, since testing of drug products and medical devices is not sufficient to
define the quality in order to guarantee that they are safe and effective. Product testing has

distinct limits, for example, a) sterile products cannot be tested for sterility before use, b) changes
(e.g. in the process) can introduce uew impurities which are not detected by normal product
testing, and c) laboratory handling during testing can give false readings.

Process validation is aimed at achieving control over the process so that the outcome is
predictable, as expected and controlled within acceptable limits. All international defiuitions of
process validation can be summarised as 'documeuted, reliable, predictable, process performance'.

Quality cannot be tested into a product. The Regulatory Authorities expect the Pharmaceutical and
Medical Devices industries to build quality into the products.

Process Definition and Reliability

A process can be defined as a unique combination of a) raw materials, b) equipment, and c) procedures

that wheu brought together and exercised as a whole provides a particular outcome.

Reliability of a process can only be

achieved when the same combination
(materials, equipment, procedures)

continue to be brought together
and operate each and every time in
the same as before. Any change, no
matter how seemingly small may

totaUy chauge the process outcome.
Process Validation is a system to exercise complete and constant coutrol over the (raw) materials,
equipmeut and procedures used to make a particular product.

Validation Life Cycle - Phases

The life rycle coucepts have been adopted by many suppliers of products to the pharmaceutical

and medical devices industries. It provides a system of documentation designed to provide an

audit trail that follows the production of equipmeut or product from its design to its installation
and performauce tests.
A validation life cycle model is showu in figure 3. This life cycle is commonly given as a waterfall
diagram (or a variation of it) and can be used for many differeut situations. It has a manufacturing
and installation qualification phase but may stiU be applied to processes and products for both
pharmaceuticals and medical devices. These phases may be applied to the validation of a

production line, test method, QA software process or other system requiring validation.
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Figur€ 3. validation Life Cycle

Correct Time for Validation

Validation must not be seen as a step to be taken at a point before marketing. Validation incorporates

the eutire life of a process. Validation starts at the stage when the process is beiug conceived and

euds when the process is f,rnally discontinued. This can be illustrated by a Process Accomplishmeut

Plan as in figure 4. TWo maiu features can be identified:
1. The various steps and stages from development of the process, though equipment design,

coustruction, starts up and finally routine operation, including process change steps which may

be needed until the final discontinuing, or withdrawal of the process.

2. The routine documentation which accompanies each of the various stages.

This is the life and documentation of a typical process.

Routine operation

Projectteam I 

-

IFeasibility 
I

---Y_

Dsign review 
I

Maintenance 
I

:':':':::' --l

Development Design/
procurement

-_-->
Definition of Start up plan

process system

and subsystem

Start up

Development Batch reports, SOP'S, preventive maintenance and calibration

reports programs, demonstration run reports

lnstallation

Operational

checks

Change controls - SPC

Annual product reviews

Continuing operational

Documents and reports

Continuing market phase

Process Accomplishment Plan

Pr+market phase
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The same typical Process Accomplishment Plan (figure 4) can be presented with validation
terminology as in figure 5 below.

Wheu the two figures are compared, it becomes clear that the validation program is very similar to
the traditional pattern of performance, but with validatiou nomenclature. The term 'operational
qualification' is used instead of initial tests', and 'demonstratiotr runs' is called 'performance

qualification. Esseutially, a good project plan from previous practice is equivalent to a Validation

Protocol. However, validatiou is all the activities and documentation for supporting the process and
continues from the initial successful commercial batches, until the process is retired/terminated.

Design Procurement

--------------) 

-

Definition of Master Plan

process system

,n.,u,,ur,o* 
,,,, ,,,,

.*
lnstallation

Quatification.

*

Start u,p Facility Operation

Change controls (SPC)

Annual product reviews

Development lQ. OQ, PQ, SOP'S, preventive maintenance and calibration process Continuing operational

Reports validation documents, protocols and reports Documents and Reports

-*------------->
Pre-market phase Continuing market phase

Figure 5. Validation Accomplishment Plan

Process Life Cycle - Validation

Validation of a critical process is always required. It comprises/includes the etrtire life cycle of the
process, begiuuiug at the defiuition stages of the process when the quality attributes and

specifications for the products are first formulated, it proceeds through other process developmental

stages in the laboratory and pilot plant when the process is improved, critical parameters

determi:red, operating limits for acceptance established, equipment selected, installed and qualified
and the process demonstrated to function on the commercial scale. Validation does uot end after
the first three consecutive successful commercial scale batches are achieved.
Validation is the entire framework which supports the process, and continues on via change

control, to maiutain the process as long as the process remains operational.

5.1 Process Validation Life Cycle - New Process - Prospective Validation
The process accomplishment plan can be rearranged as a rypical process life cycle chart, figure 6

which cau be used to show continuous renewal of the process throughout its entire life span until
it is made redundant.

The chart shows a better flow presentation of parallel time tracks for process development and for
acquiring and qualiffing equipment, followed by testing of process and satisfactory demonstration
which Ieads to acceptance of the process. The process must remain unchanged and at that point
until a new change is needed. This change causes a recycling ofactivities at the correct level ofthe
life cycle sequence until the process becomes once more acceptable. The process life rycle remains
intact until no further changes occur and the process is terminated.
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FiSure 6. Process Validation Life Cycle-l

5.2 Process Validation Life Cycle - Retrospective Validation
The figure 7 gives the same life cycle as (figure 5) but with a new sequence of steps added for the

documentation ofthe existing process. The upper tracks cover prospective validatiou, where as the
lower track gives steps which are appropriate for retrospective validation. When retrospective

validation is completed, subsequent changes lead only to prospective validation. Another

retrospective validation mode is never backed up.

Defirte,,
Brocess
steBs:',

Develop
process
details

Existing process

Define I orrritu I

j:":_l--- :::r_J_-
Figure 7. Process validation Life Cycle-ll

5.3 Process Validation Life Cycle - Change by External Factors

Even though a process may be performiug satisfactorily, a process change can be initiated as a

result of external factors such as product complaints, or the desire to achieve a competitive
advantage. This is illustrated by figure 8.
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Figure 8. Process Validation Life Cycle{II

Life Cycle Phases - Process Qualifications

5.1 ProcessQualifications
The life cycle provides a system of documentation which makes it easy to follow and audit the
production of equipment or product from its design to its installation and performance tests.

The life rycle of a process is broken down into a number of distinct phases. The phases in the
validation process are known as qualifications. The following qualifications are recognised:
- Design Quahfication (DQl: Documents the current design of the process with its equipment and

tests it against the design documentation.
- Construction Qualification (CQ): Documents production information and tests all manufactured

process equipment to ensure conformance to both design and mauufacturing specification. This
is not always specified separately.

- Installation Qualification (IQ,): Documents installation procedures for the system and verifies that
the equipment is correctly installed and provided with all necessary services. Often, IQ of
equipment for the process is performed by the supplier.

- Operational Qualification (OQ: Documents and undertakes the procedures to veriff that the
equipment's performance after installation is as specified and in compliance with a standard.
OQ procedures are performed once the equipment is installed at the site of the user.

- Performance Qualification (PQ): Testing of the performance of the process/equipment against a

customer-deflned procedure within the user's standard operating procedures (SOP).

PQ determines whether the process continues to work properly with time. Proper performance
is a function of how the equipment is used at the manufacturer - who documents this by
preparing SOPs.

- Maintenance Qualification (MQ): Documents the routine maintenance and activities of ensuring
the normal functioning of the process/equipment to meet the specified acceptance level.

6.2 Life Cycle V-model
The life cycle of a process or system in fact begins with a concept that responds to the user's problems.
Thus, the subsequent validation has to be based on the manufacturer's ability to meet its own
concept idea of the user's problems. An industry-standard structure as the V-model (see figure 9)

may be used to make this clear. It incorporates a series of distinct planning and production phases

marked by clearly defiued evaluations, milestones, reviews, reworks (if necessary), deliverables and
supporting documentation.

External
datal

factors
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Level 4

Level 5

Figure 9. Development life Cycle V-model, modified for a complete based manufactured product, as opposed to customer installation

A manufacturer following this kind of procedure will have all SpecificatioD Qualification and

Construction Qualification in place to suppoff any validation issues that might arise later. This will
include the following:
- The equipment uuder development:

- being thoroughly tested at every stage from coucept through to and including production;

- passed all tests in conformauce with written specification and requirements;

- advanced to the Dext stage of development after meeting the requiremeuts established for
the current stage.

Conclusion

Life cycle is a tool to impress that the exercise of validatiou is part of an ongoing series of activities

aimed at ensuring constant performance of the process and consequently consistent quality of the

product. The phases follow each other and although some overlap cau and does occur, it must be

appreciated that the output of one phase is the incoming of the followiug phase. The results of the

previous phase must Beet the criteria in order to ensure that the performance of the following
phase will be guarauteed to meet its criteria. When all phases meet their acceptance levels, a quality

product will result.
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Part 3

Validation - Costs and Benefits Aspects

Introduction

The purpose of this part is to present some tools and systems that can be used by those who must
manage and provide validation services, in order to reduce the cost ofvalidation, to outline factors
which contribute to increase cost and to accentuate other benefits ofvalidation.

Every day, the pharmaceutical and medical technology industries are having to do more with less.

In today's environment of universal demands for lower costs in health care, the cost of validation
is increasingly seen as a budgetary issue. Some people even believe that validation adds costs.

The cost ofvalidation is in fact inversely proportional to the quality and detail ofthe engineering
documentation generated early during development. Validation must be seen as fundamental in
nature, and simply part of the cost of doing good business in today's market. It is a cheap

insurance to establish solid documentation to prove, without doubt, that the company's
manufacturing process is in a state of control and that the overall safety, integrity, strength aud
purity of the product is achieved. A product is originally developed and designed with a specific
level of quality inherent in the product. Validation assures that the original iutegrity of the design
remains intact, throughout the eutire production process.

Application of Validation - Costs

Cost effective mauagement decisions start with understanding the baseline requirements in the
manufacturing of the product in question. Validation in the widest application has a direct impact
on everything from design control to final product delivery. Applying validation very early in the
research and development schedule can eliminate a great deal of cost which is usually attributed to
later scheduled validation as the new process goes from scale-up to the manufacturing in a more
prepared and controlled manner.
The types of equipment, controls aud supporting systems that must be in place to provide the most
consistent and reliable quality and safety in the product must be ideutified. The critical acceptance

criteria for the validation ofa process/system must be decided before it is purchased and included
early in the Validation Master Plan.

The regulatory requirement is usually the minimum. After the sinimsm requirements are established,

one must consider that the more complex the process or state of control that is required, the greater
the cost ofvalidation. Adequate resources should be planned then.

If interDal resources (manpower) canDot support all phases of the validation, then recognised
established external consultants should be used. Without proper resources to keep pace with the
demands and time needed for the activities, there is a chance of falling behind schedule. This will
add unplanned cost to the validation prqect.

Validation is at the heart of a manufacturer's quality programme, the cost versus the risks is

minimised when a clear baseline is established for a process/system or equipment. The cost of
validation must be minimised by conscientious application of risk analysis to all (critical) equipment/
processes/systems etc. (see Part 9) and balanced by good plauning and proper allocation of the
available resources.
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Benefits ofValidation

The primary role of validation is to provide documented evideuce that the process does what it is
claimed to do. There are however, many other possible benefits to be gained from validating the

systems/processes. Some important benefits:

Production:
- Fewer rejections and rework on the production sit
- Fewer processes related failures
- Faster and more trouble-free scaling-up from development to routine production
- Smoother start-up of new equipment and processes

Increased process efliciency
Faster tooling change times
Reduced utility costs from more efficient equipment oPeratiou

Increased quality results in decreased overall cost ofproduction.

Personnel:

- Assurance of personuel training aud competency
- Improved process understanding and involvement by employees
- Assurance that maintenance and calibration programs are in place

- Ideal training documents, well organised with all relevant information
- Communication procedures, ideally suited to enhance and optimise communication between the

personnel from all the departments involved
- Motivation through increased reliability
- Excellent trouble shooting documents when problems with process or support system

- Convenient record for acceptance criteria for safety, ergonomic, personnel comfort, etc.

- Historical background for new personnel
- Respousibilities specified clearly.

Testing and control:
- Reduction in testing necessary for in-process and for finished goods.

Marketing
- No troublesome warning or recalls, authorities confidence
- Complaints Fewer customer complaints
- Faster time to market, first time right
- Confidence in competitiou.

Functional Responsibilities and Efliciency

4.7 Introduction
Cost effective validatiou lies in the qualifications of the people responsible for the validation. They

must know 'why' they are performing the validation and where the finish line is in order to identlfy

the shortest and most effective path to reach it.

4.2 Validation Master Plan

The Validation Master Plan (VMP) is used to record a proper definition of the fuuctiorLal

requirements of the equipment/system and process. This is required during the preliminary or

early detailed design phase in order to eusure that the engineering team has the informati,ln
necessary to design the facility and/or speci$ the equipmeut that will meet the critical accePtaDce

criteria.
This Vatidation Master Plan is also used to identify the responsibilities of the team involved in the

validation (figure 10). It is an efficient way of ensuring that the requirements for validatiou eLre

understood and agreed upon by everyoue involved. It covers the equipment, systems, prograllls,
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reportiDg, structures, document formats,
responsibilities and other framework
needed to guide the validation effort.

The VMP provides a basis from which
everyone involved in the project can

communicate. All responsible engineers,
specifiers of equipment, regulatory officers,
quality assurauce validation personnel, and
operators know what the critical compoDeuts

of the validation protocol will be and what
information is needed from each group to
meet the validation requirements.

The responsible personnel or department for
each phase of the project can be given in
typical matrix in which responsibility is

designated for protocol development, pro-
tocol review team, and protocol execution,

Organisation - Responsibilities

Validation Project Manager

Protocol Execution Group

signafure and release authorisatiou. 6n sxample of an IQ for an equipment is given in table 1, below.

Table 1. Installation Qualification - Machinery Responsibilities

LF
1O
:U:OJ
t lr1
1

G*ffi

Document Control Group

Figure 10. Organisation - Responsibilities

Installation

Qualification

Document Production Validation

Control Dept. Team

Calibration Production QA

Team Team Manager

Program

Manager

Develop protocol ffi
Initial approval #ffi
Execute protocol

Calibrate instruments

Summary report

Review & approval

ffi

reil
ffi
ffit

BW

M w

&re

4.3 Protocol Writers
Since it has been found that the production of a validation document can often take as long as the
execution of the document, the use of experieuced and qualified writers has advantages in speed
and effectiveness which will easily outweigh the higher cost per hours compared to inexperienced
writers-
The essential of a good protocol is to include only what is relevant to the critical parameters and to
leave out everything else. This ensures a short, sharp, effective protocol. The writer must invest
more time in learning about the system during the protocol development phase in order to avoid
unnecessary tests and labour effort at the execution phase - all which add to cost.
Standardised documents will make the tasks easier aud increase efficiency. Time should be allowed
for creating or selecting a template for future validation exercises.
Making decisions otr time (i.e., at the beginning of the project) of who will sign - the 'completed
by' and 'reviewed by'- on each protocol will improve consistency of the document and ultimately
save time during the execution and review phases ofthe project.
Protocols should contain only relevant data. The document should not be overloaded or used as a
convenient easy to find source of information which is not directly relevant to the validation, as

these documents have to be collected reviewed, tested, data reviewed (often by 3 or more persons)

and discussed, all adding to the cost. Preferable other documents should be developed for non
essential or non-regulatory issues.

Va lidation Contract Project Manager
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Validation is not an attempt to prove that the facility/system or process is perfect. The cost of
validation is related to the amount of risk the user wishes to avoid/avert. The target of validation

is to provide a high degree of assurance that a facility/system/process or equipment consistently

does what it is supposed to do. At the beginniug of the project, it must be decided how much

validation (documentation) is enough (see part 3), as too little validation results in loss of quality

and too much validation results in wasted resoluces. Each extreme adds cost.

Building Blocks for Successful Validation - Integrated system

5.1 lntegratedApproach
The integrated approach is the most effective and efficient approach to accomplishing validation as

it iucorporates the validatiotr process into engineering, procurement, commissioning and start-uP

activities associated with a project. To take full advantage of the irtegrated approach, and the

subsequent coutrol of cost, the following is required:
- A multi-disciplinary project lgam (to provide different perspectives, and improve Project execution).

- Effective planning and communication (team led by a co-ordinator rather ttran traditional mauager).

- Management and enforcement of the validation plan/process to ensure follow through-
- Periodic assessment of the quality of the prepared documentation.

The integrated approach treats validatiou as a continuing process and not as an event itr the life

cycle. It integrates the activities of all relevant departments and personnel (including suppliers).

Wheu used, it will reduce overall project cost and schedule duratiou and the beuefits derived from

an integrated approach to validatiou will generally far exceed any added cost.

It adds value because the resulting process/system is better documented, more straightforward to

initiate and to validate, easier/better to operate and meets the user needs. The process becomes

more reliable, which results in easier and less costly maintenauce.

Suppliers Audits - Information for Suppliers

Suppliers must be involved in the validatiou process. The suppliers in the health care iudustry
obviously try to provide the equipment or services which the user desires i.e., the manufacturer of
the pharmaceutical product or medical device. It is imperative that the supplier knows what the

user's requirements are. A standard specification which contains the basic requirements for CGMP,

baseline documentation and other issues, must be given to the supplier. Thereafter compreheusive/

detailed specifications must be developed to ensure that the supplier }:oows exactly what is

required by the user, and that the supplier is able to manufacture it. This saves the supplier

developiug and constructitrg items or processes which may be found later to have deficiencies.

correcting these deficiencies later can lead to extra work, extra cost and loss of time.

A well developed comprehensive specification, especially for equipment, will eusure for the user

the following:
- The delivered goods are clearly specified.
- Documentation requirements are clearly defined.
- Operating parameters and capabilities are clearly defined.
- ConformaDce to in-house standards is maintained for items such as material finishes, calibrated

requiremeuts, etc.

To avoid delivery of substandard materials and delays, and to ensure that the supplier meets the

acceptaDce criteria for IQ, OQ and PQ, critical equipment should be specified adequately with the

purchase order. A few pages of description will always be needed for many pieces of even simple

equipment, but for more complex equipment it may be a 30 to 40 page document.

The last part of table 5 describes the documentation package that the supplier should hand over

when the equipmeut is delivered.
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The auditing of suppliers by the user compauy by personnel who are qualified for this task is of U
course a logical and essential step, and steps should always be taken to ensure that critical 1 v,
suppliers are educated to the task, for example using in-house seminars or other programs. This is x
a good investment that generally repays in greater understanding, better seryice and better quality.

Although the exact requirements of a new or improved process may not be completely defined at
the time the equipment is beiug specified and the facility is being designed, the documentation
that will be required for validation is usually known. What is known should be shared with the
supplier as early as possible.

For any new piece of equipment all or some of the following will be needed (for example):
Documentation Requirements:
- Sequence ofOperations
- Start-up and maintenance procedures
- Maintenance and Operation books
- Instrument List
- P & ID Drawings and Flow Charts
- Software Development Documentation
- Material Certification Documentation
- Spare Parts List
- Warrauty
- 'n' number of copies of the operating and maintenance books.

This information should be built into the original specification, to let the supplier loow what is
expected. Later request for additional validation information (e.9. certification or extra books) is
costly and wasteful. Production of informatiou brings costs aud this cost should be anticipated aud
included. Point to poiut checks which are performed by the suppliers on all the control systems

before dispatching the equipment, are not usually routinely documented as thoroughly as the
validators at the user would like- The degree of details required by the user should be shared, so

that data from supplier checkout could save the user the additional (repeated) work and cost.
There should be agreement with the supplier on forms to be used, format for the data, and other
issues so that their information (e.g. point to poiut checks) can be used in the validation
documents. The supplier is usually better qualified to do these types of checkout and the user
could save the extra cost of repeatiug this work, often simply to prepare the documentation.

IQ, OQ Protocol and Validation Cost

The IQ and OQ protocols should be seen as work orders which have a siguificant impact on the
project cost. The aim is to design the IQ and OQ protocol documents in such a way that the
requirements of the authorities are met at a minimal of cost to the project This may require
revising the company SOPs for the preparation of Protocols and standard approaches and greater
use of templates for each class of equipment , system or process.

7.7 Cost of IQ and OQ

lmportance of good design package

A well designed, thoroughly documented project package supports the validation effort aud
therefore helps to minimise costs. validation begins with an audit, or thorough review of, the
design package, specifications aud submittal files of the project. If the design firm has properly
considered validation requirements, beginning at the earliest stages of the project, then the
auditing will proceed smoothly aud few deficiencies will be found. Correcting deficieucies, in order
to make the package validatable is not the task of the validatiou engineer. Generally not more that
15 o/o ofthe total cost ofIQ/OQ cost should be required to audit the desigu aud correct deficiencies.
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If the deficiencies are numerous and the auditing effort becones tedious, then the design firm has

not performed in its role to support the validation.

Producing the actual IQ/OQ protocol documents is a tedious, time consuming activity for the

validation engineer. The maximum use should be made of protocol templates, both for uniformity
and for cost control. Experience has shown that about 30 percent of the total IQ/OQ cost can be

needed for the production ofprotocol documents.

There are two cost control factors involved in the writing of the IQ/OQ protocol a) the time needed

to produce the document, and b) the amount of fieldwork resulting from the implementation of the
protocol. Therefore, the protocol should be regarded as a fieldwork order. The protocol should be

clear and concise enough for bid to be made by an outside firm, eveu though the work is actually

intended for the in-house personnel.

The IQ/OQ field activities are uot a substitute for normal construction quality control and

commissioning activities. IQ/OQ should not begin utrtil these construction quality activities have

been completed. It is idea and advisable to issue the IQ/OQ protocols to the general supplier/

contractor in advance, so that the documents may be used in the construction quality control

effort. This will avoid the need for corrections of construction deficiencies during validatiou.

An estimated fifty percent of the total cost of IQ/OQ occurs during the inplementation phase.

Labour is the major factor including: the validatiou engineering and technician time, calibration

technician time, on-call for the construction staff groups and charge for supplier representatives

services. Other cost factors include: testing equipment, temporary utility hook-ups, special fittings
and structures, and expendable materials as raw materials, placebo materials aud even Products.

After the fieldwork is completed, the final protocol package must be circulated for final signature.

Generally the is only a small part of the total cost of IQ/oQ but it is that all the data is clearly

presented and easily understood.
The IQ/OQ protocol should always be made as a stand aloue document, a fully self contained

package that explains the tasks which were performed, how the results meet the requiremeuts of
the regulatory authorities and guidelines, or other relevant requirements (e.g., company SOPs).

Table 2. lypical component costs oflQ/oQ (estimate)

Activity

Audit Design Documents

Correct Design Deficiencies

Produce IQ/OQ Protocol Documents

Perform IQ/OQ Fieldwork

E9t!: $ r-9Pb"l.- Hql39!-919 |-

Total

7.2 Estimating IQIOQ Cost

The variety of equipment, systems, processes, facilities is so euormous that, estimating the costs of
IQ/OQ can best be done using historical cost data from similar projects. Iu the absence of historical

data, an estimate may be developed using conventional estimating practices.

The fust step in developing an accurate estimate is to identify and line out all of the cost items, as

shown in the example in table 2.

The validation requirements in a pharmaceutical and medical device facility becomes an additional

cost, in addition to the design fee, and must be separately accounted for in the project estimates.

The IQ/OQ cost can be a significant cost factor in the total cost ofa project. The PreParation ofthe
protocol document alone, by an outside firm can cost between $ 500 and S 1000 per Page. These are

of course ouly estimates aud varies with each situation and company.

10

5

30

50

5

100
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An estimate of the cost of IQ/OQ as part of the total project cost is given in table 3. The cost showu 1 U1 at

is for a properly designed project, where validation is considered at the beginning and where the i 3
quality of coDstruction is of a high level. For certain types of pharmaceutical and medical device '-
products, the process involved e.g., aseptic processes, can be expected to move the curve (in table 3)

upwards.

2.3 f,5timating the pe Cost

The cost of PQ has not been covered in the Part as PQ is far more complex than IQ/OQ, and
therefore not easily subjected to general rules. However, based ofexperience in the pharmaceutical

industry, there is indication that PQ can be expected to be in the range of 50o/o to 100o/o of the cost
of IQ/OQ. To obtain the total cost of IQ/OQ/PQ, a rough estimate can be obtained by doubling the
costs shown in table 3. In order to make a better estimate, the same guide of a line item-base
procedure for the PQ should be followed, as given for the IQ/OQ above.

Table 3. IQ/OQ Cost versus Total Project Cost (Estimate)

Total Project Cost Percent

Dollars

IQIoQ cost
Dollars

10 000

50 000

250 000

1 000 000

5 000 000

50 000 000

2 500

4 500

75 62s

40 000

112 000

720 000

25

9

5

4

2

1.5

Conclusions

The cost of validation is a topic of constant discussion. Validation is part of the way of taking
concerted actiou to assure constant quality and instead ofadding cost, is in fact an investment iu
achieving the current standard and meeting the current pharmaceutical and medical devices

requirements. It is the means of maintaiaing the process in a state of control. Achieving the
desired quality iu the product should result in a reductiou of overall cost. Cost reduction should
still be an ongoiug target of the validation team. The minimum level of cost and effort that ensures

the required quality standards for the product is always acceptable.

Validation still remaius a significant cost factor in the total cost of constructing or modifying
processes and facilities for the production of pharmaceuticals and medical devices. Managing
validation costs requires careful planning from the earliest stages of a project, as well as thoughtful
preparation of protocols which must be managed along with other project activities. An attempt
should always be made to make an 'accurate as possible' estimate the cost of IQ aud OQ beforehand.
The cost expended should be accurately recorded, as it provides a good basis for estimating future
validation studies-
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Part 4

Regulatory, CGMP and Compliance in Validation

Introduction

The purpose of this part is to ensure that adequate atteution is giveu to some of the regulatory
issues involved with validation. In the main market blocks, i.e., the USA, the EU and Japan,
regulations which govern the production and control of pharmaceutical products and medical

devices are in place. The USA - FDA regulations are presently somewhat more inteusive than those
ofthe EU and will be used throughout this part as refereuce.

Validation is part of FDA's Curreut Good Manufacturing Practice (21 CFR 211) and Quality System

Regulation (21 CFR 820). The official definitions of validation which are used by the governing
bodies for these classes of product make it clear that quality has to be built into the product by
reliable and consistent processes which must be demonstrated to result in products meeting the
predetermined specifications.
All products of these types which are marketed in the European Union and the USA must meet the

current regulations and directives. The European documents "Medicinal Products for human use",

and "Medical Device Directive", and the "Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act" of the USA Food and Drug

Administration are similar on points of conformity assessment, approval of products, post

marketing surveillance, vigilance, recalls, advisory notices, etc. Many of the rules for drugs and
medical devices are very similar aud are giveu in guidelines for this purpose (e.g. the FDA

Guidelines on General Principles ofProcess Validation, 1987), as ISO standards (e.g. ISO 13485), and as

guidelines of the Global Harmonization Task Force (GHTF), e.g. "Quality Management Systems -

Process Validation Guidance". Sometimes the rules are differeut for the two groups of products. The

trend towards harmonisation of the rules between the three major markets - EU, USA, and Japan -

is helping the industry by saving time, resources aud speeding approval of the products. The GHTF

Guidances on process validation, Labelling, Design control, Reporting adverse events, Postmarket
surveillance, and Auditing are good examples of harmonisation.

The regulatory authorities do not regard any particular pharmaceutical or medical device process

as "the most important" or critical. The manufacturer has to identify those processes which are

critical to the manufacture and control of each drug product or medical device, and implement
controls to assure process parameters are met.
The FDA expects process, packaging, cleauiug, analytical and computer validation studies to have

beeu conducted, reviewed, and approved for the drug dosage forms, the bulk pharmaceutical
products and medical devices. Validation must provide assurance that all "critical steps" in each

process (manufacturing, packaging, testiug, etc.) are consistent and reproducible.

The FDA has stated that pre-approval inspections of outside the USA facilities producing bulk,
intermediate, and finished dosage form drug products is on the increase. A tough line is taken with
foreign drug manufacturers who fail to comply with the drug CGMPs requirements. In case of non-
compliance, regulatory and administrative sanctions can be expected. Some of the violations that
often occur, are in the following areas:
- Inadequate QA Records/SOP's

- Inadequate Facilities/Equipment Records/SOP's

- Inadequate Batch Master Records

- Coutrol of Components/lntermediates: containers/closures
- Quality Assurauce, iucludiug quality of staff and structure of department
- Stability Programs

lo
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- Laboratory Controls
- Cleaning Validation

Packaging validation of all products must be regarded as normal and is expected by the health

authorities. For packaging validation, the FDA expects to see this completed as part ofthe overall
validation programure for the product.

Basically the European Authorities have begun to recognise this as standard practice.

The activities which are specified in the CGMPs are sound and well based, these should in any case

be performed. The main challenges are in fact their efficient documentation. The regulatory

authorities - FDA - have set a challeuge for the industry by enforcing a more rigorous quality

system, e.g. under the new Quality System Regulation for devices (21 CFR 820). This should provide

an incentive aud help manufacturers to become more efficient and competitive.

Validation studies usually lead to process optimisation, which means fewer internal failures,

rejects, reworks, etc. This translates to better productivity, Iower manufacturing costs, and less

chauces ofshipping defective products, fewer complaints so that there are advantages for both the

manufacturer and the consumer.

Validation is an essential tool which provides evidence that the manufacturing process or product

will meet its requirements. The company personnel responsible for preparing protocols and reports

for validation purposes must realise that these documents should be well thought-out and contain
all the items aud information required by the regulatory authorities.

Process validation

Process validation is considered to be a basic element of an acceptable system. The FDA considers

the validation of the processes used in the manufacture of drug substauces and medical devices to
be a requirement for products to be marketed or for these groups of products awaitiug approval.

The FDA definition of validation makes this abundantly clear, i.e., "Establishing documented

evidence which provides a high degree of assurance that a specific process will consistently
produce a product meeting its pre-determined specification and quality attributes".

FDA investigators as well as the industry have often misinterpreted this regulation, therefore the

FDA issued the "Guideline on General Principles ofProcess Validation" in 1987. In this validation is

described as "establishing documented evidence which provides a high degree ofassurance that a

specific process will consistently produce a product meeting its predeternined specifications aud

quality attributes". This document is in the process of beiug updated, in the light of an increased

risk-based approach and more room for emerging technologies.

The FDA considered that routine end product testing aloue is insufficient to reveal all variations

which can occur in the physical, chemical, and microbiological properties of a drug. The FDA,

therefore insists that manufacturers performed process validatiou studies and in-process testing to

ensure consistent product quality. This concept is no longer new and all manufacturing processes

for drugs and medical devices must be validated.

A general guidetine states that the degree of validation, in a multi-step process should increase

towards the final manufacturing step. Although it is still not clearly given at what poiDt process

validation should begin, all manufacturing steps which may have an impact on the physical,

chemical or microbiological characteristics of the final product should be validated. A choice based

on the use of the Criticality and Complexity approach as giveu in this Guide is helpful.

The acfual validation program involves the manufacture of at least 3 consecutive successful

batches. These three batches must be produced at the same operatiug ranges as the critical
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paramslsls and not at the extremes. Process validatiotr is only intended to demonstrate that a
product can be produced consistently and successfully at given ranges. It is not expected to
demonstrate the robustness of the process. This should have been determined during the pilot
studies.
For new drug products (NDA - New Drug Application - and ANDA - Abbreviated New Drug
Application) submissions, at least 3 batches should be subjected to process validatiou before
shipment. The current FDA approach, after consultation, may allow deviation from this minimum 3

batches.

For existing products however, reffospective validation may be accepted. Retrospective validation
means that manufacruring and testing data for past batches are aualysed in order to demonstrate
reproducibility of the manufacturing and of the final product. Consistency can be shown only if
data is adequate and no significant changes have taken place in raw materials, manufacturing
processes, and operating ranges. For rctrospective validation data for between 20 and 30 batches
should be evaluated and generally, there should be no significant chauges to the process or product
over the period under discussion.

Basically, equipment is qualified and processes are validated. As a part of process validation,
qualification of the facilities and equipment used must be performed. Qualification (i.e.,IQ, OQ, PQ)

establishes that a process, system, facility, equipment and/or control instrument are capable of
operating consistently within established ranges. These are covered in detail later in this Guide.

Each qualification or validation program starts with the development of a protocol detailiug the
scope of the program, implementation, acceptance criteria, summary aud approvals.
Process validation is dynamic and therefore may need to be repeated whenever changes are made
in raw materials, equipment, manufacturing steps, utilities or operators. The repeat of validatiou
studies is called Revalidation.

2.7 Change Control System

The change control is the most critical system for a manufacturer. The objective is to establish a

systematic approach for the evaluation, notification and implementation of changes in procedures,

raw materials, manufacturing processes, equipment, utilities, operating environment, etc.

The authorities want to be sure that the company at the site coucerned has written policy and
procedures for the evaluation aud implementatiou of changes which cau affect the quality of the
product, and that the company follows them strictly.
The procedures give the details of:
- who determines, whether evaluation of the change should be fust on laboratory scale or pilot

scale,

- who is responsible for authorising the implementatiou of the charge in the production.

Some changes cannot be implemented without prior approval by the authorities. Where changes

are trot purely financial, then the quality control mauagement must have the final authority to
implement the changes.

Development of FDA Guidelines on Validation

3.1 FDA Guidelines on Process Validation, Historical Review

Process Validation and CGMP

In the USA, the pharmaceutical and medical deyice regulations are dominated by the CGMPs

described in 21 CFR, Parts 210 aud 211 and 820. These regulations are declared by the courts as

authoritative aud obligatory, thereby making violation a criminal act. New regulations emerge only
after many years ofdue process.
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The term Process Validation was not used in the 1978 GMP. GMPs did not describe how to validate

and in fact, they hardly addressed the subject of validation. However, the industry was aware that
the FDA expected manufacturers to validate processes when this was applicable. Process Validation

therefore gradually became regarded as a basic element of an acceptable quality system.

However, in May 1987, the FDA published the 'Guideline on General Principles of Process Validation',

developed in co-operation with a number of prominent organisations including the Centre for Drug

Evaluation and Research. This provides explanation why the FDA considered the validation process

a natural part ofthe Current GMP regulations, particularly in certain industrial Processes, such as

sterilisation.

Thus, more than 25 years ago, aD urgent need was created to establish validation practices for
sterilisation processes, and aseptic processes followed shortly afterwards.
In 1979, a new CGMP became effective (Current Good Manufacturing Practices described iD 21 CFR

- 270-2771, providing a basis for several validation requirements.

In 1983, FDA initiated requirements for the pharmaceutical industry to validate computerised

systems and also introduced the need for Process Validation.

About 1988, equipment cleaning validation was added.

Uutil 1990, FDA guideliues were officially used to elaborate on interpretations of CGMP regulations

and were often regarded as binding in the absence of actual regulations. However, itr August 1990

the FDA General counsel ruled that the 'Guidelines were absolutely not binding'. At present,

FDA Guidetines, Guide to InspectioE, Industry Guidelines aud other FDA Advisory opinions are all
regarded as 'just advice'.

From the start, process validation involved controversies, e.9., over retrosPective and concurrent

versus prospective validation approaches; the definition and use ofworst-case conditions, and the

need for three commercial batches. Evidence of such controversies still remains today, along with
confusion over the role of critical process parameters and quality attributes. Many guideliues exist

but there are still areas ofuncertainty.
Since the begiuniug of validation requirements in the USA, the pharmaceutical and medical device

industries have initiated several validation guidelines of their owD, ofteu \ rith the help of the FDA.

In recent years, the FDA has published several Guides to Inspectiotr, occasionally with the help of
professional organisations participatiug in the preparation. These guides, although unofficial, have

been found to be very useful.

3.2 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), FDA - USA

The Code of Federal Regulations is a codificatiou of the general aud permaneut rules published in
the Federal Register by the Executive departments and agencies ofthe Federal Goverument in the
USA. The Code is divided into 50 titles, which represent broad areas subject to Federal regulation.

Each title is divided into chapters which usually bear the name of the issuing agency. Each chapter

is further subdivided into parts covering specific regulatory areas.

In its functiotr as part of the Department of Health and Human Services, the FDA defines laws in
the form of regulatious. Most of these detailed regulations are in fact considered law and binding.
AII FDA regulations are issued in Title 21 Code of Federal Regulations (21 CFR), Food and Drugs,

Volumes 1-8, cousisting ofParts 1 to 1404. Each Part covers a specific issue. In order to help users,

the FDA further provides au interpretatiou of its regulations in published guidelines. However,

these guidelines are not considered law- The following excerpts represent a sampling of references

applicable to pharmaceuticals and medical devices.

Current Good Manufacturing Practice for Finished Pharmaceuticals (27 CFR, Part 211) specifies:

Automatic, mechanical, or electronic equipment or other types of equipment, including computers,

or related systems that will perform a function satisfactorily, may be used in the manufacture,

processing, packing, and holding of a drug product. lf such equipment is so used, it shall be

routinely calibrated, inspected, or checked according to a written program designed to assure
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proper performance .... Appropriate controls shall be exercised over computer or related systems to
assure that changes in master production and control records or other records are instituted only
by authorised personnel. Input to and output from the computer or related system of formulas or
other records or data shall be checked for accuracy'.

Good Mauufacturing Practice for Medical Devices (21 CFR, Part 820, Quality System Regulatiou)

defines: 'All production and quality assurance measurement equipment, such as mechanical,

automated, or electronic equipment, shall be suitable for its intended purposes and shall be capable

of producing valid results .... When computers are used as paft of an automated production or
quality assurance system, the computer software programs shall be validated by adequate and

documeuted testing.'

FDA concluded from a study of the device failures and recall data, that manufacturers cannot rely

only on inspections and testing to ensure that devices meet the specifications. Matry failures which
occurred after distribution, have been caused by the manufacturing process negatively influencing
the device, e.g. component properties changed as a result of sterilising or moulding processes.

Where automation is involved in manufacture, software is likely to be used. Product testiug alone

will not usually show whether or not the software is adequate for the intended purpose. Technological

changes have to a great extent forced more reliance oD Process Validation.

3.3 Process Validation versus 100o/o Inspectionllesting
The need for validation of a manufacturing process when the company performs 100olo testing of
the finished product has always been an interesting and sometimes controversial discussion poiut.
The FDA standpoint is basically that you 'validate a process' and 'qualiff equipment'- you do not
validate equipment. Qualification is process control. Equipment must be qualified whether on uot
you perform 100o/o inspection. The use of a sampling plan meaus that you accept an inherent risk
and this may be a question of economics.

The decision 'to validate or not', is not whether or not 100o/o testing is actually performed, but
whether oDe can perform 100o/o testing and fully veriff. Misunderstanding can arise from the rule
iu the Quality System Regulation (QSR), which states 'Process validation is required where results

ofthe process cannot be fully verified by subsequent inspectiou and tests'.

It is not always possible to demonstrate by inspection and testiug that the expected results are

achieved without destroying the product (e.g. sterilisation, sealing, moulding). The word 'fully' is not
adequately defined, and can be expected to cause disagreements between manufacturers and inspectors.

Ifmanufacturers decide not to validate a process, then they should review all processes and provide

written justification based on the inspection and testing criteria. This will always be required if they
are to comply with the proposed process validation requirements.

However, the degree of validation effort can be determined using the Criticality and Complexity
Approach which is given in another Part of this Guide.

3.4 Validation Master Plan
At present, there are no requirements by the authorities for a Validation Master Plan, but the avaiiability
of such a plan is an excellent way of showing the authorities that the firm has coutrol of its validation
program. Especially in situations where the processes which should be validated have not been

validated, a Master PIan is useful to show that the firm has a good policy and highlight their intentions.

The development of a Master Plan is also a useful way of getting all involved in the field of process

vali.dation and the management of the validation process, ou the same wavelength.
The ValidatioD Master Plan is covered iu more extensive detail in another Part of this Guide.

3.5 Product Validation and Process Validation
Product validation, to the authorities, means testing the finished product under actual or simulated

conditious of use, to prove/establish that it conforms to the specificatiou. This is part of process

validation and falls under'product performauce qualification'.
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In the FDA'Guideline on General Principles of Process Validation' (1987)the definition of validation
is given as: 'Establishing and documenting the evidence which provides a high degree of assurance

that a process will consistently produce a result or product meethg its predetermined specifications'.

The term 'design validation'is used in the FDA QSR (Part 820), ISO 9001(2000), and ISO 13485(2003),

but is not defined in these documents. The FDA has been attempting to harmonise with the ISO

standard and in the QSR a number of statements as follows are given:

Design validation (820.30(9)):

- shall include tes 'ng of production units uuder actual conditions of simulated use before distribution.
- includes software validation and risk analysis

AIso the European Medical Device Directive and ISO 9001:2000 require proper design validation to
be carried out, ircluditrg software validation and risk analysis.

3.5 Retrospective and Concurrent Validation
The manufacturing company is not free in the choice of these two systems as far as submission to
the authorities is concerned. Rerrospective validation is defiued as 'validation of a process for a

product which is already in distribution based upon accurnulated production, testing and coutrol
data'. This is hardly ever allowed by the FDA for drug- and medical devices products because they
consider it too difficult for manufacturers to perform a proper retrospective validatiou. The problem

is that the test methodology, the conditions under which the data is collected and the process

parameters at the time the data is collected must be accurately knowu in order to validate the
data. Until receutly, manufacturers have seldom documented this information properly. Old machinery

is seldom designed with controls and instrumentation that facilitate present day validatiou
documentation. An old process with a history of an absence of problems may provide retrospective

data. Regardless of a process history, batches made before changes in a process have been made,

cannot be included in a validation.

Concurrent validation means that the products are released from each validation study/ruu before

the completion of the entire validation study. It is necessary to collect historical data before

completion of the study. The authorities have taken the positiou that when concurrent validation is

applied, the product must be controlled so that it is retrievable, until all validation activities are

completed and the validation acceptance criteria have beeu met.

3.7 Large Production Process Validation and Small Production Runs

The type of validation to be used in cases where the company has processes to produce larger

costly devices but wants to make a small uumbers of runs in production, needs consideration.

Iu this situation, prospective and retrospective validation is of limited value for proving the stability
aud consistency ofthe process. Concurrent validation, however, would be appropriate, and process

capability studies would still be applicable and should be performed.

In cases where devices are manufactured individually or only as one order, the data obtained

during the manufacturing and assembling process, may be used together with product testing
results, to show that the process is capable of achieving a finished product which meets all the set

specifications and the quality characteristics.

3.8 Validation - Tools and Appliances
As part ofthe process validation, tools and appliances should be 'qualified'for the intended purpose.

Tools aud appliances should be iucluded in the process when the capability and performance of the
process are established during process validation.

3.9 Validation and Verification
These two terms can cause confusion between because they are used (interchaugeably) in certain
official documents. In the commonly used FDA definitiou of validation the acceut should be on
'consistently'.
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FDA's QSR defines 'verification' as: 'coufumatiou by examination and provision of objective

evideuce that specified requirements related to a product or process have been fulfilled'.
Essentially this means assuring that the output meets the input requirements at various steps or
stages in the process, and would iuclude such activities as inspection and testing.
In software developmeut (IEEE software standard 610.2 and ISO statrdard 50501-1-4) a similar meaning

is given to 'verification', but validation is defined as 'the process of evaluating the software at the

end of the development process to ensure that it complies with the requirements'. Yet this is only
possible by verification of the various development stages.

Validation is the overdl process which is used to ensure that the finished product meets the

requirement, and is not just the testing of the firished product.

4 Validation Issues and the Regulatory Authorities

4.7 tntroduction
The regulatory aspect and language ofthe authorities are importaut aud should be understood by

the professionals who write protocols and reports. The main targets for these documents are the

management and the regulatory authorities.
In preparing validation documents, the management style and needs, and the authorities expectatiou

and requirement remain central. Too often the problems which are encountered during an inspection

result from lack of understanding of the regulatory requirements and language associated with
validation.

4.2 Development and Validation
The qualification phases of validation must take place after the firm has come to the conclusion

that the development phase of a specific process or product is complete-

Successful validatiou on a new or changed system or process must be performed:

- on manufacturing equipment (Installation and Operational Qualification)
- in the mauufacturing environment
- with manufacturing persounel
- according to a fully developed process.

M anufacturing E quipment

The use of laboratory, or pilot scale or other equipment for the validation of a new product might
be considered to save time in getting results, but when the definite mauufacturing equipmeut is

found to be different to the actual equipment, the validation process could have to be repeated.

The then issuiag delays, loss of time and extra cost have often demoustrated that it is better to
involve manufacturiug (processing) personnel as early as possible in development so that all relevant

factors can be taken iuto account before validation is performed.

M anufac turin g P e rs o nnel
There is a significaut differeuce between the levels of understanding and knowledge between
personnel in development and operators in manufacturing. Realising this fact and involving
manufacturing personnel into the development process is part of the secret of firms which are

successful in the rapid development and introduction of new products. This participation allows
firms to develop processes which are easy to teach to processing personnel, and to auticipate and

plan the traiaing for operators who will run the process and perform the validation trials. This is

particularly important where sophisticated processes require special training and skills.

M anufa c tur in g Envir o nm e nt
The ability to validate a process is very significantly dependent on the environmental conditions. The

conditions of development laboratory are usually relatively stable compared to the more difficult to

control and larger manufacturing settings in which it may be far more difficult to validate a process

or which may make the results unreliable. Important environmental factors for conceru include:
- temperature
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humidity
light
air and microbial cleanliness.

These factors should be qualified and ifnecessary controlled before f,rll validation begins.

4.3 ValidationProtocol
This document is similar to a Validation Master Plan but may be prepared when a very large
project has to be divided into separate entities for better management of the validation. The

validation protocol for the individual process or system theu becomes one of the most important
tools in the validation process. This should fully describe the test plau and give a guide for
completion of the program. The authorities demand that the protocol is vrritten and approved

before the start of validation ruus. Performiug validation with report then writing the protocol will
not be accepted during an inspection, even if the results of the validation meet the requirements.

In such a case, to satisry the authorities the validation will have to be repeated following an

approved protocol. A validation protocol should include the following items:
- Reference to the Device Master Record and/or a bill of materials.
- References to any required equipment installation qualification reports.
- Discussiou of required environmental conditions and, if important, rationales stating why certain

conditions do not require control.
- Statement of the test plan, including the number of runs to be performed and a rationale for

this figure.
- Discussion of how the concept of worst case was considered and, if necessary, a rationale if why

certain items were considered not important.
- Discussion of, aud a plau for, the uecessary trainiug of personnel before beginning validation.
- Description of, and a rationale for, the quality control test plan to be used.

- Equipment calibration requirements.
- Clear definition of what constitutes a successful validation.

4.4 epproval ofProcess Specifications
Process and control specifications should always be written and approved before starting a validation
run. Developing the specifications during validation is not validation, this is development. If this
routine is used, suspect validation results may occur and this can lead to problems in the future
with the process atrd the product. The authorities object to this routine.
When changes to the specification are required, revisions may be made during validation, providing

alterations are documented in the final report and that they do uot jeopardise the results.

Occasionally, changes to the specifications may require a revision of the protocol and the restarting
of validation runs.

4.5 Worst Case Scenario
The FDA in 'Validation Guideline' (May 1987) defines worst case as:

A set of conditions encompassing upper and lower processing limits and circumstances, including
those within standard operating procedures, which pose the greatest chance ofprocess or product

failure when compared to the ideal conditions. Such conditions do not necessarily induce process

or product failure'. These are reasons why this regulatory concept of a worst case scenario must be

considered iu all validation schemes:

a. The authorities require a study ofthis concept.

b. To prove that the process can and will perform at all the specified operating conditions.

c. If used properly, it can accentuate over-tight production process tolerances (these may result in
significant savings in production loss).

However, since it is not possible to test all conditions in validation, a well justified motivation giving

why certaiu conditious are considered important should be iucluded in the OQ protocol. Also, the

OQ protocol should explain why other conditions were not tested.

It is advisable to statistically compare the final data obtained at the extremes of the specifications.
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This comparisoDwill show, if there are differences and if these specifications need to be adjusted.
This should contribute to obtaining a realistic impression of the manufacturhg process.

4.6 Material obtained from Different Suppliers
Manufacturers must be aware that material of the same specification purchased from different
suppliers cannot be expected to be identical. The authorities still have difficulty persuading
manufacturers of this fact. Some users have learnt that packaging validation runs may be
successful when materials for one supplier were used, but that significant losses and problems
occurred when production with materials from another supplier was undertaken.
This can be avoided in several ways:
a. develop a protocol that includes materials from more sources; or
b. perform a full validation with material from one supplier, followed by a smaller confirmatory

validation run with materials from (an)other supplier(s).

The last method makes it possible for uew or significantly changed products to be delivered faster
to the market than if validation of all combinations of materials from different suppliers had to be
performed.

4.2 Equipment Calibration
The measuring equipment for production and quality assurance must be routinely calibrated and
capable of producing valid results - this is a requirement of the FDA's QSR (sectiou 820-72),ISO
9001(2000), and ISo 1348s(2003).

This point should not be overlooked, as it can be costly if after validation is complete, the firm
discovers that the manufacturing equipmeut is not calibrated correctly.
All applicable equipmeut should be included in the firms calibration program and the protocol
(at least) should require display ofan up-to date calibratiou stickers. As ideal practice which should
ensure that results are accurate is to perform calibration of siguificaut pieces of quality assurances

aud manufacturing equipment, immediately before starting validation runs.

4.8 Statistics
Statistics should be considered and described fully in protocols as they play an important part in
the performance of any validation program. In the medical device industry, under QSR section
820.70 (Productiou and Process Control) the requirement clearly indicates that each manufacturer
shall develop, conduct, control and monitor production processes to ensure that the device

couforms to its specification. In addition, where appropriate, each manufacturer shall establish and
maintain procedures for identiffing valid statistical techniques required for establishiug, controlling
and ver$ing the acceptability of process capability and product characteristics following QSR
section 820.250 (Statistical Techniques). For both product and process measuring systems,

statistical methods are valuable tools for achieving and demonstrating that the requirements are

met.
Validation statistics need not be complex and may be derived easily usiug a computer. The following
items should be considered when compiling statistics:

- Number of validation runs
The FDA validation guideline (May 1987) states that the protocol should specify a sufficient
number of replicate process ruus to provide reproducibility and provide an accurate measure of
variability among successive runs. A minimum of only three runs is required to provide a

suitable statistical basis for confirming satisfactory results.

- Sample size

In order to be certain that the sample size specified for normal production is adequate and that
a process is able to produce an acceptable products, it is good practice to use a larger sample

size during validatiou ruus. This can be achieved with sampling plans based ou MIL STD 105E

(or 411) by usiug a tighteDed sampling plan rather than a normal one. For validation ruus
a general sampling plan is to be preferred rather than a special one.
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Variable versus attribute data
For validation ruIrs is the use of variable data rather than attribute data makes it easier to

calculate process variability for most measurable situations. The authorities prefer to have results

of specific measurements for the purpose of validation and this should be attempted, even if the

test plan specifies the use ofa go-no-go gauge.

Many computer programs are available which will process the data, construct graphical

presentations (as histograms) of the data and place these diagrams oD the specification limits.

These programs make it easy to judge visually if the process is centred or uot.

4.9 One Hundred Percent Inspection
Even a process which is producing many defective products can be validated.

It may be economically interesting to introduce a 100 percetrt inspection step into a process, if the

company wishes it should do so. This must also be considered as one of the steps iE the Process
which is being validated. If the 100 percent inspectiou is removing defective products, then the

process can probably be validated but this is a costly process, and it would be justified to investigate

ways of improving it.

4.10 Validating Large, Costly Devices

The manufacturer who produces large costly devices which are regarded as a production run may

have a problem in deciding the uumbers of products to be used for validation. Wheu the uormally
quoted numbers of 25 to 300 are considered, the inventory cost may be prohibitive as this could be

one or more years sales. The answer in these cases would be a combination of prospective and

concurrent validation. The firm can consider making a protocol manufacturing a few devices,

analysing the data and make an interim validation report. If the data comply with the requirements

of the protocol, the devices can be released to the market. The remainder of the devices cau be

produced and analysed as part of the full validation on a conculrent basis. When all the devices are

produced, a second and final validation report can be written. The original protocol should contain

a full documeutation of this process.

4.11 Location ofReports, Protocols and Data

The inspectors will be frustrated if the data which show that the process or products has been

validated, cannot be found. Overlooking, loosing or destroying such data can be devastating to a
firm's reputatiou and also financially. A library should be maintained where originals of all validation
protocols, rcports, and other essential data are filed. The aim must always be quick, effective retrieval

of all vital documents.

4.12 Predetermined Specifications
The FDA expects the execution oftests to evaluate how efftcieutly and effectively each process step

produces its intended outcome. This is specially true for critical steps which determine the

chemical and physical characteristics ofthe fiuished product.

It is essential to determine and set specifications for these tests before the validation study begins,

e.g. during development. The FDA does not accept setting of specifications based on results

obtained during validation. This pre-determiued specification applies for in-process and finished
product testing as well as for compouents used in the process. The 'demonstration batch approach'

of setting processing parameters and product specifications based on information from smaller

scale batches is acceptable when the scale-up batch is manufactured with the same Parameters
and specifications. If the process is successful, it may be acceptable to use the demonstration batch

as the fust validation batch.
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4.13 Special Processes

Generally the types of processes which are used in pharmaceutical and medical device production
aud packaging need no explanation. However, the boundary between one process and the other is
not always fully clear aud the types of processes that require validation may need clarification.

The use of the term'special processes'in the FDA'Guidelines'may require explanation. This term
was taken from the 1987 ISO 9000 quality standard and is defined as: A process, where the results
of the process cannot be fully verified by subsequently inspection and testing of the product, and
where, for example, processing deficiencies may become apparent only after the product is in use'.
This term is uo longer in the FDA proposals, and also not in ISO 9001(2000) and ISO 13485(2003),

but the intention is the same.

4.14 Deviations Encountered During Inspection
The FDA prepared a review results of almost 500 inspectious of manufacturers facilities and made
an interesting overrriew of the commetrts concerning deviations - from acceptable validation
practice to total lack of validation.
The commonly encountered deviations which were observed include:
- Failure to perform validation following an approved documented protocol.
- Failure to follow the validation protocol.
- Failure to document the validation acceptance criteria-
- Failure to identi$, the samPling methods and sampling plans which were used.
- Failure to document the calibration/maintenance status of the equipment used.
- Failure to document and qua1iff deviations from the protocol.
- Failure to revalidate when there is a sigdficant change in a component, product, process, packagiug

(usually sterile device) and/or manufacturing site.

Summary

The EU and USA Regulatory Authorities cousider that failure of manufacturers of drugs and medical
devices to validate production processes for marked products is serious enough for action and
sanctions to be taken. This applies uot only to products which are approved, but also to substauces

in products being used in batches of product awaiting approval. The key to executing successful

validations and avoiding warnings is to acknowledge the importance of development and doing it
right fust time. The more information that the product manufacturers gather in the development
phase and the more you understand of the issues that are relevant to the authorities, the greater

the chances of success. There are still many issues about controversy exist and that will probably
always be so. The regulatory authorities stand opeu for enquires and invite the manufacturers to
come forward with questions in cases of doubt.
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Part 5

Validation Teams and Responsibilities

Introduction

This part emphasises the need for formation of teams for performing the task involved in the

validation exercise and presents au overview of the need for allocation of responsibilities for all
departments and personnel involved.

The company's commitment to validatiou must be clear. Regardless of the size of the company,

validation of critical processes must be performed in a thorough and scientifically sound manner.

The Validation Master Plau (VMP) is the main document in which the responsibilities of the teams

involved in the validation are identified. It provides a basis from which everyone involved in the
project can communicate aud understand the requirements of the validation. Regardless of which
department is assigned to mauage the validatiou activities, the Validation Master PIan should

identify clearly those responsible and the relationship within the organisation of the company.

The requirements of authorities are the same for small and large companies. The number of
employees or their level of suitable qualification is not an excuse for failure to validate. However, it
is likely that in small and medium-size compauies, individuals charged with validation activities
will have less experience with the specific requirements of validation, design of experiments used

in pre-validation optimisation aud also importantly, in documeutation requirements. This does not
mean that the validation program will not be as good as or better than in a large company, but it
cau mean that the regulatory personnel, quality management and other professionals will be much

more directly and intensively involved in the validation program.

It is essential to have excellent communication, planning and co-ordination between all the

departments involved to enable timely aud cost effective management of the validation exercise.

The formation of teams becomes imperative.

Tasks to Be Performed in validation

The following tasks are involved in validation:
- Determining processes/system to be validated
- Determining documentation staudards for validation
- Prepariug the Validation Master Plan
- Writing validation protocols (lQ, OQ and PQ)

- Co-ordinating validation activities
- Performing validation testing
- Reviewing and approving of completed validation
- Writiug SOPs for processes based on validation protocols
- Providing validation training
- Hiring/interactingwith validation consultants
- Auditing contractors and consultants
- Documentationmanagemeut
- Informing management
- Planning resources.
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Systems, processes or equipment that affect safety, quality, reliability, and performauce must be

validated. This is vital when the process or equipment cannot be verified by 1000/o inspection
testing or when potential failures can only be seen after a product is in use.

Validation Team - lroject Team Concept

Due to the interdepeudence of activities, validation must be a team effort if success is to be ensured.

The complexlty and degree of detail required in validations in order to meet the requirements for
compliance and ensuring the required quality, require the involvement of expertise and experience

from a large number of specialised fields. The systematic analysis of all aspects of a process or facility
requires the participation and insight of these individuals united in a commou target, i.e. via
a validation project team.

The selection of the represeutatives of the project team should be based on the scope of the
project, resource requirements and the impact that the outcome of the project will have on

company or customer (indirectly on the regulatory authorities). These key factors must be identified
at the outset of the project as this will help to establish a line of communication and enable the
project manager to understand the poteutial requiremeuts and concerns.

The validation team may consist of members of the foUowing disciplines:
- Engineering/Maintenance/Technology

- Knowledge of equipment
- Production/Operatiou

- Knowledge of the process

- Quality Control/Quality Assurance
- Ihowledge of GMB what is acceptable

- Regulatory Affairs/Compliance
- Ibowledge of health authorities, laws

- Research/Development
- Knowledge of the product or medical device

- Validation
- Ibowledge of the management of validation (may be internal or extertral)

- Users of the system, process, or equipment
- Other specialist appropriate for specific processes, systems, equipment undergoing validation
- Packaging
- Purchasing
- Aualytical
- Facilities specialist.

Functional Responsibilities

4.7 Management

Company Management
Management must demonstrate a commitment to quality and compliauce to CGMP and shall be

responsible for eusuring that all critical quality and compliance issues are addressed in an effective

and timely manner. Management helps to establish high-level objectives and enables sufficient
financial and staffing resources. Management shall be informed of all critical quality and compliance

issues.

Project Manager
Management is ultimately responsible for project planning and execution and the management

associated costs, schedules and quality. The project manager leads the cross-functional project team.
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4.2 Business Unit Producing Phamaceuticals or Medical Devices
Each business unit producing a marketable product is responsible for:
- Managing the qualification and validation of processes under its control.
- Preparing a Validation Master Plan for each.
- Identifying the requfued support.
- Establishing a validatiou team comprising of suitable reprcsentatives that will support the project.
- Co-ordination ofthe preparation ofprotocols, execution ofthe protocols and writing the reports.
- Ensuring management support aud authorisation of the required funds.

The validation Unit ensures that qualification requirements of the facility and system are communicated
and met. Responsibilities can include qualification planning (e.g. validation master plau

development, qualification resource and cost estimates, and protocol development), - co-ordination
and - execution. For direct impact systems or specffic facility attributes this unit or person may
also provide design input.

4.3 Responsibility of Quality Unit
This unit can include QA and QC and has the responsibility and authority for:
- Establishing a system to approve or reject all drug substances, raw materials, intermediates,

packagiug materials and labels.
- Establishing a system for approving or rejecting materials produced under contract by another

company.
- Reviewing and approviug ofproduction records to ensure that no deviations have occurred, and

if deviations have occurred, that they have been fully investigated and recorded.
- Approving and rejecting all procedures, specifications, investigations, validations and changes

affecting the safety, identity, quality and purity ofthe drug substance or intermediates, devices, etc.

- Performing periodic assessments of procedures, policies and responsibilities within the company's
manufacturiug organisation.

The Quality Assurance Unit ensures that the facility and system meet CGMP requirements. They

help identify direct and indirect impact systems, and review/approve the associated qualification
plans, protocols and reports. They also provide input to resolve qualification problems and review
types of changes to direct impact systems. The responsibilities and procedures applicable to the

Quality Unit must be established and maintained. The unit reports to upper managemeut aud must
be independent of the mauufacturiug, packagiug and distribution units. The unit is responsible for:
- Final reviewing and approval of all validation plans for processes/projects which result in a

marketed product.
- Approval ofqualification aud validation reports.
- Reviewing of all Process Change Request Form, (SOP) other Change Control mauagement, and

determining whether the system change requires validation.
- Interaction with Regulatory Departmeut to eusure that all decisions are consistent with regulatory

requirements and commitments.
- Filing and maintenance of all complete validation documentation.

The Quality Control unit (or quality control laboratories) co-ordiuate the activities associated with
planning and execution of analytical tests. Responsibilities can include design input for specific
systems or facility attributes, test plan development, resources and cost estimates, co-ordination of
iuternal or external laboratory assessment and interpretation ofresults:
- Veriffiug or validating of all test methods used for the coutrol of the product or medical devices.
- Providing required laboratory support for validation and qualification protocols. Testing may

be performed as part of the agreement within the project team.
- Identifying, auditing and the qualiffing contract laboratories required to supplement capacity or

capabilities of the lab.
- Scheduling and shipping samples to external laboratories aud the reyiew and reportiag of results.
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4.4 llroduct Development and Analytical Research

This unit is responsible for:
Validating the manufacturing process for the product and for analytical methods including those

transferred from another site.

4.5 Facilities nngineering
This unit is responsible for:

Managing the qualification and validation of critical facility systems.

The availability of competent process and/or facility engineering skills who can assist in identifying

the user requirements.

Facility and system design and specification, in accordauce with applicable codes aud regulations.

The various test plans and documeuts.

4.6 Productionfoperations
The unit is responsible for:

The ultimate ownership of the facility or process.

Identiffing the user requiremeuts.

Participating in periodic design reviews.

Provide input into specific test plans and documents.

Ensuring an adequate level of llxining and understanding of the faciliry and equipment
operation before turn-over.

4.7 Maintenance
This unit is responsible for:
- Providing input from a maintenance and calibration perspective.
- Participate as required in periodic design reviews.
- Providing input regarding equipment selectiou.
- Providing ongoing support from acquiring suflicient understanding of the facility and equipment.
- Plauning for appropriate resources to participate in commissioning and training activities.
- Developing any required procedures.

Contract Manufacturing and Testitrg

Contract manufacturers/laboratories shall be evaluated to ensure that CGMP requirements are

followed for specific operations which occur at the contract sites. Facilities aud equipment shall be

appropriate for the intended tasks/operation. The Quality Unit of the company which is receiving

the seryice or materials (i.e. pharmaceutical/medical device manufacturer) is ultimately responsible

for ensuring the quality of the services or materials.

Consultants

Consultants advising ou the production of drug substances or intermediate or medical devices shall

have suffrcieut education, training and experience or any combination of these, to advise on the

subject for which they are retained.

Records shall be maintained stating home, address, qualifications and type of service provided by

all consultants. The Prcject Manager together with Quality Assurance should check and ensure the

credentials of consultants.

Personnel Responsibilities

Personnel engaged in the production and packaging of drug substances or intermediates or

medical devices shall wear clothing appropriate for the duties they perform. They shall practice

good sanitation and health habits, which include prohibition of eating, drinking and smoking, etc.
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in areas desiguated for production, packaging, storing and testing of the materials. Only authorised

persous shall enter areas in the buildings and facilities desiguated as limited access areas.

Persons with a health condition that could adversely affect the safety or quality of the drug

substance being produced shall be excluded from direct contact with drug substances, raw
materials, intermediates medical devices or primary packaging materials, until the condition is

corrected. Personnel involved in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals and medical devices must be

trained in and perform their tasks following CGMP and ISO regulations.

Responsibility Matrix

The responsible personnel or department for each phase of the project can be given in typical
matrix in which respousibility is designated for protocol development, protocol review team, and

protocol executiou, signature and release authorisation. A:r example of the type of responsibilities
for an IQ for a piece of equipment is given below.

Table 4. Installation Qualification - Machinery, Responsibiiities
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Installation

Qualification

Document Production Validation

control Dept. Teem

Calibration Production QA Program

lEam Itsam Manager Manager

Develop protocol

Initial approval

Execute protocol

Calibrate irstruments

Summary report

Review & approval
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Conclusion

Validation is a multi-discipline activity and requires expertise from a wide range of specialisation

throughout the organisation and sometimes from outside. Good communication and clear allocatiou

of respousibilities for the teams and individuals involved will be required and will lead to the

desired results in auy validation exercise. The involvement and commitmeat of management is of
paramount importance.
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:
Part 6

Protocols, SOPs and Procedures

Protocols

1.1 Introduction

This part makes it clear that protocols as working documents are among the very essential tools of
the validation exercise aud explains the main features of the protocols required for the qualification.
A general description is given ou the elements to be presented in protocols for Installation.
Operational aad Performance Qualification are covered in greater details iD the Part 17 of the book.

For the purposes of tle book uo specific description will be given here on other Protocols as Protocols

are again treated in other sections, e.g. Cleaning Validation and on templates later.

Validation plans, protocols and reports are the main communication tools available to the validatiou
team. The Validation Master Plan, is sometimes called the Validation Protocol for small validation
exercises and is the best tool for demonstrating how compliance requirements are met. It describes

the scope, approach and limitations of the validation program aud should outline the process,

product, equipment, materials and facilities in adequate details.

All approaches to validation include the incorporation of information into formal written protocols.

Validation protocols concentrate on individual items of equipment, process or products. They cover

the specific needs and expectatious of the validation function required for compliance. These serve

as the guides for performing appropriate validation activities.

1.1.1 Protocols for Critical Impact Processes

Protocols are in fact experimental designs which when executed and the results documented as

planned, will provide the data needed to validate or qualify equipment, system or process for its
intended use. Protocols should be clear, concise and accurately state the critical specifications and

operating paremeters which were identified.
Generally, protocols may be prepared for all relevant situations in the validation program. However,

to meet the documentation requirements of the regulatory authorities, protocols must be prepared

for validation purposes for all those equipment, systems or processes which are defined as critical,
i.e., have and influence on the essential quality features of the product. It is important that application

ofthese protocols is based on a sound scientific approach in order to provide quality assurance.

1.1.2 Essenfials of a Good Protocol

It is easier and less confusing to write and to execute five simple protocols than to write and to
execute one complex one. Basically IQ and OQ are more applicable to equipment and PQ is more

applicable to a process.

For writing an effective protocol, cousider the following
7. Teqm authorship - the complexity of a protocol increases as greater numbers of people are involved

in its writing.
2. DeJinition - define as clearly as possible the process to be validated.
3. Simplicity - limit the protocol to one or two processes and attach only the information which is

necessary to execute it properly.

4. Analysis - try to completely understaud the process to be validated before even attempting to \ rrite

the protocol.
5. Flexibility - be willing to completely rewrite the protocol whenever that becomes necessary
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Protocols must be developed for:
- Construction Qualifications
- InstallationQualifications
- OperationalQualifications
- Performance Qualifications.

The development of protocols for Construction Qualification, IQ, OQ and PQ ensures that specific

criteria aud set for all critical parameters. The abbrevation 'CQ" is not used for "Construction

Qualification", since it is reserved for "Closure Qualification".
The contents ofspecific protocols vary according to the application, but certain general information
should be present in these protocols:

1. Description ofthe system

2. Qualificationobjective
3. Scope

4. Respousibility
5. Data collection procedure

6. Testing procedure, including specific acceptance criteria
7. Documentationprocedure
8. Summary and Deviation report
9. Example of sheets for recording data
10. List ofsignatures for approval.

1.2 Construction Qualification - Documentation Package

This Construction Qualification is a major step which is used to support the IQ protocols. For equipment

and componetrts which are critical to the quality of tle final product, the acquiring of documents and

verification of constructiou activities during the construction or installation, are essential events

which lead to a successful IQ. In order to eusure success of the Construction Qualification phase of
the process, certain important procedures must be followed, as there are certain items, that once

installed, it may to difficult or even impossible to veriff those installation attributes, later, during
the IQ phase ofthe project.

The construction phase includes testing though simulation and prototypes, to veriff and document

that the requiremeuts specified during the functional requirement phase of the plan, are in fact met.

Changes made during the construction phase must be documented and validated by recycling

through the design and construction phases. This will ensure that as chauges are made, the design

documentation will not become out-dated. The contracts should be examined by the customer/user

together with the supplier to confirm their responsibilities and commitment to the project. Example:

Test on the system planned by the contractor/supplier should meet the internal requirements of the

customer/user In this way unnecessary duplication (i.e., testing at supplier and again at user) can

be avoided.

The Protocol should specify the requirements and a minimum documentation package which
should include:
- Supplier Acceptance Testing

. Checkout ofall inputs and outputs

. Sequence ofOperation Testing

. Minimum and Maximum Speed Testing

. Minimum and Maximum Load testing

. Test Reports
- Software review

- Minimum Documentation Requiremeuts
. SequenceofOperations
. P& ID Drawings
. Iustrument List
. Materialcertifications
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Spare Parts List
Maintenance and Operatiou book
Software Development Documeutation

Other Documentation
- Calibration Data
- Purchase Order
. State and local code of compliance
. ASME - ANSI and other certification
. Supplier/Manufacturer Submittals
. Manufacturer's Mechanical Specifications
. ElectricalSpecifications
. Systems Requirement Documents
. Software Change Coutrol Forms.

1.3 Installation Qualification (IQ)

The activity of collecting information to verify that the installed componeuts are the ones specified

and that they are properly identified, etc. as stated in the construction documents in accordance

with specific requirements of the user.

1.3.1 Installation QualificationProtocol
For a critical system this should normally include the following information:
- Specification references, including purchase orders / coutract members
- Verificatiou of

- calibration of critical installed components
- procedures (including operation, maintenauce, cleaning, change control, etc.)
- major components
- control and monitoring devices
- utilities connections

- Change/replacement spare parts
- Lubricants
- As-built drawings
- Reference drawings, book, etc.

7.4 Operation Qualification (OQ)

Involves the testing of various components of the process, system, or equipment to document the
proper performance of these components. This phase may include verification of acceptable

operating ranges for various components or equipment, such as critical utilities. To obtain the
operating ratrges testing is often performed to the limits of the allowable range.

1.4.1 OperationQualificationProtocol
For a critical system should iuclude the follouring information:
- Verification of

. test equipment calibration

. controls and indicators

. sequence ofoperations

. major compouent operations
- Power failure/recovery testing
- Fuuctionality testing of distribution system, values, etc.

- System initial sampling
- Computer control system testing.

1.5 Performance Qualification (PQ)

Involves challenging a system, process or equipment to provide evideuce of appropriate and reliable

operation. It should be performed over a sufficiently long period of nme to demonsffate that the system,

. r..r_rlo1or.*.otr 

or equipment is under control and consistently produce a product with the desired quality attributes.
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1.5.1 Performance QualificationProtocol
This should be designed to test and challenge the entire system, process or equipment based on it
expected use. This protocol should include the followitrg information:

System sampling
Equipment cold start test
SysteE irvasive tests.

1.6 Validation Protocol - Validation Master Plan
The Validation Master Plan for a very large and complex project can be divided into a number
of sub-plans or smaller 'Validation Protocols' - in order to prevent confusing them with the vMP.

In the case of a very small validation exercise a Validatiou Protocol may be adequate.
In fact, just as the VMP, this Validation Protocol is the most important document that a validation
team can produce. It is the experimental design by which the validation is executed, so that the
quality ofthe validation and its subsequent report is directly related to the quality ofthe protocol.
A great major advantage ofthese Validation Protocols (as part ofa large validation exercise), is that
they can be prepared in such a manner, that it is possible to readily make changes (if uecessary) to
the individual Protocols. This can often be done without haviDg to go through the high level
authorisation procedure, that may be required for changes to a Validation Master Plan.

Ideally, the format should be kept as simple as possible, clear, and should provide for the
incorporation of supportive documentation.

The protocol should include the critical specificatious and operating parameters which were

identified:
a. Purpose ofthe validatiou
b. System being validated
c. Major equipment involved
d. Components used

e. Parameters and ranges
f. Sampling and testing
g. Acceptance/rejection criteria
h. Deviations and corrections
i. Reviews and approval
j. Actions to be taken by failure
k. Responsible persons and their function.

7.7 Deviationlcorrections to Protocol
To preveDt having to repeat the entire validation, it is importaut that the protocol includes
provisious for deviations and correctious, aud for cases where an alternative test method would
have to be used because of problems with test equipment.

Procedures and SOPS

2.7 Introduction
Procedures may be called Standard Operation Procedures (SOPs), Validatiou Operating Procedures,

Operating books, or Draft Procedures, but their purpose is the same. The purpose is to define a

company's rules, practices, responsibilities and expectations in such a manner that they contribute
to ensuring consistent operation of equipment, system, process or facilities, and correct performance

of personnel. Procedures are required for all operations which will be performed during the execution

of a validation protocol. These are to ensure that during validation the equipment, system, process

or facility will be operated exactly as it will be operated during normal conditions. They will also

state exactly how tests and verifications are to be performed.
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However, the SOPs of each company are influenced by, and will reflect factors which include: the

company's organisational structurc, size, expertise, budget, experience, level of commitmeut to
regulatory compliance and past practices. Clear and comprehensive communication within a

company is important, particularly in the pharmaceutical and medical devices industries, where

the term 'written procedures'occurs very frequently in the regulatory regulations.

2.2 Basics Rules for Writing SOPS

To ensure that the SOPs are effective, some basic rules and guidelines for preparing SOPs will include:
- SOPs are uot prepared for the authorities, they are written for the company personnel, as an

important source of communicating information.
- SOPs must be geared to the target aud are inteuded to be followed, not 'simply for the

documeutation'.
- SOPs should begin with aD outline of the process which iu being performed as a basis. If there

are changes in the process, theu the writer should ensure that:
. there iue resources to perform the modified process;
. there is agreement with those affected by the change;
. there are plans to train affected personnel.

- Everyone affected by the SOP should be involved in the SOP development process. Consultants

employed to write SOPs must be involved with the relevant personuel.

- SOPs should be structured so that there is no overlap or unnecessary repeats in other SOPs as

this can cause serious problems when changes have to be made.
- The language of SOPs should be simple and aimed at presenting the poitrt clearly in the smallest

number of words.
- Training should uot be overlooked, as the best written SOPs are useless if the personnel who

need to use them are not properly trained
- Mistakes iu SOPs should be changes without hesitation. If the SOP is incorrect, inefficient, or

simply not working, this should not be accepted.

- Up-grading the SOPs on a regular basis should form part of the policy in the compauy.

2.3 Structuring the SOPS Program
Time should be spent planning and organising the overall structure of the SOPs program. This will
be a small investmeut in time for a large advantage in effrcienry aud easy of use of the system.

Properly structuring the SOPs will eliminate duplication, simpliff maintenauce, guide the selection

ofthe authors for the SoPs, and keep authors ofSOPs focused on the purpose and scope ofthe SOP.

For existing SOP programs , it is an advantage to audit it, and present its structure aud review its
effectiveness and efficieucy. Steps to help organise and structue a validation SOPs program includes:
- Preparing a list ofall procedures that need to be described in SOPs

- Prepare a list of SOPs to be developed with a brief description of its purpose and contents.

Confirm that there is no duplicatiou ofprocedures.
- The SOP list should be reviewed with all affected personnel to obtain feedback and general

agreemeDt.
- Obtain help from those who will be involved in performing the actual procedures. The creator of

the SOP program does not necessarily have to write the SOPs.

2.4 SOP Format
A staudard company SOP format should be available for vwiting SOPs aud everyone should be

familiar with it.
Most pharmaceutical and medical device companies have a SOP that describes how a SOP should be

writteu. This SOP usually prescribes a standard format, the minimum coutent, the approval process

and the SOP update process. Recommendatious for au organisation which is just starting would
include the following:
- Code: Each SoP should be ideutified by a unique code, usually numeric or alphanumeric-
- Title: A descriptive and meauingful title should be given.
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Signature: A signature block should be made, for responsible representative from each of the

affected/itrvolved areas, and the author.

Review; A'Reviewed by' date is needed to encourage periodic review.

A section for'brief description of the purpose of the SOP'is included.

Scope: A statement extending the title and describing the scope of the SOP (departments affected,

situations where the scope is applicable, persons who are excluded, etc.

Responsibilities: the responsibilities of each department or function, and identifying the Persons
charge with eusuring that the procedures are followed. This may be placed in the responsibility
sectioD ofthe SOP or put in the actual Procedure.

Page: Number of pages (i.e., Page 1 of 5).

Sfeps: The specific procedural steps to be followed should be entered.

Dafes: Each SOP should be assigued an effective date. This is the date from which the SOP comes

into effect and is usually assigned by an administrator after the SOP has been approved and all
relevant personnel have been traiued.

2.5 Change Control Frocedure
This procedure provides a formal mechanism for monitoring changes and is critical for the continued

operation of a system, process or equipment in conformance with the original validation parameters.

A formal procedure must be in place for up-dating and handling change that will be necessary to
SOPs. Qualified representatives from appropriate disciplines review proposed changes that might
affect the validated status of a system and ensure that corrective actions is taken. Without the

existence of such a procedure it could become impossible to maitrtain trace control of a SOP

program over time.

Report

3.1 Validation Report
For a small project the Validation Report can serve as the Final Report but for a large project a

separate report is adrrised. At the moment the Validatiou Report is being assembled, most of the

work of the team will in fact have been completed, and the remaining tasks consist of adding

supportive docunents to the executed protocols. Basically, a standard format can be developed for
validation reports at a given facility. The following suggestions could be included in the report,
depending on the individual situation:
- The protocol as fouudation ofthe report.
- The supportive documentation for the report as:

- equipment aud facility drawings
- technical and other specifications
- test methods
- suppliercertificates
- health authorities approval
- components approvals
- raw data results etc.

- A section for summary and conclusion.
- The rcport must be reviewed and signed by authorised individuals.

3.2 Final Report
The Final Validation Report or summary report is prepared by careful review of data gathered during
the execution ofprotocols and comparison ofthe results with earlier approved acceptance criteria.

The final approval of the results is usually obtained by reviewiug aud signing the Final Report aud

the appropriate documentation. This task is performed by the Validation Team and others involved
individuals who represent all the major disciplines in the validation exercise. Generally, the approval

involves the same individuals who approved the validation protocol before its execution.
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The results of both pre-qualification and validation should be documented in formal
reports. The Final Report (or Validation Report) should include:
- Cover page

- List of contents (with list of figures and tables)
- Summary of the study

validation

- Results

- Discussion
- Conclusion
- Appendices
- Signatories.

The document should be ir the company standard format for validation documentation.

3.3 Recording Data from Validation
The main communication tools available to validation professionals are validation plans, protocols,

SOPs and reports. Ensuring data from validation is applied can only be achiened by timely and
precise documentation of the data generated during the validation.
Investment in validation is lost if the optimised and validated parameters are uot incorporated
directly in SOPs. After successful validation of a new system, process or equipment, SOPs should be
generated and confirmed that they are consistent with the validation. Reviewers must make a
routine of double checking the parameters which appear in the validation against those recorded
in a SOP under review.
Validation protocols concentrate on individual items of equipment processes or products. They describe

and discuss the specific ueeds aud expectations of the validation fuuction which are required for
compliance. Protocol methodology and acceptance criteria have a lasting effect on operations.
The results of a validation study will establish limits including maximum product hold time, process

operating ranges, allowed packaging configurations and scheduling limitations. These potential
limi15 pu51 be clearly communicated to the project team so that they can be evaluated and addressed.

Validation reports present the findings of validation activities. They formalise operatiag limitations
and show compliance. If the operating lim115 are to be incorporated in operating practices, then
these must be communicated to the end users.

Validation activities are usually on the project critical path. The validation team members who can

create plans, protocols, SOPs and results that service as effective technical communications offer
maximum benefit to the entire team and company.

Documents - epprovals

Each document which is prepared for the validation program must be approved by all responsible
personnel and must be approved before the validation effort begins. Documents that require the
collection of data must also be approved, after completion of the requted verification aud tests,
thus, after the results become available. If changes are made which require alterations to an approved
protocol, - a protocol addendum cau be made. Wheu this is approved, it becomes an integral part
ofthe protocol.

Conclusion

Validation makes it more likely that a process will perform correctly first time and help ensure that
defective products are not produced or will not be shipped to the patient or consumer. Protocols
and SOPs always have clear purposes and result in better definitions of tasks, targets and
requirements, so that critical and non-critical processes are clearly identified and tasks allocated.
The preparation and use of Protocols and SOPs are amongst the most valuable activities in the
overall validation effort which coufirm the sound scientific approach on which assurance of quality
must be based. Good documentation is a critical element of validatiou aud must adhere to the most
stringent standards.
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Part 7

Documentation and Document Flow

Introduction

Aa essential part of preparing for validation involves securing documentation. This part will cover

the documentation which needs to be generated to implement a validation program, with focus on

the writing and execution ofthe documentation packages that are required at the various phases-

The normal life cycle phases are followed starting from user/consumer/system requirements to

acceptance certification and approval. Elements zuch as IQ, OQ, PQ, SOPs, requiremeuts, responsibilities,

training, maintenance of validation and scheduling have been included.

The preparation and planning required to provide assurance that all the necessary documentation
is compiled or prepared are tedious and can be difficult. Nevertheless, the importance of this
cannot be over-emphasized, as later, the quality of the validatiou effort will be judged by the

effectiveness and thoroughness of the documentation that is provided to the reviewer.

Essential Aspects of Documentation

2.7 Project Planning
Plans are normally made to provide orderly and consisteot arrangements for accomplishing

specific objectives. The main target of the Validation Master Plan (VMP) is to identify all the
components and tasks that are required to accomplish the validatiou project. This is the key

documeut in the overall validation exercise. It is very important that a formal plan is developed for
the review and approval ofvalidation documents.
A validatiou Document Flow Chart should be prepared to provide an overview and reminder of the

required documents and to give the order in which all validation documents will be approved and

executed. An example of such a flow chart is given in figure 1 1. A validation program Flow diagram

is given in figure 12, to show the order of events in the validation and the supporting documentation.

2.2 Regulatory Aspects

Compiling documentation is one of the most difficult aspects of successfully completing process or

equipment validation. Reviewing and auditing this documentation are most tedious tasks but
remain amongst the most important aspects of managing compliance in the pharmaceutical and

medical device, cosmetic and allied manufacturing industries. The generation of high quality

documeutatiou, not only facilitates CGMP compliance but enhances operational efficiency. Factors

which lead to high quality documentation are:

- consistent format
- accuracy
- easy ofidentification ofkey points
- systematic approach, and
- professional presentation.

Project Managers should insure that these are integrated into the final documentation by beginning
with the VMP or Standard Operation Procedures (SOPs) for the validation and adequate training.
There are good reasons why the regulatory inspectors regard the documentation as the key output
with regard to the quality of the validation study and the quality of the product which flows from
the process or system.
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2.3 flxining Aspects
The presentation of the documentation is the major step which can contribute to greatly easing

the document review. Therefore, training in validation should also include aspects of documentation

such as: contents, format and style, in addition to the obviously technical aspects of validation.
All persous responsible for performing validation tasks must be made to use the same general

format as this is crucial to creating a strong validation program. Confusion and frustration are

caused if extra time has to be spent searching for key pieces of information within different
protocol formats.
The parameters and elements which will be verified during the review and audit should be made

known by project leaders and managers so that these can be given extra attention in the
documents. Thorough documentation of the activities which are performed, make key elements

easier to identifr by the reviewers. Proper training and good communication will lead to a high
quality validation progrem.

2.4 The Documentation Audience
Documentation must be clear and need no additional explanation. When compiliug validation
documentation, it must be recognized that the key readers are the inspectors/auditors from the
regulatory authorities, and that reviewing may be as much as two years after it was written and

compiled. The reviewer may not be as familiar with the equipment aud process as the company's
personnel, thus, if the document is not directly clear and it contains assumptions, these could

result in time spent explaining to the reviewers. Example: Studies repeated more times than is given

in the protocol - and no explanatiou given. Only terms which are iu common usage in the industry
should be used and company slang or euphemism should be absolutely avoided.

2.5 Validation Docu entation lEmplates
Validation documentation consists essentially of written specifications, protocols, procedures,

results and conclusions. A general documentation 'guidelines', which should be specified as part of
the VMP or SOPs for validation can be made to apply for most studies, but the specific contents
may be different for each program/project. Organizing the contents into a guideline will help the
validation coordinators to address aspects of studies that may be applied to all validations,
regardless ofthe specific characteristics ofan item ofequipment or process to be validated.
Templates ensure consistency from one validation study to the next, and help to create a professional

first impression, which is critical for a regulatory review. The t'me spent organizing the documentation

Eay very well significantly reduce the time needed for the audit of the validation progmm.

A geueral template may need time for agrcemeut to be reached between the manufacturing,
engineering, quality affairs and regulatory affairs. The aim is to include all generally required

elements of a validation and to create a format that is easy to understand and to use on a day-to-
day basis.
A simple general template which could be included as appeudix to a VMP or validation SOP or
small scale validation projects is given in figure 13. However it is the task of the Manufacturing,
Engineering, Quality Management and Regulatory Affairs to agree on the details of a general

template that is most suitable for the needs of the compaDy.

The inclusion of a guidauce template in the Validation Master Plan (control documeut) obliges the

operators/engineers to use that specific format, as failure to do so is a deviation from CGMP aud
would need au explanatiou. However for flexibility, care should be taken to include ways of
avoiding serious limitations to the pre-defined format.
A balance between structure and flexibility must be made to meet long term requiremeuts for
different types of equipment, processes, designs and procedures which require qualification.
Example: Retrospective validation of a particular test method may uot be met by the format in
figure 13.

P referred D o cument Format
To preveut document format which are unduly rigid with requirements which in fact might not be
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needed (e.g., for CGMP), the template may be referenced as ' the preferred format'. This cannot be

used if the template is:

a. not applicable to the type of information which has to be collected; or
b. unacceptable for independent parties who are performing the validation using previously designed

protocols for the process.

SOPs that are written in such a way that they do not require one specific template are especially

important when consultants who are uot aware of the company's preferences are involved. Use of
standard templates may then be assigned a document control number aud included in the
references in the cover sheet ofthe validation protocol.

Non optional procedures

These are described in the VMP or SOPs when these requirements are vital for the coutrol and for
ensuring success in the validation. Examples: Responsibilities of Depts., personnel needed for
approval of the validatiou, numbering systems for document control purposes. These requirements

must be met regardless of the documentation format used.

Templates should be used as a guidance tool and uot as a restriction.

Documents Needed for Validation

3.1 Specifications
The specification is a written document which defiues an item of equipment or process with
respect to its intended use and application within a specific manufacturing environment and under
the unique conditions of the company which is performing the validatiou. It identifies the parameters

and characteristics that must be challenged in the protocols and provides the basis for determining
acceptance criteria- The specifications and protocols must be writteu, reviewed and approved

before executitrg the protocol for the following reasons:

- Prc-approval avoids investing in tle performance of an inadequate or insufficient validation protocol.

- Reviewing and approving the specification and protocol as independent documents means that
they can be re-applied iu future validations of the same equipment or process without having to

be rewritteu and approved again-

An approved protocol urith a unique document control number can be referenced in all subsequent

validation studies where it is applicable.

A well written specification identifies the intended use of an item of equipment or process and

documents the minimally accepted operating parameters that are necessary to etrsure the proper

manufacture of the product. The specification also defiues whether equipment or process is fit for
use and it eventually provides a guideliue for developmeut of the protocol.

Critical operating parameters and characteristics must be clearly defined in the specification.

The use of templates ensures that the specification writer addresses multiple aspects of the equipment

usage or process application and identification ofall critical elements. This reduces the chances of
preparing a protocol which does not challenge all the necessary equipment and raw materials that
may be used for daily production.
A specification which clearly identifies all key elements of a process or item of equipmeut, facilitates
more efficient review. It allows the reviewer to easily locate key elements aud then compare them
to the elements which are challenged during validation.
The writteu specification should not contradict informatiou appearing in the operators book

provided by the equipment manufacturer. Tlrpically, the book is used when prepariug the equipmert
specification and it is advisable to reference it in the specification. The book should be available in
the CGMP documentation files to make it directly accessible/available during an inspection.

3.2 Protocols
Protocols should be reviewed and approved before their execution. An equipment or process

N
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validation is the thorough challenge ofthe equipment or process using a protocol, procedure or set

of instructions, to show that is will consistently meet the set specifications. Protocols should be

composed in the active voice to provide explicit step-by-step instructions that are easy to follow.

A good protocol can be executed by an operator/engineer who need not be familiar with the
process, but has knowledge of the technique(s) ueeded to complete the steps in the validation.
The protocol should challenge the full range of expected operating parameters that were identified
early in the documentation process and defiued in the written specification.
The reasons and conditions chosen to challenge an equipment or process must also be documented.

Calculations and numbers used must be clear and have some explauation or given justification.

l Run equipment for 5 consecutive hours
1.1 This period is based on the largest planned batch to be produced

10 000 items, one item every 2.2 sec

10 000 items per batch x 2.2 sec = 22 000 sec

ZZ 0A0 sec. x t hr/3500 sec = 6.1 hr/I
10 000 items produced in 6 consecutive hours

8 hours production cycle = 33olo above normal

= extreme case operating conditions
2.7 Collect and pack in PE sacks, all items produced with each hour of operation
2.2 Label each full PE sack 020301: P/N zz.xx hours 1.

Numbers are easy to read and provide instant key information related to the following: a) sample

size b) replicates, c) batch size produced, d) challenges across multiple lots and production runs.
Numbers are given particularly close attention by the regulatory reviewers and should therefore be

derived iu a logical maDner.

Protocols with references to standard procedures (e.9., USP, ASTM, DIN, ISO) should have a copy of
the document attached (copyright withstanding) or the standard procedure must be kept easily

available for document control during a review- All calculatious and mathematical formulas used

for validation documentation (and evaluation of test results) should be presented clearly in the
protocol. Statistical methods applied in data analysis (e.g., linear regression) should also be specified.

3.3 Flow ChartslDiagrams
Flow charts allow the reader to visually link various aspects ofthe validation on a logical order. Examples

ofthese are given in figures 11 and 12, and figures 14 and 15.

A more extensive coverage of the types and application of Flow charts and Flow diagrams are given

in Part 13.

Before starting the validatiou study, all derriation or changes which alter the intention of the protocol

must be approved by the persons/departments that prepared and approved the original protocol.

3.4 Analysis of Data and results
Graphical representation should be included, where ever possible, to explain the meaning of data.

Calculatious should be presented in a single step-by-step format. There should be clear identification
and numbering of all data reports, result sheets, recording charts, labeling, SOPs and other documents

attached to the validation report. This prevents misplacing when sheets are removed for copying

during an inspection. An index or list of all attachments should be included:

a. to enable a reader to easily find any particular attachment;
b. to make assembly of lengthy and complex documentation much easier; and

c. to provide a professional finish to the document.
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4 Qualification Documents

4.7 Construction Qualification - Documentation Package

For critical equipment and components which can have a Critical Impact on the quality of the
product, the acquiring of documents and verification of construction activities during the construction
or installation, are critical events for the success ofthe IQ. The Construction Qualification is thus, a

major step which is used to support the IQ protocols. In order to eusure success of the
Construction Qualification phase of the process, certain procedures must be followed, as certain
items, once installed, may result in iustallation attributes that are too dilficult or even impossible
to veriff later, during the IQ phase of the project. It is therefore important, even at the beginning
of the project, to define what documents are required to insure that the validation verification
phase will proceed smoothly. This saves time of trying later to find the documents required to
perform the validation task.

The construction phase includes testing though simulation and prototypes, to veriS and document
that the requirements specified during the functional requirement phase of the plan, are in fact
met. Chauges made during the construction phase must be documeuted and validated by recycling
through the design and construction phases. This will eusure that as changes are made, the design
documentation will not become out-dated. An ideal way of communicating the responsibilities and
needs of each member is by a project kick-offmeeting with all team members-
A Document Requirement Matrix (table 5) should be prepared and presented to the contractors/
suppliers. This will inform them of what documents will be needed to support the project and is
particularly useful when suppliers and coutractors are involved in the installation and start-up of
the equipment or facility. The coutracts should be examined by the customer/user together with
the supplier to confirm their responsibilities and commitment to the project. Example: Test on the
system planned by the contractor/supplier should meet the internal requiremeuts of the customer/
user. In this way urrnecessary duplication (i.e., testing at supplier and again at user) can be avoided.
There should be close collaboration between the customer/user and the contractor/supplier to obtain,
ver$ and to organize documentation package which should include most of the following:
- Minimum Documentation Requirements

. Sequence ofOperations

. P& ID Drawings
' Instrument List
. Materialcertificatious
. Spare Parts List
- Maintenauce and Operation book
' Software Development Documentation

- Supplier Acceptance Testing
. Checkout ofall inputs aud outputs
. Sequence ofOperation Testing
- Minimum and Maximum Speed Testing
. Minimum and Maximum Load testitrg
. Test Reports
. Software review

- Other Documeutation
. Calibratiou Data
. Purchase Order
. State aud local code of compliance
. ASME - ANSI and other certification
. Supplier/MauufacturerSubmittals
. Manufacturer's Mechanical Specifications
. ElectricalSpecifications
. Systems Requirement Documents
' Software Change Control Forms

. roor-roor.*oother 

reference documents'
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The Installation Qualification is a documented plan for the performance of the insPections and the

collection of documentatioD to veriff static attributes of an equipment, facility or system.

IQ is documented verification, that all important aspects of the installed equipment/facility/system
(hardware & software) conform to its respective specification. Usually one protocol is used for each

item of equipment, but a protocol which includes more equipment which are interrelated may be

used. The aim is to ensure that there is coutinuity and that all quality attributes are covered.

The IQ will describe what the system is intended to do and summarize the major components of
the equipmeut/facility/system. The IQ is successful when the results give assurance that the system

is designed and installed in a manner consistent with the specification. Before start-up a complete

analysis of the system is performed followed by a field inspection to check static attributes.

Results which meet of acceptance criteria listed in the IQ protocol demonstrate that the system has

met the design specifications and has been installed in accordance with the specifications.

This confirms that the system can therefore be released for Commissiening/debugging and Operational

Qualification.

IQProtocol Guidelines

An IQ Protocol cau be expected to contain the followhg sections:

- Table ofcoutents
- Objeaives
- References
- Responsibilities
- Procedures Acceptance Criteria
- Systemldentification(identifiers)
- System Location
- System Descriptiou.

The documents expected to be generated during the execution ofthe IQ protocol, are:

- Major Components identification srunmary
- Field Inspection Reports: comparison ofactual and specified

- Instrumentation Test
- Spare Parts Lists
- Drawings List
- DocumentatioD List
- Deviation, ExceptionalConditious
- Commeuts Section.

4.3 Operational Qualification (OQ)

This is documeuted evideuce that the equipment/system/process operatiou is in accordance with
the specificatious throughout the entire operating ranges. OQ is a documeuted plan for performing

and inspection and tests to veri.ff specified dynamics attributes of an equipment/system/process.

Generally, it is the verification that a systen performs as intended throughout the anticipated

operating ranges before executing the PQ.

OQProtocol Guidelines

The types and number of tests contained in an OQ protocol is determined by the iudividual project.

The protocol can be expected to include the following:
- Table ofContents
- Objectives
- References

- Responsibilities
- Procedures Acceptance Criteria
- SOP Review
- Calibration Review
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Test of Alarms, Controls, Interlocks
Start-up/Shut down Sequence Verification
Normal Run Mode Verification
Mouitoring Applicable Indicators
Security Checks

Batch Sequencing

Product ReportiDg
Historical Trending of Process Variables

Product Tracking

Historical Data Logging

Verification of Normal Operation
Verifi cation of Abnormal Operations

Deviation, Exceptional Conditions

CommeDt section.

The OQ should not be performed uutil the IQ Final Report has been approved and all critical
instruments required to execute the OQ protocol have been calibrated and other comments

addressed. The OQ protocol should not be executed until it has been approved and all the listed
SOPs have been drafted. Completion of OQ is accomplished by results meeting the pre-determined

acceptance criteria in the protocol. Approval of OQ after successful completiou means that the
system is ready for PQ testing. Directly after reviewing and approval ofthe Final Reports for the IQ
and OQ, a change control procedure should be implemented. The documents expected to be

generated during the execution of the OQ protocol, are given in details in the Part 17 where these

aspects of OQ are handled in more details.

4.4 Performance Qualification (PQ)

Performance Qualification is a documented plan for the executiou of experiments/tests to demonstrate

the effectiveness, reproducibility and capability of a process/system/equipment/facility as a fully
integrated unit. Normally the iuput, the process itself and the output are all tested against
pre-determined acceptance criteria. At this stage the entire system/process is tested as a whole and

all data is collected, trended and analyzed to determine reproducibility of the process steps.

Appropriate positive and negative control samples and a sufficieut number of replicate studies are

performed to collect statistical data on the effectiveness of the system in meeting its pre-determined

acceptance criteria.

PQProtocol Guidelines

The PQ should not be executed unless it has beeu approved and the earlier OQ Final report (where

applicable) has been accepted. Points to consider include:
- All associated validation protocols have been executed, test results summarized and final report

has been approved.
- All test instruments used to execute the protocol must be calibrated aud certified before use.
- The system integration testing has been performed and passes.

- All installed critical instruments shall be calibrated before execution of the protocol.

- Test methods, analytical procedures and sampling techniques, when not defined in the protocol

shall be written and approved as SOPs.

Approval of the PQ Final Report establishes the completion of the system qualification effort.
The documents expected to be generated during the execution of the PQ protocol, are given iu
details iu the Part 17, where these aspects of PQ are handled in more details.

4.5 The Final Report, Validation Report, Report of Verification
All reports should be written in a factual mauner using data obtained through the validation as

supporting material- Opinions and superfluous comments and ideas not obtained by the results

should not be included in the report.
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Deviation ftom the protocol: It is vital to provide scientifically sound justificatiou for deviatious from
an approved protocol. Not doing so is one of the most frequent causes of failure in the report or
conclusions. Deviations can be expected to occur and cau often be explained in a logical way. They

must not be ignored but must be clarified prominently iD the final report or conclusion.

Data that reveals anything unusual or unexpected will also attract the attention ofthe regulatory
inspectors. There may be a very reasonable explanation for such a deviation and it should be

presented clearly. Samples: It is common to document the production and performance of the

samples produced during the validation runs. Failure to do so may be questioned by regulatory
reviewers.

A Final Report (sometimes called a Validation Report) should be written and approved after the
qualification/validation protocol has been executed. This report should contain raw data, a summary

and conclusion of the acceptability of the qualification/validation study. A clear statement must be

made on the suitability of the process or system to meet the qualification requirements is made.

Final Reporc Protocol Guidelines

The following sections should be included in the Final report as minimum requirement:
- Overview ofthe protocol executiou activities.
- Comparisou of test and inspection results against acceptance criteria.
- Documentation of any exceptional conditions or deviations from the protocol.
- Calibration documentation for test instruments used to execute the protocol.

During the execution ofthe protocol, any exceptional conditions or deviations that could impact on

the process or the quality of the product integlity and reproducibility must be identified, investigated

and appropriate corrective action taken as required. After review formal approval ofthe Final Report

constitutes acceptance of the test data, the conclusion statement(s) and acceptance of the system

as being qualified.

Conclusion

Documentatiou must meet the basic purpose of speci$iug the equipment or process aud

demonstrate proper execution of a well designed validation protocol. It will then be sufficient to
serve as evidence that au item, equipment, process, system or facility is validated in accordance

with the specific requirements of the company and regulatory requirements.

There are many styles and format elements that can be considered in validation documentation.
It is therefore not possible to address them all and a general guide has been giveu in this Part.

It remains a critical aud vital feature to ensure that the documentatiou is scientifically sound,

meauingful and presented to give a professioual impression. validated parameters of any equipment
or system must be translated into written operational controls as SOPs- The quality of the technical
writing should be reassessed continually for content and style. Attention must be given to training
to ensure consistency between the documents, as so many people from different field of responsibility

are involved. The quality of the company's validation effort reflects directly upon the individuals
who create the documents and on the overall professionalism of the manufacturing company.

From the reviewers/inspectors point of view, the documentation is one of the major elements to
the produc quality. Correct documentation which meets their approval means virfually an approval

of the equipment/product/process/system/facility and that is a key objective.
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Table 5. Documentation Matrix - for documents for general application, mechanical equipment and control instruments for a

plant for a sterile filling product

Purified
Water

Pure Steam IMC Vacuurrl Nitrogen Compressed

air

General

Purchase order

Operating SOP

Cleaning SOP

Maintenance SoP

Spare parts list

O&Mbooks ffi
As Built Draw'ings

Equipment Tags

Mechanical Equipment

ASME Certifications

Material Certifications

Cleaning Certifi cations

Pressure Test Cert.

Welding Documentation

Isometric Weld map
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Controls & Instruments
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Instrument tag No.

Instrument calibration

Control Panel Drawings
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PLC-I/O Addressing
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Wiring Labeling Check
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M
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N/A

N/A

N/A
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ffi
re
ffi
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A = not applicable

This type of documentation matrix is particularly useful for suppliers and contractors involved in the

installation and start-up of equipment or systems, in preparation for a validation study. It makes it
clear what is required by the user company, so that the supplier can consult on the specific contents

of each document and begin the preparation of the documents in well advance.
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Figurc 13. Example ofa cetreral Template for Small Validation Projects

DOCT'MENT RET. NTIMBEB:

POCESS/EQTTTPMENT:

EQUIPMENT ASStr NUMBEK:

,tl - if applicable -
\{AHDAfiON COORDINATOR:

NAME&.TITIJ;

:

. SIGNATURE:

DATE COMPI.EIED:

REVTEWED'APPROVED: .

Coordinator

Manufacturing

Engineering

Quality Assurance

Regulatory Affairs
signatuIe

PROIOCOL RnTEWTAPPROVAL (SEPAnATE FOR EACr PROTOCOLI

Department

Manufacturing

Eugineering

Quality assurance

Title

1

1

Date 
a

j

,

I

Date i

XT.lz PHARM IIED DEVICE CO.

VALIDATION APPROVAL

Signaturefltitle

Regulatory Affairs I
1

I
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2.

Installation Qualifi cation
1.1 Objective
7-2 Summary

1.3 Materials/Equipment/Tools

1.4 Procedure/Acceptance Criteria
1.5 SafetyConsiderations

Operatioaal QualiEcation
1.1 Objective
7.2 ETC

Performance Qualification
1.1 Objective
7-2 ETC

SPECIFTCATION RETTTEWIAPPROVAL (SmARATE FOR EACrr PROIIO{OI}

Manufacturing
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II. EquipmentSpecification
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Equipment Interfacing
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Safety

UL Results

ry. Conclusion
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vL TablesfGraphs
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Part 8

Developing the Validation Master Plan (VMP)

Introduction

The purpose of the part is to identify the key points which must be considered and to discuss how
the Validation Master Plan (VMP) must be prepared and structured to achieve the objectives. The

document is an essential part of any pharmaceutical or medical device validatiou project, whether
for routine production process, scaliug up of a process, eugineering for a uew facility, the
introduction of a uew product, etc. It is essential because it clarifies why and what must be done

to validate the equipment, process, system or facility. A primary target of the VMP is to present the
scope of the process/system which is being validated and to draw a boundary around what the
system clearly is and what is being validated under the validation plan that has been vwitten. This
point caunot be emphasised enough.

A Validation Master Plan is an internally approved high level document that describes in clear,

concise wording the general expectation, intention, methods aud approach to be used during the
entire validation study. The VMP describes plans for establishing the reliability and consistency of
the process, system and equipment within a facility as well as the ongoing program for maintaining
a validated state of control. Extreme details are not needed, but giving an overall approach is important,

as well as an outlire of what will be done to obtain validation of the process, system or facility.

There is no specific offrcial regulation or guidance indicating that a VMP is ueeded, but the
authorities expect to see forethought and proof that the validation process has been carefully
planned. There are no rules to how many pages are needed. For simple pieces of equipment, no
VMP may be needed, but it is strongly recommended for an entire system or facility. Validation will
in any case, always be ueeded for any item of equipment, process, system or facility that has a
critical impact on the essential quality features of the product. When a relatively short plan is

made to validate a simple item, its is sometines called a Validation Plan. This part gives guidance

ou the essentials for developing a Validation Master Plau for Process Validation and most other
purposes.

Validation Master Plan - Benefits

The VMP is a good tool when dealing with upper maDagement who has to pay for the validation
effort. It becomes a management tool for tracking and scheduling. Man power requirements charts
can be included to identify peaks as an indicator in planaing.
The VMP provides a forum for communication, co-ordination and team work, as well as for training.
A well developed master plan will provide the authorities and all others involved with a total
picture of the process, system or facility. It will include all CGMP compliance issues and allow for
an early regulatory review and comment. The authorities should be iuvolved at the early stages of
the development of the VMP so that problem areas can be identified aud addressed. This would
help to obtain approval without hesitation. Avoiding regulatory action is one of the strongest
arguments for developing a comprehensive Validatiou Master Plan. Uusatisfactory validation can

lead to citing, seizing or prosecution by the authorities.
The VMP can be used as a training document and will help establish some of the general acceptance

criteria but no details and specific parameters should be included- These are kept for protocols and
SOPs. When preparing the master plan, the potential problems and weaknesses in the validation
approach usually surfaces. During validatiou, the plan provides evidence of progress and indicates
where the activities may need to deviate from the plan.
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Developing a Validation Master Plan

3.1 Points to Consider
The master plan describes the plans for establishing the reliability and consistency ofthe process,

system, equipment or facility. The document is subject to changes and can be amended. A level of
revision must be assigned to it since it becomes part of the chauge control procedure.

Points which must be addressed during developmeut of the VMP:

- The scope and boundaries ofthe validation effort and activities.
- The number of processes or systems to be validated.
- The locations involved (one or more buildings).

Buildiugs fed by different utilities.
Participants and responsibilities in the development of the vMP
Defiuition of the validation approach.

Determiuation of the systems to be validated and the approach to validation of each of them.

Outlining of the acceptance criteria, referencing the official guides (Pharm. Eur., USP, etc.)

to determine needs in terms of validation, SOPs, references.

Ideutification of the specifics (requirements, feafllres) of the process.

Identification of relevant (pharmacopoeia) methods, SOPs.

Definition ofthe participants (parties) and groups (departments) to execute the protocol.

The expected duration ofthe validation.
Authorisation, signatories, consensus/agreement of all involved.
Preparing the document in ring binders, to allow access for the need to make changes.

Validation Protocol: For a very large, very complex or multiple-uuit process or system, it is advisable

to prepare the VMP in a number of separate inter-related modules. This will make it possible to
re-validate parts using the individual modules without haviug to involve the total VMP- These are

often called Validation Protocols.

3.2 Intentions Of VMP - Oear
The VMP should address and present data so that the intentions, the standards which are used,

procedures which are followed, targets which are set, etc., are stated clearly.
- The VMP must be geared to ensuring compliance with the regulations of the country in which

the product will be marketed, e.g., EU, USA , etc. Their Medical Device Directive, CGMP and

Pharmacopoeia must be followed.
- Compliance with ISO 9001 as standard for medical devices must be referred to if intended.
- The intentions and organisations as USP, Pharm. Eur. must be clearly identifred as part of the

validation.
- The teams (in house staff, or consultants) who will perform the validation or sampliug and

testing must be covered.
- The actual training (e.g., of operators) for performing the validation must be given with titles of

SOPs and documeuts that must be studied.
- The test methods to be performed with reference to SOPS or the source authority.
- Any procedure or system, whether formal or not, that will be used, must be authorised.
- List of all procedures that will be needed.

A system must be devised for numbering, registering, archiving and retrieving of documeuts used

for validation purposes.

3.3 Validation Master Plan - Develop Early
The VMP must be developed early in the life cycle with contributions from the user, the quality units,

regulatory/compliance unit, productiou/maintenance, engineering/technology group, development

and other support personnel. The system owner-manager of the bushess unit which will operate

the process or require the system must understand the VMP and be an approval authority.
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VMP plauning should begin at the concept and planning phase of the system life cycle. This will
make it possible to consider at an early stage, evaluation and selection of suppliers as that is

critical to the overall system validation approach. By considering strategies, testing, etc. early in
the planning phase, surprises may be discovered that may take time to resolve. At this stage much
more time is available to find and inplement solutions before production is undertaken.

Before approval, the dmft versions of the VMP used during the review process should be dated and
retained as part of the formal revision history. When the initial activities are repeated due to a

major chauge iu the process or system the VMP is updated. Version numbers and up-dating are

essential to vMPs.

Validation Master Plan - Templates

4.7 Introduction
Templates should be developed for all the required validation deliverables. Templates promote

consistency and completeness throughout the validation exercise. When and properly developed
and used they will practically guarantee compliauce with the compatry's internal validation SOPs.

Foremost, the VMP templates prcsentation must be kept simple and must be clear, concise and
understandable. Templates must make clear that deleted topics have been cousciously eliminated
and not forgotten or ignored. Training is still required in the use of templates and team members
must exercise controls to eusure that the content ofthe deliverable is appropriate for the process

or system being validated.

4.2 VMP Template in this book
A model template for the Validation Master Plan is provided for the user of this book in Section 8.

The template is an ideal, effective and efficient means of producing VMP documentation and can be

modified to suit most situatious e.g. processes, equipment, facility, method, etc. The instructions
for use are self explanatory but a short guide is also provided with the template. The template is

very comprehensive and can be reduced to meet the needs for a simpler process or system or
upgraded by additions to meet the needs of a more complex process or system.

It is important that wheu topics which are given in a template are not applicable to that process or
system, the author fills in 'NA (Not Applicable) and gives the reason why it is not applicable under
the particular topic (heading) in question. For a main topic which is covered in another document,
refereuce must be given to that document uuder that heading, in order to keep the VMP high level
and reduce the volume of the final VMP.

4.3 VMP Hints on Starting
- The validation team is assumed to consists of various functions.
- The time-economic method for the personnel iuvolved is to work and commuuicate electronically,

in providing itrput aud review of the draft VMP.

- The fust draft is created by a team member or leader using a template (if uecessary in draft form).
- The author incorporates the comments.
- A meeting is held to clariff/resolve controversial issues.
- Changes are made immediately on-line as agreed.
- Revised draft can be reviewed by participants and agreement is reached on a definite version.
- VMP must have a version number and updating.
- Approval must be at least by the validation team members.

Contents of Validation Master Plan

The VMP must present the scope of the process/system which is being validated and draws a
boundary around what the system clearly is and what is being validated under the validation plan
that has been prepared. A well written VMP together with the validation f,nal report will provide
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sufficient information about the system and its validation that many other documentation becomes

unnecessary in an audit situation. Subjects which should be included itr the VMP are outlined below:

5.1 Purpose and Scope of VMP

Purpose: This VMP is to present the plan and to document the validation activities that will be

conducted during the life cycle ofthe system being validated.
The VMP defines the approach for providing the documeuted evidence that the system will
perform its various functions and continue to do so according to the specified requirements.

Scope: This gives a global overview of the VMPs contents and as well as the name and version

number of the process or system involved. It also refers to information outside this validatiou
process, such as the quality system, other regulatory affairs, other processes related to the process

to be validated or relevant earlier validation efforts. This VMP will remain effective from the first,
up to all other versions until re-qualification, at which tine it should be rewritten.

5.2 Background
This section explains the situation as it existed before the process/system was ioplemented or at

the start ofthe current validation exercise. Scenarios as:

- replacement of old systen by a new;
- re-qualification of earlier validated system;

- retrospective validation of a current system.

Information on earlier validation of the process/system and source (in the form of a reference) of
documentatiou as well as relevant background information, purchasing - or custom coded - asPects

may be documented here.

5.3 System, Equipment, Process Description
This is a coucise description of the purpose, capabilities and function of the process/system. A brief
introductory statemeut, further expanded to state the purpose and describe in sufficient detail to

explaiu the boundary and interfaces with other systems.

The validation approach for system interfaces is determined by two features:

a. two way connection (information), or oue way only;

b. the impact on regulatory aspects of each interface system.

g;ample of step with no impact on regulatory aspects - information on warehouse storage for
customers couvenience. A system which is synchronised to auother system and thus provides

critical controls during processing/operation must be clear in this section. A worKlow diagram to

show dependence is useful here, particularly with automated equipment which are syuchronised or

which generate raw data. Steps to maintain its integrity must be defined. No excessive details are

needed but clarity is essential to set the correct framework for the validation activities. The use of
the flow charts are valuable to preseDt information on routing and processes.

5.4 Development - Implementation Methodology
A formal management supported methodology must exist for developmeut, implementation and

validation and this should be employed by the company. A reference can be given ou the methodology

and briefly outlined. This ensures all readers that the validation is not performed in a random way.

5.5 References
This should list the compauy's documents, policies, SOPs and other system specific documeuts for
the validation. The contents ofthe documents are not required here.

5.5 SupplierfVendor Selection and Management

The name of the supptier/suppliers and a brief description of the justification for selecting the

supplier is given (e.g., ability of the supplier to satisff the requirements in terms of technical and

functioual quality, controls, documentation, training, audits and certifications, etc).
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5.7 Management for Code, System and Documentation
The strategy for ensuring orderly execution of the validation process must be documented. The

testing, documentation and use of codes and references must be unquestionable. The controls

enforced to prevent unauthorised changes to documents must be documented in this section.

5.7.1 Source Code Management

The persons responsible for version control ofcodes, and the tools used, including the number and

types of euvironments involved (e.g., development, testing, production) should be described.

5.7.2 System Configtration Management and. Versions Schemes

The method of documenting and managing change to the system configuration with reference to
its earlier definition, should be mentioned. Assigning of version numbers to the system during its
life cycle must be objective, consistent and performed.

5.7.3 DocumentationManagement
Steps to control all development, validation aud system documeutation must be in place and managed

- change history, authorisatiotr, error corrections, storage access, etc.

Correlation must be established between the various validation documents (e.g. requirements vs tests

which challenge them). Cross references may be needed. The methods of combining hand signatures

and initials with persons involved should be mentioned.

5.7.4 Change Management I Change Control

Changes duriug development are managed differently from changes during testing which are usually

managed more rigidly to eliminate the introduction of variables. A SOP or test protocol could be

made for documenting how this should be done. The levels of change managemeut and chauge

control, and when each is employed should be described here.

5.8 ValidationScope andApproach

5.8.1 Validation Scope

This is perhaps the most important part of the VMP. It gives a clear defiuition of the validation
scope ofthe project, describes the validation approach, and must create confidence in the planned

validation. A suitable explanation must be given for any part of the scope or approach that is
unusual. The ratiouale must also be giveu to cover any portiou of the system which is excluded
from the validation or if anything outside the definition of the system is iucluded in the validation.
For example; a part of the system which does not have an impact ou regulatory aspects could be

validated at a lower level than the rest of the system.

Providing a diagram to support the information in text form is useful in ctariffing what is within
the scope of the VMP Validatiou scope.

Many activities are required for validation that are within the scope, e.g. performing tests, documeuting

of design requirements, ensuring a suitable enviroument.
Some activities will also be performed which are outside of the scope (out of scope) of validation.
The VMP should indicate what this means and details can be given in the individual requirement,

test protocols, etc.

5.8.2 Assumpfions, Exclusions, Limitations
These should be stated in the VMP with reference to the validatiou exercise. To save time, a higher
level of detail should be giveu here in the VMP than in the individual requirements, design documents
and test protocol. Some examples are given below.

Assumptions - The testing performed are for production use of the system, other than when
extreme testing conditions are being used for abnormal circumstances.
Exclusions - Not all accessories (e.g. software) combinations are regarded as requirements of the

systen being validated and some have been left out from the specification and scope.
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Limitations - Some detailed designs and testing results of the suppliers are not included in the
reference of the trace matrix. During the supplier's audit these were verified.

5.8.3 ValidationApproach

A broad view of the total validation effort and what it will involve is given in this section of the
VMP. Begin by explaining that the approach will follow the internal validatiou policy, then the SOP

and add auy further relevant informatiou. For a process/system supplied wholly or partly by a

supplier, the results of the supplier's evaluation will contribute to the approach. For example,

wheu thorough documented design, development aud testing work have beeu performed by the

supplier, the scope of the in-house structural and qualification testing can be limited. For systems

with inadequate or undocumented supplier work, the scope/approach of the in-house validation
testing will be similar to an internally developed system.

The coutrol points at which 'go' / 'no go' decisions will be made by the validation team should be

given, e.g. before starting each formal test phase, and before starting production. Sections can be

prepared to discuss at a high level:
- Different test phases to be performed.
- SOPS to be prepared/modified - for use, maintenance, security of the system-

- System maintenance phase controls (steps to ensure ongoing stability of the operating environment).

Existing Approcch vs. In-house Approach

For multinatiouals and multiple plant companies, the use of processes/systems which have been

validated by one company h the group could siguificantly reduce the amount of validation work
needed for validation at atrother site. Existing validation documentatiou could be compared to the

in-house approach and gaps (deviations) can be identified and filled wheu necessary. The environment

of the process/system must be considered critically in the correlation.

The following items of the in-house and extertral company can be compared:
- Validation Master Plan
- User/maintenance/operationbooks
- SOPs on maintenance operation, usage ofthe process/system
- Functional requirements, technical specification
- Documeutation of formal testing
- Reports oftest results
- Documentation of formal process/system acceptance

- Documentation ofchange history ofthe process/system
- Other relevant documentation on background of the process/system.

When very low aud low levels details are involved, these can be given in other documents used for
the validation.

5.9 High-level Test Plans and System Acceptance Criteria
The VMP must supply an outline of the different test phases and what they will involve (details or
lists of tests arc not required here). The system acceptance criteria must be ideutified before

startiDg tests, i.e., essential criteria which must be met in order to release the process/system for
use for production. This section of the VMP should give an overview of the elements below.

5.9.1 StructuralTestingPlan
A high-level outline of activities during the structural testing is required. Only a brief outliue is

required for this type ofdata.

Performancelstress cycles
- Performance Testing: identifies problems of performance with the system during use that represent

the normal expected production operatiug conditions.
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Sfress lEsfing: identifies performance problems or other problems with the system under
conditions beyond the normal expected production operating conditions (worst case), but
within the allowed operating range.

Technical Cycles
- Backup and Resfore l?sting: enfllres ttrat tle process restores itself and performs as expected, for both

production rccovery ofthe entire system, and data restoration, after an unexpected abuse or outrage.
- Resroru and Recovery Testing: identifies conditions that could cause the system to cease functioning

unexpectedly and eusures the ability to recover in the established way.

- Data Conversion Program Testing (where present): tests and ensures the automated conversion
programs and will convert data accurately.

Core Business Cycles (Process)

- Compatibiliry Testin$ couceutrates on the use of other systems simultaneously with the validated
system.

- System Interface I Integral Testing: concentrates on functions which transfer information or items
to andfor from other systems.

- Communication Testing: involves network and remote communications (if applicable), as well as

commuuication between modules of components of the system.
- Data lntegrity Testing (if applicable): verifies that there is adequate control of data, as checking

entry ofdata, processing errors, and audit trailing.

A justification must be giveu for SOPs which will not be performed, and tests or activities which
are considered unnecessary. A justification must also be giveu for newly included tests. Finally, the
procedures for documenting the test results, summarising and evaluating it for going on to the
next phase must be given. When SOPs are available for these tests only references ueed to be given.

For this section, only a briefoutline ofthe data is required.

5.9.2 QualificationTestingPlan
This gives a high-level overview of what will be done during the qualification test phases. Only a
brief outline of the data is required. The qualificatiou phases include: DQ,IQ, OQ, PQ, MQ and CQ.

The explicit requiremeuts aud specifications for each stage , except DQ and CQ, should be specified

and approved as part ofthe formal qualification acceptance ofthe previous stage. Thus IQ depends

on a completiou of DQ, OQ depends on a completiou of IQ, PQ on a completiou of OQ, aud MQ on a

completion of PQ. For DQ, the requirements and specifications should be developed for the process

steps, its inputs, equipment, personnel and out puts as the process is being designed and developed.

For CQ, the requirements and specifications should be generated based on the state ofthe process just
before the closure, the nature ofthe closure and the planned disposition ofthe process after closure.

DQ: The initial stage at which requirements and specifications are developed and estsblished for
the equipment and he process as well as the process inputs, outputs and operational, supervisory
and quality unit personnel.

IQ: The stage at which based on a proven design developed under a validation protocol or otherwise
qualified in-dept review the process is installed. IQ verifies that the system is installed in accordance

with the desigu and meets the pre-determined requirements and specifications for use in the process.

OQ: The stage at which based on a valid installation process, initial operation, aad runs designed to
study the effects of operating at the established factor limits are performed under close monitoring.
PQ: The stage at which, based on the approved valid operation ofa process (and those involved in
its use) uuder its normal use conditions are proveD to meet their pre-determined requirements and
specifications.
MQ: The stage at which, based on the valid performance qualificatiou of a process, the maintenance
ofthe validity ofthe processing steps is continually established and tracked.
CQ: The final stage at which the entity is 'shut down' in a controlled manner that conforms to its
pre-determined requirement.
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Full documentation and the approvals before and after performing the qualification is and essential
part ofqualification testing. Deviations to planned activities and conditions are recorded. References

to the acfual manufacfurer prescription/recommendation should be included in the VMP. Documentation

Verification - verifies that the documentation needed for operation and maintenance of the system

is available (user/operations books, diagrams, maintenance SOPs, logs, training records, etc.). For

the test phases a briefly descriptiou is given of: the test data, relevant control points, documentation

and give the rationale, all at the level of the vMP document. only a very brief outline is required it
this section. Lower-level details should be given in actual test protocols.

5.9.3 Functional Testing Plan f User Acceptance Testing

This is outlined in the same way as the last two testing plans - i.e. as Structural Testing Plan and

Qualification Testing Plan. As a minimum, User Acceptance Testing should include:
- Documentation Verification: ensunes the availability of the documents required to use the system

in production (User books, SOPs, trainhg records).

- Business Functional Testing: marketing or efticiency issues

- Process Functional Testing: testitrg under conditions that represents the normal process operation

of the system.

5.9.4 System Acceptance Criteria
The system release decisiou must be based on objective criteria and it should be defined accurately.

There must be a particular acceptance criteria associated with each test phase. Functional requirements

for functional tests should be ranked in order of their importance (criticality) as this makes it
easier to judge acceptance criteria for critical and non-critical features.

The version of the process/system will be accepted when:

A. Results of StrucruralTesting indicate:
1. successful performance of the process/system for the intended test;
2. the successful recovery from failure and restart of the process/system;

3. the acceptable performance ofthe process/system under stressed operatiou conditions;
4. the successful back up and restoring of the process/system.

B. Results of the QualilicationTesting indicate:
1. the successful installation in the target production environmeut;
2. the target environment is controlled and stable.

C. Results of FunctionalTesting indicate:
1- all critical functional requirements and at minimum 90olo of important functional requirements

were successful;

2. the systen SOPs for usage, maintenance all in place;

3. personuel training was complete and documented to ensure continued operations and data

integrity.

D. No failure or errors on the data registratioD system with high priority.

5.10 Roles and Responsibilities
The roles and responsibilities of persons involved in the validatiou activities must be defined

in the VMP. The names of the persons should not be used in the VMP as the plan would have to be

re-approved when the persons change function. Names are put in the validation schedule. The roles

and responsibilities must be given for the system owtrer or project sponsor, the validation team as

a whole followed by each organisation represented by the team member (e.g., QA, QC.Engineering,
meintenance, production/operations, validation Regulatory Affairs, research/development, etc.).

Add also external personnel involved in the validatiou process, e.g., consultants, supplier represen-

tative, etc. The training and qualification requirements should be given in this section. This will
help to indicate, and start, the required training before actually starting the validation exercise.
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5.11 Validation Schedule
Changes in schedule should not lead to re-approval of the \MP. Validation schedule should be given
as a flexible attachment or a separate document, but since change to schedule must be acknowledge

by the team, the procedure must be given in the VMP.

5.12 Overview of Processing Environment
A high level outline of the development, testing and production environment must be given. Any
other physical environment that will be involved during the validation must be included. The

environment must be representative of productiou aud suitably separated from each other to
euable control. A table or diagram cau be used to sinplfy the presentation. No details are required
as these are given in the relevant protocols.

5.13 Training and Implementation Strategy
The methods aud the Eaterials (to be) used to train personnel in the use and maintenance of the
process/system must be described briefly. Refer to the SOPs, lectures, demos, trainirg aides, videos,

etc. Users aud operators should be trained before being allowed to use the process or system for
production. The time between training and deployment should be giveu. Dating and authorisation
of completed training is essential.

Implementation Strategy describes the activities needed to release the system for production and
the time between verification activities and starting the production activities. A brief description
of how and when users and relevaut personnel will be informed that the validated system will be

implemented, should be given.

5.14 Process - System Maintenance and Support Strategy
The controls which must be in place in order to maintain the process/system in a validated state
after release must be covered here in the VMP. Examples:
- a disaster recovery and contingenry plan;
- a problem-reporting and -solving structure;
- change control and configuration management of the system and its components;
- system support personnel and service agreements;
- a training strategy for new users ofthe process/system;
- a user administration strategy for new users;
- a regular back up schedule for the process/system and its records.

For each of these controls and all other planned controls, only a high level brief description must
be given at this point in the VMP. Details where necessary can be given in subsequent documents.

5.15 Re-Qualification Criteria
The diflerence between a full qualification, and testing for change control iuvolviug a minor
change must be clear. Re-qualification, is documentation and performance of a complete series of
validatiou activities and the documentation, that were performed initially. In fact, this means
preparing a new version of the Validation Master Plan, requirements (functional and technical), test
protocols and final report. This would supersede all earlier versions and iuclude all chauge control
from the initial release for production to the re-qualification. The criteria for re-qualification should
be explained in the VMP to prevent misunderstandings and personnel interpretations in determining
the validation activities to be performed for a major change. A simple statement must be given in
this section indicating which version position would require a full re-qualification.

5.15 Documentation Maintenance
The place aud how validation documents and software will be archived with references to SOPs,

etc., must be recorded. Where electronic versious of documents are maintained duriug tbe life cycle

of the process/system, the name of the responsible persou or coDtact person should be given.

Facilities for long term storage should be described.
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5.17 List of Attachments
A comprehensive systematic list of all attachments must be preparcd and added to form part of
the VMP.

Conclusion

The VMP determines the validation goals without itself becoming the goal. Preparing the plan

must not become a bureaucratic exercise. It must be possible to crcate the ideal VMP without
making everything very complex. The VMP must become a living document otherwise it becomes

just another 'paper chore'. A major benefit of the VMP is that it focuses everyone's attention early
in the project to ensure the CGMP and validation issues have been carefully considered. The VMP

acts as a project 'contract'to ensure that the validation issues are addressed. Although it is not a
regulatory requiremeut it can be used as a communicatiou tool with the regulatory authorities as

well as with the project teirm. It can be used to facilitate the relationship with the authorities and

in helping to avoid regulatory actions and to speed approval.

A consequent, a comprehensive VMP demonstrates to management and to the authorities that
adequate steps to achieve a viable validation are in place. The VMP will help management to
understand what is involved in the validation and give justification for the cost involved as well as

be useful training for those who do not fully understand the process. The prcsentation is also

important. If the document look good and reads well, it will show that there is coutrol.

In this part, a compreheusive description of the main features of a VMP has been presented as basis

for preparing a tailor-made VMP to fit a wide range of situations. Templates for the VMP arc to be

found in Section 8 ofthis Guide.
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Part 9

Concept of Criticality and Complexity, FMEA and Risk Analysis

Introduction

The purpose of this part is to present the 'Cotrcept of Criticality and Complexity'which is a methodical

approach to decision making that wil make the effort expeuded in validation more consistent,

comprehensive and efficient. An introduction is also given on the use of Failure Mode aud Effect

Aualysis (FMEA), and Risk Analysis (RA), of machinery, equipmeut and processes, as guidance tools
in judgiug and predicting elements of criticality.

1.1 A Practical Approach to Determination of Degree of Validation
In the pharmaceutical and medical device industries, it remains a challenge to meet regulatory
requirements and to run a profitable business as the validation costs continues to increase. The

target is to determine how acceptable results can be achieved in the most cost efficieut manner, thus

meeting quality needs of the customer and regulatory requirements while using the company's

resources effectively.
The concept of Criticality and Complexity is, h addition to the integrated approach, a methodical
approach to decisions that will make validation more consistent, comprehensive and efficient. This

approach considers both the product risk (Criticality) and project complexity (Complexity) when
deciding the amount of resources that should be applied to a given project. It allows a validation
team to cousistently choose from a range of'validation levels' - and can be incorporated into any

validation program regardless of the size or experience of the company and the cotrcept can be

tailored to any individual company. This concept is consistent with the new FDA guidelines on

design validation.

The benefits of the Criticality and Complexity approach to validation are:

- Better management of change and the validation of change.
- Regulation of the amount of documentation required for validation
- Providing consistency iu what information is produced aud tested.
- Documentation the decision makiug process concerning what is validated and to what level.
- Reduction in overall cost ofvalidation.
- Establishmeut of a scientific basis for miuimum validation effort.
- Focus on the important and avoids the irrelevant.

7.2 Validation versus Qualification
The Concept of criticality and complexity confirms that quality is designed into a system and is not
only a testing and qualification procedure. Qualification is not to be confused with validation, and
refers only to the assessment phases of validation - normally IQ, OQ and PQ.

In developing the validation approach, each phase of the development life rycle must be included

and every phase can produce documents for the validation record. Figure 16, which is already

explained in section 1, shows the life cycle phases of any system that requires validation versus the

testitrg and qualificatiou phase.

Considering this whole life cycle, the process to distinguish and define levels of effort for
validation becomes even more important. The level of effort to be employed in each phase is

expressed in a valid.ation level, for example on a scale from '1' to '4', from 'low' to 'very high'
validation effort. This level can be determined by the Concept of criticality aud complexity, as

explained in the next paragraph.
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:::Feffiibility

Development
and design

.Eesgn ieviers

lmplementation

Testing and
qualification

Figure 16. Phases in the Life Cycle

Validation Decision Flow Chart

2.7 Features of the Decision Flow Chart

The level ofvalidation for a new process or product, or a change on existing process or product can

be described using a Validation Decision Flow Chart, flgure 17.
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Figure 17. Validation Decision Flow Chart (requirements for Validation Levels - see table 8)
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Criticality - refers to factors or components withir a system where the operation, contact, data,

control, alarm or failure can have au impact on the quality of the product, such as undesired

manufacturiug chauges, or a uew test Eethod used to evaluate the product. The degree of impact

on the product establishes the criticality level. To determine the product risk, the validation proposal

must be assessed in terms of direct or indirect impact on the product, (see table 5, section 2.2).

Complexity - refers to the difficulty or intricacy of executiug a projea, based on factors as inter-related

systems, financial resources required or the number of people involved, (see table 7, section 2.3).

2.2 Criticality Classification and Degree of Effect of Failure

Table 6. criticality Table - classification with Reference to Effect(s) ofFailure Mode

Criticality
Classification CGMPlevel DegneeofEffectcausedbyafailure
Very low tto directiindirect The minor nature of this failure would Dot cause an effect on the

i*p^S:_pl_y:*duct product performgqce or on the _pro-gs-ls 
(downstfal*

Medium

fto direct/indirect The potential effects of this failure will not directly impact on the

- * pp3:ts-Pt--oB9:--- Pt--o-9y:d,-!9dy))"s"a::9-o-9-lv*:li-g$-P-r"9!--eit""u"P-:19l":------......
No direct/indirect This failure could cause severe process or support system failure,

impact on product serious degrading ofsub-systems and process performance -
damage to machines, yield and eflicienry.

This effect will not directly or indirectly impact the product or

compliance with governmental regulations.
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High Directi indirect

impact on product

This will cause a high degree of customer dissatisfaction and may

involve direct or indirect impact on the product or non-compliance

with governmental regulations.

Very high Direct/indirect

impact on product

This potential failure mode has direct or indirect impact on the

product quality and/or involves non-compliance with governmental

regulations.

2.3 Complexity Classification and System Requirements

Table 7. Complexity table - Classification ofsystem Requircments.

, Class Compledty or system requiremeDts

Very low - Involves only one system - no interactions with others

- Single person required to implement

- No operator re-training required

No new supporting system to manage change - systems already in place

Low - Involves more than one system or site, not interrelated

Involves more than one persons to implement

Medium - Involves more than one interrelated system managed by a single department

More than one department to implement and may involve a single outside resource

Minimal operator training required

s o me mo dif ic aj ions to ;gqry4;y*-g-ry lg-qljrg*q
High Involves more than one interrelated system/site managed by separate departments

Involves multi-functional team or multiple outside resources

Moderate operator training required

very high Involves multiple irterrelated system managed by multiple departments

Major co-ordination of multiple departments and/or outside resources to implement

Extensive operator training required

: .copp-l9J-9-.-Tg9gl-919Pp-""1-t-gL-e"Li*P-g--tu-PPql!-s-y!!gm 9L.ngw- tuPP,grt lvslem nee---d9-q.. 
-....-...-
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Using the Validation Decision Flo$r chart

The levels on the flow chart determine the degrce of validation, testing, documentation, approval,

authorisation and personnel involved in the validation effort.

3.1 Step 1: To Def,rne Product hpact of the Validation Proposal (i.e. Criticality)
The proposal must be assessed in terms of a direct or indirect impact on the product, e.g.chauges in ttre
manufacturing which might alter product parameters or a new test method used to evaluate the product.

The same principle is used as in the Failure Mode Effect Aualysis (FMEA) and a matrix is given in
table 6, criticality table (section 2.2).

Very low, low and medium criticality may affect yields or production effrciency but
iudirect effect on the product, therefore the user goes to the left in figure 17.

Poteutial impact must be considered when making decisions, and it is important
made - as 'temperature change does not affect the product'- must be proven
(validation), and not taken for granted without substantiatiou.

has no direct or

that statements

through testing

3.2 Step 2: To Define Validation Proposal - Complexity
Complexity is the diffrculty of implementing a project based on factors as experience, inter-related
systems, financial resources, number of persous iavolved, etc. The Complexity scale is given in table 7

(section 2.3).

The Complexity scale criteria are defined according to the type of validation proposal and the
Complexity matrix (section 2.3). For a 'high' or 'very high' rating, the user goes to the right side of
the chart in figure 17, whereas for a 'very low', 'low' or'medium' rating may affect production
efficiency but has no direct or indirect impact on the product quality, the user goes to the left.

3.3 Step 3: To Determine Validation Levels
The results of the Complexity and Criticality iu the chart (figure 17) brings the user to one of
the four levels. For each level, table 8 (section 4.4) identifies the requirements of project team,

testing/qualification, documentation and approval authority for each phase of the life cycle.

Implementation of the Decision Flow Chart Concept

The Criticality and complexity approach can be implemented in many ways. The Decisiou Flow
Chart can be modified to give from 3 to 5 levels of validation, the Criticality and Complexity modes

can be modified to give company specific schemes.

4.7 Phase 1: Team Formation
A cross-functional team which includes rcpresentatives of the product, process, equipment, facilities,

software and suppliers, will accomplish the best result. Personnel who will perform operational work
are ideal for developing procedures and guidelines and a team to co-ordinate the entire development
should be formed. Unnecessary bureaucrary should be avoided and management support is essential.

4.2 Phase 2: Def,rning Criticality and Complexity
The criticality goes beyond the product and can be used to evaluate other systems that require
validation in response to changes. When defining impact on product the following can be considered:
- Packaging
- Labelling
- Product history records
- Product performance - product aud manufacturing
- Quality records (data ueeded for releasing the product)
- Customer information (final user)
- Shipping, storage, usage
- Stock.
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Revision of this list should help to be specific on the product atrd manufacturer needs, and to
determine what needs to be modified. The degree of Complexity is defined using table 7 or a more

company- specific matrix.

4.3 Phase 3: Procedures for Validation Levels

The validation life cycle must be defined and a validation level assigned to each phase. This is the
most dfficult and time-consumiug part of the implementation. After this, procedures can be

completed. However, the process can begin even before all the lower level procedures are defined.

The procedures need only be detailed sufficiently for the company requirements. The target should

be to avoid unnecessary paperwork and too many procedures. The levels 1 and 2 validation efforts,
stardardised protocols, checklists, change control forms, etc. should be used as much as possible

to speed implementation.

The aim is to provide a methodical approach to decisions which will make validation more consistent,

easy to understand and efficient.

4.4 Validation Levels - Specified Requirements

Table 8. Validation Level Requirements - as determined using the Validation Decision Flovy Chart

co
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UFE CYCI.E PHASES IEVEL 1

(Lower Level Validation or Change

Procedures will be Low Valiilation Effort

more specific )

LEVEL 2

Validation or Change

Below Avemge Effort

LEYEL 3

Validation or Change

Abwe AverageEffort

LEVEL 4

Validation or Change

High Valiilation Effort

Project IEam - Project Leader - Project Leader

selects team

- Project Leader

- Quality Engineer

- Other team

-. 
memters gs ngedqp

- Failure Analysis

- Design review
- Feasibility study

- Project Leader

- Quality Engineer

- Cross-Functio[al

ngpregg"ntl-i119

- Formal

Requirements

- Feasibility Study

- Failure Analysis

Development &

Design

(Feasibility and

Design Review)

- Design Notes - Formal

requirements

- Feasibility Study

:PgliEl B-eli.ety
Implementation - Drawings

ConstnrctionCode -DocumentedCode

(Documents needed

to maintain

- Drawings

- Documented Code

- Flow Diagrams

- Drawings
- Documented Code

- Drawings
- Documented Code

the system)

IEstirgrQualilication - Test Report - Test Plan written

by Project Team

- Test Results

- Test Plan written

by Project Team

and Approved by

Approval authority
- Test Results

- Qualification
Protocol written by

Project Team and

Approval Authority
- Qualification

Protocol Report

Approval Authority - Area Manager - Cross-Functional

Group authorised

to sign for that

type ofvalidation

- Cross-Functional

Group authorised

to sign for that

type ofvalidation
- Includes Quality

":":'*:::-1

- Cross-Functional

Managerial Group

authorised for that
type ofvalidation

- Includes Quality

:::'::::::::: _
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,:5 ApplicatioD of Criticality and Complexity - Cases

Step 1.

Q. Determine the impact ou the product or criticality level of the new mauufacturing line.
A. Reference to the Criticality table (table 5) shows that the new line has a direct impact on the

product and therefore a Criticality rating of 'Very High'.

:

Step 2.

Q. Determiue the complexlty of the new manufacturiug line.
A. Referencing the Complexity table (table 7) shows that the new line has a Complexiry ratiug

of 'Very High'.

Step 3.

Q. Determine the Validation Level.

A. Referencing the Validation Decision Flow Chart (figure 17), the combination of 'Very High'
Criticatity and 'Very High' Complexity results in a Level 4 Validation Effort.

Step 4.

Q. Determine the specific requircments for performing a Level 4 Validation on a new manufacfuriug liue.

A. By referencing a company SOP that specifically addresses performing liue validations, information
is obtained giving details of testing and documentation requirements, project team make-up and

approval authorities for each phase ofthe development cycle.

Step 1.

Q. Determine the impact on the product or the Criticality Level of the new part

A. Referencing the Criticality table (table 5) indicates that the new part has a direct impact on the

product and a Criticality rafing of High.

steP 2.

Q. Determine the Complexity of the new part.
A. Referencing the Complexity table (table 7) indicates that the part has a Complexity rating

of Very Low. The part is simple and involves ouly one technician and a low level of training.

Step 3.

Q. Determine the Validation Level.

A. Referencing the Validation Decision Table (table 8), the combination of High criticality and Very

Low Complexity requires a Level 3 validation.

steP 4.

Q. Determine the specific requirements for performing a Level 3 Validation on a rew part
A. Referenciag a company SOP that specifically addresses the performing of new equipment

validation, information is obtaiued detailing testing and documentation requirements, project

team make-up and approval authority for addition ofthe new part.
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Step 1.

Q. Determine the impact on the product or Criticality Level of the new facility system.

A. Reference the Criticality table (table 5). It can be seen that the new facility support system has

no direct impact on the product and a criticality rating of Medium. This will depend on how the
facitity system is used. For example, if it is an HVAC system and the environment is critical to
the product then it could have a direct impact on the product.

Step 2.

Q. Determine the complexity of the new facility system.

A. Reference the Complexity table (table 7). A determiratioD can be made that the new facility
support system has a 'High' Complexity rating.

step 3. i"" 

".

Q. Determine the validation Level.

A. Reference the Validation Decision table (table 8). The combination of Medium Criticality and
High Complexity requires a Level 2 validation.

Step 4.

Q. Determine the speci{ic requirements for performing Level 2 Validation ou the new facility system.

A. Referencing a compary SOP that specifically addresses performing new facility support system
validation, information is obtained detailing testing and documentation requirements, project
team make-up and approval authority for each phase of the development life rycle.

Step 1.

Q. Determine the impact on the product or Criticality Level of the software code change.

A. Reference the Criticality table (tabte 6). It can be seem that the software code change has no
impact on the product and the Criticality rating is Medium. E.g., a PLC code change that triggers
a pre-heater timer. If the timer does rtot suritch on, the problem becomes an efficiency issue, but
does not affect the product since other software controls whether the temperature is correct for
the product to pass through.

Q. Determine the Complexity of the code change.

A. Reference the Complexiry table (table 7). It can be seen that the software has a Low Complexity
rating. The code is relatively a simple job that involves only a few lines of code and one programmer.

Step 3.

Q. determine the Validation Level

A. Reference the Validation Decision table (table 8). The combinatiou of Medium Criticality and Low
Complexity requires Level 1 Validation.

Step 4.

Q. Determine the specif,rc requirements for performing a Level 1 validation on the software code change.

A. Referencing a company SOP that specifically addresses performing software code change

validations, information is obtained detailing testing and documentation requirements, project
team make-up and approval authority for each phase of the development life cycle. In this
example, a simple software description, documented code and a test plan based on the functionality
of the system are necessary. The final approval authority may be only the manager of the area

affected or a designated lead programmer.
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FMEA and Risk Analysis in MachinefEquipment Validation

5.1 Introduction
Fundamental to the practice of equipment validation (and strangely missing from most methodologies)

is a Failure Mode aud Effect Analysis (FMEA) or a Risk Analysis (RA) of the equipment to forecast the

areas ofcriticality. These are tools to help the validation effort. The essential purpose is to answer

the question - What catr go wroug? A risk analysis helps identify all areas in the equipment, process

or system of facility, which contribute to product quality- As detailed in the Concept of Criticality in
section 2.1, key to the success ofthe risk analysis is a cross-functional team that has experieuce and

a professional understanding ofthe process. In conducting a step by step analysis ofthe elements

ofeach item ofequipment, these qualifred persons are able to identiry potential areas ofcriticality.

6.2 Modified Development Life Cycle to Incorporate Risk Analysis in Equipment Desigu

If equipment maDufacturers apply risk analysis then the results of the risk analysis will impact

upon the equipment design decisions. The following flow chart (figure 18), shows how the

inclusion of risk analysis influences the phases in development life cycle wheu adapted to

equipment validation. Normally, with the exclusion of risk or FMEA aualysis, feedback to the design

ou equipment weaknesses is only introduced at the end of the flow chart - i.e., when the

equipment is in production, and that is often too late. Iu addition, the use of this technique

produces focused planned maintetrance, aud relevant Standard Operating Procedures.

Planned
Maintenance

Manufacture

Figure 18. Validation and fusk Analysis cycle to manufacture

6.3 The Decision Process in the Analysis of Risk

In the same way as the Concept of Criticality and Complexity when viewing the entire process,

equipment FMEA has two elements. First - whether the equipment is capable of delivering products

that are defective, and second - whether downstream processes will normally detect that defect.

(Example; a product that is made too large will not fit into the carton, and therefore will be eliminated

as a result of the downstream process). A broad summary of the risk status is shown in the table 9.
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Table 9. Equipment risk with possibility ofdetection and proposed action

Equipment Risk capabi[ty ofDetection Action

Equipment cannot produce

faulty pack for risk condition.

Downstream process makes it 9a. No action necessary

Can be defined as no riskimpossible for fault to pass

without 1 90% i$_prgiql_

Fault is obvious and is very

liEeltle js_9_elf_*s-q

Fault will not be detected

9b. No action necessary

Can be defined as no risk

9c. No action necessary

Can be defined as no risk

No actio[ necessary

Can be defined as no risk

9e. Equipment is intrinsically safe

with acceptably low risk of
producing fault

Can be defined as no risk

Risk condition can occur in

equipment but equipment

will self detect fault through

an independent self checking

device

Downstream process makes

* jsp:ulls-lqi-Bqlleiei:
Fault is obvious and is very

Iikely to be detected

9d.

rault will not be detected

without 1 000/o inspection

9f. Equipment is intrinsically safe

with acceptably low risk of
producing fault

construct a test to challenge

independent self-checking
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mechanism on-equipmgnt

fusk condition can occur

undetected in equipment

Downstream process makes it 98.

iqpollible for faul-t to pass

Fault is obvious and is very likely

to be detected

Fault will not be detected

without 100olo inspection

No action necessary

Ca! be defined.as no ris\
Write Standard operating procedure

to ensure the operator knows

procedures to follow in event

-o!-.lL*".)j. - -"-
Introduce SOP (see 6.4 below) or

prohibit use of equipment

th.

9i.

6.4 Decisions on Doubtftrl Machine or Processes

In the case of an uudetectable equipment fault that can only be detected by 100o/o product

inspection as shown in (9i) in the table, there are a number of varying scenarios that will have to
be considered:

1. Fault is not transient aud is stable. Therefore, if the fault arises all products will be consistently
faulty. In this case it may be possible to inspect periodically at the beginning and eud of each

work period, ouly releasing product when the test at the end of the work period is complete and

satisfactory.
2. Fault is likely to be transient and the process is capable ofproducing single undetected defects.

100olo inspection is feasible. In this case 100olo inspection of the f,nal product will be required.

3. Fault is likely to be transient and the process is capable of producing single undetected defects

and 100o/o inspection is not feasible. In this case the equipment cannot be used in productiou
without a redesign that ensures the fault will be self-detected.

6.5 Basic Rules on Method of Application
When conducting a FMEA analysis or risk aualysis, it is important to avoid trying to solve the
potential problems that emerge. The risk analysis should simply be used as a basis for identi$ing
the risk - thereby enabling the design of an appropriate test to challenge the equipment/process

for that coudition. The use of risk analysis helps to focus tests on what the equipment or process

should not do and what can go wrong, rather than what it should do as is the case in most

equipment acceptance criteria.
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The risk analysis may highlight fundamental equipment problems - especially on machiue that are

being subjected to retrospective validation. In the worst case, as indicated in the table (table 9),

the equipment may not be fit for purpose. If the equipment is fundamentally unsuitable, then it
should be corrected or replaced before attempting to validate. Often, only small modificatious to
the machiue are required, to make it both succeed in validation and improve the repeatability of
operation in production.

6.6 Use of Risk Analysis with Software
Validation of software may be difficult to grasp. Risk analysis as defined in table 9 can be applied

to software. However, in order to improve transparency and understanding of the software, a first
step in the risk analysis process is to ensure that the software is constructed iu modules, with flow
charts or clear descriptions of the menner in which the software works. Then, as in general validatiou,

each module within the software can be examined to determine the possibilities of risks and the
cousequeuces of failure.

6.7 Focus of the Risk Analysis Process

In conductiug FMEA or risk analysis the functiouality (i.e. how the machine works) should be

separated from the criticality (i.e. those areas that will cause product failures). For example, there

are many eveuts within the machine design to stop the machine working, but if you can guarantee

that the machine will not work in the event of certain faults (in accordance with table 9), then
these should not be classified as critical elements from the validation perspective. In this case the

only test necessary is to ensure the machine will not run. Critical factors are only those which
allow the machine to run in an incorrect manner and produce out of specificatiou product(s).

6.8 Suggested Protocol
The risk analysis procedure utilised in the validation process is shown on the attached flow chart,

figure 18. The risk aualysis shown in the flow chart will be used to determine those elements of
the design that impact on product integrity and thus are affected by mandatory regulatious. The

term risk analysis, throughout this book and related documents, applies only to the assessment of
risks that impact on product iutegrity and is not concerned with general functionality. Tests on all
elements of the machine (including mechauical, electrical and software) win be designed to
challenge risks identified in the aualysis.

In considering risk analysis the overall process involve:
- fusk analysis to determine those elements of the design that may impact ou product integrity.
- Modification of the design where the risk can be eliminated or automatically monitored within

the machine's own control system.
- The construction ofa series oftests to challenge the potential risks that have been identified.

Account must be taken of the following important points:
- The documented risk aualysis of each potential failure mode for each machine element or

discipline will be included in the validation document file.
- The risk analysis will be based upon the specification, hardware specified, mechanical drawings,

and the electrical and software elements of the machine.
- The tests to challenge risks will be cross-referenced with each risk element for each machine module.
- Tests will speciff expected results or acceptance criteria for each test or part oftest.
- Where risks are identified that are operator or maintenance related, mandatory operating and

mainteuance procedures will be documented.

6.9 uanaging Change

The use of FMEA or risk analysis combined with a modular approach to machiue, software and full
Iine construction simplif,es the management and testing euvironmeut for change. The coustruction

of the risk analysis will ideutiff modules, risks and cross reference a series of tests to challenges

those risks. In this way, modules and associated tests are readily identified.
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When changes are introduced, the modules affected must be identified. Depending upon the
magnitude and nature of the change the risk analysis may need to reviewed. The tests for that
module arc then re-conducted to challenge and qualify the change. In this approach it is not normally

necessary to test the entire equipment, but in the case ofsoftware a cautious approach needs to be

adopted and it is wise to widen the retest program when significaut software changes are made.

6.10 validation Timetable
No specific timetable should be deflned for validation activities, but:
- Design work should uot commence until the validation plau, quality plan and functional

specification have been produced.

- Validation documentation should be generated throughout the project.

- Designs should not be finalised until completion of the flsk analysis.
- No tests should be conducted until the full test program has been approved.

6.11 Benef,rts of Risk Analysis or FMEA - Snmmary

The use of Risk Analysis as an integral part of the validation process will make it possible to:

a. Provide the basis of full documentary evidence that mechanical, electrical and software design

of the equipment is robust aud will produce products of the specified integrity.
b. Provide a framework for the sinple identification of actions necessary wheu changes are (to be)

introduced.
c. Enable the equipment purchased to be accompanied by a full record of relevant tests.

d. Ensure that initial set-up of user definable elements and critical change features are identified
and thereby recorded to enable repetition ofthe set-up conditions throughout the equipment life.

e. Provide the basis for the generation of maudatory operating procedures necessary for eusuring

the maiutenance of product integrity.
f. Enable the generation of mandatory planned maintenance procedures necessary for ensuring

product integrity.

5.12 Simple Guide to using FMEA

The basic purpose of FMEA is to answer the question: What can go wrongl

If something does go wrong:
- What is the probability of it happening?
- What are the cousequences?

- Will it be detected before release onto an unsuspecting purchaser/public?

The following example, a basic flow diagram of a packaging operation is presented.

From this data each step in the process is defined and the purpose or the output ofeach step-

a. FAILURE MODE:

b. FATLURE EFFECT(S):

c. FAILURE CAUSES:

In what way cau each step of the process fail?

If a failure occurs, what are the likely consequences?

This has to be determined for each step iu the process.

What are the possible causes for each failure?
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PROBABILITY, SEVERITY & UKELYHOOD OF DETECTION

1. 'P' Probability: on a scale of 1 - 5.

2. 'S' Severity:

What is the probability of each of the identified failures. 1 = low 5 = high.
for each failure effect (e-g. harm to customer, compatry employee, etc.).

Estimate on a scale of 1 - 5.

3.'D'likelihood of Detection: if failure is likely to be immediately detected, then D = 1

if unlikelY, then D = 5.

Note: This is repeated for every failure and each is evaluated separately.
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A triscous syrup based liquid 200 ml into a type IV round amber glass bottle closed with an ROPP

decorated aluminium shell, with an EPE wad, wet glue labelling, with an outsert on the back of the
bottle. 20 bottlei are then shrink-wrapped and 5 shrinlcwraps are, loaded into a labelled
corrugated transit case. The full line is unvalidated.

RISK PRIORITY NUMBER - RPN: this is simply P x S x D.

Thebestfigureislxlxl=1;theworst5x5x5=725. Ifanyoftheestimatesaretotally
unknown, then rate it '5' until more information becomes available.

PREVENTIVE AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

The essential aim ofthe FMEA analysis is to take positive action to reduce an unacceptably high
RPN and thus eliminate/reduce the risk of failure.

Action is thus taken:
- to eliminate the cause of failure;
- to reduce the probability offailure; or
- to increase the likelihood ofdetection.

If the development/investigating team finds an RPN of '5' acceptable with a severity of '5', this
gives us a guide to the level of acceptability of the system.
Higher RPNs might be acceptable, if the 'S'figure can be reduced. This is agreed at the discretion
of the team.

In the following example a complete packaging line for the filling of a liquid cough syrup is used.

I Represents added detectors or
sensors as a result of the FI\4EA

FiSure 19. Flowdiagram
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Table 10. FMEA Exemple

Packstep sub-step variables Failure P 'S D RPfil Actiolrs

P1. Line

Clearance

P2. Cleaning Pipes

,' , '..,, rrlsence,.of 3 5 1 15

other articles :

Bottle filling
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-_-.
Tlaceofpreceding2 2 3 12

and re-validate

Label applicator
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Precedinglaber 2 s s s0 
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Supplyfailure 2 2 2 8

' Case labelsupply
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---:':- - --

P8. Outsert No outsert 2 4 4 32 Consider optical check

addition Poor quality 2 4 3 24 Consider optical check &

suPPIier checking

P9. Check
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Underweight More than 5 3 5 5 75 Filling control

consecutive

containers

Overweight233l.2Adjust
P10. Collate Reel feed neet feea 

"" - 
e;k;; r.uf 

"2 '4 z ii
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Nuglbe; 15210
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Processes that Should Be validated

The following lists give s(amples of processes which normally:
a. should be validated;

b. may be satisfactorily covered by verification; and

c. the above model may be useful in deter-mining the need for validation.

1. Processes which should be validated:
- Sterilisation processes

Clean room ambient conditions
Aseptic filling processes

Sterile packaging sealing processes

Lyophilization processes

Heat treathg processes

Plating processes

Plastic injection moulding processes.

2. Processes which may be satisfactorily covered by verification:
- book cuttitrg processes

- Testing for colour, turbidity, total pH ofsolutious
- Visual inspection ofprinted circuit boards
- Manufacturing and testing of wiriug harnesses.

3. Processes for which the above models may be useful in determining the need for validation:
- Cleaning processes

- Certain human assembly (book) processes

- Numerical control cutting processes

- Filling processes.

Software utilised in manufacturing or testing processes should always be validated for its intended

use- The output of a process may be fully verifiable and the overall process may not require validatiou.

However, software used to automate such processes should always be validated for its intended use.

Conclusion

In solving any typical business problem, the aim is to determine how acceptable results can be

achieved in the most cost efficient manner possible. In validation the approach is no different to
any other business problem; the objective is to meet customer quality needs and regulatory
requirements while utilising the company's resources effectively. The concept of criticality and

complexity avoids the approach of validating everything in order to meet the 'perceived' regulatory

requirements or just only validating major changes as defined by the comPany.

This concept presented in this part is a very comprehensive, easy to follow step by step approach

which is consistent, cost efficient and can be applied to any process or system.
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Part 10

Requirements and Testing

Introduction

The aim of this Part is to make the user of this book aware of the need for requirements aud testing
in order to satis$, the customer, the producer, and the demands of the Regulatory Authorities for
documented evideuce. It is necessary to translate the requirements into specifications aud these

into characteristics which can be assessed or measured using sound scientific principles. Therefore,

the product, equipment, system or facility must be capable of being assessed using methods which
will demonstrate reproducibility and consistency. The testing methods themselves must be

accurate for the purpose, discriminating, reproducible and also subjected to verification and in
some cases validation. An overview is presented on the main testing activities involved at the

various phases of validation (qualification and commissioning), development and implemeutation of
a project.

Linking Requirements to Product Development and Validation

2.1 Integrating Development and Validation
The Regulatory Agencies require documented evidence supporting product specifications. The

customers expect Clinical and laboratory proof upholding the claims that the products meet the
patient's health requirements. The patients and the authorities require all this information to be

based ou sound scientific principles. The manufacturer wants reliable designs, effective, low cost
production aad the capability of guaranteeing a high quality. The way of achieving this is to
integrate development and validation. Validation can be seeu as a part of development, as the
application of cross functional teams, project management tools and good scientific practices will
achieve the desired results. The key factors are:

- Driving the product through the development system
- Ensuring that the organization, working together to get the product to market, has a clear

understanding of the customer's needs.

- Providing a high quality product. All activities are geared toward providing customer satisfaction.
- Meeting requirements of the CGMP and ISO 9001.

Validation is a process and not an end-product testing. It is part ofan integral developmeut jouruey

which clearly links the customer requirements to product development activities which in turu
results in specificatious that must be set and followed by testing, to ensure that specifications are

being met.

2.2 Start with Knowledge of CustomerlUser Needs

Integrating validation into development focuses an organization on:
- Identi$ring the customer needs through design qualification. This must ensure that for the

product being developed, the 'customer needs'is the key objective and that these needs have

been translated into measurable product requirements.
- Integrating production iuto design. This assures that the quality plau and the manufacturing

system required to make this product is effective (i.e., can be controlled by an operator/employee).
- Looking at the development from au overall approach. This helps to anticipate problems and

their effect at every stage ofthe process and take appropriate preventative action early.
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These actions will speed up the product development cycle and ensurie that the Lot History Records

will contain the correct product information. This is an FDA requirement and its neglect is a siguificant

cause of FDA 483's (acknowledged failures).
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Figure 20. Main steps iD the Design and Validation program. Design, Construction-, Installation/Equipment- and Operation

Qualification combined in the developmeat /validation approach

2.3 Translation of Requirements into Objective llarameters
It is essential to understand what the customer wants. Their very often subjective desires must be

transformed into a concrete product. Example of this method: Requirement - hypodermic needle

should not separate from hub. Ilable 11, An epoxy bond ofa needle to needle hub, has been defined as

a temperature requirement that cau be controlled by a production operator, i.e., cure temperature.

subjective requirement is translated in definable characteristics to controllable processing parameters

Customer Product

requirement requir€ment

Product Product IsL
characteristic specification

Measur€Dent Process

No needle

separation

Needle/hub

adhesion

Cure

temperature

Pull force >3kg 3kg 101 mm
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Validation plays a significaut role iu meeting the needs of the consumer by clariffing the link
between the (subjective) customer requiremeuts and the (objective) manufacturiug parameters.

FDA guidelines require that these types of 'measurable' product characteristics must be translated
into parameters that allow production personnel to 'control' the process. The FDAs Guide for Process

Validation: General Principles, states that 'Each process should be defined and described with
sufficient specificity so that employees understand what is required'. This means that validation

work should be geared to the productiou worker.

The validation process helps the manufacturer to establish the following:
- Knowledge that the product characteristics meet the customer requirements.
- Knowledge that the process produces product meeting specifications.
- Knowledge that the process meets the process specification.

Figure 21. Validation is significant in translating customer needs into manufacturing parameters

Validation verifies that a design is achieved that can result in a product that can be produced

consistently by the equipment/system/process developed. The use of final-product testing a) to

denonstrate what level of quality is achieved, b) to identiff problems with control, capability or

c) to discover that the operatiou cannot routinely produce the product to the required standard,

is too late to be effective in controlling quality.

2.4 Design Review - Links Customer Requirements to Process Requirements

Critical review is another key ingredient ia validation and typically there should be several design

reviews duriug the life of a development project. These may be performed by peers as well as by

both internal and external customers who are particularly good participants in these reviews.

Finding a fault in the design stage is infinitely better that on the production floor. The purpose of
the design review is to:
- Link the product or process requfuement to customerfuser requirements.
- Compare qualification data to pre-established acceptance data.
- Generate action steps.
- Help the organisation establish a sound rationale for auy uon-conformance found.
- Review the completion of key items. When all items are addressed - close the project.

- Document these reviews and place these records in the Design History File.

Design is covered in greater details in Part 14 ofthis Guide.
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Figure 22. validation Life Cycle - items in the phases covered by the review

Requirements

3.1 Management of Requirements
Requirements define the validation effort, so that customer's questions, when translated hto
requirements, can be answered. The management of Requirements is part of an all round validation
approach. This task consist ofbeing able to offer an effective solution based on the requirements of
the user or customer. This should aim at ensuring an efficient process for building a product (or

result) from a set of requirements that represent the needs of a customer/user. This method should

become part of the overall quality approach of the company. Requirements are the basis of modeling
a problem then the solution to that problem. One of the predominant reasons for project failure, is
incompleteuess in the requirements.

This approach of managing requirements can greatly benefit the pharmaceutical and other related
industries by 1) improving the overall quality of the company's work, and 2) reducing system project

costs, variability and implementation time. This can help to eliminate product rework, improve
employee morale, reduce the size of the quality department, also to reduce costs and increase profits

lUhy D ev elo p Re quir ements

Developing Requiremeuts for a new system usually start with a statement of desires or needs of
the user/customer. For existing systems, requirements are usually generated from experience,

observations, discussions and iuteryiews. Example: Requirements of an furstrument for measuriug
pH with printout.
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The system:
- Must work.
- Must allow measurements of features, characteristics, properties, etc., i.e., pH.

- Must show consistent measuremeuts of pH between limits (e.g.,3.5 and 7.5).
- Must meet the NIST stardards for measurement instruments.
- Must generate output for the user.
- Output must be in human-readable format.
- Output must fit a 5 x 10 cm label.
- Output must be in 16 point Arial bold font or equivalent.
- Must process the data correctly.
- Etc.

Requirements which are determined, agreed and approved, set the scope for the validation project.
All parties concerned become clear about what is (and what is not) included in the system to be

validated. By preparing and managing requirements in a systematic way, any changes or additions
to the requirements in an approved document becomes easily visible - which is useful for managing
the project, controlling the deliverables and the project budget.

3.2 User Requirements

3.2.1 Introduction
At the outset of the project the user must provide sufficient information to the engineering seryice
provider to euable development and assessment of specific options. A successful project is dependant
on clear definition, communication aud uuderstanding of the project scope and objectives, as defined
by user and others with vested interest. User requirements should focus on what is ueeded, without
prescribiug directly how the requirements should be met. Naturally, the amount of detail provided
will vary with the project, especially based on size complexity and the mutual understanding
between the user and engineering service provider

3.2.2 Deftning User Requirements

The ultimate goal of any validated process/system/facility is to perform a necessary process or
fuuction to meet the requirements of the user. The Project Manager and design engineer should
gather to discuss user requirements and record them in the Design Input Log. They should be

unambiguous aud not subjected to easy misinterpretation. Ideally, requirements of processes must
be defined in terms which can be translated into objective measurable parameters and where possible

lead to a quantitative result during an assessment. Requirements commonly include criteria as:

- Temperature and Humidity
- Pressurerelationships
- Equipment heat gains
- Process loads
- Output rate
- Maintenance and access requirements
- Air cleanliness classificatious
- Emergency sequeDces

- Lab or aseptic processing features (classificatiou).

Requiremeuts may change (e.g., level of accuracy, tolerances) after the design is considered ready
for construction. It is important to document such changes ir the Desigu Iuput Log uDtil the project
is commissioned and turned over to the user.
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3.2.3 ProjectPurposetustification
Existing background information and the rationale for the project request should be communicated.

Items that may be included are:

- Statement of existing conditions.
- Project justification (e.g., new product(s), increased demauds, problem solving, cost savings, prccess

improvements).

3.2.4 ProductandforProcess Requirements

A list of affected products and associated details provide the fundamental basis for the scope

development. Much of this information may be obtained from the development reports, technical
reports, batch records, regulatory submissions, sales/marketing data and staffinput information.
Factors to be considered include:
- Product forecast (and ranges).

- Potential or restrictive batch sizes or ranges.
- Process descriptions, flow charts and estimated processing times.
- Known operating ranges and tolerances for critical process parameters.

- Known operating restrictions or difnculties.
- Safety information for the associated materials and processes.

- I(nown compatibility or incompatibility for materials of construction (including seals).

- Cleaning methods, agents and limits.
- Past experieuce with current or similar products or processes.

- Preferred equipment suppliers (and basis for preferences).

- Site-specific requirements (e.9., local supplier, spare parts).

Allowable operating ranges and limi15 (or tolerances) provide the basis for the future design,

commissioning and qualification requirements. Operating limits are designed as the minimum and/or
maximum values that will ensure that product and safety requirements are Eet. Appropriate

values must be provided to ensure that meaningful set-points, alert values and alarm values can be

established and set.

3.2.5 OperationalConsiderations
Operational considerations should be communicated to ensure that the user intent, flexibility and

or constraiuts are understood. Items to consider include:
- Planned or expected plaut operating schedule (e.g., one shift x five days, three shifts x five days,

three shifts x seven days).

- Planned staffiug for new or renovated facility/area (e.g., utilize existing staff, hire uew staff).
- Potential or allowable disruption of and impact on operations).

3.2.6 Maintenance and Technical Support Requirements

Staffresponsible for facility (and utility system) operation, utility system and equipment maintenance

and technical support (e.g., plant and process engineering) offer different perspective than the end-

user. Key support staff should be consulted at this stage to incorporate their requirements and

possible constraints into the scope document. Information to be considered includes:

- Past experience with products, Processes, equipment and systems.

- Preferred equipment supplier (and basis for preference).

- Site-specific requirements (e.g., local suppliers, spare parts, internal standards).

3.2.7 ComplianceRequirements

Both internal and external compliance requirements (especially CGMP, safety and environment)

may be understood to be self-evideut. However, the potential adverse impact of any

misunderstanding is so serious, that it is important to clearly communicate these requirements.

The project team should consult with QA on project specific compliance requirements and particular

emphasis must be given to cases where there are newly formed regulatory requirements or local

requirements that differ from the established (e.g., FDA or CE).
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3.3 Requirements Deliverables - Documents

3.3.1 Introduction

This phase - 'management of requirements' - usually yields two key deliverables/documents, the
Fiual Requirements Document and a Project Execution Plan.

It is recommended that all final requirements docunents (sometimes referred to as a Scope Document
or Statement of Criteria) are prepared and appropriately authorized by the customer, user or
parties with vested itrterest. There very maD.y terms used for the data which are recorded - the
titles are not importaut. This document will provide a basis for the development of future project
documentation.

3.3.2 Functional Requirements Document

The eim of this document is to emphasize and achieve complete testing and systematic demonsffation
of the system's compliance with the requirements. The content of the document should be clear,
discrete, verifiable, traceable and free of assumptions. The purpose of the Functional Requirement
Document is to define the equipment/system required, desired functiou and performance expected
in everyday terms. This document may also be used when a third parfy supplier is developing
'software' to communicate requirements betweeu user/customer aud supplier. The document must
define responsibilities of all involved in validation activities, preparatiou of documentation, review
and approval, and equipment/system.

The Functional Requirements Document is the structure and content of the primary elements of
the validation documentation.The output of a validation may include (but is not limited to) the
validation plans, protocols, data, reports, training, SOPs, audits requirements, preventive pain1sn4a6s,

etc. The 'requirement' can be defined as:

a. A capability or condition needed by the user to achieve an objective or solve a problem.
b. A capability or condition that must be met or proposed by:

- a system;
- a system component;
- a staudard specification, or
- other formally imposed document.

c. A documented representation of a conditiou or capability as defined in a) or b) maintenauce.

The content of the Functional Requiremeuts Document may include the following:
- Equipment/SysteE Description

- Purpose/Task
. Environment
. Interface to Equipment/System
' Scope ofOperatiou
. Critical features / Hazards Analysis (Risk Analysis)
- Schedules/BudgetiResources

- Support Objectives
. Personnel
- Definitiou/References
' Supporting Documents

- Constraints
. Preferred hardware/software/equipment
- Interfaces
' User(Background/levels)
. Future expaudability
. Environmeutal constraints
. Life expectancy
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. Source Code Accountability/Maintenance
- RegulatoryRequirements

Supplier Information
. Audit Requirements
. SupplierDeliverables
- Development/Implementation/Responsibilities
- Milestones/Timelines
Detailed System Information
. Diagram ofSystem Architecture
. Existing system interface
. OperationalEnvironment
- Number of users & levels of usage
- Data Flow Diagram
. Module description
. Data Elements - source, format, default, ranges accuracy/precision
. Hardware and equipment - tyPes, quantities, location, distauce, security
- Software user interface ability
- Process information - calculatious, formulas. Data interface (couformation messages), monitoring

input/controlling output
. Process - Performance, error handling, data integrity, business requirements
. Output (formal method, security, etc.
. Performance
- Response time
- Error handling
. Back up and retention
. Audit trials
. Availability
Implementation
. Support and services /supporting documentatiotr
. Equipment/Systems tlainlag
- Data Archive, Reteution
. Equipment/SystemAcceptanceRequirements
. Ro[-out plan.

There are many formats and contents considerations that must be made when getrerating

requirements, specifications and other validation documents. The user of this book is advised to

study current regulatory requirements and industry standards, and to make use of format and

contents which are most appropriate for their Particular requiremeuts.

3.3.3 Project Execution Plan

A writteu plan is an effective means for the project manager to communicate to the user, customer,

and others with vested interest, the approach to be taken for project execution. As early as practical

(considering the scope ofthe project), a plan should be developed with input ftom the Project team

as this can give support and back ground to the requirements document. The following areas of
topic may be considered for discussion within the plan:

- Project purpose, scope aud key business objectives.
- Expected milestones and timing.
- Funding strategy and budget status.
- Resource strategy (for design, construction and commissioning).
- Plan to control schedule, cost, qualiry and scope.

- Impact on existing operations, including required shutdorams or accommodation of existing oPerations.

- Project leadership, project team representatioD, other interested parties.

- Supplier selection criteria and process.
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Iu general, the opportunity should be taken to test either fully or partially at the supplier's facility,

especially for commissioning tests. 'Commissioning is treated in more detail iD Part 15 of the book'.
There are however, situations where this is clearly not justified, e.g., when schedules or CGMP

requirements are at risk.

4.2 Testing Objectives
There are many objectives of the testing performed during commissioning and qualification. These

objectives should be carefully considered while preparing and executing the individual test plans.

Some of the potential considerations include:
- The test should prove that the elements of the system:

. perform safely within the required operating range and meet the performance criteria;

. meet the design criteria. The design criteria often exceed the required operating range and/or
performance criteria;

. meet all required codes and regulations.
- Before rejecting a component or system because it fails to meet the design criteria, points such

as the following should be considered:
. What design safety factor was used?
. Can the design criteria be accomplished?
. Is there economic justification in meeting the design criteria?
- For future uses of the system, must the design criteria be meet?

- The level of involvement of the validation team iu approving and executing the test plan must

be considered when the results of the tests are intended to support later process validation
documents.

4.3 Testing Guidelines
The validation team leader or project leader must determine the level of detail and contents of the

test plan based ou the scope of the project. Although the details of the testiug cannot always be

defined earlier on in the project, a guideline for testing should be in place for the overall

Qualification (and Commissioniug) Plan. The guideline can include the foUowing elements:
- A system matrix defining the project systems, the type of testing, the level of testing, the test

approval authority and the testing status. The system matrix will evolve through the life of the
project design and should be finalized before construction of the equipment/system.

- A system for organizing documentation. This should include a standardized table ofcontents for
the organization of information and the packaging system desired, (e.g., standard 2 or 4 rings
binders or software based).

- Define documentatiou practices, this might include:
- Blue or black ballpoint ink (no felt tips, markers, red inks, pencil, etc.).

- Initialing and dating test results at the time of the test (no pre-dating or post-dating).

- Single line strike out (avoid obscuring the original entry).
- Initialiug and dating all correctious.
- A list of company standard abbreviations.
- Company standards for format, layout and numbering.

- A guideline for how test incidents will be managed. This should include documentatiou reporting
and re-testing requirements or guidelines.

- Define stages for the status of each specific test. For example:
- Draft
- Approved for execution
- Executed and Issued for Approval
- Executed and Approved
- A detailed test schedule. This could be incorporated into the matrix depending on the scope

ofthe project.
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Test Guidelines can be Extremely Valuable for Many Reasons:
- During the Qualification and Commissioning Phases of a project a wide assortment of tests can

be required. Each test plan will be developed, approved, executed and witnessed by various

team members (suppliers, coDtractors, engiueers, owner representatives, certified consultants,
local or federal agencies, etc.). Cooditration of these efforts and early definition will help to
standardize the documentation, avoid unnecessary delays and prevent unexpected costs during
the latter sages ofthe project.

- The results of the commis5isning tests may be used to support the subsequent validation effort.
If this approach is taken the validation leader must contribute to the testing and documentation
procedures.

- The availability of resources is often the cause of project delays during the early phases. This
includes the resources to review documentation as well as the resources to execute the testiDg.
A test plan presented early could insure that resources allocation for these efforts will be built
into the overall project plan.

4.4 Test Procedures
The testing performed during the Commissioning and Qualification Phases should be designed to
insure that the equipmeut/system has been coustructed to, and will perform to, its design criteria
(e.g., functional tests and performance testing). Examples of Testing and Performance testhg include:

Testing

Fluid flows (e.g. CHW or LTHW)

Pump or fan duties
Valve tests (stroke, let-by and authority)
Emergency power tests
Software unit/module tests.

Performance Tests

- Clean roon particle counts
- Differential pressures between clean rooms
- Heat load tests with clean rooms
- Clean room temperature and o/oRH stability tests
- Sequence ofoperation tests
- Failure modes
- Safety and other interlocks
- Power down / power up.

These individual tests can be prepared, approved, executed and wituessed by a variety of project
participants. A well-developed test plan will assure that the project leader and validatiou team

leader can effrciently organize the results for inclusion itr the fiDal project document.

4.5 Test Method
There are a variety ofproduct types that require some level ofevaluation and testing either at the raw
material, intermediate or final product level. Critical decisions may be made based on the test rcsults
and therefore it is logical that the aim is to ensure the accuracy aud reproducibility ofthe results,

as well as a high level of confidence in the reported results. It is important to recognize that the testing
methods used for validation purposes must themselves be validated, although all test do not
require the same level of validation. Which test/assay should be validated and which not, must be

chosen logically. Guidance for the Industry provides useful examples of official recommendations

and some important proposals, e.g. Bio-analytical Methods Validation for Human Studies Dec. 1998.

)bjective of the Method

First Step: The objective of the method is the first step in the development of a method validation
protocol. How the method will be used! What is it intended to demonstrate!
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Main Questions
1. Is the method intended to monitor customer/patient, release of final product, determine potency,

level of impurity or contamination in human drug product - then the method is significant
and critical.

2. Is the method used to support product claims, support the selection of reference material,
substantiate the results from another methods - these are all factors used in determining the
level of significance.

3. Method intended to serve as a qualitative evaluation of identity is considered to be Level II
(i.e., less significant).

Quesfions to be answered

- What sample type wil be tested using the method?
- Based on sample type, what interference's are expected?
- What is the basis of the method: chemical based, physical, biological?
- What level of accuracy is required?
- What level of seusitivity, selectivity, limit of detectiou is required?
- What level of precision is required?
- In what range is the precision level required?

The target of the questions and preliminary evaluation are to determine how best to meet the
objectives of the method validation so that it can be documented as suitable for its intended use/
purpose. Validation must be able to demonstrate that the method is free of systematic errors and
that the method actuaUy performs in establishhg, detecting or identiffing the parameter for
which it is intended. The variations that potentially affect the method should be known and must
be investigated.

4.6 Testing at the Qualification Phases

4.6.1 Introduction
Testing in the qualification phase involves predominautly the Installation Qualification (IQ),

Operational Qualification (OQ, and Performance Qualification (PQ and to a lesser extent the
MaintenaDce qualification (MQ) activities for the project. Although these activities are covered in
full in a separate Part of this book, the testing aspects are include here for completion of this Part.

All test equipment used during these phases must be traceable back to a reproducible standard
reference source.

The audit trail documentation which is introduced and maintained by the quality plan and the test
documentation catr be used as evidence by the user during the RA inspections that the system
meets the functionality required. In particular, the availability of tests and change control
documentation will demonstrate a positive, thorough and professional approach to validation.

4.6.2 lnstallationQualification(IQ)
Installation Qualification is associated with the iDstallation of the equipment, control system and
its interfaces with other measuring field instrumentation, and other equipment, systems, etc). It
verifies through defiued procedures and supporting documentation that the hardware and
sofrware systems are iastalled in accordance with design aud suppliers documeutation.
Tlpical IQ tasks may include:
- General

' Ideutify serial numbers, model numbers, and any other key information including field devices

calibration certificates and details of tests/calibration equipment.
- Electrical Wiring tests

. System electrical connections available and correct.
- Field instrument electrical connections available and correct.
' Verification that signal levels are correct.
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- Field instrumentation Tests
- Loop operation and feed back testing to veriry that field sersors and control elements operate

correctly.
. Verificatiou of the accuracy and calibration of signal conditioning equipment.

- Control System Test
. Perform a partial repeat ofthe FAT on site (ifrequired).

- Environmental Tests
. Temperature, humidity, airbome contamination.
. Vibration.
- Electromagnetic and Radio Frequeucy Interference (EMI and RFI).

- System Protection aud Safety Issues
. Firc protection.
. Hazardous area classification for electrical equipment.
- Safety and signal grounding.
. Verification that adequate power line conditioning has been provided.

- Project and supplier Documentation
. System supplier in.stallation and test specifications.
- Instrument installation and test specificatious.
- Project equipment layout and cable routing drawings.
- Test record sheets.

- Test Results and Acceptance
. Signed copies of project installation documentation (e.g. loop sheets, termitration drawings, etc.).

. Signed system sheets and test records.

4.6.3 OperationalQualification(OQ)

OQ involves the operational qualification of the equipment or process unit using a control equipment

or system. The actual product need not be used or processed during this phase. A simulant or other

media may be used instead. The function of the OQ phase is to veriff through testing that the

equipmeut and coutrol system can operate as specified in the User Requirements Specification

(URS) under normal and abnormal operating conditions.
Tlpical OQ tasks may include:
- Field Instrumentation Testing

- Repeat calibration of field instruments (necessary if significant time has elapsed since the

completion of the IQ.

- Control System Tests
. System functiorality/fault diaguostic checks
. Conformance testing (e.g., confirms the system operate the process as intended in the URS?)

' Challenge testing
. Load/stress testing
. Access/security testing
. Performance tests
. Backup aud recovery testitrg
. Contingency testing.

- Environmental Tests
. Temperature, humidity, airborne contamination
. Vibration
. Electromagnetic and radio Frequency Interference (EMI and RFI).

4.6.4 PerformanceQualification(PQ)
The PQ Phase of the project is invariably the responsibility of the user'sipurchaser's Quality Assurance

Unit. During this phase the equipment/system is used to operate or coDtrol the processing, and at

least three process runs are usually undertaken- The PQ phase is to veriff through testing that the

system and its controls can operate as specified in the User Requirements Specificatious under

normal operating coaditions.
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PQ tasks may typically include:
- Field Instrumentation Tests

. Repeat calibration testing of field instruments (necessary if significant time has elapsed since

completion of the OO.
- Control System tests

. Repeat conformance testing (e.g. Does the system operate the process as intended in the URS).

. Repeat backup and recovery testing.

. Repeat contingency testing.
- Environmental Tests

. Temperature, humidity, airborue contamination.

. Vibration.
- Electromagnetic and Radio Frequency Interference (EMI and RFI).

4.6.5 Site Changes during Iq OQ and PQ- Change Control

Any site changes required during the IQ, OQ and PQ phases must follow the Change Control Procedure

established for the project aud the requirements of the Quality Plan. An IQ, OQ and PQ review

should be performed after the Installation testing, Operational testing and Performance testing

respectively, to examine the quality and technical acceptability of the test results. If found to be

acceptable then after the respective phases IQ, OQ and PQ, certificate can be signed, approved and

issued. The review process must include an examination of any change records to ensure that the

effects of the changes were thoroughly investigated and implemented.

4.6.6 MaintenanceQualification(MQ)

The MQ Phase begins at the conpletion of the project and includes all maintenance and support

activities to ensure that validated status of the system is maintained throughout its operational life.

This phase is the responsibility of the operations aud maintenance personuel of the equipment/

system/process user. Strict change control procedures must be maintained to ensure that all

modificatious and changes (to operating equipment, system, hardware changes, software upgrades,

etc.) are thoroughly investigated, tested and documented. MQ must be reviewed regularly [e slsming

the quality and technical acceptability of all maintenance activities performed on the system since

the last MQ review (or the end of the PQ Phase) to ensure that it is maintained in its validated

status. The review process must include an examination of any change records to ensure the effects

of the changes wene thoroughly investigated and implemented. If all documentation is found to be

acceptable then an MQ certificate can be signed and issued. The date for the next MQ review can

be scheduled.

Conclusion

The purpose of validation, starting at the development stage. is to introduce a product rapidly and

meet the requirements of the customer, regulatory and manufacturiug processes. Verifying as the
project proceeds is the key to rapid and successful product development with validation. The

pharmaceutical aud medical device industries can benefit by usiug these techniques when

developing products that:
- Focus on meeting customer (end-product user) requirements).
- Perform as expected.

- Require documented evidence, based on souud scientific principles and testi:rg, that suPport the

product claims of the manufacturer.
- Meet the requirements imposed by world wide regulatory authorities.

Startiug with what the customer requires and achieying it by a validated process is the key to

busiuess success.
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Past performance experience (e.9., with respect to delivery, support, flexibility, reliability).
Yields.
Critical design features.
Financial stabiuty.
Documentation practices.

Audit feed back (e.g., software development practices).

Corporate technology and/or purchasing strategy (e.g., standardization negotiated buying).
Other critical limitatious or issues.

3.4 Traceability - using Data Base

A useful tool for managiug requirements is the storage in a data base with descriptive information
about each individual requirement and properties, e.9., sources, approval status with relevant date,
modifications with reasons, etc. Requirements in a data base can be linked to other validatiou
elements, e.g., requirements for product can be linked to supporfing data, quality testing procedures,

authorization submission. g;ample - a requirement for RH level could be linked to eugineering
specification, equipment books, CAD drawings, regulatory submissions. Linking requtements to
tests can ensurc that all tests are performed, and reverse tracing could establish/prove that no
testing is being performed without an approved requiremeut. Approval of the initial requirement
document makes it easy to determine the amount of validation that is adequate/sufficient i.e.,
when all the requirements have been tested. The requirements document is a vital part of any
validation program as it makes it clear when all the planned validation is complete.

Testing and Performance Testing (Acceptance Criteria)

4.1 Tests

Testing is the process by which:
- adjustments to, and regulatious of individual equipment/systems are demonstrated to be within

the required tolerances;
- system componeuts are demonstrated as deliveriug the requted duty or capacity;
- functions of the equipment/system are demonstrated to be as specified and appropriate.

The need for some fuuctions only become apparent after the system has been constructed and
made operational.

Performance testing is the process by which:
- the performance of interrelating systems is demoustrated as w'ithin the required tolerance;
- the output of interrelating systems is demonstrated as delivering the required duty or capacity:
- the interrelating functious of systems are demonstrated to be as specified and appropriate.

For some systems, Performance Testing might be the only testing required. However, where several
systems are working together (e.g., air conditioniug, chilled water, hot water) to deliver a required
performance (e.g., clean room environment), the individual systems will be subjected to Testing,

where as the combined output will be subjected to Performance Testing.

It is possible for Testing performed during commissioning to be used to support the Process

Validation for a Direct Impact system. In this case, the testing process could be managed and
performed as part ofthe Qualification Practices.

Testing may be performed ou-site or offisite. A Factory Acceptance Test may take place at a supplier's
site before the equipment is shipped to the end-user's location. If arranged and performed properly
this type of testing can result in significant reduction in the overall project timelines. It may be

possible to use some or all of the FAT documentation instead of ou-site testing, if the appropriate
approvals can be obtained beforehand.
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Part 11

Statistics and Quality Tools in Process Validation

Introduction

This part is intended to provide a general overview ofa wide range ofstatistical and non statistical
quality tools and methods that car be used to support the vatdation program. The aim is to give a
general guidance of when each of the presented tools can be used and more importantly when

each should be used. The application ofeach tool will be described briefly and where appropriate

an example will be given for illustration. Many of these tools and applications presented will be

necessary in any validatiou program and their use will contribute to making the validation more

scientific. Very generally, statistics can be broken down into two areas:

- Describing data or descriptive statistics
- Drawing couclusions about somelhing based on data or inferential (conclusion forming)

statistics.

The aim is to use a mixture of engineering and statistical tools to get the most out of relatively

reduced levels of testing.

Definition of Validation - Statistical Aspects

The FDA definition of validatiou will be analysed to show where statistical applications can be used.

Validation: 'Establishing documented evidence which provides a high degree of assurance that a

specified process will consistently produce a product meeting its pre-determined specifications and

quality attributes'.

The Evidence in the defiDition is facts, figures, data, proof- both ofthe descriptive and the inferential

types. Provides a high degree of assurqnce is almost the same definition of iuferential statistics -
which is the drawing of conclusions with associated risks and probabilities. Consistently produce

can be described in statistical terms as a consistent mean and standard deviations over time. Quality
attributes is again descriptive statistics describing the number ofdefects, average, reliability, etc.

In the FDA s - 'Guideline on General Principles of Process Validatiou', there is an abundant use of
statistical terms. The broad concept of validation is to show control of processes and product and

the guideline is intended to help ensure that the eud result, - the product - is safe and effective.

The guideline emphasises that eud product testing alone is not suflicient to assure product quality.

Therefore conventional statistical sampling based on an acceptable quality level used to trigger
a rcsponse is not often appropriate in a validation exercise. Another requirement is that the Protocols
should speci$ a sufficient number of replicate process runs to demonstrate reproducibility and

provide an accurate measure of variability among successive runs. This requirement can only be

achieved using statistics.

The aim is to perform calculations so that the maximum amount of information and confidence is

obtained with the minimum number of ruus and effort. The validation test plaus may incorporate

work performed up-front to characterise the process or product.

In the medical device industry, under the Quality System Regulation (similar to CGMP) Section

820.70 (Productiou and Process Control) and under ISO 9001, the requirements clearly state that
each manufacturer shall develop, conduct, control and mouitor the productioB process to eDsure

that a device conforms to specifications. In addition each manufacturer shall establish and maintaiu
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procedures for identiffing valid statistical techniques required for establishing, coutrolling aud
veriffiug the acceptability of process capability and product characteristics per Quality System

Regulation sectiou 820.250 (Statistic Techniques). The use of statistics has become au integral part
of validation.

Statistical Tools for Validation - An Overview

Both statistical and non-statistical methods
are valuable tools for achieving and demon-
strating that the requirements of the process

are being fulfilled- A wide range of concepts,
tools and statistical techniques are generally
used throughout the industry and are the key
to more scientific and efhcient validation.
Some of these are given in the figure 23,

beside.

Validation requires documeuted evidence that
a process consistently conforms with pre-set

requirements. It requtes that; first the process

must be established as conforming consistently
to requirements and then, that studies are

performed to demonstrate that this is the case.

Strategies and Tools for Process
Optimisation and Reducing Variation

4.7 Introduction - Tools and Methods
for Process Validation

Validation requires documeuted evideuce that
a process consistently conforms to require-
ments. It requires that you first establish a

process that can consistently conform to
requirements and then that you perform
studies demonstrating that this is the case.

Statistical tools and quality tools cau aid iu
both tasks. There are many tools that can be

used as part ofvalidation. A briefdescription
is giveu iu this section on how these tools caD

be applied at the various stages in the
process life rycle. Each of these tools will be

summarised and their application in validation
described.

4.2 Uses of the Tools
Some of the contributions that quality tools
and statistical tools can make to validation are

outlined in this section. The tools which are

underlined are described further in Chapter 5.

Obtaining a process that consistently conforms
to requirements requires a balanced approach using both mistake proofing and variation reduction

tools. Non-conformities often occur because of excessive variatiou and errors which are made.

When a non-conformauce occurs because of an error, mistake-proofing methods should be used.

Figure 23. Tools and Statistical Techniques Available for Use in

validation

Process flow diagra ms/charts

Statistical Process Control (SPC)

Design Of Experiments (DOE)

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FNIEA)
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Mistake-proofing - attempts to make it impossible:

undetected. This topic is further discussed further
Risk Analysis.

a) for the error to occur, or b) for errors to go

in Part 9, Criticaliry and Complexity, FMEA and

Many non-conformities are not the result of errors, but they are caused by excessive variation and

off-target processes. Reducing variation of a process requires identification of the key input
variables and establishing of controls over these inputs, to eDsure that the outputs conform to

requirements. Strategies and tools for reducing variation aud optimising the process average are

described in the next Chapter 4.3.

One output of process validation is the development of a control plan. The final phase of validation

requires demonstrating that this control plan works, i.e., that it results in a process that can

consistently couform to the requirements. A key tool here is a capability study. A capability srudy

measures the ability of the process to consistently meet the specifications. It is suitable for
measurable characteristics where non-conformities are due to variation and off-target conditions.

Testing should be performed at nominal, as well as under worst-case conditions. In the event of
poteutial errors, challenge fesfs should be performed to demonstrate that mistake-proofing Eethods

designed to detect or prevent such errors are in fact working. Acceptance sampling plans can be

useful in optimisiug the number of samples to be tested and for demoustrating conformance to

specification.

The choice of tools will depend on the circumstauces. The application of the tools cau vary and

only tools which are explicitly required should be used.

4.3 Strategies and Tools for Reducing Variation and Performing Optimisation
In any production batch each unit of product can differ to some small degree from all other units of
product. These differeDces, no matter how small, are referred to as 'variation'. Variation can be

characterised by measuring a sample of the product and drawing a histogram. Example: An operation

involves cutting wire into 100 cm lengths - the tolerance is 100 -r 5 cm.

A sample of 12 wires is selected at

98.7 99.3 100.4 97.6

100.2 96.4 103.4 102.0

A histogram of this data is shown below. The width of the histogram represents the variation.

co
do
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random and the following results obtained:

1.07.4 1.02.0

98.0 100.s

It is of special interest, whether or not, the
histogram is properly centred and whether
the histogram is narrow euough to fit easily

within the specificatiou limits. The centre of
the histogram is estimated by calculating the

average of the 12 readings. The average is

99.99 cm. The width of the histogram is

estimated by calculating either the range or
staudard deviation. The range of the above

data is 7.0 cm. The standard deviation is

2.06 cm. The standard deviation represents

the typical distance a unit (value) is from the

average. Approximately two thirds of the

units are within +/- 1 standard deviation of the average and about one third of the units are more

than one standard deviation away from the average. On the other hand, the range represents an

interval containing all the units. The range is typically 3 to 6 times the standard deviation,

depending on the sample size.

Figure 24. Histogram ofdata
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Frequently, histograms occur in a bell-shaped form, that is referred to as the 'normal curve' or
'normal distributiou' as shown below, figure 25. For the normal curve, 99.73% of the units fall
withir + 3 standard deviations of the average. The use of the standard deviation in predicting
process capability to a confidence level is perhaps the most important tool in statistics.

ofStandard Level

Deviations

(Sigma s)

1

2

3

4

68.260/o

95.440/o

99.73Oo/o

99.993o/o i[Erry
g,.ssj?.ffi

Figur€ 25. Normal distribution curve applied to histogram

For Eeasurable characteristics as wire length, fill volume, and seal strength, the target is to
optimise the average and reduce the variation. Optimisation of the average may mean to centre
the process as in the case of fill volumes, to maximise the average as is the case with seal

Figure 26. Evidence ofan Unstable Process

strengths, or to minimise the
average as is the case with
harmful emissions.
In all cases reduction of variation
is also required to ensure that all
units are within the specifications.

In order to reduce variation, a

stable and capable processes must

be achieved. The figure 26, beside,

shows an unstable process. The

process is coustautly changing.
The average moves up and down.
The variatiou increases and
decreases. The total variation
increases due to the shifting.

Instead, stable processes are desired

as shown iu figure 27, beside. Stable

processes produce a consistent level
performance. The total variation is

reduced aud the process is more
predictable.

In addition to achieving stability,
ouce a consisteut performance has

been achieved, the remaining
variation must be made to safely

fit within the specification limits.
Such a process is said to be 'stable

and capable', aud can be relied on

to consistently produce good

products.

Figure 27. Evidence ofa Stable Process
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A capability study is used to determine whether a process is stable and capable. It involves

collectiug samples over a period of time. The average and standard deviation of each time period is

estimated and these estimates plotted in the form of a control chart. These control charts (see

Chapter 4.8) are used to (etermine
if the process is stable. If it is, the
data can be combined into a single

histo$am to determine its capability.

To help determine if the process is

capable, several capability indices

are used to measure how well the

histogram fits within the specifi-

cation limits.
One index called the Process

Potential (Cp), is used to evaluate

the variation and predict process

variability. Another index, the Process

Capability Index (Cpk), is used to also

evaluate how capable the process

is, of maintaining tolerauce from
the average. (See also chapter 4.5).

F\+fie29. Transmissionofvariation
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Figure 28. Process capability formed by combining histograms

Together these two indices are used to decide whether the process meets its requirements. The values

required to pass depend on the severity of the defect (major, minor, critical) that the mauufacturer
considers acceptable. While capability studies evaluate the ability of a process to consistently
produce good product, these studies do little to help achieve such processes. Reduciug variatiou
and the achievement of stable processes requires the use of numerous variation reduction tools.
Variation ofthe output is caused by variation ofthe inputs.

Example: A simple system, such as a pump for moving fluids.
Al] output is flow rate. The pump uses a piston to draw a fluid into a chamber through oue openiug

and then pushes it back out another openiug. Valves are used to keep the fluid moving in the right
direction.Flow rate will be affected by piston radius, stroke leugth, motor speed and valve back-

flow to name a few. The target flow rate is achieved by designing the piston radius, stroke length,
motor speed, etc. The actual flow rate will vary due to variatiou in wear of the piston, wear of the

bearings, wear of the valves, variation of the motor speed, temperature/viscosity of the fluid, etc.

Variation of the inputs is transmitted to the output as shown below.

Reducing variation requires: a) identifying the key input variables affecting the outputs, b)

designing the process to take advantage of relative input sensitivities (the relationships between
cylinder radius, stroke length, motor
speed and output), and c) establishing

controls on input variation (wear, motor
speed, temperature/viscosity, etc.) to
ensure that the outputs conform to their
established specifi cations.

In general one must, identify the key

input variables, understand the effect of
these inputs on the output, understaud
how the inputs behave and finally, use

this informatiou to establish targets
(nominal) and tolerances (windows) for
the inputs. Various techniques can be

used-
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One type of designed experiment called a screening experiment, can be used to identify the key

inputs. Another type of designed experiment called a response surface study can be used to obtain

a detailed understauding of the effects of the key inputs on the outputs. Capability studies can be

used to understand the behaviour ofthe key iuputs.

Armed with this knowledge, robust design methods can be used to identiff optimal targets for the

inputs and tolerance analysis can be used to establish operating windows or control schemes that
ensure the output consistently conforms to requiremetrts.

The obvious approach to reducing

variation is to tighten tolerances ou the

inputs. This improves quality but
generally drives up costs. The robust
desigu methods provide an alternative.
Robust design works by selecting targets

for the inputs that make the outputs less

sensitive (more robust) to the variation
of the itrputs as shown below. The result
is less variation and higher quality but
without the added costs. Several

approaches to robust design exist

including Taguchi methods, dual response

approach and robust tolerance aualysis.

Auother importaut tool is a control chart.

A control chart can be used to help determine whether any key inputs have been missed and if so to

help identify them. Many other tools also exist for identifying key inputs and sources of variation

including component swapping studies, multi-vari charts, analysis of means (ANOM), ard variance

components analysis, and cnolysis of variance (ANOVA).

When studying variation, good measurements are required. Many times an evaluation of the

measurement system should be performed using a gauge R&R or similar study.

4.4 Measurement Capability Amlysis (MCA)

This is a key tool ofteu called 'a capability study' and is becoming more popular by mauufacturers.

It is performed to evaluate the ability of a process to consisteutly meet the specification and

measures the inherent variation of the product resulting from the process, and also includes

qualiffing the variability in the measuring iustruments. Measuriug equipment should be validated

and the techniques used for this task are those in au MCA. It is appropriate for measurable

characteristics where non-conformities are due to variation and off-target conditions. Testing should

be performed not only at nominal, but also under worst-case conditions.

A capability study is performed by selectiou a small number of units periodically over time. Each

period oftime is called a sub-group. For each sub-group, the average aud range is calculated. The

averages and ranges are plotted over time usiug a control chart to determine if the process is

stable or consistent over time. If so, the samples are then combined to determine whether the

process is adequately centred and the variation is suffrciently small. This is accomplished by

calculating the Process Capabitiry Index (Cpk).

The most commonly used capability indices are Cp and Cpk. If acceptable values are obtained, the

process consistently produces products that meet the specificatiou limits. Capability studies are

frequeutly used to demonstrate that the output consistently meets the specifications. However,

they can also be used to study the behaviour ofinputs iu order to perform a tolerance analysis.

Figure 30. Robust design
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MCA is a series of tests and analyses that enables a company to quahry the variability atrd

credibility of measurement equipmeut. MCA provides the techniques for the tasks of qualiffing
measuring equipment used in validation studies. At the start of a new product development or

during the routine production of an existing product the company must be able to measure critical
variables accurately and repeatability. Overlooking this can lead to errors in decision about the
performance of the process.

Example 1

A scale might measure 170 kg at fust weighing and 171 kg at the second attempt of the same

item - the difference is due to the measurement variability and repeatability. Measuring a 50 kg

weight for 30 consecutive days provides an idea of how close the scale reads to 50 kg as well as

giving an understanding of how it varies with time-

Example 2

Validation of a production process for a digital thermometer for hospital use. The company

produces the item and has to determine that the readings are correct. The test method must be

shown to be valid. This would require an MCA on the method chosen for the test. Once the aualysis

is complete, the company can measure how close the device is to the target aud how much the
variability is due to the instrument as opposed to the test method.

Tlpically in an MCA, a measured capability ratio is calculated as the measurement equipment
variability over the tolerance of the process or product that is being measured. This quotient is

called the P/T ratio (process/tolerance ratio):

(6xStandard deviation of the measurement equipment)
(the process tolerance or specification range)

For example 2, if the allowable hospital tolerance was +/- 1 degree for the thermometer, and the
MCA indicated that the variatiou in the instrument was 0.3 degree (5x SD of the measurement

equipment giving a confidence of 99.73o/o) then the P/T ratio would be 15 percent (0.312 = 0.15).

Thus, 15 percent of the allowable specification is being used up by the measuremeut equipment itself.

Normal engineering tolerances state that gauge accuracy must be within 10olo of the tolerance it is
monitoring. This means the P/T ratio is 10%. Process Capability index (Cpk) values are becoming

more common in the acceptauce criteria section of validation protocols. A commonly used value is

Cpk > 1.33. This means that the nou-conformance rate is 54 per million (equivalent to 4 sigma).

A Cpk value of 0.57 (equivaleut to 2 sigma) means that 4.55olo of the total production is outside the

two-sided specificatiou limit.

Care must be taken before jumping to conclusions about sigma (standard deviatiou levels), capabilities

aud defect rates. It is important to distinguish between a process that is in a state of statistical
control and a process that is meeting specification. Defects should be measured as appropriate for
the customer and for your situation, and process capability should always be measured by comparing

customer requirements with probable defects rates based on statistical analysis.

4.5 Capability Indices
Capability iudices are used during design and feasibility phases as well as during IQ, OQ and PQ.

They describe how the variability of a process or product compares to the specification range. The

most common capability indices are Cp and Cpk.

Cp, or'Study of Process Potential', is an estimate of what the process can do under certain conditions,

i.e., variability under short-run defined conditions for a process in a state of statistical control. It is
a measure comparing variability to the total specification range without regard to how far off a
product or process is from the target, which usually is much easier to change. Cp, esfimcfes the
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process capability and therefore, is more useful in the early stages of development. Coming close to
the target becomes very important during IQ because this measure describes the current status of
a product or process.

Cpk, or'Process Capability Index'- the study of Process Performance.Is an estimate of the capability
and provides a view of how the process is performing over an extended period of time. The process

is assumed to be in a state of statistical control. This takes into account the distance between the
product or process average and the target, as well as the total variability.

Cpk shows the current process mean's proximity (x) to either the Upper Spec l.imit (USL) or Lower
Spec l.imit (ISt). Cpk is an abbreviation of two parameters - the average aud the standard deviation.
It is estimated by:

CPk = x-LSL USL-x
3o (sigma) 3o (sigma)

The higher the Cpk value the lower the amount of product that will be outside the specification
limits. In certiffing suppliers, some product manufacturers use the value of the Cpk from the
supplier as an element of the certification criteria. During OQ, Cpk is used to describe the capability
of process parameters, such as temperature, prcssure, or time. During PQ, it can describe how well
a process produces product by measuring the Cpk ofcertain product characteristics.

Example

The power of a contact lens is the 'correction' that is needed for improved sight. Suppose this
variable is measured duriug PQ and the Cpk is calculated to be 2.00. This result may mean that (if
the requirement is Cpk > 1) the variability can double as long as the mean remains the same and,
consequently, all the lenses still will measure within the specifications with some degree of
confidence. It also may meaD that the average can shift somewhat, and the product will still
remain within specification limits.

Targets for Cpk can be put into acceptauce criteria for IQ (possibly for equipment performance), OQ

(possibly for parameter/equipment performance), or PQ (for equipment, process parameter, or
product performance). A typical target is a 'Cpk of 1.33 or above'. There is often misuse of Cpk by
those who do not understand Cpk applications or calculations. Cpk is calculated using the standard
deviation and the mean, both of which have an uncertainty associated with them. Therefore, Cpk

also is a descriptive statistic and has a confidence band associated with it based on the type of
variability and number of runs. This means that if a sample size of five is ruu in comparison to a
sample of 50 aud a Cpk is calculated, the fiual Cpk estimate may change greatly.

Standard Error
The size of the sample will affect the accuracy of the predictions that cau be made from the
sample. The inaccuracy is the standard error and can be calculated using the formula:

Standard error =
Sample size

Example

From a sample of 50 components, the Standard Deviation is found to be 1.5. The standard error will
be 1.5/50 = 0.272. This means, based upon the sample size, that the standard deviation is likely to
range from 7.287 to 1.712 (with a confidence limit of 680/o). The standard error should be carefully
considered when designing process control charts.
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4.6 Conlidence Intervals - Q (Means and Individuals)
C are limitations on ar estinate and when used on individuals are also referred to as 'prediction
intervals'. Estimates may be for individual measurements or means and may be defects rates, cycle

times, speeds, etc. Although CI apply throughout the life cycle, they are frequently used to show

that acceptauce criteria has beeu met with some level of confidence. Q work well but there are

more formal ways of testing this variable such as hypothesis testing.

Example

Consider an acceptance criterion on the height of an injection moulded part is between 110 and

120 microns. If 30 parts are measured during process qualification and the calculated mean and all
parts fall below the upper limit of 120 microu.
A. Do these pass the acceptance criterion?
B. Is it not incorrect to say the 30 parts passed.

C. Is there confidence that the process does not produce under 110 microns or over 120 microns?

A method of checking this is to calculate a confidence interval ou the highest values. If the 95olo q
(2 s) on the individual values is 118 (+/-3) microns or 115 microns to 121 microns, then a dilemma
exists regarding whether or not the parts have passed the acceptance criteria. All the values might
be below 120 microns, but using the standard deviation it was predicted that some values might
be above 120 microns.

Siuce there is no clear answer for what should be done, it is necessary to:

1. go back and evaluate the process;

2. determine the criticality of the specificatiou and

3. draw more samples.

Alternatively, a pre-determined specification could have been defined, requiriug that the probability
that a value falls in the acceptable range (110 to 120 microus) is at least 95ol0. Care should therefore

be taken, to take into account the number of samples and the criticality of the specification.

This example shows, how CI have provided another way view data and to use a statistical tool to
evaluate whether acceptable results have been achieved.

4.7 Probability
Probability is often used in manufacturing and validation practice, mostly to describe quality
attributes aud the chances ofdetecting a non-conformance.

Example

Assume a company already produced 200 units of a product and two of them may contain a defect.

The defect rate is 2 IL?OO or one percent. If the normal sample size is 10 units, the probability of
findiug these two defects can be calculated. Chances of finding one is 9.5 percent but the likelihood
of finding both is only 0.23 percent (this is a Hyper-geometric probability, problem). Using this
information, the company may decide to scrap the entire run for a critical defect or calculate another

sample size to increase the change of finding both of the defects. 15s sxample is simple, but it
demonstrates the idea.

In an audit, or when questions arise about quality, it is Probability that helps determine the scope

of a problem.

4.8 Statistical Process Control {SPC) | Conrol Charts
SPC and, in particular, Control Charts can be used at every stage ofthe life cycle. They monitor the
variation and location over time for product performance, process parameters, aud set-up tolerances.
There are different methods and Control Charts to detect small shifts in a mean for short production
runs, as well as in the amount of variability. Appropriate use can reduce and even etminate end
product testing and auditing. Statistical Process Control can be employed on continuous or
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attribute data. Continuous refers to monitoring such criteria as temperature, pressure, time, and

speed, while attributes refer to number of defectives, counts, etc. In qualification, SPC is used

extensively in OQ and PQ. During both, data is collected on a regular basis to show that the meau

and variation are consistent over time. Whether or not data meets acceptance criteria may also be

judged. Data may fall in a range that meets acceptance criteria, but if it is not consistent or stable

over time, a product or process may still have difficulty in passing a qualification test.

Example

Consider the specification for a temperature of a process step as 100" to 72O". lf a company has

monitored these values every half hour over a Z4-hour OQ run, and all values were in specification.

Is this evidence of a successfrrl completiou of OQ? The answer is not as easy as first seems. For

example, the variation might have been: a) not consistent over the 2zl-hour period, sometimes

showing swiugs in the data, b) the data shifting from nearly 100" to nearly 120', still meeting

specification, and c) at times reading 115o + 3", for several hours consecutively.

If the requirements for control of the process have not been met, what then should be monitored?

The answers here are; actual values and the variation about the set point. It may be appropriate to

add a requirement to the acceptance criteria stating that the process must be in statistical conffol,

thus applying some statistical limits to the data to determine whether the process is stable. In the

above example, consider a set point and + 2" for the allowable variation around the set point as a

means to control the process. This is especially easy if the process is coutrolled electronicallywith
Electro-mechanical means. SPC and the various rypes of Coutrol Charts are employed heavily

throughout industry. The key is to identify where these methods help validation efforts the most

for a particular process.
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Figure 3l Control chart for in-process control showing hourly measurements oftwo cnteria plotted against time - the Upper

Control Limit and Lower Control Limit is indicated

From the very beginning of the design process, both process aud product must be taken into
cousideration. Part of the criteria for a good design includes manufacturability. This means that the

processes must be defined, documented, and proven prior to the actual production of units for
sale. Process development begins and ends on paper. It starts on the drawing board with flow
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charts and process diagrams and ends with control charts, validations, etc.

When developing a process, it is important to define not just the process, but how the process

works. The process capability and variation must be defined. Methods for measuring and

controlliug the process must be developed and ensuring that the control limits and tolerances are

reasonable for the process. Check that the process is compatible with the fiual product specs and

vice versa should be made. Next, develop the means for validating the process. First the capability
of the process must be understood, i.e. thorough uuderstanding of the process. Moreover, to
completely understand the process; the flow rycle times, parameters, materials, methods,

equipment, environmeut, training, human factors, yields, and scrap must all be evaluated.

The goal in any manufacturing environment is to have the most robust process achievable. Various

tools will help identiff potential problems and help design assembly, test, and inspection

operations to optimise the process, and ensure that your product conforms to specifications.

4.9 Design of Experiments
Design of Experiments, also known as DOE, is a very widely published topic but ouly a brief
introduction as to what this tool does will be preseuted. DOEs are activities that are iutended to
improve processes by evaluating the effect of carefully planned and controlled changes to input
variables. Experiments can have a wide variety of objectives, and the best strategy will depend on

the objective. Frequently, the objective is to find the most important variables which affects a

quality characteristic. DOEs save time and money, thereby allowing experimentation with less

interruption ofthe operational processes. This tool has the practical advantage that compares to a
'one factor at a time' trial and error technique, fewer measurements are ueeded. In addition, even

if an interaction exists, a valid evaluation of the main factors can be made. For example, this tool is

used frequently in the injection moulding operation duriug a process validation.

A factorial design, which displays the main factors and possible interactions, is used to illustrate
all of the combinations. This makes DOE so effective. It indicates scientifically how much data must
be collected and which variables should be included. An important reminder - Unless testing is

carefully planned and results are studied statistically, conclusious may be wrong or misleading.

There are many software packages available to help facilitate designing of experiments.

Of aI the tools and techniques discussed so far, DOE is perhaps the strongest, least understood,

and the one that has the greatest potential to save money- DOE can be employed throughout the

validation life cycle to help determine the best equipment to use, define or refine process settings,

show which process parameters are significaut (and put those in the operatiug specifications), aud

make improvements in output or quality. Perhaps its greatest impact on validation is the abiliry to
include all worst case conditions in an experiment without running every possible combination
while still deriving the same information. Simply put, DOE saves time, energy, and money.

Example: Consider a company that has to quali$r a curing process, and the factors that effect the
process are; a) the belt speed, b) bulb intensity, and c) cure temperature. Since each factor has

a lower and upper specification limit, the worst case could be: 1) high speed, 2) high intensity, and

3) high temperature, additioually 4) the low setting of everything, and 5) a combination of factors.

Depending on the product that is being run, it may not be possible to select only one worst case

setting. Since worst case is the extremes of each factor, all combinations may require testing. (See

table 12, next page).
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Table12. QualificationofCuringProcess;allcombinationsofworstcaseforthetheevariables,tobeconsidercdfortesting

Run Belt Speed Bulb Intensity Cure lEEperatrure

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

Low

High

High

Low

Low

High

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

High

High

High

Suppose it is also Decessary to show repeatability, and if the 'run it three times' guide is used, then
a total of 24 different runs are required. If cost and time are not an issue, this is not a problem.

However, ways are needed of reducing the number of runs whilst still showing which is the worst
case. DOE techniques allow the use of only four runs to determine which combinations of factors
produce the worst case. (See table 13, below).

Table13. QualilicationofcuringProcess;selectionofcombinationsfortesting,basedonreducednumberofrunswhilststill
achieving worst case

Run Belt Speed Bulb Iatensity Cure lEmperatur€

1

2

3

4

Low

High

Low

High

Low

Low

High

High

Low

High

High

Low

If the combiuations in Table 13 are run prior to qualificatiou in the characterisation phase, then it
is possible to reduce the number of runs still further, to one or tvvo in qualifrcatiou, and repeating
each a justifiable number of times. The way in which this can be accomplished is not covered here,

only a general impression of the use of DOE is preseuted.

The type and complexity of experiments chosen is ultimately determined by a company's under-
standing ofits process or product, and the type ofprocess being studied. Iu most cases, a) a series

of experiments will be needed initialy to determine the factors that are important, then b) deter-
mining if there are interactions between factors, aud finally c) assessing more modelling and
complex mathematical relationships.

4.10 Graphical Analysis
Graphical Analysis is one of the most important tools for describing what is happening in a

process. Its iuclusion in validation studies and technical reports helps those performing the work
to understaud the full picture represented by data and enables team-workers, managers, and
investigators to quickly understand the state ofthe process.

Example

An investigator reviewing a protocol report which contains lots of graphics and control charts,
may be more likely to feel confident without the thoroughness of a company's efforts. This saves

time and the investigators may move on to something else without wishing to study supporting or
raw data-
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Some very powefful graphical tools are as follows:
- Histograms
- Capability plots
- Trend plots
- Scatter plots
- Box-plots
- Control Charts-

The use ofthese tools add strength to the presentation ofdata. For example, box-plots, also called

box and whisker plots, provide a great deal of valuable material in one place. (See figure 32) They

contain information on the mean, median, spread, and, to some extent, the shape. Box-plots are

particularly useful for comparing groups of data, and wheu used with control limits, they cau

eliminate the need to review the mean and standard deviation charts-
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Figure 32. Example ofa Box-plot. The response variable ofthe process is the gauge ofa product, produced on a machine operated

by operators Brown, Jones and smith. The + denotes the average gauge, the vertical line in the box - the median, the

minimum and maximum values are given by the end points. Within the squarc 50olo of the measurements can be found

Control Charts - Tools for Controlling the Process

5.1 Application of the Tools

A prime objective of a Control Chart is detecting special (or assignable) causes of variation in a

process - by analysing data- Process variations are traceable to commotr (or random) causes, that
are inherent in the process, and special (or assignable) causes, that result in excessive variation. A

state of statistical control exists when only common causes of variation exist in the process. Other

important advantages to be considered are:

- The process has stability, which makes it possible to predict its behaviour, at least in the short term.
- Knowing that a process is in control is helpful to the operators running a process.

- It measures one particular machine or activity. It is meaningless to plot a control chart of combined

summary data.
- Evaluating variable or attribute data for the specific processes.

When a Control Chart shows 'out of control', it is just an alarm indicatiug that the process did not
perform consistently or predictably. An alarm is not reason for panic; however, the cause for the

alarm should investigated. Whatever the situation, action on an alarm should never be taken without
f,rrst knowing the cause. Moreover, 'Control Limits' and 'Spec Limits' should not be confused 'Spec

Limits' should not appear on control charts because they may confuse the information, and create

a false impression of process performance. The sets of limits are only used together is in measuring

the Process Capability.
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5.1.1 Cause-and-EffectDiagram

As the name implies, this diagram displays all possible causes of a particular problem in au

orgauised graphical fashion. Tlpically, this diagram, also known as, a 'fishbone' diagram, breaks

problems down into bite-size pieces. Dependiug on the complexity of the problem, typically, the
following categories comprise this diagram: machine, material, Eeasurement, method, personnel

and environment. See figure 33, below.

4M's are typically Machine, Materials, Methods, Manpower (people)

Figure 33. Fishbone Cause and Effect Diagram

A Fishbone Diagram:
- Breaks problems down into bite-size pieces.

- Displays many possible causes in a graphical manner.
- Is also called a cause & effect, 4-M or Ishikawa diagram.
- Follows brainstorming rules when generating ideas.

A fishbone Session is divided iuto three parts: brainstorming, prioritisiug and developmeut of an

action plan.

The problem statement is identified and the categories in the Fishbone Cause and Effect Diagram is

subjected to a brainstorm session. The poteutial problem causes are put in priority, ofteu by
polling and the three most probable causes are chosen for the development of an action plan.

Generally, the 4M version of the Fishbone Diagram is sufficient, i.e., normally 'machine, material,
methods and manpower' (people). Occasionally, the expanded version must be used, and this
includes 'measurement' and'environment'. In a laboratory euviroument, measurement is a key issue.

5.2 Process Flow Diagrams
These diagrams organise information about a process iu a graphical manner, and illustrate how
inputs combine to create outputs. A descriptive Process Flow Chart is indispensable for selective
validatiou activities in the manufacturing environment. This subject is covered exteusively with
examples of Flow Diagrams and Flow Charts in Part 13 of this book.

Descriptions of the Tools

A brief description of each of the tools that was referred to, follows:

a. Acceptance Sampling Plan - A sample of product is drawn and used to make an accept or reject

decision. Acceptance Sampling Plans are intensively used in manufacturing to decide whether to

accept (release) or to reject lots of product- However, they cau also be used during validation to
accept (pass) or to reject (fail) the process. Following the acceptance by a sampling plan, one can

make a confidence statement such as: 'With 95olo confidence, the defect rate is below 1olo defective.'

b. Analysis of Means (ANOM) - Statistical study for determining if significant differences exist

between cavities, instruments, etc. It has many uses including determiuing if a measurement

device is reproducible with respect to operators and determining if differences exists between

fill heads, etc. Simpler and more graphical alternative to Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).
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c. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) - Statistical study for determining if significant differences exist
between cavities, iustruments, etc.

d. Capability Study - Capability Studies are performed to evaluate the ability of a process to
consistently meet a specification. A capability study is performed by, periodically over time,
selecting a small number of units. Each period of time is called a subgroup. For each subgroup,

the average and range is calculated. The averages and ranges are plotted over time using a

control chart to determine if the process is stable or consistent over time. If so, the samples are

then combined to determine whether the process is adequately centred and the variation is

sufficiently small. This is accomplished by calculating capability indexes. The most commonly used

capability indices are Cp and Cpk. If acceptable values are obtained, the process consistently
produces product that meets the specification limits. Capability Studies are frequently used

towards the end of the validation to demonstrate that the outputs consistently meet the
specifications. However, they can also be used to study the behaviour of the inputs in order to
perform a tolerance analysis.

e. Challenge Test - A Challenge Test is a test or check performed to demonstrate that a feature or
function is working. For example, to demonstrate that the power backup is functioning, power

could be cut to the process. To demonstrate that a sensor desigued to detect bubbles in a line
works, bubbles could be purposely introduced.

f. Component Swapping Study - Study to isolate the cause of a difference between two units of
product or two pieces of equipment. Requires the ability to disassemble units and swap

componeuts iu order to determine if the differeuce remains with original units or moves with
the swapped components.

g. Control Chart - Control Charts are used to detect chauges in the process. A sample, typically
consisting of five consecutive units, is selected periodically. The average and range of each

sample is calculated and plotted. The plot of the averages is used to determine if the process

average changes. The plot ofthe ranges is used to determine ifthe process variation changes. To

aid in determining if a change has occurred, control limits are calculated and added to the plots.
The control limits represeut the maximum amount that the average or range should vary if the
process does not change. A point outside the control limits indicates that the process has changed.

When a chauge is identified using the control chart, an iuvestigation into the cause of the
change should be made. Control Charts help to identify key input variables causing the process

to shift and aid in the reduction of the variation- Control Charts are also used as part of a

capability study to demonstrate that the process is stable or consistent.

h. Designed Experiment - The term Designed Experiment is a general term that encompasses

screening experiments, respotrse surface studies, and analysis ofvariance. In general, a designed

experimeut involves purposely changing one or more inputs aud measuring resulting effect on

oDe or more outputs.

Dual Response Approach to Robust Design - One ofthree approaches to robust design. Involves

running response surface studies to model the average and variation of the outputs separately.

The results are then used to select targets for the inputs that minimise the variation while
centring the average on the target. Requires that the variation during the study be

representative of long term manufacturing. Alternatives are Taguchi methods and robust
tolerance analysis.

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FIVIEA) - An FMEA is systematic analysis of the potential
failure modes. It includes the identification of possible failure modes, determination of the potential
causes and consequences and an analysis of the associated risk. It also includes a record of
corrective actions or controls implemented resulting in a detailed control plan. FMEAs can be
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performed on both the product and the process. Tlpically an FMEA is performed at the component

level, starting with potential failures and then tracing up to the consequences. This is a bottom
up approach. A variation is a Fault Ttee Analysis, which starts with possible consequences and

traces down to the potential causes. This is the top down approach. An FMEA tends to be more

detailed and better at identifying potential problems. However, a fault tree analysis can be

performed earlier in the design process before the desigr has been resolved down to individual
componeuts.

lc Gauge R&R Study - A Robustness and Reproducibility Study for evaluating the precision and

acflrracy of a measurement device and the reproducibility of the device with respect to operato$.
The instrument should be proven to be able to mairtain its tolerances under the burden of the
experiment and users.

l. Histograms - Histograms group and display data graphically and make it possible to visually
evaluate the empirical distribution ofthe process. Tlpically, a histogram is a vertical bar chart of
a frequency distribution. Of dl the basic tools used, the simplicity of constructiou and interpretation
of the histogram makes it an effective tool in the elementary analysis of data.

m. Mistake Proofing Methods - Mistake proofing refers to the broad array of methods used to
either make the occurrence of a defect impossible or to ensure that the defect does not Pass
undetected. The general strategy is to first attempt to make it impossible for the defect to occur
For example, to make it impossible for a part to be assembled backwards, make the ends of the
part different sizes or shapes so that the part only fits one way. If this is not possible, attempt to
ensure the defect is detected. This might involve mounting a bar above a chute that will stop

any parts that are too high from continuing down the line. Other possibilities include mitigating
the effect of a defect (seat belts in cars) and to lessen the chance of human errors by implementing
self-checks.

n. Multi-Vari Chart - Graphical procedure for isolating the largest source of variation so that further
efforts conceutrate on that source.

o. Response Surface Study - A response surface study is a special type of designed experiment
whose purpose is to model the relationship between the key input variables and the outputs.
Performing a response surface study iuvolves running the process at different settings for the
inputs, called trials, and measuring the resultiug outputs. An equation can theu be fit to the data

to model the affects of the inputs on the outputs. This equation can then be used to find optimal
targets using robust design methods and to establish targets or operating windows using

a tolerance analysis. The uumber of trials required by a response surface study increases

exponentially with the number of inputs. It is desirable to keep the uumber of inputs studied to

a minimum. However, failure to include a key input can compromise the results. To ensure that
only the key input variables are included in the study, a screeniug experiment is frequeutly
performed first.

p. Robust Design Methods - Robust design methods refers collectively to the different methods of
selecting optimal targets for the inputs. Generally, when one thinks of reducing variation,

tightening tolerances comes to mind. However, as demonstrated by Taguchi, variation cau also

be reduced by the careful selection of targets. When non-linear relationships exist between the
inputs and the outputs, one can select targets for the inputs that make the outputs less

sensitive to the inputs. The result is that while the inputs continue to vary, less of this variatiou
is transmitted to the output. The result is that the output varies less. Reducing variation by
adjusting targets is called robust design. In robust design the objective is to select targets for
the inputs that result in on-target performance with minimum variation. Several methods of
obtaining robust designs exist including robust tolerance analysis, dual respouse approach and

Taguchi methods.
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q. Robust Tolerance Analysis - One of three approaches to robust design. Involves runuing a
designed experiment to model the output's average and then using the statistical approach to
tolerance analysis to predict the output's variation. Requires estimates of the amouDts that the
inputs will vary during long-term manufacturing. Altematives are Taguchi methods and robust
tolerance analysis.

r. Screening Experiment - A screening experiment is a special type of designed experiment whose
primary purpose is to identify the key input variables. Screening experiments are also referred

to as ftactional factorial experimeuts or Taguchi L-arrays. Performing a screeuing experiment
involves running the process at different settings for the inputs, called trials, and measuring the
resulting outputs- From this, it can be determined which inputs affect the outputs. Screeuing

experiments typically require twice as many trials as input variables. For example, 8 variables can

be studied in 15 trials. This makes it possible to study a large number of inputs in a reasonable
amount of time. Starting with a larger number of variables reduces the chances of missing an
important variable. Frequently a respouse surface study is performed followiug a screeuing

experiment to gain further understanding of the affects of the key input variables on the outputs.

s. Taguchi Methods - One of three approaches to robust design. Involves running a designed

experiment to get a rough understanding ofthe effects ofthe input targets on the average and
variation. The results are then used to select targets for the inputs that minimise the variation
while centriDg the average on the target. Similar to the dual response approach except that
while the study is being performed, the inputs are purposely adjusted by small amounts to
mimic long-term manufacturing variation. Alteruatives are the dual response approach aud
robust tolerance analysis.

t. Tolerance Rnalysis - Using tolerance analysis, operating windows can be set for the inputs that
ensure the outputs will conform to requirements. Performing a tolerance analysis requires au

equation describing the effects of the inputs on the output. If such an equatiou is not available,
a response surface study can be performed to obtain one. To help ensure manufacturability,
tolerances for the inputs should initially be based on the plants and supplier's ability to control
them. Capability studies cau be used to estimate the ranges that the inputs curreutly vary over.

Ifthis does not result in an acceptable range for the output, the tolerance of at least one input
must be tightened. However, tightening a tolerance beyond the current capability of the plant
or supplier requires that improvements be made or that a new plan or supplier be selected.

Before tightening any tolerances, robust design methods should be considered.

u. Variance Components Analysis - Statistical study used to estimate the relative contributions of
several sources of variatioa. For example, variation on a multi-head filler could be the result of
shifting of the process average over time, filling head differences and short-term variation within
a fill head. A variance components analysis can be used to estimate the amount of variation
contributed by each source.

Conclusion

A well prepared validation program employing the various Quality Tools ultimately will be esseutial
in permitting a mauufacturer to control and defend design, processes, and changes throughout a

product's life. Statistics and quality tools wheu used in validation must be understood, and applied
using the specific knowledge available to a company on a particular product or process. The work
accomplished with them, especially in early phases of validation, should be documented to show
evidence of a stable and predictable process and product. Statistics should be considered and
described fully in protocols as they play an important part in the performance of any validation
program. Graphical representation should be included in validation protocols and reports to
explain the meauing of data. A flowchart depicting the validation steps for your study should be a
requirement, Dot an option. Quality activities emphasise the prevention of quality problems rather
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than only detection and correction. The list of quality tools given in this part may not be complete,

but it makes logical seDse to use the tools that are available. There are many excellent sources of
information, often as software package for learning about these tools and their applicatioDs.

Validation statistics need not be complex and may be easily derived using these computer
progpms. In validation, the principle of 'KISS' - Keep It Statistically Simple - is particularly applicable

when these tools or methods are involved.
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Part 12

Supplier's Role and Pre-Installation Validation

Introduction

The purpose ofthis part is to give a broad view ofthe responsibilities ofthe supplier and to cover
activities which should typicaly be performed in collaboration with the suppliers. For uew or
greatly improved equipment Pre-Installation Validation should be planned as part of the normal
validation program. The early involvement of the suppliers and contractors in the validation
activities is essential. The principles that are presented apply to all equipment which may be

involved at any stage in the processing, manufacturing and packaging of pharmaceutical
preparations, medical devices, cosmetics, food products aud allied products.

Pre-Installation Validatiou

Pre-Installation Validation is the process of determining the basic capability of new equipment
while it is still at the constructor's site, and before it is shipped to the place of use. This approach
saves time, as well as greatly improving the start-up and final validation at the user's facility. In
the life cycle of an item of equipment, process or system, the Pre-Installation Validatiou ensures

that the supplier/coustructor is fully aware of the requirements and acceptance criteria of the user/
purchaser. In the life cycle phases, DQ, IQ, OQ, PQ and MQ, the Pre-Installation Validation precedes

the IQ. [pically, Pre-Installation Validation can often involves IQ, as many of the IQ criteria must
be tested at that stage, aud some other IQ criteria can be tested at this stage. When the Pre-

Installation Validation is well planned aud executed at the supplier, it will result in considerable
saviugs in the Installation Qualification at the user's site. PQ involves tests that preferably should
be performed at the user's site, but some suppliers cau offer PQ testing as an option. The Pre-

Installation Validation is not a regulatory requirement, but makes good business sense, both for
the supplier and for the purchaser.

Factors which must be considered when performing Pre-Installation Validation should include:
- Pre-Installation Validation must have top management commitment.
- A supplier must be selected with utmost care.
- Detailed specifications must be developed as early as possible for the product to be haudled ard

the equipmeut (a vital factor for effective Pre-Installation Validation).
- Establishiug close working relationship with supplier's technical aud manufacturing personnel.
- Actual operating conditions must be closely matched at the supplier's plant, iucluding acceptance

criteria, machine settings, reject points aud simulated product.
- Excellent planning and control of the progran must be developed and implemented.
- The validation project must have broad multi-fuuctional participation.
- The latest technology to achieve the best results must be used.

Suppliers' Responsibility

Potential suppliers must be evaluated for two critical requirements:
- Their willingness to work closely with technical and projea persounel of the purchaser. Essentially,

the supplier should become an extension of the user company with regard to the project in question.
- Evidence of technical and organisational expertise. Past expeflence aud success with similar

projects, processes and systems are distinct advantages.
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,

The supplier should be audited to determine:
- the kind ofQA system in operation at the supplier; aud
- the amount of validatioD that can be accomplished at the supplier's plant.

The following should be defined by a supplier, in conjunction with the purchasiug compauy's

eugineering, quality and validation personnel:

- Inspection points
- Interfaces with other equipment
- Reject locations
- PtC functionality/security
- Ergouomics
- Safety features for personnel and machine.

Survey ofthe User Plant
An internal survey of the user's plant is an iutegral part of pre-validating a process or system. This

action ensures that the equipment/system will easily pass from the supplier's facility to the user's

facility without problems. The supplier must be fully aware of the operational environment at the user.

The plant survey should address the follor ring factors:
- Availability of facilities large enough to accommodate the equipment.
- Presence of all required elements/facilities in place and adequate for the purpose (e.g., supply for:

power, air, water, interfacing equipment, emergency stops and other oPerator interfaces,

lighting, ventilation, etc.).

Planning with Suppliers

A realistic project schedule must be developed and monitored in conjunction with the supplier. The

use of simple scheduling and control methods are often better than the more soPhisticated/

complex techuiques which usually require more time to administer and keep up-to-date. Any easy

and effecrive method of project control that can provide all necessary information and yield favourable

results is acceptable, e.g., a Gantt Chart. Most important, it should provide simultaneously and

continuously the status ofvarious elements ofa project and enable the user to take action to keeP

plans on schedule. Keeping a project on schedule can only be achieved by futl commitment by all
parties involved. Plauuing tools are covered in some detail ir Part 11, 'statistics and Quality tools

iD Process Control' ofthis Guide.

Specifications for the Supplier

5.1 tntroduction
For a given process or system, first, the requirements of the product must be examined and under-

stood, before the type of equipment needed and the requiremeuts for that equipment can be

determined. Specifications are important for cuttiug costs and saving time. When developing a set

of functional specifications for an operating process or system, a wide range of criteria must be

evaluated and information. These may include:
- Protection against internal and external contamination ofthe product.

- Assurance that the correct product and proper amounts ofit cau be processed.

- Effectiveness ofthe process.

- Economic issues, such as production output, quality and flexibility.
- Resulting marketable produce meets the final purchaser requirements.

- Effect on product effrcacy.
- Safety ofproduct and personuel.
- Conformance with the regulatory requirements.

Product efficary is of particular importance aud this factor usually determines the basic product

presentatiou, type of materials, packaging, etc. The physical form and properties of the product,
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e.g. solid, liquid, semi-solid or gaseous play a major role in determining the specifications of the
process and its operational environment.
Other considerations include factors as, waste and environmental regulations, etc.

5.2 Supplier's Information tteeded for User's Validation
Very frequently, the precise requirements of a new or improved process (e.g., HVAC system, tablet
manufacturing process, packagiug process) is not completely defined at the time the facility is

being designed, and the equipment is being specified. However, generally at that time, the
documentation required for validation is known (or should be known). It is important to give these
requirements to the supplier as early as possible. For any new item of equipment, the informatiou
which the user will need to obtain from the supplier will include:
- Sequence ofoperation
- P&ID drawings
- Start-up and maintenance procedures
- Softwaredevelopmentdocumentation
- Materialcertification documentatiou
- Given number of copies of the operatiug and maintenauce books.

These should be built into the original user specification, so that the supplier will know what is

expected. Example:

1. Ordering additioual copies ofa 3000-page book later, can be frustrating and only adds costs and

delays.

2. Point-to-point checks may be routinely performed before delivery but might not be documented
as rigourously or as detailed as required by the user. Ifagreed, and done properly, this can save

repeating the work.
3. The format, forms, aud other information, required by the user, can be made larown to the

supplier, so the it can be presented in a suitable manner for the user's validation documeutation.

In addition to saving the cost of performing mauy of these types of check-out tests twice, the

supplier is likely to be more qualified to perform the check-outs, than the in-house personnel at

the user company, who might be unfamiliar with the equipment.

5.3 Equipment Specification - Outline of General Features
The general features ofan Equipment Specification to be presented to the supplier can be expected
to include the points given in figure 34, on the next page.

D o cum entation Re quir ements

The points 5.0 in figure 34 shows the documentation package which an equipment supplier can be

expected to prepare for the owner of the equipment at the time it (the equipment) is delivered. The

above list gives a thorough overview of the minimum informatiou required, and supplier
acceptance tests to be performed, so that at the momeut of delivery of the equipment, most of the
IQ wil have been performed. For large complex validation studies involving several interelated
pieces of equipment, a Document Requirement Matrix should be prepared and preseuted to the
suppliers/contractors. This will inform them of what documents will be needed to support the
project and is particularly useful when suppliers and contractors are involved in the installation
and start-up of the equipmeut or facility. There should be close collaboration betweeu the
customer/user and the contractor/supplier to obtain, veriSr and to organize a documentatiou
package. In addition to the minimum documentation requirements given in the Equipment
Specification the documentatiou requirements list should include most of the following:

Other Documentatiou
- Calibration Data
- Purchase Order
- State aud local code of compliance
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- ASME - ANSI and other certificatioD
- Supplier/Manufacturer Submittals
- Mauufacturer's Mechanical Specifications
- Electrical Specifications
- Systems Requirement Documeuts
- Software Change Control Forms

- Other refereuce documents.

Supplier Acceptance Tests

The point 4.0 in figure 34 gives examples of tle
type oftesting that can be specified for perfor-

mance by the supplier. Supplier Acceptance

Tests are pre-validation studies which are

performed at the supplier's site to eusure

that the equipment meets critical operational
parameters.

Performing these tests reduces the delays

that would take place if, after delivery of the

equipment, the same problems had to be

identified and solved. It is considerably faster

and cheaper to correct faults at the supplier
facility than at the user's site.

The user must be clear about the specifi-

catiou of the types of tests, the duration of
the tests and other relevant points concerned
with executing the tests.
If is advisable for the user to be present

when the tests are being performed at the
supplier's site.

Supplier's Services for IQ, OQ and PQ

5.1 Supplier's Services Provided for
Purchaser's Qualification

Before writing IQ/OQ/rQ protocols for new
equipment and processes, the purchaseriuser

should evaluate the qualification services of
the supplier, as more up-to-date suppliers are

providing services for IQ, OQ and PQ.

The deliverables of such services can include

the following:
1. A validation contract giving the purchaser

the right to view the supplier's SQ aud QC
procedures, protocols, testing results and

other iuternal support documentation
showing that the equipmeut (hardware

and software) is a validatable product.

2. IQ/OQ protocols, verification tests, sup-

porting documeutation, a checklist to

establish the order ofservice and evidence,

as well as documentation of this service.

- 1.0 General Requirements

Figure 34. Outline ofEquipment Specification PrePared for the

Supplier (Example)

2.2 System integration requirements

2.3 Process EquapmentRequirements

2.6 Controls and Monitoring

2.7 Process Support Utilities

- 3.0 Special Requirements

3.1 Approved Components List

4.1 Check-out of all inputs and outputs

4.2 Sequence of Operation Testing

4.3 Minimum and maximun speed testing 
$

4.4 Minimun and maximun load testing

4.5 Test reports

- 5.0 Documentation Requirements

5.1 Sequence of operations

5.2 P&lD Drawings

5.4 Software Development Documentation 
fl

5.6 Spare Parts List

5.7 Maintenance and Operation Manuals 
E
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3. A certified service engineer from the supplier to perform or assist in the performance of IQ/OQ

with the purchaser. The engineer comes with the appropriate verification tools, particularly
accurate measurement instruments and standards when needed. The engineer's training includes
details on validation, the purchaser's/customer's requirements, the running of specific tests, and
proper installation requiremeuts and techniques.

4. Certification of IQ/OQ completion and compliance.

5. A closed personal file and safe keeping ofthe source code. The source code and related documentation
are only available to the purchaser and the relevant regulatory agency.

5. Automatic notification of modifications, software issues as well as a formal purchaser/customer-

compliant record and tracking system.

Validation services provided by suppliers are available at various levels. The IQ/OQ and supporting
documentation which are provided are an attractive starting point for later validation programs.
The cost can often be quite affordable (may be a good investment) and should be negotiated.

Supplier's Additional Deliverables with Validation Contract
More complete validation contracts with additional deliverables (and higher cost) can include the
following:
- Logbook (for the equipmeut or system)
- Operator training records
- Tlaining program software
- Self analysis/trouble shooting software
- Software upgrades
- Customer unique contracts (confideutial data)
- Right to yiew life cycle documentation
- Flow charts (software flowcharts)
- Fully validated equipment and systems
- Protection ofsource code
- Developers resumes.

The purchaser can compare validation support packages provided by the supplier with in-house
validation capabilities and efforts, as well as with third parry validation contracts.
In some cases, third party validatiou, (i.e., via consultants) can be quite expensive and often relies
heavily on existing documentation which is available iu the supplier's books. Also frequently, third
parties are not as expeft in the field of the equipment as the supplier.

For the purchaser, it is worth reviewing the period of time between the purchase of equipment and
the completion of validation, so that the equipment caD be used with confidence. The purchaser
should take into consideration the support of the supplier, in achieving savings which could result
from reduction in this time-line-

Information Transfer and Integrity

It is not difficult to maiutain information generated during Pre-Installation Validation. The use
of computerised and coutrolled SOPS, as well as a techuique known as 'Expert Systems', is crucial
in this area. The ability to change most operations and equipment quickly and effectively is
a requirement.
'Expert Systems'is used to eliminate the need for an 'expert'to be present every time a change is
implemented. For example, using this technique for a complete change-over may require only
limited information such as: the name of equipment, the last product run, and the next product to
be run. It needs decisions to be made in advance and documeuted, for selection of correct change
parts, set-up charts, and operating specifications and conditions.
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Equipment Capability and Related Factors

Evaluating performance

After creating and agreeing on a realistic schedule, the methods used to determine the equipment's

capability when evaluated against performance characteristics must be considered. Iu industrial
applications, a few vital parameters that control the outcome ofa process, package or final product,

must be considered at by both the user and the supplier of the equipment.
It is essential that agreement is reached between the user and the supplier on the methods which
will be used to determining the capability of the equipment, process or system output.

Application of Statistics - Determining Sigma

Suppliers of equipment are often lacking in loowledge and understanding of ttre means of measuring,

assessing aud calculating the quality of the products resulting from use of thefu equipment.

It is essential that agreement is reached with the supplier, on the way in which defects contribute

or lead to rejects.

Although the methods for calculating the arithmetic mean, standard deviation aud other statistical

functions are well established, ideas can vary their use in certain practical situations. There should

be no difference in the interprctation of the significance of the results, the reliability of the

measunements and for example, of the value of applying 5-sigma.

Early agreement with the supplier will prevent conflicts and delays wheu actual results have to be

judged. The Part 11 covers the subject ofstatistics and Quality Tools in detail.

Pre-Installation Validation - Commitment and Team Effort

Various departments may coutribute expertise throughout an entire Pre-Installation Validation projea.

For a packaging process validation exercise, the matrix in table 14 below, shows a rough estimate of
the degree of involvement for each.

Table14. EstimateddegreeofinvolvementofexpertiseinvolvedinPre-lnstallationValidation

Prod.

Dev.

Pack Eng.

Dev. Dept.
QA llurch. Supplier Reg.

Atr.

Mainte- Manu- Market Account-

nance factur- Dept. ting
ing User

I Develop- 10

I ment. Cycle

I Concept

\P*-_)-o_
Develop- 10 101010

""9
10

j Pre-instal. 5

! Validation

l01010

In-plant 10l01010

10 10 10

To Market 5

& Service

10 10l0 10 10 10
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10 Conclusion

The most iuportatrt requirements for successful Pre-Installation Validatiou of equipment, process

or system are:
- Requirements of the purchaserfuser must be defined explicitly. (specifications that are concise

and definitive must be set at the start of the project.)

A good working team which includes the supplier, must be establishment.
The project must be planned logically.

Top management must support the project and be committed to it from the start.

Before writing IQ/OQ protocols, purchasers/users of new and greatly improved processes and equipment
should evaluate the IQ/OQ services provided by the suppliers/contractors, as more are starting to
offer cost saving and time saving services, which cau include:
- Documented compliance with regulatory quality standards
- Performauce of the IQ/OQ protocol
- Documentation that supports the validation methods
- Protection ofthe source code
- Supply of fully validated equipment and systems.

Good communication with tle supplier is essential from the start, adequate and complete requirements

must be provided to the supplier and realistic targets must be set for the documentation which the
supplier must prepare before delivery.
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Part 13

Flow Diagrams in Validation

Introduction

This Part presents a review of some useful documentation tools, as diagrams, that should be used

in the execution of a validation study to clarify the data, processes, planning, orgauisation, etc.

This applies to validation studies of all equipment, systems or processes, facilities, etc., (new existiug

or altered) used in the manufacturing, packaging, inspection and quality assessment of marketable
pharmaceutical products, medical devices, etc. Diagrams and figures should also be used for
documentation for the control and mainteuance of environments for manufacturing operations and

storage of products, product intermediates and product components. These tools help to achieve

overview and even simplification iu the presentation of information.
This Part is also intended to serve as guide for better overall understanding of the elements iu
process validation, and some examples are taken from computer and soflLware validation.
Validation is, by definition, the process of providing the documented evidence that any element of
technology operates as intended and will continue to do so. To ensure this, one must be able to

establish and maintain control over the technology, to eusure that it is doing what is required and

not undermining the stability and growth of the company. This is in essence, good business practice.

Good validation practices are controls that form the basis for ensuring that the proper technology
is developed, used effectively and maintained in an appropriate manner. These practices must be

presented as the documented evidence of the perfonnance of an equipment, system, process or
facility, as required by the regulatory authorities. The documentation should be complete, provide

support to the technology and where possible should include; flow diagrams, process flow
diagrams, piping and instrumentatiou diagrams, etc.

Validation Program Flow Diagram

A Validatiou Program can be prepared to offer many benefits. Some of the beuefits include meeting
and even exceeding compliauce to regulations, compauy wide savings and a better quality product

to the customers. The validation program consists usually of a number of elements. These includes:

a) a main procedure that explains how the program works, b) associated validation procedures

describing the requirements based on the level of validation and the type of change, c) description
of cross functional responsibilities, d) qualificatiou protocol templates that are user friendly, e) a

Validatiou Review Board, etc-

A Validation Program Flow Diagram (figure 35) is au attempt to integrate ail the essential elements

into a schematic logical presentation. This example will be used to explain the diversity and

complexity of information that can be built into such a Flow Diagram. A Validation Program may be

initiated for a new or modified process. For a new process, 'initial validation' is integrated in the

development ofthe process. For an existing process, the fust step ofthe Validatiou Program occurs

when the project leader decides to change or modiff the product, equipment, software, process

and/or facility that is used in the manufacturing line. The project leader would fill out au

assessment form found in the validation procedure, and would determine the Criticality and

Complexity rating of the change and select the Validation Level (ref. Part 9).

There are four levels of validation, i.e., Level 1 to level 4. Level 1 for changes with minimum impact
on manufacEuring - as the level increases, the changes are of greater importance and the requirements

become more stringent. Once the level of validation is selected and approved, the project leader

will follow the requirements as stated in the associated validation procedures.
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The interpretation of the Validation Levels is described fully in Part 9 - concept of criticality and

Complexity, of this book.

There are three associated validation procedures:

1. Requirement procedure for Validatioo Level 3 and 4: Equipment/Process/Product

2. Requirement procedure for Validation Level 3 and 4: Software

3. Requirement procedure for Validation Level 1 and 2: Equipment/Process/Product/Software

1. The procedure forvalidating new or modified equipment/process and product that are Level 3 or

Level 4 Validation, describes and group the requirements in three phases:

- Phase I - Design/Requfuements - a document that describes the requirements and specifications

ofthe equipment, process or product that is being validated.
- Phase II - Pre-Qualification - requirements include characterisation tools (i.e., Design of

Experiments) of the equipment, process or product where process behaviour is evaluated.
- Phase III - Qualification lEsting - where tle Installation, Operation, and Performance Qualification

Protocols are written, approved and executed consequently.

2. The procedure for intended software related validation describes the requirements for validation

Levels 3 and 4 Validatiou, and includes specification document, risk analysis of the software,

coding of the softwarc, test protocol. report, etc..

4. Other validation procedures describe the requirements for equipment, process, validating software

and product that are Level 1 or Level 2 Validation. The requirements for this procedure include

the testhg performed to assure compliance, the analysis and results of the validation.

The Validation Documentation (i.e., protocols, reports, etc.) is stored where it is readily accessible

for users and the authorities. Thereafter the validation is complete.

Iu some instances, after the validation is complete, re-validation might be necessary. For re-validation

the project leader must begin at the beginning of the validation program and fill out an assessment

form, but the requirements already mentioned would have to be fulfilled for the latest additions

and not uecessarily for the entire equipment, process, system, product or software. The Program

Flow Diagram thus, contributes to simpiifying the overall presentation of the complex series of
plans, activities, documentation, authorisatious and changes that must be communicated to the

persons involved.

Process Validation Life Cycle (Time Line) Chart

The use of diagrams to help simplify the presentation of complex relationships or explanation of
interrelated ideas is well established. Every opporfunity should be taken to prepare and use diagrams

for these purposes. Figure 36 is a diagrammatic preseutatiou of the current ideas and interpretations

of sequence of the related activities aud the boundaries of the processes iuvolved in process

validation. Figure 36 provides a validation time liue following the life cycle approach (see Part 2)

and lists the steps in the process validation life cycle, starting with definition of the process.

There are two different understandings ofthe scope and definition ofthe term process validation:
- The current perception is, that process validation embraces an entire life cycle, beginning iu R&D,

including IQ/OQ phases and the PQ phase and ending only when the related product is no longer

commercial.
- The other, now outdated idea, is that process validation started after the IQ and OQ phases; some

authors actually regarded process validation as exclusively the PQ.
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Historical review:
- In the early 1980s in the USA, the three PMA guidelines described validation as activity which

followed IQ and OQ.

- In its 1983 draft guideline, the USA-FDA iucluded Performance Qualification, but associated the
term with medical devices ouly, and uot with pharmaceutical processes.

- In the early 1990s, PDAS - (USA) Committee on the Validation of Computer-Related Systems recognised

the importance of the life rycle, since good sofrware design and development are essential to
ultimate system validation and must start at the begiuning of the life cycle with PQ representing
a late stage of the validation life cycle. The GAMP Forum soon after adopted a similar approach.

Regulators and manufacturers have learned that, just as 'quality must be built into a product'
(i.e., 'it caunot be tested in') robustness also has to be built into a process.

Design lnstall Prepare ,, Start-up Operate

Definition

of Process

and systems

lnstallation Operational Prospective

Qualification Qualification Performance
(lQ) (OQ) Qualification (PQ),..*

Commercial Production

ConcurrenVRetrospective

Performance Qualification

P0 Phase

,, Calibrations

Proce$s R&D IQ/OQ Phase

Process Validation

Figure 36. Process Validation Time Line for a New Process - Current View

Validation must not be seen as a step to be taken at a point before marketing. Validatiou starts at
the stage when the process is being conceived and ends wheu the process is finally discontinued.
This can be illustrated by a Validation Accomplishment Plan (figure 37). This typical validation
terminology shows tvyo main features:
1.. The various stages of development of the process, from design definition through procurement,

construction, installation, start-ups and facility routine operatiou including process changes which
may be needed until final discontinuing or withdrawal of the process.

2. The routine documentation which accompanies each of the various stages.

Validatiou is the entire framework which supports the process, and coutinues on via change coutrol
to maintain the process as long as the process remains operational.

Design Procurement

*.........-.-.->

Definition of Master Plan

process system

and subsystem

-

lnstallation

..---.-------'
lnstallation

Qualification

--------------->

Start up

0perational

Qualification

Performance

Qualification

Facility Operation

Change controls (SPC)

Annual oroduct reviews

Development lQ, OQ, PQ, SOP'S, preventive maintenance and calibration process Continuing operational

Repofts validation documents, protocols and repo(s Documents and Reports

Continuing market phase

Figure 37. Validation Accomplishment Plan

Pre-market phase
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The Validation Accomplishment Plan can be rearranged as a typical Process Validation Life Cycle

Chart - figure 38, which can be used to show continuous renewal of the process as long as it remains

operational. This chart shows a better flow presentation of parallel time tracks for process

development and for acquiring aud qualifying equipment followed by testing of the process aud

satisfactory demonstration which leads to acceptance of the process. The process must remain

unchanged and at that point until a new change is needed. This causes a recycling of activities at

the correct level of the life cycle sequence until the process becomes once more acceptable. The

process life cycle remains intact uutil further change occur aud the process is terminated.

New process

Integrate
system

Test
integrated

system

Test
integrated

system

Change---->

Test
process
,steps

Define
process
steps

Define
process
steps

Verify
process

procedures

Ongoing
system
analysis

Ongoing
system
analysis

Data $ {::3::3
Existing process

Review
operating

experience

Conduct
system
testing

rnstar I oru,,, I
equipment $> equipment [,

fac itv il :111 l\,\

Develop
proc6s
details

lnstall
equipment

facility

Develop
process
details

Figure 38. Process Validation Life Cycle I Flow Chart

Figure 39 gives the same life cycle as figure 38, but with a new sequence of steps added for
documentation ofthe existing process. The upper tracks cover prospective validation, whereas the

lower track gives steps that are appropriate for retrospective validatioa. When retrospective

validatiou is completed, subsequent changes lead to only prospective validation. Another

retrospective mode is never backed up by regulatory authorities.

New process

${
Ho
P(J
(u
t/)

€rrew

I o.,u$ I

:1_r:::'""r:5

i$
Define B Oualifv g

system system

-IFigure 39. Process validation Life CycleJI Flow Chart

Even though a process is performing satisfactorily, a process change can be initiated as a result of
external factors such as complaints, or the desire to achieve competitive advantage. This is illustrated

by figure 40.
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Figure 40. Process validation Life Cycle-Ul Flow Chart

Validation is the basis for establishing total control over the outcome of the process, thus the
documentation which is uecessary to provide e\ridence that this has been achieved will vary with
every specific program.

Process Flow Diagrams (PFD) | Charts

A Process Flow Diagram or Chart is a drawing or series of drawings, which schematically represents
the process flow of a system. These diagrams are extremely versatile in organising informatiou
about a process in a graphical manner, and can be used to illustrate how iuputs combine to create

outputs. The purpose is to enhance overview logic and simplicity.

A Process Flow Diagram may be used as the stating point for defining a system installation. It provides

the information necessary for sizing all equipment in the system and the requirements for utility
senrices, piping and duct-work. It states aud defines the rated production capacity of the new
system, as well as its materials aud energy balance. It also may be used to produce a total system PFD

showing how all raw materials flow in and finished materials flow out. Major equipment items,
piphg and ductwork, machines and conveyors, and materials and energy inputsioutputs may be

shown. Streams are identified in terms of flow rates, compositions, and physical parameters. The

rates of production, raw material input, and main utility input are clearly given. Critical loops also

may be shown.

Ifa complete Process Flow Diagram carnot be prepared, the project is considered to be in a conceptual
stage and further process studies are needed. Due to the nature of the information presented ou
the PFD, it is generally handled as a confidential document and its distributiou Iimited to a few
essential persons involved. A descriptive Process Flow Chart hardly needs further explanation and is

indispensable for selective validation activities in the manufacturing environmeut. See examples:
figures 41a aud 41b.
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Validation of Package Integrity

5.1 Performance Qualiflrcation
For some items of equipment, facilities and utilities, performance data may be gathered over a long
period making it difficult to sign off the OQ. In that case, OQ can be defined and approve at a
single time point, so that a completed and approved OQ is then readily available if required. A
Performance Qualification (PQ) protocol can be created, to collect the ougoing data.

The validation of a sterile package integriry begins with the development of a Validation Master Plan.

5.2 Methods of Verification
Validation is based on establishing integrity by performing physical tests on the packaged product.

A proposal for the sequence in which series of the tests arc performed is illustrated by Flow Diagrams

and explained below. gyamples using flexible packaging materials are given but the same principle

may be used for other types of packaging materials. The aim has been to validate the Package
indirectly using methods of detecting physical leaks.

If parameters for the package design under consideration are established through Performance

Qualification, and adequate care is taken to eusure aseptic procedure for sterility testing, theu
whole package microbial challenge testitrg can be effective.

5.3 Package Production Process Validation Flow Chart

The initial validation of the packaging production process forms the basis for physical testing as a

means of ensuring the sterility of the products. These test methods must determine the htegrity
of packages which have experienced 'dynamic' events similar to normal handling and distribution,
as compared to the established/known static performance characteristics of the package immediately

after productiou. A scheme which shows a typical approach to package process validation is given

in Package Production Process Vdidation Flow Chart, figure 41a.

Using a heat-sealable pack as example, the manufacturer must first determiue the contact ranges

which result in an acceptable seal on the packaging 63shing. The principal machine factors for
obtaining au acceptable seal are, temperature, pressurc, and time settitrgs. They must then certiry
that during production the seals, the operathg paraEeters of the machine remain consistently within
established ranges. Validation testing of packages should be performed at the upper and lower
process limits of the machine or under worst case conditions in order to establish the operation
window within which satisfactory results will always be obtained. Validation of the seal and material
integrity may be performed through physical leak testing based on standardised methods which
include:
- Positive pressure-submersion
- vacuum leak submersion
- Dye penetration
- Vapour/particle penetration leak testiug
- Visual inspection methods
- Light transmission tests.

If package failure occurs duriug the initial validation, then the 636hins settings and production

conditions must be modified until packages which meet all performauce, design and application
requirements are produced consistently.

When acceptable packages/seals are produced under processing conditions, the critical settings

and parameters of the machine and the physical characteristics of the packages are documeuted.

Semples are taken raudomly from the packaging line aud tested to establish performance specifications

for seal strength, seal quality and burst strength. The specificatious which result from the production/

packaging process validatiou are documented and serve as basis for p3iataining control ofthe process
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through statistical quality control procedues. The specifications are also the reference for comparing

the integrity of the package after dynamic exposure, such as handling, shipping, distribution and

storage.

5.4 Package Performance and Specification Development Flow Chart
When the development and validation of the packaging productiou (manufacturing) process are

completed, the standard testing procedures (as ASTM) should be used to ensure the integrity of the

sterile medical device package aud finally the sterility of the product after additional productiou
processes. The stages in determining package integrity are:

1. OQ of the packaging production process (equipment) is completed.
2. Test the packaging materials on the line - must be satisfactory.
3. Test the packages taken from the line - must be satisfactory.

4. Test the influence of the sterilisation process on the packages - must be satisfactory.
5. ltst the effects of transport/handling on sterile packs (with product) - must be satisfactory.

6. The packed product meets the requirements.
7. The PQ can be performed.

A guide for developing packaging performance characteristics and specifications is given in the
Package Performauce aud Specification Development Flow Chart (figure 42). The samples indicated
at the start ofthe Flow Chart, for a new process would be specially produced and for an existing
process can be from routine production.

In order to establish if any element/step in the development process causes a loss of package integdty,
each step must be validated. It is assumed hat the manufacfuring process has been set at its optimum
performing parameters. After the package perfbrmance specifications have been established, the
effect of sterilisation on package integrity must be evaluated. Some sterilisation processes can

have significantly affected a certain packaging materials or seals. If packaging integrity is lost or
changed during sterilisation, the production process or packaging design will have to be modified
to avoid this problem. Again, before preparation of the final packaging design can begin, it is wise
to lqrow what the effect of haudling and distributiou will be on the package. The sensitivity of the
packaged products to hazards of transport, shock and vibration should be assessed in separate

tests. Thus, in the design phase ofthe package, the accumulated effects ofproduction, sterilisation
and shipping can be determined by testing of all stages in sequential order.

5.5 Validation of Final Package Integrity - Flow Chart
After qualification of the design of the packaging and qualification of the manufacturing process of
the package, the final performance qualification for the itrtegrity of the packaging, for validation
purposes, may be performed using actual production scale batches-

The Final Package Validation Flow Chart in Figure 43, gives a validation protocol for assessing the
integrity of a package after exposure to simulated hazards which the package will eucounter during
its uormal life. The exposure includes:
- Sterilisation
- Ageing
- Handling and Shipping.

Ageing processes could affect the performance of the pack by degrading components or seal

properties (e.9. brittleness, loss of adhesion) and lead to loss of package integrity. The effects of
ageing can be determined after storage by repeating seal and burst testing and comparing the
results to initial performauce specifications.
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5.6 Testing Plan for Shipping Trials Flow Chart
The most serious threats to package integrity are the potentially damaging hazards on the journey

from the manufacturer to the end user and the numerous handling to which it is subjected. Actual

shipping tests (field trials) or simulated laboratory shipping test may be used to subject the

packages to the dynamic eveuts inherent in shipping aud handling. The ASTM D-4169' Performauce

Testing of Shipping Containers and Systems, is an accepted laboratory test which includes a testing
plan covering anticipated hazards which may be encountered during distribution.
An example of a test plan for subjecting a small parcel to shock, vibration, and compression at

realistic levels of intensity during shipping is given in the Test Plan for Shipping Trial (small package)

Flow Chart of Figure 44. After testing the shippiug package containing a representative loading

(configuration), the individual (sale) unit presentation or primary packages are assessed for integrity
by the seal and burst tests as given earlier.

Attention should be giveu during seal and burst testing to evidence of weakening, fatigue or
degradation, and during leak testing to any obvious loss in package integrity and possible non-

sterile condition.

Production Packages

Develop Performance
Specification for packages

Product Falls
Functional tests

Packages do not meet
Performance Specs-

Modlfy Package

Leak/seal/bursttests
ASTM D3078, F88 & 1140

Product fu nctional tests

Packages and Productmeet
Performance Spec.

Go to final Package Design

Figure 42. package performance and specification Development Flow chart 
Validation (figure 43)

Documentation in the Life Cycle of a Computerized System

The major phases in the life rycle are showu in this Flow Diagram, i.e., Initial planning, Specification

Desigu and Construction, Testiug, acceptance and On-going Operation and Change Control. The

associated documentation at each ofthese stages are identified. The diagram (Figure 45) reveals a

systematic and well-organised approach to the validation process and these are essentials to the

success of the project. Validation can be expected to be very time consumiug. The stages in the overall

effort should be made easy to pinpoint as well as the responsibilities and commitments easy to

identify.

Basel ine sea/burst tests
ASTM F88 & D114O

ASTM D4169 Dist. sim. test
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Seayburst tests
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lwFigure 43. Final Package Design validation Protocol Flow chart

By dividing the activities into parts and presenting them so that the
schedules and relationships between the parts become uuderstandable
and clear, the time spent on discussions and on the validation effort will
be reduced.

Integrated Process for Change Control Management I Helpdesk

This Flow Diagram (figure 46) identifies the similarities between the data
flow for a change mauagement system and for a help desk system. It is
makes it obvious that the same steps are actually performed for each

system, but with a slightly different terminology.

Cleaning Validation Flow Diagram

In the Flow diagram (figure 47) the phases in the life cycle approach are

again used and the activities set out to be self-explanatory. Flow diagrams
of systems, data, documentation or activities should be prepared and
included whenever possible ia validation documentation.
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Figure 44. Dynamic Testing
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FiSure 46. Flow Diagram Integrated Process for Change Management and Help Desk
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Fishbone Cause-and-Effect Diagram

As the uame implies, this diagram displays all possible causes of a particular problem in an

organised graphical fashion and is, also knowu as, a 'fishbone' diagram. See figure 48. The iuherent
brainstorming features make it capable of incorporating details of very complex problems. A Fishbone

Diagram, in its development includes:
- Breaks problems down into bite-size pieces.

- Displays many possible causes in a graphical manner.
- Is also called a cause and effect, ,1-M or Ishikawa diagram.
- Follows brainstorming rules when generating ideas.

A fishbone session is divided into three parts: braiustorming, priority setting and development of
an action plan. The problem statement is identified and the categories in the Fishboue Cause-and-

Effect Diagram is subjected to a brainstorm session. The potential causes ofthe problem are put iD
priority, often by polling and the three most probable causes are chosen for the development of an

action plan. Generally, the 4M version of the Fishbone Diagram is sufficient, i.e., normally: 'machine,

material, methods and maupower' (people). Occasionally, the expanded version must be used, and

this includes 'measuremeDt' and 'environment'. In a laboratory environment, measurement is a key

issue. The elements of the proposals in problem solving are written in the diagram for later action.

Figure 48. Fishbone Cause and Effect DiagIam.4M's are typically traachine, Materials, Methods, Manpower (people)

10 Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID)

The P&ID is a drawing or series of drawings which show the process in great schematic detail,

including:
- Piping, ductwork and associated specialities.
- Equipment with all process and utility connections.
- Instrument devices, control elements, and control loop functions (using ISO symbols and

nomeuclature).

The P&ID is the single most important document in any design package (uote; that equipment
layout drawings with critical elevation should accompany the P&ID as defiuition documentation).

It is the ouly document that fully depicts the new installatioD as an integrated system and is often

a guide for producing nearly all other documents.

P&ID should be updated constantly during the life of the project, with revisions issued to the
project team on a timely basis. Often, basic specification information for all equipment is Provided
on data blocks arranged along the top or bottom of the sheet. In addition you should employ a

system to label safety devices and environmeutal streans.

When PLCs or DCS control systems are used for process control, ISO symbols and nomenclature are

employed to depict the control, switchiug, and alarm functions provided by the shared controller.
Digital and Analog I/O sometimes also depicted as long as the drawing does not become unreasonably

cluttered. To ensure that tags are not duplicated, it is important to develop a numberiug system for
all devices and functions. This system may be a derivative of a standard plaut practice or unique to

a particular project. The P&ID is an absolute necessity during field installatiou, check-out, and start-uP,

and consequently vital for validation work.
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11 Production Flow chart

The Production Flow Chart is prepared to include production and material flow, taking into
consideration the pharmaceutical clean-room classes and alternative variants. This is a tool in the
itrtegrated planning approach by which an inter-disciplinary team implements the project planning,
in such a way that the overall taryet is achieved iteratively, in co-ordinated planning steps to optimise
both the specific aud the total results. The Production Flow Chart functions as guiding plans and

checklist for the eutte project. The following items may be included:
- All process steps.

- Information flow.
- Concentration of areas with similar requirements, such as clean-room classes.
- Clarification of transition betweeu clean-room classes (material blocks).
- Quality planning (translation of production figures to the specific flow quantities by weight,

volume, items, pallet counts, etc.) per unit time.
- Structuring transportation routes and systems and minimising crossings.
- Container flow (speciffing types and sizes of coutainers).
- Technology assignment, supply and waste disposal, establishing accessibility.
- Synergetic effects through facilities utilised in common.
- Areas of responsibilities.
- Interface definitions (including organisational ones).
- Organisation, machinery and building extension possibilities.

All possible steps that require space are covered iD this way. The configuration and relationship are

logically defined. Already at this stage, order in the flow is created and features in common with
other department are worked out. In this way many of the points listed above are clarified before
actually starting the building design.

12 Conclusion

Planning avoids later failure which can entail cousiderable cost and lost of time. Good planning
from the beginuing of any validation progrem, forms the basis of ensuring that the results will
meet the expected requirements. Graphical and diagrammatic preseutation of information, ideas

aud iuteutions, are well establish ways of simpliffing communication between all involved in the
validation process. Flow diagrams, flow charts and schemes of all types should be considered and
prepared when these can be useful in the validation documentation. These should be tailored to
the specific project and also must be approved by the team leader as representative of the
information that they propose to present before being formally accepted.
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Part 14

Design - Development, Requirements, Enhanced Design Review

Introduction

1.1 Purpose ofThis Part

The purpose of this part is to outline the essential elements of design in the development of a
system, process, equipment or facility. Attentiou is given to the activities and documentation

involved ir the design phase in the life cycle. It covers the process from pre-design through to user

requirement on to selecting a contractor for the design and construction. Good Qudity = Conforming

to Specification = Meeting Requirements. Good quality has to be designed iuto the product. The

more attention that is given to achieving a suitable design, the greater the likelihood of the process

system, equipment, facility and finally that a product will be produced which meets the user's

requirements.

This part also describes in some detail the value of Enhanced Desigu Review (EDR) which is more

than a normal design reyiew that geuerally covers single features ofdesign. The EDR covers a total

series of activities systematically and ensures a variety of supporting documentation. In this Part

for simplicity, the term 'user' will be used because in validation projects the customer is generally

the owner, developer or end user. Also the term 'system' will be used regularly to imPly 'process,

equipment, hardware or facility'.

7.2 Using the Life Cycle Concept

Every validation should use the Life Cycle Concept as this ensures that the validation team has

adequate knowledge of the system/process/equipment from the outset, and it insures that the

system will remain vatidated throughout its life. It also helps to keep everything ou the same track

with what the system/process/equipment is expected to do and what not. The Life Cycle Concept

contains the followfulg (in logical order):
- An identificatiou of the requirements of the user.

- Documentatiou of the design of the systemlprocess/equipment.
- Descriptiou aud documeutatiou of the integration of the system with other parts of the line.

- Validation, consisting of several qualificatiou stages.

- Change Control aud Maintenance.
- Retirement of the system.

1.3 Project Scheduling
One ofthe earliest steps in any validation process is consideration ofthe Design Phase in the Life

Cycle. For qualification of any system/process/equipment, the fLst stage is always likely to include

design. This cau be illustrated using one of the most useful tools in validation project management,

i.e., the Gantt Chart. This chart contains a reasonable degree of detail and identifies most of the

tasks and sub-tasks associated with the validation progran. The tasks are presented in a real time

calendar showiug the duration of the tasks with the plauned dates of starting and completion, in a

chronological and obvious layout. A typical plau is outlined in figure 49 on the next page.
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Figure 49. Generic Gantt Chart for Qualifrcation ofa System (Example through to IQ)

Design - negulatory Perspective

2.7 Design and ValidationfVerification
The design required in any validation exercise for pharmaceutical products and medical devices is
subjected to rules by the regulatory agencies. Relevant extract from the FDA CGMP follow:

820.30(d) Design Verification: Each manufacturer shall establish and maiutain procedures for
verification of the device design and assign such functions to competent personnel. Design
verification shall be performed in a timely manner and shall conf,rrm that design output meets the
desigu input requirements and that the design is adequate for the intended use. The results of the
design verification, including identification of the design verified, verifications method(s), the date,

and the person(s) performiug the verification shall be documented in the design history record.

Where applicable, desigu verificatiou shall include software validation and hazard analysis.

The IEEE definitions ofvalidation and verification are:

Validation: The process of evaluatiug a system or component during or at the end of the

development to determine whether it satisfies specified requtements.
Verification: The process of evaluating a system or component to determine whether or not the
products of a given development phase, satisff the conditions imposed at the start of that phase.

Design output: The results ofa design effoft at each phase and at the end ofthe total design effort.
The 820.30(d) instructs on validating the design output of each developmeut phase.

820.30(e) Design Review: Each manufacturer shall conduct a formal design review of the design

output according to established procedures. Each manufacturer shall assign design review
responsibility to qualified individuals who do not have direct responsibility for design development.
The assignments shall be documented. The results of a design review shall be documented in the
design history file.
CGMP regulations make it clear that those responsible for design development arc trot allowed to act as

judges in desigu review. Design team leaders and project managers should not be assigned as assessors.
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Enhanced Design Review (EDR) is not essential for compliance of manufacturing facilities regulated
by the rcgdatory authorities (FDA). However, design is well referenced in Current Good Manufacturing
Practices e.g.: The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) title 21 Part 211 Subpart C - Buildings and

Facilities and Subpart D - Equipment- These chapters make specific reference to 'appropriate' design

and to'suitable'or'adequate' size, construction and location for cleaning, maintenauce and proper

operation of facilities, utilities and equipment.

Design Qualification (DQ): Some documents of the regulatory authorities make reference to DQ, but
this is uot clear or consistent.

2.2 Desigu History File (DHF)

For medical devices it is extremely importaut that the activities, reviews, time and manpower, etc.,

spent in developing and assessiug the design should be properly documented. This is specified in
the CGMP regulations and called a Design History File (referred to earlier as Design History Record).

The CGMP regulations for Medical Devices specially stipulates that a DHF is maintained to document

the Project Design and validation activities. All plans and scenarios that are executed during the
requirement specification phase form the desigu and must be recorded, including in the results

that are both successful and failures. The term is used in its wider sense of total design and not
simply the design phase in the Life Cycle Plan. Formal inspection can be conveniently documented

by use of forms. The forms for the DHFs can be custom made to each organisation and conveniently
prepared to record the results of the inspection. These forms are later placed in the DHF.

Design and Construction

3.1 Introduction - DesignfBuilt or Comprehensive Commissioning
The primary target of any company that is on the verge of manufacturing a new product is to
reduce the time it takes to design, construct and validate the equipment, process or facility. An

effective approach/alternative is to use a fully integrated design, coustruction and commissioning/
acceptance process known in the construction industry as DesignlBuilt (i.e., D/B), or Comprehensive

Commissioning. This approach can greatly facilitate the preparedness of validation.
Appropriate Technology is the term used to define a system designed only to be as complex or
extensive as needed to meet the user's needs. This will refine the design, bring the facility to the
point ofmanufachrre sooner and can significantly reduce overall cost.

A D/B contractor (for mechauical systems) can be expected to design, install and commission the
equipment offacility. Such a contractor has the resources to organise and execute the D/B process,

including pre-design (the initial process of definiug a facility's needs), engineering, construction,
installation, commissioning and warranty of mechanical systems. The use of such a 'single source'

responsibility can have a positive effect on the process and quality ofthe end product, as the user

is provided with a continuous method of project management. The principal requirements remain
the same whether D/B (i-e., single source) is used or not.

3.2 Plslimipsry Design
Once the important preliminary questions have been addressed and several prospective suppliers
have been identified, discussions should be held with each supplier to begin the process of designing
the required system. There are always several options, and it is essential that the user requiremeuts

are understood in order to provide specification for the system. At this stage it is possible that all
details of the specifications are not yet complete, but it is important to work with the suppliers to
complete the design specifications through discussions.

Proposals and questious from the suppliers will help to guide the design to conform more accurately
the requirements of the user/purchaser. The more questions and auswers are put forward, the more

appropriate the desigu will be.
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Confidentiality is of the utmost importance when cousulting with several suppliers. One supplier
should not be played off against the other with design development or with the construction
process. Suppliers should develop their own cost estimates with their owu proposed system

design.

It is sometimes Decessary to have a separate supplier/contractor to perform specific parts of the project.

Once chosen, joint meetings should be arranged and held with both $oups to co-ordhate ttre project.

Once specfficatious have been developed, official offers should be invited ftom a minimum of three
prospective suppliers/contractors.

3.3 Pre-Design and Design Process Guidelines

3.3.1 Introduction
There is no standard industry terminology for the design documentation tools used during the
planning and coDstruction process that leads to validation. The following tools have been found to
be effective through the D/B aud validation.

3.3.2 DesignProcess Flow Chart
The purpose is to illustrate the formal pre-design and design process. 6n s:(ample of a design
process flow chart is given in figure 50, as a hand-out during 1[s tlaining course. The reiterative
nature of the design and construction process is shown and this helps all members of the design

team to understand the process.

3.3.3 DesignPlan
This is a collection of documents that covers such areas as design scope, documentation between

team members, and staffitrg and execution of a project. The plan evolves in the prc-design and design
phases and may change as the owner continues to define the project requiremeuts. As the design

develops, the plans will include a system description, list of inclusions and exclusions, and project
design and constructions schedules.

3.3.4 Design lnput Log

This log tracts input throughout the design and construction process. It is probably the most
useful documentation tool in the Design Plan, and includes dates and approvals from the user or
other design team members. Examples of input include the following:
- Applicable codes
- FDA or other governing agency guidelines
- Temperature and pressure criteria
- Thermal zoning
- Process requirements
- Co-ordination agreements.

3.3.5 Review and Verification Checklist

A Review and Verification Checklist is used to conduct a thorough review of all elements of the
design input. This facilitates reviews conducted by the user at the design milestones, as well as

those by appropriate internal superrisors and the Project manager. The evaluation includes, not
only checking plans and calculations, but verifying that all requirements from the Design Input Log

have been incorporated into the design. Other items to be reviewed and verified include the
following:
- Overall system selection
- Sequeuce ofOperation
- Equipment submittals
- Co-ordination with other desigu team members
- Construction trades (contractors and suppliers).
The checklist provides assurance that the Project Manager reviews and documents all of the relevant
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(above) factors.
As design documeuts tend to be held in a number of differeut locations, a formal cross- reference to
archived documents should be made. The results should be construction documents that completely

satisfy user requirements and give the benefits of a documented review. This is covered in detail

later in this Part.

3.3.6 Trade lnterface Agreement

This is a document of the work performed by each team member and their acceptance of these

conditions. This agreement becomes part of the specification and construction documeutation and

ensures that the user has all construction cost covered within the cotrstruction budget.

Design - Execution and Documents

4.1 Conceptual Design

The conceptual design stage is the term used for the period, at which - if necessary - various

alternatives are generated for design evaluation. The project team then selects the concepts to be

taken forward into the functional design stage.

4.2 Functional (or Schematic) Design Specifications
The functioual design stage geDerates the key desigu documents known as Functional Design

Specifications to be used as a framework for the detailed design process. These documents include

site plans, floor plans, process and material flow diagrams, air flow diagrams and HVAC schedules,

and electrical one-line (simple) diagrams.

A sequence ofoperations is also prepared for each system. It provides a detailed description ofthe
system start-up, normal operation and cleaning (as applicable), process monitoring, data acquisition

and archive, alarm conditions and response, and shutdom. The sequence of operations provides

the basis for final system design and should be updated for future use during procedure writing,
commissioning, qualification and system maintenance.

The design review at this stage should assess the facility and systems for expected performance or

behaviour under both planned and emergency situations. System start-up, commissioning aud

qualification activities should be considered to ensure that associated requiremeuts are evaluated

and met (as CGMP). Based on the system impact assessment (see Part 9 of this book) the relevant

desigu documents should be reviewed by appropriate representatives from Engineering, Production,

Validation, Maintenance, Safety and/or Quality Assurance.

4.3 Detail Design

At the detail desigu stage the documents which are produced are required for contractors or suppliers

to make offers and contracts, as well as for the purchasing of systems and equipment, construction,

installation and testing. The important results and features of this stage are given below.

4.3.1 Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams @eIDs)
This group of documents serves as the primary source of design information for utility systems

and process equipment. They are used to present the process flow, equipment configuration,
process pilameters, instrumetrtation, and materials of construction. They are also used to

accomplish overall material and energy balances and pressure balances.

These drawings (P&IDs) give a maximum benefit when they provide the following:
- Indicate enteringileaviDg support services and process streems, aud include refereuce to appropriate

drawing and/or sheet number.
- Identify system boundaries, with respect to support services aud entering/leaving process streams.

- Identify all components with appropriate tag numbers, utilising nomenclature consistent with
existing plant practices. This eliminates the need for re-numbering or cross-reference listings.
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Indicate line number, senrice, line size and directiou of flow for all piping and tubi.g.
Indicate material type and insulation type/thickness (if applicable) for all pipe lines.
Indicate use (purpose), size, capacity, material type and insulation type/thichess (if applicable)
for all equipment (e.9., tanks, punps, heat exchangers).

Indicate size, type and material type of all valves.
Provide material and energy balance information for each line number.

These documents (P&IDS) should be kept up-to-date throughout the project and the life of the
system or faciJity.

4.3.2 Specifications

Detailed specifications should clearly and explicitly define the system requirements, - codes and
standards to be foUowed during fabrication and construction -, test requirements, accept:rnce criteria
and the associated deliverables. In order to prevent unnecessary costs and delays, the following
items would typicaly be included:
- Systemperformancerequirements.

Factory test requirements (including a written test plan review revision and approval).
Installation requirements.
Construction inspections aDd test requirements (iucluding test methods, acceptance criteria)
Start-up, commis sion in g and qualification requirements.
Documentation requirements (including books, operation, maintenance, 6lsaning and calibration
procedures, cut sheets, drawings).

Based on the system impact assessmeut the specificatious should be reviewed by appropriate
representatives from Engineering, Production, Validation, Maintenance, Safety and/or Quality Assurance.

4.3.3 ConstructionDrawings

Construction drawings are prepared and include two- or three-dimensional drawings of all systems,

schedules, details, dimensions, Dotes, references, etc. The level of detail varies with the individual
owner aud engineering firm. Many of these drawings are'red lined'during the construction phase

and updated at project completion. Many of these drawings arc then kept up-to-date for maintenance,

safety or CGMP reasons.

4.3.4 Other Design Considerations

There are uumerous other factors and topics to be considered during design. Many design firms and

owners use checklists and design guides for different types of facility, utility systems, equipment
and control systems. Design features that will euable smooth aud effective .ep6!55isning and
qualification (e.g., location and access of test ports) Bust be given adequate attention.

Design Development

Design Development is the engineering process for managing the generation of the design.
There are f6g1 pein areas of desigu development: system selection, design criteria, drawing production

and co-ordination. A discussion of each is given below.

5.1 SystemSelection
A contractor selects a system based on the needs of the user, previous experience and cost
analysis. When developing a system concept, a contractor should include a sequence of operation
in the analysis. Taking into account how the entire facility/process will operate as a unit iu normal
and emergenry modes, will produce a unified design system.The following points should then be

addressed:

- Whether or not growth or flexibility is a user requirement.
- If the facility is intended as a pilot plant or for first stage production only. The plans for future

expansion.
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- If the facility is a single or multi-product plant. The requirement to shift processes arouud the
plant to accommodate trew Products.

- The need for emergency power, e.g. for air and exhaust air supply.

- If first cost is the primary concern. Importance of long-term energy savings affecting the design.

Obtaining this information early will save money. It is essential that a qualified contractor provides

timely and accurate cost analysis. Undue cost is created when the complexity and scope of the

system is made greater than necessary. Appropriate technology'is a concept that can guide design

and constructiotr teams toward a cost-effective and efficient facility.

5.2 Design Criteria
Appropriate design criteria' are developed by considering feedback from projects that were

successfully commissioned. To avoid over-desigu, new technology should always be considered and

engineeriug safety factors closely examined. Account should be taken of whether these factors

represeut a lack of confideuce in the design methodology or a provision for future growth. If growth

is the objective, a design should be cousidered that is really expandable, perhaps ou a modular basis.

Cost can be minimised by designing around the actual equipment to be installed. The use of a

generalised specification as basis for the design, should be treated cautiously, as it may be too far

from what is actually required, to justify the cost of the modifications that may be needed. Alternatives

to fit the exact situation should always be considered and assuming the worst case every time

should be avoided.

Example:

An hitial specification required 75 air changes/hr (ACH) in a class 10 000 clean space. In fact, a
specification of 40 ACH may be adequate when the correct percetrtage of ceiling coverage using

HEPA diffusers, sufficient air quautity for the size room and low wall returns are considered. For

facilities with high outside air requirements, substantial energy savings can be achieved without
sacrificing performance as a result of this change in criteria.

5.3 Drawing Production
Incomplete single-line drawings lead to confusion during construction and could easily give reasons

for failiug inspection. A CAD program helps to produce drawings that look like the fiual product.

A contractor should have a file of actual fittings and a 'preferred fittings' list with it's CAD system.

CAD enables users to turtr on or offvarious drawing layers, permitting good spatial co-ordination

of process, equipment, mechanical equipment, piping or ductwork. When equipment is selected

early, drawings will present the system accurately, provide complete schedule information, and

reinforce co-ordination between team members.

5.4 Co-ordination
Simultaneous with the production of the drawing is the process of co-ordination within the design

and construction team- The following progression of events has proven to be successful:

- Start with Trade Interface Agreements (i.e., user/contractor/supplier) to set ground rules.

- Follow up with an exchange of accurate schedule information and then CAD drawings at the

design milestones.
- Record changes as they occur.

- Review and veriff the resulting design output, and document this review.

- Produce updated drawings for re-issue.

Design generally tends to continue throughout construction in the same way as co-ordination. CAD

also provides on-line as-built designs throughout construction. This results in a true rePreseotation

of a facility, equipmeut or plant and provides very representative documentation when an investigation

has to be performed.
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6 Enhanced Desigr Review (EDR)

6.1 Introduction
Enhanced Design Review is the process for confirming that the desigu meets the demands of the
user. EDR can be defined as: A documented review of the design, at an appropriate stage in the
project, for conformance to operational and regulatory expectations'. This is the process by which
engineering designs for pharmaceutical or medical device facilities, utilities, systems and equipment
are evaluated on a structured basis.

Although EDR is a structured review of the design of facilities, process, utilities and equipment,
etc., it is not a regulatory (FDA) requiremeut, but is still a sensible way of preparing for IQ and OQ

activities. It is in everyone's interest to implement a suitable structured review process to reveal
problems of design or specification early in a project, rather thau having to discover the problems
later at the IQ or OQ stages. At these stages corrective actions might introduce significant delay aud/or
result in greater cost. EDR may be used as a tool to assure the regulatory authorities that the design
process has beeu performed in a controlled manner and that au audit trail has beeu provided from
conception ofthe project up to the completion ofthe detailed design-

The Validation Master Plan (VMP) should describe the EDR, and indicate intention, process to be

followed, responsibilities of persons involved and position of EDR with reference to Qualification
Practices.

EDR and design review differs in that EDR is an integrated total series ofactivities which addresses

systematically and documents all elements and effects of design in the final process whereas
normal design review may address an isolated single feature of the design. The degree of effort and
recommendations resulting from the EDR of any system should be related to the following: - the
critically and complexity of the system, and - the degree of experience and/or knowledge with the
system and with its supplier.

6.2 EDR and The V-Model
The positiou of EDR in the overall structure of the V-Model is given in the following diagram.

Design

Development

lmpact Assessment/
Enhanced Design Review

Figure 51. Enhanced Design Review - position in V-Model for Direct Impact Systems

Full assessment of a design may only be performed when sufficient information is available to do

so; the timing of this will vary with the system in question. The impact and complexity of the
design will influeuce the depth of the review process. It would be possible to evaluate a desigu at a
conceptual Ievel after completion of the Functional Design (see section 4.2), but the detail design
must be completed before a full assessment can be made.

Functional Design
(i.e. How as schematic)
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The Factory Acceptauce Tests (FAT) are static and/or dynamic tests which are conducted aud

documented at the supplier's site to support the qualification effort. These will allow trouble and

problem solving of the system before shipment to the user, and provide a higher level of assurance

that the system will meet the specifications and function properly on delivery. Ideally the user

should be involved and be present. The Pre-delivery Inspection (PDI) is similar to the IQ test platr

aud is performed at the supplier's site.

5.3 EDR and User Requirements
The User Requirements (see Part 10) focus on the ueeds and must provide the objectives for the design

of the facility and the basis for the Validation Master Plan (VMP). They describe the requirements of
the facility in terms of product to be manufactured, and conditious under which the product

should be made. At the outset of a project, the user must provide sufficient information to the

contractor service or supplier to enable the development and assessment of the specific option.
A User Requirement Specification is a more detailed document used to speciff the requirements of
the client for individual aspects of the facility, item of equipment, utility and systems in terms

of function, operability and applicable local standards. The amount of details varies with the

commitment/project and will depend on the size, complexity and uuderstauding between the

client and the supplier. All User Requirement documents should be approved by the Client and

Quality Assurance and used as primary reference documents. In the design development process

the User Requirement Documents that are prepared at the beginning of the design process lead to
the Functional Design Specification which in turn is used to produce the Detail Design Specificatiou.

The User Requirement Documents via the Functional Design Specification may be considered to be

the reference poiut for EDR and Qualificatiou. Thus, the URS should only be subject to change

through a change control process which is agreed by the client/user.

6.4 EDR and Functional Design

Functional Desigu Specifications (FDSs) are frequently written by the contractor or supplier and are

of prime importance to the Enhanced Design Review process. The functional design stage generates

the key design documents (in the form of the FDS) to be used as a framework for the detailed

design process (see section 4.2). The FDS should describe acceptance criteria, in terms of rauges

and logic of operation etc., which should be defined and related to the URS. It is important that
CGMB Risk Assessment and system impact assessment reviews are carried out during this stage to

ensure that ttre LIRS is not compromised in terms of Quality and CGMP requirements, together with
Environmental and Safety issues. The EDR checks and documents that this is the case.

6.5 EDR and Detailed Design

The detail design stage produces the documents which are required for the suppliers to make offers

and proposals, as well as for the purchasing of the system and equipment, manufacturing, installation

and testing. Design reviews should be planned and performed to ensure that a co-ordinated design

is achieved. The EDR would check and document, that the client's requiremeuts have been respected

by everyone concerned with the development of the detailed design. A final check should also be

made to confirm that the 'best option' for a robust and economic design has beeu selected. At this
stage documents are produced such as:

- P&ID drawings, which is the primary source of design information for utility systems and process

equipment.
- Detailed specificatiou which clearly and explicitly define the system requiremeuts, codes and

standards to be followed during the constructiotr, test requirements, acceptance criteria and

associated deliverables.
- Coustruction drawings and several other design considerations.

6.6 EDR and Impact Assessment

The initial determiuation of which systems should be subject to Qualification is usually performed

early in the project life cycle. This activity is described as 'Design for Impact' i.e., the conscious

design decision at the beginning of the design developmeut with respect to the impact of the
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system whilst in the operation stage. These design objectives may be iucluded in the Validation
Master PIan. By careful design, the number of systems/features which have a dilect impact can be

reduced. The impact of the system can be set as 'design objective' to prevent major surprises later.

Design Development and EDR processes provide the EeaDS of arriving at a full understanding of
the operational nature of engineering systems. The engiueering team uses this knowledge to make

informed judgements on the impact of systems and the criticality of components within them. EDR

may be the ideal stage to plan for component criticality assessment and provide the rationales that
support decisions that can be used to secure QA endorsemeut.

6.7 EDR and Design Development
The creation and modification of URSs should be within a QA Change Control process, as these

are/can be directly related to the quality of the final product, however, the Design Development is

regarded as primarily concerned with tle internal engineering change procedures, thus not subjected

to formal change control.

6.8 Enhanced Design Review (EDR) Process

6.8.1 lntroduction
The method of implementing the EDR should be initiated by 3 basic actions: preparing and agreeing

on the rationale, preparing a plan and selecting the team.

6.8.2 EDRRationale

The EDR Rationale should briefly describe:

- What will be reviewed in terms of scope of the total system or parts of the system.
- What method will be used for the review.
- The motivation for using the approach that is given.
- Uuits or persouuel that will be involved.

The intensity of the method by which a design is examined, should correspond to:
- The impact of the system on the quality of the product.
- Complexity of the system.
- Familiarity or degree of experience/knowledge/novelty of the system and/or with the supplier.

6.8.3 EDRPlan

An EDR 'Plan' may be written for each system, and should outline briefly how the review will be

performed. The following information/data should be obtained, indexed following the plan and

carefully examined (ideally with the help of a check that is specific for the review in question):
- Relevant ilocaments: Ilpical documents may include URS, VMP, Fuuctioual/Technical Specifications,

Suppliers/Vendors tenders, method statements Purchase Orders/Acknowledgements.
- Drawings; Comparison with approved (Client Definition Drawings) versions to ensure compliance

with User Requirements and CGMP. Ilpical Drawings may include layouts, P&IDs, materials flows,
personnel flow, HVAC zoning (including differential pressure regimes, temperatures, humidity,
particulate level requirements) and fabrication drawings (including materials of construction,
finish standards, etc.).

- Room Data Sheets to ensure that the construction materials, finishes, utilities supply, etc. comply

with the User Requiremeuts and CGMP (where necessary).

- Minutes of all GEP/GMP review meetings held during the Design Development.

The Role of the Users and Quality Assurance is very important to the success of the Enhanced Design

Review. The EDR is the main formal review of the completed design. It is of vital importance and

forms the proper link between User Requirements and Qualification Practices.
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6.8.4 EDRTeam

The EDR participants should be fully awarc of the objectives of the EDR, their responsibilities and

required cotrtribution. A typical list of participants is as follows:
- Project Manager
- Engineers from relevant disciplines
- Design Representatives from Suppliers and Contractors
- Representatives from Productiou, Mainteuance, Quality Assurance, Validation, Safety aud

Environmental Control as appropriate.

6.8.5 EDR Report

A Summary EDR Report following the procedures set out in the plan should be written to state the
outcome of the review process, should confum that the design is satisfactory and should give

refereuce to, as well as review and Iudex all aspects of the design. The information coutained should

include results and comments on the above items.

The EDR Report should also be used to confirm and record the following:
- Assumptions and limitations that were made in evaluating the design.
- Reference to Supplier/Contractor pre-qualification. (their capability in performing the works to

the required quality, the adequacy oftheir experience in GMP projects, audited recently or not.
- The result of the component criticality assessment and adjustment to system boundaries as

appropriate.
- Any deviations together with a corrective action plan (including follow-up and closeout procedures).

- The Report shall reference the location of all design documents in order to assist inspection by
internal auditors or regulatory authorities.

5.9 Suggested EDR Implementation Methods

6.9.1 lntroduction
Two complimentary methods of evaluating desigus are suggested here, nemely:
- Structured Design Review
- FMEA and FMECA.

Both of these may form the basis for evaluation by the project team, or alternatively, the basis of a
review by others involved in the process as this will usually result in greater objectivity. Other

appropriate structured methods for assessing designs may also be used, e.g., HAZOP, HAZAN and

Fault Tree Analysis.

6.9.2 Structured Design Review

A good design reyiew identifies the characteristics ofa good design, is structured and ensures that
all relevant aud appropriate aspects are iucluded in the assessment. The aim ofthis structured design

review approach is to ensure that it produces a positive statement of compliance, instead of only
giving a list of deficiencies as normally results when a simple desigu review is performed.

In performing a structured review of design, an extensive list of criteria should be considered and

assessed if applicable. The following criteria are included:
- The design satisfies CGMP and regulatory requirements.
- The process flow: the potential for product contamination.
- Materials of construction.
- Cleauing: requirements, recommendations.
- Desigu considers:

- Reliability and Efficieucy.
- Requiremeuts for Commissioning.
. Scope for constructiou and installation of equipment.
- Maintenauce aud access to equipment and instrumentation which are critical to quality.
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. Start-up aDd shut down process.

. Safety aud environmental impact.
- The design meets Performance Criteria (URS & FDS).

- The required documentation is specified.

The checks made using the selected criteria must be documented, together with any corrective action
or further issues that are recommended or prescribed to be resolved. These criteria may be used in
conjunction with checklists which may be specially prepared for assessment of the pafticular
design. The study of the items in an EDR process is very useful in the developmeut of such checldists.

6.9.3 Failure Mode Analysis

The two types of failure mode analysis are:

- Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA); and
- Failure Modes Effect & Criticality Analysis (FMECA).

The FMEA/FMECA process is essentially limited to hardware failure; it will not reveal software coding

or implementation errors although it can be used to reveal software design and specification errors.
The FMECA process produces a quantified measure of reliability; this requires reliability data.

In practice this might be difficult to obtain which will either restrict the assessment to an FMEA or
lead to a more qualitative form of FMECA.

The score obtaitred by the analysis will indicate if there are major risks. Proposals for the means of
addressing them may include:
1. Re-design.

2. Improved failure detection.
3. Compeusate for failure and its consequeuces by use ofprocedures.

A more detailed discussion of these failure mode analysis techniques is given in Part 9 of this book.

7 selecting contractor - Supplier

The following criteria should be considered and checked with the contractor/supplier before selecting

the company for a contract:

1. Quality System

- The presence of a documented quality control/quality assurance (QC/QA) system.

- Established programs are in place and not only some basic policy statements.
- Manner in which the flum meets design intent throughout pre-design, design, construction,

installatiou, commissioning and warranty.
- Internatioual Standards Organisation (ISO 9001) Certifrcation: as an excellent measure of a

firm's compliance and conformance.

2. Experience with system involved
- Documented Experience of the firm and its staff.
- Qualifications of the contractor's rroject Manager and the engiueer(s) assigned to the prqect.
- Resumes of the proposed team members to ensure adequate in-depth lorowledge as well as

academic credentials.
- Experience in the design of the mechanical systems adequate for the system(s) involved.
- Involvemeut or expertise to foresee budgeting and scheduling conflicts duriug the desigu phase.

- Ability to perform the required procedures in-house. Examples:
- Construction and installation
. HVAC
- Control systems design and installation
- Plumbing and piping design
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. Air balance

. Service and maintenance
- The ability to keep essential functions (design, construction, commissioning) in-house will

facilitate an unbroken chain of documentation.
- References to/from previous customers on similar projects, including if the contractor lived

up to its initial budget.

Specification Capability
- Ability to preparc a complete and viable specification for a particular project and in an acceptable

and appropriate format.
- Guarantee ofmeeting a designated quality level throughout the construction process.

Cost Control and Scheduling Capabilities
- Abiuty to control cost and maintaining a schedule: amongst the most important advantage

ofa single source process

- Provide accurate time liues for mechanical budgets, system design aud construction during
the very early stages of design developmeut.

- Realistic and verifiable cost and schedules implications up front.
- Determining the most cost-effective mechanical system appropriate for the facility (called

'Value Engineering'): can be started immediately
- Choice of (D/B) coutractor should be choseu early in the process to maximise overall benefits.

5. Computer-aided Design (CAD) Capability
- Use of a CAD which all design team members understand. This will help to ensure timely flow

of information, provides accurate co-ordination and as-built drawings, and is invaluable in
the validation process.

5. Financial Stability of the D/B contractor
- Evidence offinancial strength should be present, e.g., bank reference, adequate insurance for

liability as well as for errors and omissious.

Construction Guidelines

In the construction phase of the project a user can be expected to reap the beuefits of Design/Built
(D/B) technology. The Project Manager can ensure the detailing, submittal review equipment
procurcment, construction and installatioD can proceed uninterrupted and smooth. However, projeAs

which proceed using separate contractors for the design and construction, will be expected to
meet the same stringent requiremeut but more co-ordination will be involved.

Detailing phase

The detailing phase for systems in a D/B project can begin later than iu a project designed by an

outside (third parry) consulting engineer. Every effort should be made to use standardised f,ittings

as already co-ordinated through a preferred list, which was created by the engineering departmeut
and operator. The CAD system can draw fittings exactly to scale, which will reduce: a) detailing
time in the field, b) field co-ordination with others trades, c) time to produce as-built, and d) recording

field changes affected by other trades (contractors/supplier, etc). The final result is lower project costs.

Submittal Review

As soon as eugineers finalise their calculations, the submitting of final equipment for review can

begin. The user is expected to approve all installation materials, as well as construction material
for lubrication for points of compatibility.

Procuring Equipment

Meeting the construction schedule is the deciding factor in deciding when procuring should begin.

3.
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Conclusion

The importance of desigu is often neglected on the road to quality. Poor design results in poor quatity.

This will always be so. Corrections later will always bring cost which can vary from minor and
acceptable, to major with huge losses for the cqmpauy eventually even having to with&aw tle
product and/or crippling claims ftom customers. Validation emphasises the Jtrst time right'concept
and this starts at the various stages of design though to construction or production. An under-
estimated part of design development is the review and in this part the emphasis has been given

to the Enhanced Design Review because it includes so many elements which must be considered in
making a proper judgement of the whole design process. From the user requirements up to the
start of constructiou: the documentation associated with design is rclevant and must be given the
necessary attention.
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Part 15
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i

r Testing and Acceptance Criteria

Introduction

1.1 Purpose ofthis Part

The purpose of this part is to introduce a high level overview of the testing and acceptance criteria

that arc required for Direct Impact Systems. Dfect Impact Systems are subject to qualification practices

that incorporate the Enhanced Design, control testing against specifications and requirements that
are necessary for CGMP. The purpose of qualification for Dtect Impact Systems is to provide

assurance that they have been properly designed, installed and tested according to pre-determined

acceptance criteria, based on assessment of those installatiou and operational characteristics and

parameters which have potential impact on the quality of the product. The term 'system' is used to

imply any item of equipment, utility, process, facility or process involved in the production,

manufacture or control of the marketed product.

When successful, qualification serves as the foundation for successful process validation of any

equipment, system, process or facility. In order to complete any successful and efficient qualification

effort, a comprehensive plan should be developed with a structured approach and testing based ou

a scientific rationale. The Validation Master Plan (VMP) is the key document that illustrates the

approach to the testing aud documentation required to satisry the regulatory bodies.

7.2 Sequence of Testing

Once the equipment list and the impact assessment are completed, a detailed schedule can be

established. An aualysis to determine the optimum sequence of testing should be performed on a

system-to-system basis, and dependencies between systems and their support utilities determined.

The sequence of testing in a new or modified facility should integrate qualification activity with
the overall construction, commissioning and start-up schedule, so that the maximum advantage

can be takeu of the efforts and associated documentation practices of the contract engineering
firm- The optimum sequences of testing should integrate automatic systems where applicable and

wherever possible. Each item of equipment, control or system should be evaluated to determine

the steps that take place before and after its function. The objective should be to minimise any

duplication ofeffort, and to eusure that the appropriate procedures and associated documentation
practices are used to fully support the qualification/validation efforts.

1.3 TestingRequirements
This is a description of the testing requirements and challenges, testing sequence, and testing

methodology. This may include items such as records and verification of the installation process,

verification of installation and operational function procedures and records, instrument testing

and calibration records, pre-requisite commissioniug requirements, etc.

7.4 Additional Testing

There is no rule or regulatory requirement for how much testing should be performed. Duriug
qualification more testing and checks are performed thau for the commissioning stage, due to the

fact that qualification is prescribed for systems that have direct impact on the product quality.

Although the 'rule of thumb' for product related qualification and validation is that testing must be

performed to show reproducibility in three trials, this is uot directly applicable to qualification tests

and checks. There are tests where one successful trial is applicable, yet for other tests reproducibility
in multiple trials may be required- There may also be the need to challenge the range of intended

use of the system. The number of tests to be performed as well as auy justif,rcatiou should be
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explained in detail in the qualification protocol. Approval of the protocol by Quality Assurance will
indicate their agreement with the testing plan. It is iEportant that a testing plan should be well
thought out and developed, based on the use ofthe system and the risk offailure.

1.5 Existing epproach vs. tn-house Approach to Validation Testing
For global companies, the use of systems which have been validated by another company in the group
could significantly reduce the amount of validation work needed. Existing validation documentation
could be compared to the in-house approach and the diferences idenffied and fitted when necessary.

The system's environmeut must be considered critically and the following can be compared:
Validation plan
User/maintenance/operation books
SOPs on mainteaance operation, usage of the system
Functional requirements, technical specification
Documentation: formal testing
Reports oftest results

Documentation: formal system acceptance

Documentation: change history of the system
Other relevant documentation on background of the systen.

The low-level details of these activities should be given the other validation documents.

Test Plans and System Acceptance Criteria - High-Level

The VMP must provide an outline of the different test phases and what they will involve (details or
lists of tests are not nequired here in the VMP). The system acceptance criteria must be identified,
i.e., essential criteria which must be met in order to release the system as suitable for use for
productiou. The expected results for each of the specified tests should be described. This should
include enough detailed information so that an evaluation of pass or fail can be concluded. By
system is meaut an item of equipment, utility, process, facility, or system.

2.1 fs5ting Plans

2.1.1 Structural testing plan

Only a high-level outline of activities during the structural testing is required. Examples:

P erfo rmin g Sfress Cycles

- Performance Testing: identiffing performance problems with the system during use that
lepresents the normal expected production operating condition.

- Stress Testing: identi$ing performance problems or other problems with the system under
conditions beyond the normal expected production operating conditions (worst case).

Technical Cycles

- Back-up and Restore Testing: ensure that the process restores itself and performs as expected,
for both production recovery of the entire system, and data restoration, after an unexpected
abuse or outrage.

- Restart and Recovery lEsting: Identifies conditions that could cause the system to cease

fuuctioning unexpectedly and ensures the ability to recover in the established way.
- Data Conversion Progrem ksting (where present): tests and ensures the automated conversion

programs and will convert data accurately.
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Core Business Cycles (Process)

- Compatibility Testing: concentrates on the use of other systems simultaneously with the

validated system.

- System interface/Integral testing: coucentrated on function which transfer information or items

to and/or from other systems.

- Communication Testing: involves uetwork and remote communications (if applicable), as well as

communication between modules of components of the system.

- Data Integrity Testing (if applicable): verifies that there is adequate control of data, as checking

entry ofdata, processing errors, and audit trailing.

Only an outline is needed for the type of data to be ircluded for this phase and how it will represeut

the requircd production data.

Deviations

A justification must be given for SOPs which will not be performed, for tests or activities which are

considered superfluous, aud also for new introduced tests.

Finally, a procedure must be given for documenting the test results, summarising and for evaluating

it for going on to the next phase. Wheu SOPs are available for these aspects, the references cau

be giveu.

2.1.2 QualificationTestingPlan
This gives a high-level overview of the activities that will be performed during the qualification

test phases. At all qualification phases, i.e., IQ, OQ and PQ qualification testing is performed aud

documented, following the tested given iu the respective protocols. Deviations from the pre set

conditions are recorded. Prescriptions and recommendations are attached for reference.

- Design Testing: verifies that all design hardware operate with appEcation software as expected.

- Configuration Testing: verifies that the system configuratiou is properly placed and documeuted.

- Documentation Verification: verifies that the documentation needed for maintenance and operatiou

of the system is available (user/operation books, diagrams, maintenance SOPs, logs, training
records, etc.).

The test phase, what is requires is only a briefdescription ofthe test data, relevant control points,

documentation and the rationale, all at the (high) level of the VMP document. Lower-level details

should be given in the actual Test Protocols.

2.1.3 FunctionalTesting Plan I User Acceptance Testing

This is outlined in the same way as the last two testing, i.e. Structural Testing Plan and Qualification
Testiug Plau. As a minimum User Acceptance Testing should include:
- Documentation Verification: ensures the availability of the documents required to use the system

in production (User books, SOPs, trainitrg records).

- Business Functioual Testing.
- Process Functional Testing: under conditious that represents the normal process operation ofthe

system.

2.2 System Acceptance Criteria
The system release decision must be based on objective criteria and this should be defined

accurately. Each test phase should be associated with a particular acceptance criterion. Functional

requirements should be ranked for functional tests, as this makes it easier to judge acceptance

criteria for critical and non-critical features.
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Example of Acceptance Criteria for a system:

The version 01 of the system will be accepted when:
A. Results of StrucruralTesting indicate:

1. Successful performance of the system for the intended task.
2. The successful recovery from failure and rcstart for the system.

3. The acceptable performance ofthe system under stressed operating conditions.
4. The successful back up and restoring of the system.

B. Results of QualificationTbsting indicate:
1. The successful installation in the target production environment.
2. The target environment is controlled and stable.

C. Results of Functional Testing indicate:
1. All critical functional requirements and at minimum 900/o of important fuDctional requirement

were successful.

2. The system SOPs for usage, maintenance are in place.

3. Personnel training was complete and documented to eusure continued operations and data
integrity.

D. No failure or error which have a high impact, shown ou data registration systems.

2.3 Re-QualificationCriteria
The differeuce between a full re-qualification and testing for change control involving a minor change

must be clear. Re-qualification is documentation and performance of a complete series of validation
activities combined with the resulting documentation, as were performed initially. ln fact, this means
preparing a new versiou of the Validation Master Plan, requirements (functional aud techuicd), test
protocols and final report. This would supersede all earlier versions and include all changes to the
system handled under control, from the initial release for productiou to the re-qualification.

The criteria for re-qualification should be explained in the VMP to prevent misunderstanding and
personnel interpretations in determining the validation activities to be performed for a major change.

The schema for the system sectiouing should be coupled to re-qualification criteria which are given

in the configuration mauagement section of the VMP. A simple statement in this re-qualification
criteria section indicating which version position would require a full re-validation, would be

sufficient.

User Requirement Specifications (URS)

The URS prepared by the validation team could include the followiDg:
- Materials of construction
- Cleanability
- Performance of equipment and processes

- Critical parameters identified
- Operating ranges ofcritical parameters defined
- Essential design criteria defined
- Requirements of the PLC, PC and C/I
- Documentation unambiguous
- Training requirements identified.
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3.1 Tests Sheets and Forms

The availability of forms or data sheets to rccord results as they are generated is an enormous asset.

Forms should be considered and designed in advance and included with the SOPs and protocols as

part of the overall documentatiou. These custom made forms also help the operators to stay on ffack

by following the guidelines set out, reduce risk of forgetting steps, present space for comments

when there are deviations to the planned tests and serve to reduce the time spent on the overall

test activity. When the validation package is completed and put together, these filled out forms are

added to it.
Some examples of the forms that may be required to record results during the execution of the

various qualification stages are given below:

3.1.1 Design Qualifrcation (DQ)

A minimal DQ cau be undertaken even if a project is already well into the construction phase when
the validation is started. Then a DQ retrospective validation review may be performed quickly and

can include completion of the followiug record forms:
- Design safety form
- Layout review record form
- CGMP review record form
- PLC, PC, C/I review record form
- Commissioning and start-up review record form.

3.1.2 Installation Qualification (IQ)

The test sheets and forms can be reduced to the list shown below by combining common parameters,

such as materials of construction, lubricants and elastomers. Similarly, the utilities and services

test sheets and forms can be combined to include electricals, water, gases, drains, etc. IQ may

incorporate the following forms:
- Associated items form
- Critical information form
- Consumable information form
- Drawing information form and verification form
- Specification information form
- Lubrication, materials of construction, and elastomer form
- Weld information form
- Vessel and tank information form
- Controls, instrumentation, indicators and safety check sheet
- Utilities and services information and test sheet

- Error/failure log form.

3.1.3 OperationalQualification (OQ)

The OQ test and information sheets can be rationalised and made easier to complete by the test
engineer/operator. These sheets, which can be very similar to those for IQ, must be composed of
objective, method, acceptance criteria, results and pass/fail blocks.
OQ may include the following documents:
- Pre-requisites form (all IQ errors must be closed out before continuation to OQ)

- FDS comparison form
- SOP information form
- Noise level test form
- Speed and rotation test form
- Flow rate test form
- Critical devices and interlocks test form
- Screeu identificatiou form
- Leak and tank capacity test form
- Stirrer efficieucy test form
- Error/failure log form.
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The error/failure forms can be prepared for both IQ and OQ because errors and failures will certainly
be found during testing. In all cases remedial action must be taken to corect the faults. This

activity should be a pre-requisite for both IQ aud OQ investigations as well as for PLC validatiou.

3.1.4 Performance Qualification (PQ)

The PQ test sheets will be similar to the OQ test sheets. These will mainly refer to the technical
report prcpared by R&D on the thrce consecutive batches which are tested. Different variants of the
product (formulatiou) which had been prepared during the experimental work batch phase of the
project may also be included, but the three well defined batches must be ensured.

The following documents will usually be included:

Pre-requisites form (All OQ errors and failures must be closed out before PQ starts)

Measurement devices forms
Raw materials requirements form
Instrumentation and devices form
Cleaning verification form
Criticd process steps form
Criticd operating parameters form
Control forms
Product composition form

Quality ofproduct produced form
Disaster recovery form
Integrated line testing form.

Finally, aValidation Report must be written summarising the results obtained iu about two pages.

3.1.5 CleaningQualification
A test and information sheet approach is typical. The definition of cleaning at the company forms

the basis, and can range in the broadest terms from chemical sanitization of the purified water
plant storage tauk, feed tank aud ring main to CIP of the bulk manufacturing tanks and book

cleaning of the line items. Due to this diversity, a decision must be made on appropriate forms for
the purpose of recording the results. E.g., the use of detailed validation reports in the form of the
technical reports that includes acceptance criteria.

3.1.6 PLC Qualification andValidation
The protocol may include the following test and information sheets, Specification test sheet for
URS and Functional Design Specification (FDS) comparison:
- Control system data form
- Input test forE
- Timer, counter and data register test form
- Output test form
- PLC module test form
- Blackout/disaster recovery test form
- Critical device calibration test form
- PLC incident form
- Error/failure form.

Not all of the test and information sheets may be applicable. A summary sheet must be added to
the front of the documents to indicate which forms were used and the number of pages of each.

3.1.7 }{JAC and Room Environment Qualifrcation
Test and information sheets similar to those for the process systems may be used for HVAC and

room environmental qualificatiou. However, extra test sheets, along with a specialized OQ sheet,

may be added for room data.
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The PQ of a bulk manufacturing area can serve as daily logging of the environmental parameters,

such as temperature, particles, RH, oxygen and air-flow characteristics.

3.1.8 GeneralQualification
This area is defined as the daily, weekly or monthly logging of equipment, utilities, production
processes and other data. oaily logs of pressure, W lamp intensities, temperatures, air-flow, etc.,

were recorded. The QA/QC Dept. should be competent in preparing daily logs of raw materials,
such as water, actives, excipients, packaging components, batch records and out-of-spec results.

The Production and Eugiueering Departnents may uot always be fully cotrversant with daily logging
ofdata, and extra education may be needed.

Performance Qualification of a Clean Room (Qualitative)

4.7 tntroduction
This chapter concentrates on the performance testing of a clean room. It is intended as a high level
outline, but some useful details of the testing involved are given. The lists are not complete.

The design of every facility is unique for its specific pupose, therefore the validation effort must
be specially planned to meet these challenges. Protocols and SOPs must be developed using common

sense and to the specific requirements of each operatioD. All tests must be performed in a logical
sequence to demonstrate the effectiveness ofthe enviroumental control system for a specific area.

In this chapter the symbol I is used to irdicate the acceptaoce criteria or requirements of the test.

Basically two types of validation may be applicable:
a. Initial Start-up Validation - For a new facility or an existing facility that has undergone major or

specific changes, production does not take place until reliability is demonstrated, and

b. Concurrent Validatiou - Ongoing validation that takes place during normal daily activities, data

is generated and collected during actual production operation.

A validation program should be prepared by the validation team and would rypica[y include the
following items:

1. Establish parameters

2. Draft protocols

3. Review and approve protocols

4. Conduct tests and collect data

5. Evaluate data
5. Document results
7. Approve and file results.

Protocols must cover the following items:
1. Purpose and Objective
2. Desigu characteristics
3. Procedure

4. Acceptance Criteria
5. Test methods
6. Standard Operating Procedures

7. Preveutative maintenance plan
8. Acceptance responsibility.

The validation team must: a) thoroughly review and approve validation tests which are performed
by contractors, and b) review and approve change to the origiual plan and specifications which
take place during construction of a clean room.
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4.2 Performance Qualification (PQ)

After the construction of the clean room is complete, the PQ of the facility begins. Some tasks may

be conducted by certified/licensed contractors, while others are performed by in-house technical
personnel. Protocols for a clean room should cover the following:
1. HEPA Filter Performance test, and Certification

- In-place HEPA Filter, housing aud frame leak tests
- Airflow velocity profile of HEPA Filter
- Certification label

2. Prcssure control test
3. TeEperatue control test
4. Humidity control test
5. Smoke profile test
5. Inter-room air velocity test
7. Detection monitoring of particulate matter
8. Sanitation
9. Clean room employee training.

4.2.1 HEPA Filter Performance test and Certification

In-place HEPA Filter, housing and ftame leak test
This test confirms that the HEPA Filter or its frame is not damaged or improperly placed during
installation by showing a constaut discharge of air velocity and direction. A DOP (Dioctyl Phthalate)

aerosol generator is used by flowing air through liquid DOP at room temperature (20 + 4"C). The

instrument used have a threshold seusitivity of 1 x 10-3 micrograms per litre for 0.3 micrometer
DOP particles and a capacity for measuring a concentration of 80 to 120 micrograms per litre. The

sample rate should be 28.3 dm3 per minute (1 cubic foot per minute). The down-stream side of the
HEPA Filter aud the perimeter of each filter pack is scanned by passing the photometer probe in
slightly overlapping strokes over the entire surface of the filter. The rozzle of the probe should not
be more thau 2.5 cm (one inch) from the surface.

Repaired filters must be re-tested. If more than 5 percent of the filter face repair is required, the
filter must be rejected aud a new on installed. All repairs and non-repairable leaks must be shown
pictorially on a diagram and kept as part ofthe final report.
I A unit is considered acceptable when no siguificant leaks exist or all siguificant leaks are repaired.

A significant leak is defined as a photometer reading greater than 0.01 percent of the upstream

concentration.
I The medium used to generate the smoke or fog should not threaten equipment or the process it

is used to qualify.

Airflow Velocity Profile of HEPA Filter
A thermo-anemometer with a sensitivity of + 60 cm (+ 2 feet) per minute or 3 percent indicated
velocity normally is used. The instrumeut should be calibrated according the manufacturer's
iustructions and with in a maximum of six months. This calibration must be traceable to the National

Bureau of Standards (USA). Begin 15 cm (six inches) from the inner edge of the filter perimeter, take

aud record the air velocity test at multiple points on a grid scale to give approximately nine

readings per square foot of area. The probe must be held stationary by use of a small ring clamp,

during all velocity measurements - a hand held anemometer probe is forbidden. Recording of the
air velocity reading should be repeated and a pictorial representation of the air velocity measurement

grid, documenting all actual velocity readiugs (before and after flow adjustment), as part of the
final report.
I All measured values should fall within t 20 percent of the resulting mean velocity.

r Acceptable mean air velocity is 30 + 3 meters per minute (90 -f 10 feet per minute).
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Certification Label

r A label must be attached bearing the name and address of the company conducting the test,
date of test, test criteria for the Performance Certificate, and a signature of the individual who
performed the test.

4.2.2 PressureControlTest

This test confirms the capability of the air system to control pressure levels within pre-established

specifications. An inclined pressure gauge with a resolution of 0.50 mm (0.02 inches) of water is

required. To obtaiu base line for this test, a) all HVAC and Laminar Airflow Systems must be in
continuous operation, b) all doors closed, and c) no traffrc allowed through the facility. Thereafter
readings are taken under stress conditions - opening various doors in the clean room facility.
I Acceptance criterion is as follows: Pressure differentials should be within the design tolerances

under static and simulated operating conditions'.
The system is trot acceptable il at any time during static, stress or dyuamic conditions, the
pressure in the primary environment becomes less than zero or negative.

The report should be kept as part ofthe validation documentation.

4.2.3 TemperatureControlTest

Proper control of temperature within the parenteral filling factory is a key factor. Temperature
specifications established in qualificatiou documeuts must relate to product aud personnel require-
ments. Re-cirorlating air from the Laminar Airflow System, heat generated by equipment and flames,

along with a closely enclosed gowning system for all operators, governs the system. Temperature
readings are taken at static and dynamic states. Before conducting the tests, all air handling
systems and lights are left on for at least 24 hours. Temperature reading should be recorded at
various locations every 15 minutes for fwo hours over a period of 10 days. A summary of the results
for each room tested must be prepared.

I The system must be capable of providing comfortable temperature (65 -r- 5'C during the activity
stage). The system must be is capable of maintaining the desired temperature range (56 -r 5oC or
other pre-set specification) at aU times.

4.2.4 HumidityControlTest
The objective is to verify the ability of the air handling system to coutrol humidity in the clean
room at a pre-established specification. This test, which is conducted after balancing the air system,

uses atr automatic humidity recordiug instrument. Readings are taken and recorded during static
and active conditions within the clean room. It is advisable to take readings throughout the year.

! The relative humidity should fall within the company's required tolerance ratrge.

4.2.5 Smoke Profile Test

This test is to check the HEPA ceiling area for proper air pattern. Such tests used commercially
produced smoke sticks, cotton swabs dipped in Titanium Tetrachloride, or an equivalent smoke

source to indicate air-flow profiles. The area to be tested is visually divided into squares ofapproxi-
mately 60 cm x60 cm. (24x24 inches). Smoke is introduced into the grid pattern, then observed
and the directional flow of the smoke recorded. Record, correct, and retest any observed reverse

air-flow or dead air space to confum compliance to specifications.
I The smoke profile should support the airflow desigu criteria.

4.2.6 Inter-Room Air Velocity Test

This test verifies the air-flow velocity between connecting rooms in a clean room facility. A list
andi or diagram of all rooms and areas interconnecting the main factory should be prepared. Note
the direction and rated design velocity of air-flow at each connection. Ttrrn ou all applicable air
handling systems at least 15 minutes before conducting the test- Measurements of air velocity
should be taken with a calibrated velocity meter at each room door and/or pass-through. Visually
divide each of these areas into 3 equal horizontal sections. Measure and record air velocity at the
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centre of each section. Inter-room air velocity problems are often observed near conveyor lines

where empty containers enter and filled containers exit from the clean room area. This situation

can be rectified by adjusting the air-balance system.

I Average inter-room velocity should not be less thau designed specification.

4.2.7 DetectionlMonitoring ofParticulate Matter
pstsmining and controlling particulate matte in clean room filling areas arc extremely importaDt
for product quality control. Before monitoring particulate matter the following must be addressed:

- Air handling systems must be certified in accordance with their specific rathgs or classification

- Clean room facility and its equipment must be cleaned thoroughly and be devoid of any duct or lint.
Protocols should identify all rooms and/or areas to be monitored, giving general descriptions, such

as sterile filling area or sterile storage area. The number and position of the sampling points to be

monitored must be decided and indicated in the protocol.

Particulate measurement should be takeu first at static, then while either work or actual work or

acceptable simulated activities are being performed in the clean room. During the initial validation,
particulate count is recorded when normal operations are not taking place. However, continuous is

required, including during high activity periods, to capture the total particulate status of specific

classified sections. Investigate, rectiry and validate 'out of spec' trends immediately.

r The various air cleanliness are described in terms of the nunber of particles per cubic foot of air.

Class 100 envhonment - this number of particles above 0.5 mm iD diameter, Eust trot exceed

100xper cubic foot ofair. Other Classes are 1 000, 10 000, and 100 000.

4.2.8 Sanitation
Proper designed sanitation procedures and their organised execution are the key to bringing sterile

areas hto acceptable operating conditions. Cleaning solutions that contain anti-microbial agents

must be carefully selected, since many chemical sanitizers are available. An experience mioobiologist
should advise. Sanitation procedures, including the frequency of testing should be written in detail
for each specific area.

I The agent should be effective and not pose a risk to the product(s).

Evaluation of S anitation Pro gram

The testing progran should begin immediately before and after an area has been restricted to

aseptic operations and subjected to microbial decontamination. The evaluation should include:

1. Inspection for physical cleanliness and orderly conditions
2. Microbial exposure and air sample plate test
3. Contact plate test
4. Swab test.

Precautions:
- Select cleaning/sanitising agents that do not leave sticky or powdery residues and that are non-

corrosive to staidess steel.
- Alternate sanitizers to avoid developing resistaDt strains of organisms.
- Prepare detailed, written instructious for the measuring, mixing and use of specific cleaning and

sanitising agents. Often employees fail to measure sanitising agetrts before dilution and are

unaware of temperature requirements for certain agents.
- (lsaning equipment itself should always be properly cleaned, sanitized and stored. Failure to do so

may result in increased bio-burden in spouges and mops. It also may introduce heavy contamination

in clean rooms.

Record aud evaluate all laboratory test procedures and then attach them to the protocol. Major

deviations from the plan and 'out of spec' test data must be explained. Corrective actions must be

carried out and included in the report.
I Acceptance criteria! Limits must be specified and be available for every test proposed.
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4.2.9 Clean Room Employee Training
Validation should not only concentrate on mechanical systems. as personnel present in clean rooms

are major contributors of particulate contaminants. The training is part of the validation requirements

and proper training of these employees and their use of appropriate garments are crucial. Both

classroom and hands-on training must be giveu before approval to work in clean room areas.

Training should include:
- Classification and description ofclean room areas.

- CGMP requirements in clean room areas.

- Acceptable and non-acceptable practices in the clean room area.

- Recognition and use ofspecial clean room clsthing.
- Basic microbiology.
- Review ofvarious types ofsterilisation processes.

- Depyrogenationmethods.
- Review ofvarious types ofsanitizers and their specific function in cleau room areas.

- Hands-on training on product manufacturing equipment, set-up and handling of goods, in-process

sampling and checks, and transfer ofproduct in and out ofthe clean room facility.

An evaluation plan is required to establish the degree of success of the training program.

Testing Plan, Acceptance Criteria

The testing plan includes tests for hardware and software, and lists necessary acceptance criteria
that the test results should meet. These should be in the system documentation after the
validation effort. The testing plan includes:

1. Methodology/instructions for tests
2. Test data
3- Predicted or acceptable ranges

4. Actual tests results

5. Conclusions
5- Deviations.

Example: A Vision Insp ection Sysrem

A very brief outline will be presented of the main approach and manner of testing this system.

A vision iuspectiou system is an electronic means of iuspecting products, which may be on a

production line, a packaging line, or simply as an alternative or supplement to the book inspection.

1. The first tests that should be performed are simply verifyiug that all the buttons and switches

are operational. A descriptiou of each button and switch and what they are supposed to do, is

included. The tests to veriS them are described and then performed.

2. The next test should be a power interruption test. The vision system reported data is noted. The

power is interrupted, and theu restored. If data is lost, the type is described and amount is
determined. Data loss may or may not be a problem to the company/organisatiou, but knowing
what happens is helpful. Checks are made, to ensure that the (trained) characters, which have

been put into the memory of the system, are not lost. If a unit 'forgets' its characters, a SOP

must be in place to cover power interruptions.

3. Next, testing the couuters may be needed. The counter can be tested by passing a known number

of units through the vision system. One easy test - if the equipment allows it - is to count out
40 or 50 units and pass the same units through a number of times. Counting functions should

have no errors margin.
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4. For a system that is co-ordinated and connected to a uuited computer system, the validation
becomes a bit more complicated. The PC that collects the coutrt from the inspection system must
also be checked with every test. Another person needs to be statioued at the computer to get

every print-out before and after every test. These counts are then checked against the known
counts and the vision system count.

5. If, on turning offan inspection with the system, a corresponding change or signal is registered

on the computer, this must also be tested. For a system that can be turned off, a way must be

found to determine if all the units of a specific production run were not scanned. Comparing the
vision system coutrts with productiou couuts, can be tried.
When the inspection is disabled, it is recommended to have the QA dept. initialise periodic visual
inspections, just as though the system had never been installed. A SOP must be prepared to
cover this contingency.

5. The vision capabilities also need to be tested. This can be done by passing the coutainers that have

been 'deliberately altered' (i.e., tampered with an error) through the system. Changing a 0 into a 9,

or even a 4 to aD 8, aud blocking out each character, one at a time - dl of these should be ejected.

It is inportant, if possible, to have only this inspection on at that ejection station. Having

containers ejected for other reasons than what is explicitly being tested, can complicate the tests/
interpretation. AIso containers with no printfug can be passed through. Ensure that containers

are marked and counted, so that they wiU not be mixed with the finished produc. All compromised

containers must be identified as such and ejected from the line. A contaminated container that
is not ejected is reason to suspect a problem with the system and this must be corrected.

These tests must also be conducted on at least three separate occasions to demonstrate consistency.

7. Basically, a vision system that ejects containers that 'seem' satisfactory is not a serious problem.

Each company Eust determine how many of these are acceptable. Many conditions cau coutribute
to false ejection. Commou causes are deterioration of the print mat, excessive line shake, and
even someone hands passing in frout of the sensor. Having some false ejects is a small price to
pay for the knowledge that every container has beeu examined.

8. Attention should also be given to the possibility of atr 'untanpered with an error' getting past

the inspection. However, this is seldom the case and very unlikely. For example, approximately
500 containers can be examined visually as they come off the line to be satisfied that none of
them should have an error. Repeating this on three separate occasions, should be adequate
proof. By using 'altered'coutainers in the tests, a reasonable assurance can be obtained that no
'sub-standard' containers are being missed.

9. The next section of a validation (tQ,OQ,eQ protocol is the actual forms used to fiil out the above

tests results.

10. The last section of the validation protocol examines ongoing validation. Copies of the chauge

control SOPs are placed here, plus the SOPs for periodic challenges to the system. Periodic

challenges to this type of vision system should be performed, for critical items at least twice
daily. It is usually sufficieut to feed a number of the product having examples of each defect. For

example, three or four with one character altered, one with a character blocked out and oue

with no print at all.
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In validation, data has to be generated to confirm that aD equipment, utilities, system, process or

facility perform as claimed. In order to obtain these data, methods are developed which results in
tests being performed. These tests have to be relevant for the purpose aud documented. Acceptauce

criteria have to be set, before the tests are performed, and the results have to be documented,

interpreted ogain5l requirements and conclusions derived. An enormous selection of tests are

required and used in process validation and in particular in the qualification phases. Execution of
tests ir the correct sequence and adequate documentation will enhance and speed the validation

effort.

Deviations: Pertinent deviations that occurred during the qualification phases ofa protocol should

be addressed in the report, with corrective actions and results described. A deviation/exceptions

handling procedure should have been established.

Factory Acceptance Tests: Whenever appropriate, testing to support the qualification efforts should

be conducted and documented at the supplier's site, in consultation and agreement with the end-

users. This will permit trouble shooting and problem solving of the system before it is delivered,

aud thereby increase the assurauce that the system will meet specifications and function properly

upon delivery. For any type of testing, good documentation and good communication is essential.
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Part 16

Commissioning

Introduction

1.1 Purpose ofthis Part

The purpose of this Part is to present an overview for the user of the book to acquire a sufficient

detailed understauding of the elements of Commissioning. ltems covered by this Part include:

- Defmition of the term 'commissioning' and its link with validation.
- Description of the organisation and contents of the Commissioning Plan document.
- Providing guidance on the management and execution of the commissioning activities.
- Positioning Commissiouing within the context of the Qualification effort.

This Part presents guidelines to enable commissioning specifications to be developed so that uniform

documeutation requiremeuts for both commissioning and validation can be generated. The various

data sheets used by validation and commissioning personnel should conform to a standard

appearauce and content. This will result in the expectations of the validatiou team being better
understood by the suppliers and the associated contractors. All parties should agrce on the appropriate

documentatiou as well as the appropriate document content. In this way all asPects of the

installation, including construction, will properly integrate in the overall validation effort. The

overall validation exercise, in the eud, will move along in a rDore optimum and efficient manner.

7.2 Commissioning Def,tnition
The terms validation and commis5isning and the proper implementation of each process have

often been confused itr the pharmaceutical and medical device iudustries. The regulatory authorities
(e.g., FDA) have no definition for the practice of commissioning nor have they approved of it as an

alteruative to validation.
Commissioning in the pharmaceutical industry involves the proper documentation of facility
construction and installation. Every activity performed by the constructor, installator and start-up

crew must be documented as having been performed correctly. Section 277.42 of the FDA-CFR

states that the equipment and facility must be appropriate and suitable for the intended function.

With validation exercises, the qualffications are typicaly performed. Commissioning documentation

can play a very important role here. It is clear that the supplier's commissioning documentation
would also be of benefit to the installation aud operation of the process related equipmeut within
the facility.

Commissioning may be defined as: A well planned, documented, and managed engineering
approach to the start-up and turnover of equipment, systems and facilities to the end-user that
results in a safe and functional euvironment that meets established design requirements and

expectations'.

1.3 Redefining the Roles Validation vs Commi55isning

As the industry coutinues to optimise the process of validation, commissioniug has become of
more critical importance. In some cases, commissioning results alone are being used to qualiff
particular equipment and systems for non-critical or non-contact utilities such as plant steam, heat

transfer systems or compressed air. The justification was that these systems have no direct contact

with the product and therefore do not need validation and the associated documentation.

Validation is techuically reserved for the process as a whole and in particular,
process. The purpose of qualification related to equipment and systems, is

the actual production
to demonstrate that
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they function properly and will function reliably, not only for the validation study but for the
duration of each and every production sampaign. All pieces of equipment or systems that have an

impact on the outcome of the product properties, should be qualified. Qualification requires IQ and OQ.

These qualification documents are very dependent on commissioning. Generally, commissioning
has not improved to the extent that the documentation it generates is sufficient to 'provide a high
degree of assurance' as defined for validation. Commissioning, therefore, cannot be a substitute for
the validation effort.

The authorities require that a Process Validation be performed and have published guidelines. The

requirements were not covered adequately by the suppliers, coustructors and installers, in particular
the rccorditrg and testing of their work and the documentation of it, were not reliable. The pharma-

ceutical industry could not risk being dependent on the paper work ofthe suppliers and instaUers.

There was a need for: a) checking and verifying that proper testing and associated documentation
were in order, and b) veriffing that the test equipment used for installation and operational checks

in the commissioning documentation was calibrated and/or properly maintained. There is now
agreement in the industry: a) that double or repeated work should be avoided, and b) that it is
crucial that work that was done the first time must be adequate and complete enough to fulfil the
needs of an IQ and OQ qualification.

Commissioning documents should be structured to be equivalent to validation documents and

subjected to the same requfemetrts, inspection and fuuctions. Iu conjunction with the appropriate
validation protocol, commissioning becomes powerful evidence towards the burden of proof as

stipulated by the CGMP. Commissioning can be used as a tool in validation, but it should not be used

in isolation.

7.4 (qmmis5iening - Positioning in Project Hfe Cycle
The following parties have vested interest in commissioning, particularly when the equipment or
system has a Direct impact oD the product quality: Eugineeriug, Manufacturing, Quality Assurauce,

Validation, Suppliers and Contractors. A successful commissioning effort, therefore, requires the
close co-operation of a multi-disciplined team.

Commissioning therefore requires well-timed planning, documentation, and mauaged resources and
includes much of the start-up activities of a project's life cycle. Commissioning execution is usually
performed between Physical Completion of the process or system aud the turnover to either the
operatioual/maintenance end-user or the validation team. Physical Completion is a milestone, where

the installation of a system is complete following the engineering design and the accompanied by
documentation required to support commissioning.

A simplified waterfall view, figure 52, gives the general, logical sequence of the typical phases in a
project life cycle, and illustrates where the execution of commissioning occurs. In practice,

however, some of the project life cycle phases may overlap, or be repetitive in nature and there

may be some interaction between phases. Commissioning planning begins in the design phase and

the last commissioning activities (e.g., final approval of the Commissioning Plan Summary Report)

may occur during the validation or operation/maintenance life rycle phases.

Scope and Strategy

The Commissioning Plan should define the equipment, systems and facilities that will be commissioned,

based on the system boundaries. Several strategies to commissioning may be employed and the
choice will depeud on the purpose of the system aud on the specific circumstauces. Commissioning
may be planned as an activity before Process Validation or it may be the final activity just before
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Figure 52 Position ofcommissioning Execution in the Typical Project Phases in the Project Life Cycle. Note the huge overlap

between Commissioning and basic Process Validation phases (lQ, OQ, PQ)

routine operations. If commissioning documentation is intended to support Process Validation,
then the validation leader will have to be involved in the plannfug and co-ordination of commissioning
activities and deliverables. It is advisable to cross-reference the Validation Plan and Commissioning
Plan-

The Commissioning Plan should define the co-ordination required between the life rycle activities
before and after commissioning - e.9., Construction, Process Validation or Operations/Maintenance
as shown in figure 52.

The opportunity should be takeu, preferably created - where possible, to inspect (Pre-delivery

Inspectiou - PDI) and test (Factory Acceptance Test - FAT) systems or major system components
before delivery to the user's site. This allows quicker and more efEcieut correction of faults/failings
and avoids the delays to schedule that would result if the problems were discovering later on-site.

For systems that have a Direct Impact on product quality, extra effort must be made to incorporate
the PDI and FAT into the Qualification effort as part of IQ/OQ/PQ, through the application of
Qualification Practices. Although this is not a requirement of the Regulatory Authorities, the
advantages for the overall validation effort are considerable.

Plan Approval and Changes

The Commissioning Plan should be prepared and approved before Physical Completion. Approvers
would iaclude the representatives of Desigu, Coustruction, Quality assurance and Validation Project
Leaders (as necessary), and End-User management. Changes to the Plan should be reviewed and
approved by the original signatories (or their designate) aud significant changes to the Plan should
be maintained in a revision history. Formal signatures and signatory titles should be given on the
approval page of the Commissioning Plan.

System(s) Overview

The Commissioning Plan should include a description of equipment and systems to be commissioned
(e.g., equipment, process and utilities) including their means of automation. The System Overview
should:
- be a high-level process description which includes system boundaries based on operational/

functional requirements;
- define system boundaries in the early project phases in order to develop an executable Plan
- contain much information gathered from other project documentation.
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Deliverables

The commissioning deliverables should be divided into Actual'aud'Historical' documents.'Acftal'
documents are maintained throughout the conmissioning period as the system or project require-

ments are modified or updated. 'Historical' documents represent a point-in-time and are not updated

continuously. Tlpical commissioning deliverables include items given in table 15.

Table 15. lypical Commissioning Deliverables

Deliverables Maintenance Stiltus

Actual Historical

;-*-
,

I

I
I
1

I

l

1

1

Commissioning Plan

Commissioning Schedule

Commissioning Budget

Pre-delivery Irspection (PDI) Plan

Pre-delivery Inspection (PDI) Report

Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) Plan

Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) Report

Inspection Plan

Inspection Report

Functional Test Plan

This addresses:

- Setting-to-work (including calibration.)

- Regulation & Adjustment

- ltsting & Performance Testing

Functional Test Report(s)

System Test Summary Report(s)

Commissioning Plan Summary Report
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* The process by which measurements made by instruments are assured as sufliciently reliable for their Purpose and the

performance ofthe system with which they are associated.

The Commissionhg Plan may incorporate the details of each deliverable or these may be found in

other documeuts. The Commissioning Plau should at least identiff commissioning deliverables,

due dates, and responsibilities (see table 15). Due dates may be determined based on the system

design, procurement, construction, receiviug, start-up, testing, and system turnover schedules.

Other deliverables, such as manufacturing Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), Preventive

Maintenance (PM) procedures and end-user training documentation, may be produced during the

Commissioning Phase of the project. Production of these types of documents is not usually

considered to be the responsibility of the Commissioning Team.

Roles and Responsibilities

The roles and responsibilities of each team and team member must be defined. This reduces

overlapping of the responsibilities and optimises resources. In this Part, the project is assumed to

have been started, and the Commissioning Leader has been selected. The project manager may also

be the Commissioning Leader depending on the project size and complexity, and the overall capability

of the company which executes the project.
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6.1 CsmmissisaingLeader
The responsibilities of the Commissioning Leader may include the following:
- Preparing the Commissioning Plan and managing revisions to the Platr.

- Defining the roles, responsibilities and deliverables expected of the Commi55isning lbam members.
- Forming the Commissioning Team with the required skills for the scope of the commissioning

work, and if necessary forming a Commissioning Steering Team.

- Defining requirements (e.g., testing and documentation) for equipment/systems turnover and

turnover target dates.
- Co-ordinating and managing the overall start-up and commissioning activities.
- Reviewing and followiug-up outstatrding items during commissioning.
- Ensuring that the expectations ofcontractors, suppliers etc with respect to their contribution to

commissioning are clearly defined in their contract.

The Commissioning Leader may be the Project Engineer, System Owner, and/or General Contractor,

depending on the size and the complexity of the project.

6.2 Commi55isaing Steering Team (CST)

The formation of a CST should be considered where the large scale and complexity of a project

necessitate it. A CST must be initiated and formed early in the project as this will make a significaut
contribution to maintaining the progrcss of the project, managing changes to the Commissioning

Plan and directing the detailed commissioning activities. This will usually comprise of represeutatives

from the purchaser/owner/end user and/or major decision-maker groups.

The typical role of the CST includes the following:
- Reviewing and approving the scope and the strategy of the commissiouing activities as defined

in the Commissioning Plau.

- Eusuring all roles and responsibilities for each memberfdepartment involved in the commissiouing

activities, a) have been appropriately defined, and b) are continuously being maintained.
- Reviewing aud approving requirements for standards and deliverables as defined in the

Commissioning Plan.

- Reviewing and approving the standards and deliverables throughout the commissioning activities,
to ensure that requirements are realistic and applicable to the project.

- Reviewing aud approviug the fiual commissioning packages.

All the necessary and required activities should be included during commissioning. To ensure this,
the CST should consist ofrepreseutatives from Engineering, System Owner, Quality Assurance, and

Validation, Purchasing, Contractors with commissioning and commissioning management responsi-

bilities and other departments as applicable.

The Commissisning Leader, in addition to the responsibilities for the above commi55lening deliverables,

must make provisions for collecting Design and Construction phase deliverables that will be

iucluded in the commissiouing turnover package. The 'approve' and 'review' capacities should be

clearly defined. Table 16, is an example of a useful matrix ia which the allocated responsibilities
can be presented, for agreement and reference.

6.3 lackaged Equipment Systems

The equipment suppliers are most familiar with their equipment and it is therefore most appropriate
for them to perform the commissioning of packaged equipment and to lead this activity. However,

the end-user remains responsible for ownership and management. Before the equipment supplier
arrives on-site, they should request pre-requisite activities be completed and documented. This will
ensure the most effrcieut use of their time and experience. The equipment supplier must be notified
of the owner's documentatiou expectatiotrs well in advance, preferably within the terms of their
appointmeut.
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Table 16. lypical commissioning Deliverables Responsibilities Matrix

Iegend: W = Write and maintain
R = Review

E = Execute

A - APprove

comm -g

Leader
a4
validation*

System

Owner

End User

Project

Engineer

CoDtract

supplier

s
I

Commissioning PIan

Commissioning Schedule

Commissioning Budget

Overall Test Plan

Pre-delivery Inspection Plan (PDI) Plan

Pre-delivery Inspection Platr (PDI) Report

Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) Plan

Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) Report

Inspection Plan

Inspection Report

Functional Test Plan

Functional Test Report

System Test Summary Report(s)

Final Commissioning summary report

* Dircct Impact Systems only

The Commissioning Leader should provide in advance the level of documeutatiou detail requfued

from the equipment supplier. This will be based on the complexity, size, and (possibly) the process

validation requiremeuts of the associated equipment.

6.4 Engineering Systems Integxated on-site
These systems include multiple items of equipment. Commissioning is usually managed by the
Commissioning Leader. This involves a much more complex series of activities that interact with
the supplier/contractor-delivered equipment and other systems. Commissioning of such systems

might include the packaged equipment commissioning as a secondary part of the activity. This
process should follow a step-by-step description of activities that are either identified on the
schedule or presented as a separate listing ofactivities.

Inspection

Inspection is the process which is used to establish that the construction and installation of an

item of equipment or a system is verified as complying with the detailed design, specified

construction standards and materials, and any relevant legal or regulatory demands relating to
these particular fields. Inspection may be started before or after a system is declared Physically

Complete (i.e., installation completed with documentation), depending on the uature of the
system. Parts of the system may be complete and not liable to disturbance during the remaining
work; in this case, these Parts cau be inspected. While Inspection is primarily a task of visual
comparison (of the design specification with the actual as-built), there are situations where the
correct coustructiou, materials, installation, etc., can only be verified through tests.

Example: Visual inspection alone cannot ensure that ductwork had been constructed to a low
leakage specification - hence pressure testing is needed. The objective ofthese types of inspectiou'

test is to confirm construction or materials rather than function or performance. They are distinct
from those described later in chapter 10. Examples of these two types of inspection task are as

follows:
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7. Visual Inspection:
- Drawingverifications
- Structural htegrity tests
- Material certification reviews
- Code certificatiotr reviews
- Loop checks.

2. lnspection Tests:

- Smoke/DOP tests
- Electrical voltage, resistance and continuity tests
- Hydrostatic tests
- Pneumatic tests
- Flow and drain tests
- Pump aud agitator rotatiou tests.

Inspection may occur off-site or on-site. ps1 o(ample, a Pre-delivery Inspectiou (PDI) may be performed

at a supplier's location before shipping the equipment to the end-user's location. If this is done

properly the overall project timeline can be significantly reduced (e.g., some or all of the PDI

documentation may be used instead of on-site inspection if the appropriate approvals were

obtained before executing the PDI).

The opportunity to either fully or partially inspect the supplier's facility should, in geueral, be

taken and ideally, introduced beforehand iD the contractual requirements given to the supplier.

However, there may be situations where the cost of the PDI may exceed the benefits and introduce

risks in terms of schedule. In such cases the inspectiou may be postpoued until delivery on-site;

this is a business cost-benefit decision.

For a system classified as Direct Impact, inspection performed during commissioning may be used

to support Process Validation. In this case, the inspection process should be managed and

performed withitr the context of Qualification Practices, (i.e., all necessary protocols, SOPs, approvals,

reports, documentation, etc).

setting-to-work

This is the process of 'settiug a static system in motion', also called 'Shake-down' or 'Debugging'.

Setting-to-work must take place before the Regulatiou and Adjustment step. It includes the

necessary calibration aud preliminary adjustment of instruments, seDsors and mechanisms before

idtial start-up of a system.
Before starting, the following are required:
- SatisfactoryInspection
- Safetyistart-up procedures iu-place
- Training given
- Documeuted start-up sequences provided.

The first stages of setting-to-work can be regarded as establishing the 'initial workability' of the system.

Testing and Performance TestiDg

The difference between Testing and Performance Testing should be distinguished- lbsfing is the

process by which the following is demonstrated:
- adjustments to, aDd regulation of, individual systems are withiu the required tolerauces;

- that system components are delivering the required capacity or duty:
- the functions of the system are as specified and appropriate*-

* The need for some functions may only become apparent once the system has been constructed and set to work.
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Performance Testing is the process by which the following is demonstrated:
- the performance of interdependent systems is within the required tolerances;
- the output of interdependeut systems is delivering the required duty or capacity;
- the interdependent functious of systems are as specified and appropriate.

Ilsting and Performance Testingmay need to be combhed. With some systems, Performance Testing
might be the only testing required. However, there are systems where a performance requirement
(e.g. a clean room environmeut), require several systems working together (e.g. air conditioning,
chilled water, hot water). Then the individual systens will be subject to Testing, while the combined
output will be subject to Performance Testing.

For a system that is classified as Direct Impact, it is possible for Testing performed during commis-
siouing to be used to support Process Validation. In this case the testing process should be

managed and performed as part of the Qualification Practices.

Testing may be performed off-site or on-site. For example, a Factory Acceptauce Test (FAT) may be
performed at a supplier's location before the equipment is shipped to the end-user's location. If
testing is arrauged, executed and documented properly, then it is possible that a) some or all of the
FAT documentation may be used instead of on-site testing, and b) overall project timelines cau be

significantly reduced. The opportunity should, in general, be taken to test (FAT) either fully or
partially at the supplier's/contractor's facility, and should be considered in advance to include in the
contractual requirements given to the supplier or contractor. However, there may be situatious
where this might not be justified for economic or other reasons.

9.1 Testing Objectives
The objectives of the testing during commissioning should be carefully considered while preparing
and executing the individual test plans.

Some potential considerations include:
- The test should prove that the elements of the system meet the performance criteria, and perform

safely within the required operating range.
- The test should prove that the elements of the system meet the design criteria. The design

criteria often exceed the required operating range and/or performance criteria. Thus further
analysis could be required during the Commissioning Phase. Before a system or componeut is
rejected due to failure to meet design criteria, the following should be considered:
' What design safety factor was used?
. Can the desigu criteria be accomplished?
. Is there an economic value in meeting the design criteria?
. Could future uses of the system require meeting the desigu criteria?

- The testing must prove that the system meets all required codes and regulations.
- If the test will be used to support subsequent process validatiou documents, theu the level of

involvement of the validation teem in approving and executing the test plan becomes significant
and must be considered.

9.2 Test Guidelines
A guideline for testing should be in place as part of the overall Commissiouing Plan. Although the
details of the testing canDot always be defined early on in the project, the level of detail and
contents of the test plan based on the scope of the project, must be determined by the Commissioning
Leader (with iuput from the CST) beforehand. The guidelines can include the followiDg elements:
1. A system matrix defining the project systems, the type of testing, the level of testing, the test

approval authorities, and the testing status. The system matrix will evolve through the life of
the project desigu and should be finalised before the construction or manufacture.
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2. A system for organising and compiling the documentation. A standardised table of contents for
the organisation of information should be included.

3. Defined documentation practices that give arl outline of requirements and staudards. These

might include Company standards (format, layout numberiug), Initials and date of results (for

tests and corrections; no pre- or post-dating) and Single line strike-outs (do not obscure the

original entry).
4. A guideline for how test incidents will be managed. This should include documentation reporting

and re-testing requirements or guidelines.

5. Defined stages for the status of each specific test. For example, Draft / Approved for execution /
Executed and issued for approval / Executed aud approved.

5. A detailed test schedule. This could be incorporated into the system matrix depending on the

scope ofthe project.

Test guidelines can be extremely valuable for the following reasons:

1. During the Commissioning Phase of a project a broad variety of tests can be required. Each test
plan will be developed, approved, executed and witnessed by various project team members

(suppliers, contractors, engineers, owner's representatives, certified consultants, local or other
goveruing agencies, etc.). Definition and co-ordination of these efforts at an early stage will help

standardise the documentation, avoid unnecessary delays, and avoid unexpected costs at later

stages ofthe project.
2. If the commissioning effort is used to support the subsequent validation effort, then the

validation leader must provide input on the testing and documentation procedures.

3. Availability of resources is ofteu the cause of project delays during the Commissioning Phase-

The allocation of resources for reviewing documentation, as well as for executing the testing, is

ensured by building a test plan for these efforts into the overall project plan.

9.3 TEst Procedures
(Performance) Testing which is performed during the Commissioning Phase must be designed to

demonstrate that a system or item or equipment has been constructed to aud will perform

according to its design criteria, (e.g., functional tests and performance tests):

Testing:

- Fluid flows (e.g., CHW or LTHW)

- Pump or Fan duties
- Alarm tests
- Valve tests (stroke, let-by and authority)
- Emergency power tests
- Software unit i module tests.

Performance Tests:

- Clean Room particle counts
- Clean room temperature and %oRH stability tests
- Sequence ofoperation tests
- Safety and other interlocks
- Power down/power up.

Each test can be individually prepared, approved, executed and witnessed by a variety of project
participants. With a well-developed test plan, the Commissioning Leader can effrcieutly compile and

re-enforce the results for inclusion in the final project documentation.
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10 Training

The purpose of Commissioning training is to ensur€ that all persons (employees, contractors,

consultants, suppliers and others) involved in the commissioning activities can perform their
duties safely and within project procedures and guidelitres. Training instructions should only be

giveu by experienced and qualified personnel.

These training activities should be scheduled to take place before or at the time of operational
testing of the systems or equipment. The content of the training material as well as the quality
and the level of training required should be determined by the project team trainiug. All training
materials and written records of attendance should be retained. A training co-ordinator and a

formal system of notilication of training requiremeuts are recommended to help reduce schedule

conflicts, especially for personnel who may be working on other equipment or systems. Agrcement

should be reached with the end-user's training co-ordinator whether training materials (curricula,

attendauce records, etc.) should become part of the Commissioning deliverables.

Training deliverables may be required to conform to CGMP requiremeuts, depending on the nature
of the equipment, system or facility being commissioned and the commissiouing strategy. Relevant

regulatory requirements, especially CGMB and EPA (Eur Pharm. Ass.) requirements should be

communicated as part of the trainiug program. Training programs should take accouut of the

commissioning resources and the end-user's maintenance and operational groups. Training courses

that may be included, are given in table 17.

Table 1 7. Training Courses suitable for commissioning

Course Topic ggmmi5signing leam

*
g
IE
il
I
m
m

End-User croups

CGMP OvervieW-

Test incident/deviation management

Engineering change management

Good Documentation Practices

Documentation handling practices

Personnel safety

Security

Equipment, instrument, and

computer use and maintenance

- CGMP Overview training rcquirements will depend on whether the equipment, system or facility, will be validated.

Ifso, the Validation Leader must be consulted to determine the course content and instructors' qualifications

Responsibilities for end-user trainiug instruction and record keeping are usually shared with the

end-user's training co-ordinator and follow the end-user's training program requirements for
format, coDtent, atteudance records, etc.

11 Turnover

The commissioning schedule should include a Turnover strategy - also known as 'hand-over' or
'transfer of responsibility', and this should be determined early duriug the planning stages of the
project Commissioning Plau. The type of Tlrruover Strategy is determined by the size and complexity
of the project, as well as the schedule constraints. Small and less complex projects can be covered by
a 'one-time'turnover of all systems and documents at the end of the project.
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Larger, more complex projects with tight schedule requirements usually have a turnover involving
a system of increasing steps over a period of time. This type of incremental turnover allows the

construction and Commis5isning Phases to be accomplished without the ueed for an excessive

amount of manpower. The sequence of turuover should allow critical systems to be completed early.

The actual turnover of documentation for a large fast-track project may be planned to hasten the

system's physical completion for early turnover, so that qualification and validation can proceed

while the documents are being prepared for turnover.

Any other strategies for turnover must also be established early in the Commissioning Plan.

Examples:
- The type of security measures to be implemented during commissioning.
- The amount of control the team will have over the actual testing, witnessing and documentation.
- The monetary value to assign to the completed turnover packages in the contractor schedule of

values to help expedite their completion.

These items are important to how easy or diffrcult it becomes to manage the plan and can have a

significant impact on the overall schedule.

Commissioning Plan Close-Out

A fiual written Ttrrnover report summarising the Commissioning Plau should be prepared.

This report should include:
- all aspects of the Plan from approval through to execution, documentation and turnover;
- highlights ofany areas ofcoucern or deviatiou from original Plan;

- explanation of the signature authority / functions of personnel involved;
- explanatiou ofany changes in key persounel;
- approval signatures and signature explanations.

This report is the formal close-out of the Commissiouing Plan.

Validation Commissioning Documents (vcD)

This chapter presents a checklist approach for facility Validation.

The Validation Commissioning Document contains a simple checklist that is prepared by the
validation contractor and approved by the pharmaceutical company. The checklist is divided into a
number of sections- Each section lists many related types of documentation and seruices. Tasks

required for individual items of equipment are checked. The following lists are examples that
identify the sections and some of the tasks that the Validation Commissioning Checkiist should

include:

General Documents
- Specifications
- Purchase Order
- Engineering Documentatiou
- Process Flow Diagrams (PFD)

- Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&ID)

- Operation and Maintenance books Warranties.
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Construction I lnstallation I Certification Documents
- InstallatiouRequirements
- Quality Staudards

- QA/QCReports ftom Suppliers/Sub-contractors
- MaterialCertificatiou
- Welding Procedure

- Welding Inspection
- Weld Map
- Noise Data Sheets.

Testin g and Commis sioning Activities
- Factory Acceptance Testing
- Site Acceptance Testing
- As-Built Drawings
- Air Balance Report
- Duct Pressure Test

- Filter Certification
- Testing for Power Cables
- Motor Rotation Verification
- Ground Continuing Testing.

Equipment
- Component Listing
- Spare Parts List
- Lubrication List
- Motor List
- Single I ins dixgsam
- Motor Wiring Diagram.

lns trum e ntati o n I C alib r a ti o n
- Instrumentationchecklist
- CalibrationProcedures
- CalibratioD Certificates with Tfaceability.

Computerised Systems

- Qudrty Program Software Development standards
- Functioualspecification
- Flow diagrams
- Source Code

- Pseudo-code

- Programming books
- Annotated Ladder Logic
- Control Panel Hardware and Set-up Document
- I/O Rack Address Verification
- Component Location Verification
- Automatic Valve Operation Check

Training
- FactoryTfsining
- Site training
- Certificates of Completion.
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When filling the Validation Commissiouing Checklist, the validation contractor refers to:
- The engineering design specifications
- The owner acceptance criteria
- The regulatory authorities guidelines.

Example: If a specification indicates the requirement - SA-240, Grade 316L Stainless Steel - then the
Checklist Section 2, Construction/Installation/Certificatiou, is checked and reference made to
'Material Certification'.

After completing the checklist, it is circulated to the owner's project manager for approval. After
approval the checklist is distributed to the construction manager and the suppliers/contractors.

Example of one section of the validation Commissioning Document

VATIDATION COMMTSSIONING DOCUMENT (VCD)

VCD Number:
Equipment Number:
Description:
Material Order Number:

vcD 001

2002-74-74
Spin Drier
MJF 2002-0011

Date:
Revision:

Protocol:
Page:

MAY 13,2002
01

sP 2002..01

4

Section 3:

Testing and Commissioning Activities Sub- !Suppliel Owner
contractor:

lComments

l

__)**_*"
l
IFactory Acceptance Testing (FAT)

FAT Methodology in Bid Package

Approved FAT Procedure xl
rAr AcceltTce_

Tester CV'S

Dye Leak Test Report

Start-up Procedure Data Sheet

Site Acceptance Testing (sAT)

Approved SAT Procedure

SAT results x

Testers CVs
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Installed Set-point / Operating Data Document
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14 Conclusion

Validation is an all-inclusive activity. validation needs to be integrated ftom beginn6g to end.

Iustead of commissioning becoming a stand-alone qualification for systems cousidered to be non-

critical, an evaluation should be made to determine how a better fit can be achieved between the
Process of Commissioning and the Process of Validation. The important documents that are

required for validation are needed even if their role is modffied to incorporate the work of the
suppliers, coutractors or installers. All systems, whether on not they come into coutact with the
product, need to be qualified. Even if that qualification is only simple IQ and OQ. Together

commissioning and validation can make this happen in the most sensible and appropriate way.

A commissioning program that is well planned and executed will facilitate the validation process,

accelerate start-up, enhance documentation aud ensure that the pharmaceutical product is produced

in a CGMP compliance facility. Through co-ordination of the testing, repetition of work between

related commissioning and qualification activities can be minimised, thereby reducing costs.

Commissioning identifies the shared responsibility and co-ordination that should be performed by
participation between suppliel contractor and owner. Proper planning, execution and documentation

of commissioning can be of great benefit to a successful validation effort if it is in a form consistent

with the rcquirements of CGMP and quality.
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Part 17

Qualification in Validation

Qualification

1.1 Purpose
This part is inteuded to provide a high level overview of qualification practices that are required

for equipment/processes/systems/facilities which can have a direct impact on the essential quality
of the product. Direct impact systems are covered in detail in Part 9 of this book.

In process validation, the IQ, OQ and PQ are the major qualification activities of pharmaceutical,

medical devices, active pharmaceutical ingredients, cosmetics and allied products. The specific

features of each of these qualification stages are treated separately in this part. An introduction
will be given to the other qualification steps, i.e., Design Qualification, Mrintenance Qualification
and Closure Qualification activities.

7.2 Introduction

Qualification for direct impact systems is performed to provide assurance that these systems have

been properly designed, installed, and tested according to pre-determined acceptance criteria.
Direct impact systems are subject to qualification practices which involve precise review control

and testing against specifications and requirements, which arc necessary for compliance with
Cuflent Good Manufacturing Practice.

Assurance is based ou assessment of those installation and operational characteristics and

parameters, which have the potential to affect product quality. Successful qualification is the
foundation for successful process validation. To achieve a successful and streamlined qualification

effort, a comprehensive plan which links the elements of Good Engineering Practice and Commissioning

phases of the project, with the qualification phases of the project, should be prepared. The

approach should be well structured, with testing that is based on scientific rationale, designed in a
manner that is easily traceable usiug a pre-planned documentation system.

1.3 QualificationRationale
The global target of the qualification rationale activity is to be able to present a systematic

approach iu determining which direct impact systems will require additioual documentation
beyoud Good Eugineering Practice and good business practice. This explanation can also provide

an overview and reason for the testing that is required. The resources required can also be evaluated

after testing is properly identified. The test methodology and specifications (i.e. acceptance criteria)
are specilied and recorded in the relevant qualification Protocol(s).

The basis of the qualification rationale can be derived from the impact and component assessment

(Part 9). Information from the Enhanced Design Review (Part 14) can sometimes be used to support
the qualificatiou ratiouale. Generally, the qualification rationale is included itr the Validation
Master Plan (VMP, Part 8). Separate qualification rationales may also have to be prepared, with
separate protocols for different parts of a complex process/system, depending on factors such as

size of the project, type of impact, documentatiou management, procedures and compauy policies

(see figures 54 and 55).

The V-Model (figure 53) shows the relationship between the User Requiremeuts aud Design

Specifications, which are prepared to meet them and the levels of testing performed at each phase

of the qualificatiotr. The level of Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT) should be included in the OQ Test

Plan and Pre-delivery Inspection (PDI) should be include the IQ Test Plan.
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User Requirements
(i.e. What)

Functional Design
(i.e. How as schematic)

Design Detail
(i.e. How to make)

Figure 53. The basic relationships ofthese qualification stages lQ, oQ and PQ

- PQ is to veriry the User Requirements and will usually challenge the total system (all components
working together) for both direct and indirect impact.

- OQ verifies the functional requirements of an individual component or individual system.
- IQ verifies the construction and installation.
- FAT are operational tests and as such should contribute to OQ where practicable.
- PDI is a construction check and should contribute to IQ where practicable.

For some equipment, the construction and operation can be checked at the suppliers, thereby

leaving only the inspections that are directly related to the site installation aud the testing
involving the integration with other equipment and systems at the user site. This is the point of
progression to IQ and OQ.

The allocation of responsibilities will depend on the project and the contract strategy involved,
(i.e., coutractor design/build, in-house design/build) but in geueral:
- The participation and direct involvement of the end user is greatest at the top of the V-Model

where PQ makes the main contribution to Process Validation.
- Normally the end user is responsible for the Qualificatiou (in its broadest sense).

- Both the supplier and other contractors may be involved in the implementation.

VALI DATION (MASTER) PLAN

System Quallf ication Rationale

System Qualification Protocol lQ

PROCESS VALIDATION DOCUMENTATION

E.g. SOPs, Training Records, Cleaning Validation
Analytical Procedures, Validation Batches, etc.

Figure 54. For a Small Single System Project, the relationship

between the documentation for the validation study,

i.e., VMP, Qualification Rationale, Qualification
Protocols (lQ,oQ,PQ, are shown

For a siugle piece of equipment or a small

system, all the requiremeuts may be

compiled in a single document - the

Validation (Master) Plan, with a single

rationale and respective protocols.

However, for a complex project consisting of
many integrated components/equipment/
systems, it may be well advised to separate

the requiremetrts into several plans for easier

management of the documentation and more

flexibility with the rationales and protocols,

as shown in figure 55 (next page). The resulting

smaller documents can be very flexible and

allow easy changes, but may result in more change management and approval work. Large single

documents that cover a variety of systems, may result in fewer approval rounds and less change

management, but would lead to less flexibility and more difficult change management. The

decisiou will usually be based on the change control aud documentation mauagement advantages

and is a decision for each individual company.

PQ

oQ
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VALIDATION (MASTER) PLAN
Stratag,b Plart for Qualification and

Process Validation

What, Why,.Who for eacb sptemSystem I
Qualiflcation Rationale

System lQ

Qualiflcation n^Protocol vY

System 2
Quallfl catlon Ratlonale

System lQ

Qualification ^AProtocol \rv

PQ Ratlonale

PQ

,, ,,,,,, 
For each s/stem

How, Acceptance Criteria and PQ results
for syste ms wor klng, to$ether

What, Why, Who for
systems that work to*ether

Figure 55. For a complex project consisting ofmany components and systems, the relationship berween the documentation for
the validation study, i.e., uuq Qualification Rationale, Qualification Protocols (IQ,OQ,PQ) are shown. The rationale

for the qualification activity ofeach impact system is given and the corresponding Quaiification Protocols

Figure 54 is an example of a small single system project. All the requirements may be compiled
into a single documeut Validation Plan or Validation Master Plan (or even called a Validatiou
Protocol - however, to prevent coufusion this term should be avoided).

7.4 Validation Master Plan (vMP)

The Validation Master Plau (VMP) is a critical, high level document of essential importance particularly
for larger scale projects that contain multiple conponents aud systems, and is also useful for even

quite small scale projects. The project team uses the VMP to establish an umbrella validation plan
for the entire project and as guidance for resources and technical planning. The features of the
Validation Master Plan relating only to Qualification phases are outlined generally in this Part, as

more details are given in Part 8 of this book.

The VMP is used as a guidance document in Qualification and should outline and include:
- The strategy to be used for Qualification and Commissioning of the equipmeut, system or facility.
- The interrelationship of the Qualificatiou activity with the Commissioning activity.
- The positiou of the Impact Assessment Process and Qualification.

The VMP is the main document that presents the approach to testing and documentatiou required
to satisry the regulatory authorities. The aim should be to prepare and approve this document during
the planning stages of the project before Commissioning and the Qualificatiou study as this will to
bring structure to the verification of tQ/OQ/nQ. The planning and execution of Qualification are

sub-parts of the VMP. With respect to qualification practices, issues which the VMP addresses,

might include:

Qualifi c atio n Rationale
- An outline ofthe approach in assessing the qualification efforts.
- Determi:ring the extent and boundary limits of the qualification effort.

Listing of equipment, controls and systems:

- A list should be made of the equipment, controls and systems as this is the building block of the
VMP and makes the exteut of the project clear.

- This list serves as the basis from which links can be established in order to develop a project
plan, and resource requirements can be assessed.
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Direct and lndirect lmpact analysis
- The list of equipment, controls and systems is used as basis for performing a direct or indirect

impact analysis including criticality and complexity.
- The classification of direct or indirect, should be clearly outlitred and supported by scientific

rationale.

Sequence ofTesting
After completing the equipment list and the impact assessrtreDt, a detailed schedule can be prepared

with as objectives:
- An analysis to determine the optimum sequence of testing on a system-to-system basis, as well

as the relationship between systems and their supporting utilities must be determined.
- To ensure that procedures .tre implemented that incorporate already established good engineering

and relevant documentation practices to support the qualification efforts and to minimise
duplication of activity.

- The sequence of testing of a new or modified equipment, system or facility should integrate the
qualification activity with the overall construction, Commissioning and start-up schedule, so

that maximum advantage is taken of the supplier's or contractors possibilities and relevant

documentation practices.

D o cumentation re quirements

- VMP is an executive document, it should not be overloaded with specific details; these are better
coutained in the lower level individual documents.

- vMP should outline the documentation requirements for the project.
- Qualification actiyities should include and must be supported by a comprehensive document

management system.
- VMP should identify key roles and responsibilities through the life of the project.

1.5 QualificationProtocols
Details of contents and requirements Protocols for Iustallation Qualificatiou, Operational Qualification
and Performance Qualification are covered separately in this part of the book. The term 'system'

will be used frequently as a short form for'equipment/process/system/facility'which may be involved

at any stage in the manufacture of the marketed product or intermediate-stage product.

Qualification Protocols are individual detailed documents that describe the system under consideration,

the testing plans, the acceptance criteria and the test results that ensure that a system is installed
and operates in accordance with pre-determined specifications.

All activities that are critical in nature and can affect the operatiou, safety of the equipment and its
operator(s), processing parameters and quality attributes ofthe product, should be included. A dtect
impact system requires a Qualification Protocol. The protocols should be prepared as early as possible

in the project, although this may not always be possible.

Items in a Qualification Protocol may include:

System Description
- This is a general descriptiou of the system, its components, its designed unit operation functional

capabilities, critical functions, and the bouudaries ofthe system(s) covered by the protocol.

D o cumentation D eliv er able s

- This is a list of the supporting documentation that should be delivered as part of the completed

qualification package.

- May include drawings (e.g. P&ID,

maintenance procedures, reports,
packages, etc.

As-build, wiring diagrams, etc.) and books, Preventative
calibration records, turn-over documents, supplier test
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Testing Requirements

- This is a description of the testiug requirements and challenges, testing sequence, and testing
methodology.

- May include items as records and verification of the installation process, verification of installation
and operational function procedures and records, instrument testing and calibration records,

pre-requisite Commissioning requirements, etc.

Forms for Documenting Results

- The protocols should contain the format aud templates in which pertinent data is collected and

recorded.
- Raw data may be recorded within the protocol itself, or within the protocol, confirmation can be

given that required activities have been performed which were not in the protocol - i.e., thar

relevant testing has been completed, results documented, analysed and accepted as meeting
specified requirements.

- The format for collection or verification of testing data should allow space for the execution

date and identificatiou of the responsible persons at i.uspection verification points throughout
the protocol.

Acceptance Criteria

- The required result for each ofthe specified tests should be described.

- Sufficient detailed information should be included to enable an evaluation of pass or fail to be made.

Deviations
- The protocol should address all pertinent deviations that occurred duriug the qualification phases

ofa project and describe the corrective actions aud results.
- A procedure for handling deviation/exceptions should be established.

1.6 EnhancedDocumentation
Euhanced documentation is the term used to describe the high level of document managemeut

that is necessary to achieve a successful validation. This is one of the most significant (regulatory)

requirements of the overall validation exercise. Documentation is covered in detail in Part 7 of this
book, but the following are examples of points that should be achieved by the documentation for

Qualification phases:

- Must have predetermined specificatiou aud acceptauce criteria.
- All activities must have a written Standard Operating Procedure to ensure that they are performed

the same way every time to ensure reproducible results.
- Standard Operating Procedure must be written for all activities to ensure that they are performed

the same way every time aud ensure reproducible results.
- Documents are required to be generated, reviewed, approved and archived because they are

associated with direct impact systems.

- Documents must provide an audit trail as to who approved tasks to be performed, who executed

the work, when it was performed and who approved it upou completion.

Documentation is an area that offers significant opportunities for avoiding the duplication of
effort. Activities performed aud documented as part of Commissioning can be used to support the

Qualification exercise, if they are managed properly.

7.7 GreaterEnd-userParticipation
To avoid unsuccessful production start-up there should be adequate participation by the
supplier/contractor and end-users and they should be kept abreast of developments throughout
the project. The term 'user'will be used here to mean 'end-user', client, customer or purchaser, i.e.,

the parfy that is inteuding to use the validated equipment, system, process of facility to mauufacture

the marketable product.
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1.7.1 SupplierParticipation
Suppliefs potential to contribute towards qualifying a direct impact system has increased substantially

in recent years, as many who have developed internal quality practices and procedures facilitate
their contribution to the overall qualification effort.
The qualification process would be significantly streamlined if the user could inform the supplier
of his expectations, in terms of testing specifications, records and deliverables, before placing

the order.

Valuable points to be considered aIe:

Supplier Aud.it

- Results of supplier audits conducted at the beginn6g of the project: it is useful to evaluate the

supplier's ability to deliver a quality system; this may form the basis for supplier selection.
- Audits are opportunities to clearly ideutiff the requirements/expectations ofthe user and obtain

information which could support the qualification efforts. This could avoid or minimise
duplication in the user's qualificatiou effort later.

Supplier Documents

- These can be obtained by the user as records of system definition, system configuration, and

applicable system testing as verification against the purchase specifications.
- The supplier's documentation can be used to support the qualification, if the elements of the

user's specifications are defined early enough for them to be included.

Factory Acceptance Testing (at the supplier's site)

- Should be conducted and documented, whenever appropriate, to support the qualification efforts.
- Should be performed to challenge the systen, to best simulate actual production conditions at

the user.
- Should include troubleshooting aud problem resolution of the system before shipment-
- Should be aimed at a higher level of assurance that the system will meet specifications and

function properly upon delivery.

1.7.2 Periodic design review

The eud-user should be appropriately defired, to include management through operational personnel,

and other functional areas. The end-users are an integral part of the team and their involvement as

early in the project as possible will lead to faster decisions aud solutions at earlier stages of the

overall process. During the project life cycle, it is essential that the end-user reviews the design

and provides input to changes as necessary. The success of the project is highly dependent upon

end-users clearly defining their needs aud requirements, aud so keeping the changes to a mininum.
As the system is installed, fias-runing is usually required to satisry the end-user's needs. The chauges

should be made as early as possible so as trot to impact project schedule and time.

1.7.3 Training
Training addressing overall qualification requirements and practices and its regulatory significance

is a critical part of the Qualification Process, aud should be administered to personnel a) in those

functions that will participate in the qualification activities, and b) who will complete documentation

directly supporting qualification activities.
Documentatiou of the training contents and records should be maintaiued of personnel to whom
training was admiuistered.

1.8 Additional Testing
There is no regulatory requirement for how much testing should be performed but it must be

appropriate for the qualification of systems that have a direct impact on product quality. The 'rule

of thumb' for product related qualification and validation is that testing must be performed to
show reproducibility in at least three trials runs, but this is not directly applicable to qualificatiou
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tests and checks. For sone tests one successful trial is acceptable, whereas for others reproducibility
in multiple trials may be required. The need to challenge the range of intended use of the system
may be present. The Qualification Protocol should detail the number of tests performed as well as

any justifications. Quality Assurance approval of the protocol will indicate agreement with the
testirg plan. Obviously, the ideal testing plan will be developed based on the use of the system and
risk of failure. The Qualification Protocols must contain these test plans or refer to them.

Installation Qualifi cation

2.7 Introduction
The main objectives of this chapter are to:
- Provide an overview ofthe Installation Qualification process.

- Describe the types of activities that occur and the specific documentation needed for the
Installation Qualification proce ss.

- Describe how Installation Qualification fits into the overall Qualification process.

- Describe how Installation Qualification can be integrated in the Commissioning process.

This Guide defines Installation Qualification as documented verification that all aspects of
equipment, component, utility, or facility that can affect product quality, conform to approved

specifications (e.g. construction, materials) and are correctly installed. It is the process of checking/
veriffing the installation to ensure that the critical components meet the approved (design)

specifications and that they are installed correctly.

Only direct impact systems are required by the authorities to be subjected to Installation Qualification-
Installation Qualification must have QA approval and thereafter, chauges will require quality assurance

review and approval yia a formal Change Control Procedure.

The Installation Qualification is linked to the detailed design for Direct Impact Systems, veriffing
the construction and iustallation of the equipment, utility or facility.

2.2 Purpose of IQ
The purpose oflnstallation Qualification is to establish that:
- the critical components are installed correctly and in accordance with the requirements of the

design documentation (i.e., specifications, purchase orders, contract, offers etc.);
- supporting documentation is in place and of suitable quality; and
- instruments are calibrated.

Note that calibration is a support program for qualification, and could also be verified at the start
of OQ before beginning testing. It is essential that the critical instruments should be calibrated before

performing any qualification testing.
The purpose of au approved IQ Protocol is to record the checks and verifications for critical
compoueDts in Dtect Impact Systems.

2.3 Items Before Writing IQ Protocol
The following items should be completed before starting to write the IQ Protocol:
Impact Assessmenf - The impact of (aspects of) the system on product quality should have been
assessed and documented.
Component and Criticality Assessment (see Part 9) - This should be performed for the components of
the particular system. For some systems (e.9., a single piece of process equipment), this could be
performed before the IQ, or as part of the IQ document.
Design - Sufficient design details should be available, with all systems defined (iucluding detailed
P&IDs, where applicable).
Scope - The extent and scope of Commissioning and Qualificatiou Decessary (inspectiou, testhg, etc.)

for each system should be finalised.
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Schedule - For the milestone activities (of both wdting and executing the protocols) a schedule

should be available.

Team identification and responsibilities (see Part 5) - The scope, roles and responsibilities of the
project team, including contractors and suppliers, should be determined.
Responsibilities also include:
- who will write, review execute and approve the protocols;

- who will co-ordinate the IQ within the company; and
- who will verify that the test requfuements are completed.

Training (see Part 20) - The training ofthe validation team in the procedures used in IQ should be

complete.
Validation Master Plan (see Part 8) - Ensure that the IQ follows the overall Vatdatiou Master Plan.

Documents required for the overall qualification process (see Part 7) - During the systen's Desigu

phase and during the establishment of the design specifications, offers and contracts, decisions

should be made regarding the documentation deliverables required for qualification. These deliverables

should be verified during the IQ phase to ensure that the systems are consistent with the documentation.

Changes (see Part 19) - The QA change control procedure should be approved in order to control

any changes made during the IQ process. Also, any design changes should follow the overall

engiueering change management procedure, which should be in place.

2.4 Approach to htegrating IQ with Commissioning
Commissioning activities can be performed to provide supporting information required in Installation

Qualification activities. When integrating these activities in the project, it is critical to list and define

the overall scope of the tests and verifications to be performed on the system before starting the

IQ or any qualification work. The list of these tests and verifications should be compared to the

requirements in the various purchase orders and contracts that will be placed for the given system.

Careful considerations must be given to tests that may be performed as part of Pre-Delivery

Inspection (PDI), Factory Acceptauce Testing (FAT), and Commissioning, aud the ones which do NOT

cover the qualification requirements, as these requirements may be different. After the scope of
both the Commissioning and qualificatiou of a system has beeu defined, the scheduling followed

by the executiou of the activities can be performed. Example of Commissioning integration with IQ:

- At the supplier's site equipment and instruments can be verified (manufacture, model number,

materials of construction, etc.) during a Pre-Delivery Inspection (PDI) or Factory AccePtance

Testing (FAT). If these items are not modified or dismantled in any way for delivery/transport,

these checks (if properly documented) can be used to support the qualification activities, and

would not have to be repeated during the user IQ program.
- Some firms use the IQ and OQ Protocols as 'check sheets' duriug the Commissioning phase.

These results cau save time when the actual IQ and OQ are performed, as many activities need

not be repeated.

2.5 Documentation Required to Write the IQ Protocol
At this stage of the process, there is an abundauce of engineering iuformatiou and documentation

available to write the IQ Protocol. These documents can be appropriately planned, created, organised

and authorised, to be an integral part of the qualification support documeutation for Direct Impact

Systems. The following documentation are typically required to write an IQ Protocol per system:

- Validation Master Plan (VMP)

- User Requirements Specification (URS)

- Supplier Drawings and Specs, books
- Purchase Orders and Contracts
- Mauufacturer's Data Sheets, service books
- Process Description
- Piping and Instrumentatiou Diagrams
- Equipmeut List
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- System hardware/software specs

- Instrument List: process equipmeut
- Spare Parts Hst
- Supplier's Equipment Operations book.

2.6 Organising and Writing the IQ Protocol
There is no standard IQ Protocol style or format- Contents are dependent on the scope and will vary

between companies and between contractors. IQ Protocols should be written in accordance with
and supported by a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP).

The following are examples of typical contents (briefly described) of an IQ Protocol:

Title Page

Identifies the IQ Protocol, contains the name of the responsible engineering group, user group,

equipment/system make, model No., installation site, revisiou level and date, author(s) uame(s) and

project identification No.

Approval Page

Contains space for signatures, date, approval by the various groups. Review and approval of the
initial and final document should be performed by both engineering and quality departments as a

minimum. Approval of the protocol is needed both before and after it is executed.

Scope

Provides a brief overview of the equipment/system functious that will be tested itrcluding reference

to related peripheral equipment, documeuts and associated computer systems. Example of statement:
'This IQ Protocol will be performed ou the ABC equipment/system located at the XYZ Co. This protocol

defiues the methodologies and documentation that will be used to evaluate the equipment/system
for installation in accordauce with the supplier's and user company specifications and intended use.

Success on completion of this protocol will veriff that the equipment/system meets the specified

requtements'.

Objectives

Brief statement otr the purpose/background and target of the IQ. E.g. to provide documentation
which demonstrates that the equipment/system is installed with proper supporting components/

utilitiesi serrices.

Pre-requisites

Those actions that must be performed before begiuning the execution ofthe Protocol.

System Description

Brief Description of the equipment and/or process, the function it is intended to perform, and of
the system critical components. This may iuclude:
- List of specific equipment involved including equipment to be validated, support equipment, test

and measurement equipment-
- Componeut uame, description, model and serial number, the, location, tag numbers, supplier etc.

- A boundary description, normal operating range(s), limiting parameters (smallest/largest sizes)

and/or point to documents defining the boundary, Include calibration and GRR (gauge repeatability
and reproducibility) studies, as appropriate.

- Description of the controlled function (process or database) and the critical activities being
controlled by computer related system should be described.

- Euvironmental conditions (cleau room, bio-burden, temperature, RH), safety features, supplied/

needed installation conditions, functionality, utilities.
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Responsibilines

Specific personnel responsible for IQ preparation, review execution aud approval. Identify persons

and functional groups responsible for providing:
a. documentation that equipment/system meet the requirement;
b. equipment/system is in condition for routine production;
c. evaluating the data collected during the IQ and preparing summary report;
d. investigating deviations and responding;

e. reviewing and approving the completed protocol.

Qualifi cation Requirements (including Acceptance Criteria)

Acceptance Criteria should be selected carefully, based on what is important to the process, product

or material. It is not unusual for the design conditions for a particular system to be different (more

stringent) from the Acceptance Criteria stated in the Qualification Protocol.

P o st lnstallation Rev iew

For this section data sheets should be developed for the recording of the attributes that are

specified and expected versus those observed in the installed equipment or system during the
verification that the design criteria are met.

D o cumentation Re quirements

List of relevant documentation required to support the system may include (see chapter 2.8):

- Revision History: A historical record of changes to the document. tutinimup should be revision

numbers, dates and summary of the chauges for each revisiou.
- Final As-Builfs: Reference the drawing number, location, revision number and status of all applicable

eugineering drawings for the desigu and installation of the equipment/system.

DiscrepancylJustification and Corrective Action

All amendments and deviations must be adequately addressed and approved by all appropriate
individuals prior to proceeding to OQ.

References

List of the references, guidelines and specifications used in developing the IQ.

Utilities (examples)

- Power connected properly
- Air connected properly
- Incoming air filtered
- Water connected properly
- Ups required/added
- Air pressure correct
- Exhausted air/oil controlled
- Spent water controlled
- Incoming water treated filtered
- Surge tank required/added.

2.7 Approval of IQ Protocol - Before Execution
After the protocol has been written, it must be approved. This can sometimes be a time consuming

process and ways of streamlining include:
- Minimising the number of approvals required.
- Clariffing the review process with all parties early in the project.
- Collecting all comments from all parties on oDe master document.
- Implementing a simple review and approval project procedure.
- Instituting protocol commeut review meetings for all parties involved.
- Parallel circulation for approval and limiting the review time.
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Once the IQ Protocol has been approved, it is ready for execution.

2.8 Documents nequired to Execute the IQ Protocol
The documents which are usually required to execute an IQ Protocol include:
- P&IDs and drawings
- ItrstruBent List
- Material Certifications

Spare Parts List
Specifications

Qualification Test Itrstrumeuts List
Product Contact Materials Review

Calibration check (if performed during IQ)

Utilities Verification
Piping Installation Verifi cation
Record ofSignatures
IQ Protocol Template

As-Builts (P&IDs)

Equipment List
Installation check sheets

Change Parts List
Control System Verification
Serrrice/Maintenance requirements

Instrument/Control Devices Verification
Lubricants schedule

Equipment Verification
Software documentation validated
Data Sheets - to document results.

2.9 Training Before IQ Execution
A proper training programme has to be in place and implemented before IQ execution. Key factors

that should be included in training employees on a new system are:
- The purpose of the equipment/system
- Use of test equipment
- Applicable SOPs

- CGMP documentation trainiug.

AII training must be documented. Training requirements must be reviewed periodically.

2.10 Execution ofIQ Protocol
As the installation progresses, the IQ execution can start. The execution will involve comparison of
the installed system with the approved installation documents.

During construction, as sections of systems or whole systems are completed, they will be inspected,

and the results recorded in the IQ Protocol (template). The installation should be checked against
the coustruction drawings, to make sure that aU the relevant compoDents are properly installed. Any
deviations from the specificatious, including poor workmauship, should be recorded and evaluated.

Wherever possible, documented inspection (Pre-Delivery Inspection - PDD and testing (Factory

Acceptance Testing - FAT) of major system components or systems should be performed before

tratrsport to the delivery site. This allows a faster and more efficient remedy of any failings and
avoids schedule delays that could result from problems discovered on-site. Where such systems have

a direct impact on product quality, every effort should be made to incorporate the PDI aud FAT into
the Qualificatiou (IQ aud OQ respectively) effort, through the application of Qualificatiou practices

at the supplier's site. The PDI and/or FAT decision should be based on a cost/benefit analysis.
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2.11 Approval of IQ - After Execution
After execution of the protocol is completed aud deviations evaluated, post executioD approvau

acceptance is required. Generally this requires sign-off by the original signatories. Sign-off of the
executed protocol is acceptance that the system Installation Qualification is complete and that OQ

can proceed. IQ execution should be completed aud approved before starting the OQ. Exceptions to
this should be evaluated. For example, completion of the IQ may include gathering and updating
outstanding documentation which takes time, and which could have no direct influence on the

start of OQ. Ar assessment of the influence or OQ (i.e., modifications which may be found to be

needed) should be completed before starting OQ.

2.72 lQsrrmmary Report
When the installation phase of a particular equipment/system is complete, the hstallation Qualification
results should be reviewed. If it is considered necessary, a formal rcport may be prepared at this
stage but i1 lspain5 optional. If this is trot done, a report with details of the combined results of
either the IQ/OQ, or the IQ/OQ/PQ win generally be prepared at the completion of the equipment/
system qualification process.

2.13 IQ Schedule
Integrated time schedules should be developed with input from the coustruction and validation
project teans, and should be maintained and re-issued regularly. The schedule should include the
periods required for writing, reviewing, approving and executing each IQ, by system. In the early

stages of preparing the schedule, these sections of the schedule may be limited to one line item per

system.

2.14 Change Control During IQ Execution
For Direct Impact Systems, certain changes may affect qualification plans, tests or documentation.
Chauges to Direct Impact Systems should be assessed for potential impact and communicated to
the appropriate team members. Agreement should be obtained from the approval signatories

before implementatiou of the change. Before starting the IQ, aud throughout the life cycle of the
process, the engineerhg change management system should allow for the Quality Unit review and

iuput into changes when one or more of the following couditions occur:
- The change alters the Impact Assessment (i.e. it causes a formerly Indirect Impact System to

become a Direct Impact System or vice-versa).

- There is a fundameutal change in the design concept.
- There is a change iu the User Requirements Specifications (URS) or Functioual Specificatious.

During installation, problems that were not evident at the supplier may become evident, requiring
changes or modificatious. Such changes to equipment must be controlled and documented, and

added to the validation package. A review of the impact on the protocol/process must be documented.

A formal documented Change Control Procedure must be in place before the IQ study is initiated.

Operational Qualilication

3.1 Introduction
The main objectives of this chapter are to:
- Provide an overview of the Operatioual Qualification process.

- Describe the types of activities that occur and documentation that is needed for the Operational

Qualification Process.

- Describe how Operational Qualification fits in with the overall qualification process.

- Describe how Operational Qualification can be iutegrated in the Commissioning process-

Operational Qualification (OQ is a part of the final qualificatiou activities before Performance

Qualification begins.
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This Guide defines Operatioual Qualification as the documented verification that all aspects of
equipment, utility or facility that catr affect product quality operate as intended throughout all
expected ranges. It is the process of testing to ensure that individual components and systems

operate as specified, and how that information is recorded. As given earlier iD Part 9 ofthis guide,

only Direct Impact Systems or those causing non-compliance to govertrmental regulations are

required by the authorities to be subjected to Operational Qualification. Operational Qualification
is subject to QA approval aud thereafter changes will require quality assurance review and approval

via a formal Chaage Control Procedure. The Operational Qualifrcation relates to the Fuuctional

Design for Direct Impact Systems. At the execution level, the OQ process corresponds to the

Setting-to-work, Regulation and Testing requirements, which when performed within the restrains

of Qualification Practices will be the OQ. Involviag QA as early as possible in the OQ process has

the followiug advantages:
- Better understanding of the facility, processes, systems and equipment.
- Eusuring that appropriate documentation is generated, reviewed and approved on time.
- Establishing a partnership to ensure efficient hand over for qualification and commercial start up/

productiou.
- At the Commissioning stage, QA activities to support the OQ effort and/or eliminate duplication

during qualification activities.

3.2 Purpose of OQ

The purpose of Operational Qualification is to establish confidence, through documented testing,

that all critical components and Direct Impact Systems are capable of operating within pre-established

limits and tolerances. The OQ is performed on systems, which may consist of equipment, utilities
and/or facilities, in order to veflfy operatiou withitr specified parameters, such as temperature,

pressure, floW etc. Execution of the OQ involves testing parameters that regulate the process or
product quality. During the Operational Qualification testing, verffication of proper operation of
controllers, indicators, recorders, alarms and interlocks, is performed aud documented.

For each component within the system, the Functional Design Specification should address features

as the permanent recording, visual indication, design/specification range, normal operating range,

alert and alarm limits, and the functional inter-relatiouships of the components. All of these require-

ments should be verified during the OQ phase to ensure that they operate as plauned, and that the

requirements have been anticipated correctly.

The purpose of an approved OQ Protocol is to record the checks and verification performance of
equipment/utility/facility in Direct Impact Systems.

3.3 ltems - Before writing OQ Protocol
The items that should be completed before starting to write the OQ Protocol are the same as those

required before IQ, see chapter 2.3.

3.4 Approach to Integrating OQ with Commissioning
Commissioning activities can be performed to provide supporting information required in Operational

Qualification activities. When integrating these activities in the protocol, it is critical to list and define

the overall scope ofthe tests and verification to be performed on the system before starting the OQ.

Tests may be performed for Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT), Pre-Delivery Inspectiou (PDI), or be

performed at the supplier's site. If the activities have been performed according to regular qualification

practices, they will not have to be repeated at the OQ phase.

If the equipment or system can only be assembled on site, then the tests catr be performed as part

of the Commissiouing activities and should not have to be repeated at the OQ phase. Tests for
critical components (or Direct Impact Systems) that could not be performed earlier, would have to

be tested iD the oQ.
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Setting to work, rcgulation, testing of instruments, equipment, alarm, interlocks, sequences, etc.,

can be performed at various stages ofthe project and the results used to support OQ study.

3.5 Documentation Required to write the OQ Protocol
An abundance of engineering information and documeutation are available at this stage in the
process to write the OQ Protocol. These documents must be appropriately planned, created, organised

and authorised, to form an integral part of the qualification support documentation for direct
impact systems. The following are typically required to write an OQ Protocol:
- Validation Master Plan
. P&IDS

- Process Descriptiou
- Equipment Operations books
- Equipment List
- Alarm/IuterlockSchedule
- Supplier Drawings and Specifications
- References for local, national and itrternational codes and staudards
- FunctionalRequirement Specifications
- Standard Operating Procedures
- Instrument List
- Control System Operation books.

3.6 Organising and Writing the OQ Protocol
There is no standard OQ Protocol style or format. The coDtents are dependent on the scope and will
vary between companies and between coutractors. OQ Protocols should be written in accordance

with and supported by a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP). The following are examples typical
contents ofan OQ Protocol:
- Title Page: see chapter 2.6 (replace tQ by OQ).

- Approval Pcge: see sectiou 2.5 (replace IQ by OQ.
- Scope: see chapter 2.6 (replace fQ by OQ).

- Objectives: see section 2.5 (replace tQ by OQ).

- Pre-requisifes: Those aGions, which must be performed before the execution of the protocol begins,

e.g., training approval of SOPs, IQ effectively complete.
- System Description: see chapter 2.5 (replace IQ by OQ).

- Responsibiliries: see section 2.5 (replace tQ by OQ.
- Qualification Requirements (including acceptance criteria): see chapter 2.5 (replace IQ by OQ). Also:

Equipment must meet all of the operational challenge tests performed on the system over the
full operating range as defined by the specification. The OQ should clearly list all critical operating
parameters and their corresponding test functions.

- Qualification Test Equipment Instruments List: Include all critical measuring and monitoring devices

such as timers, pressure indicators, temperature sensors and any chart records that document
performance.

- )verall Operational Qualification TEst PIan:. Written description of steps with reference to procedures

and SOP used. Iustrument/Coutrol Devices Operational Qualificatiou. Verification of the proper
operation of switches, indicators, recorders, valves, etc. Alarms and Interlocks tests includiug
safety devices and alarms.

- OperationTesting: Actual test or system set up, described, photographed and/or diagrammed. Test

runs analysing unit operational functions (e.g. temperature, pressure, speed, rotation, flow volume,
handling, weight, timiug, etc.):
- Capacity Testing
- Radio Interference Testing
- Power Failure Testing
- Sequence testing.

- Test d.ata sheets: Sheets to document all testing. For data to be obtained (recommended) formats
or sheets to be used for recording or data gathering).
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:

| - StandardOperatingProcedures: SOPs that were used to perform the OQ.

i Operational Checks: The protocol is intended to veri$ that important aspects of equipmeut

i operation as related to the process (or database) being controlled, are checked.

i Modification Field Change Control; Results. A 'result section to be supported by the data.

, - Discrepancyllustification and Corrective Action; A description of any discrepanciesitest failure, and

i deviations encoutrtered during OQ testing, along with a description of the corrective actions

i t"ken, or the rationale for not taking corrective actions.

i att amendments and deviations must be adequately addressed and approved by all appropriate

i iodividuals prior to proceeding to PQ.

i Operational Qualification Summary: Conclusions may be optional. But a summary is needed

: b"sed on / supported by the'results'data.

1 - References: see chapter 2.6 (replace IQ by OQ.
1 Ma:rrial. List of specified material (consumables), identified by descriptiou, amount, batch(es) or

t lot number(s).

i - Post Installation Review: see chapter 2.5 (replace IQ by OQ.

1 Documentation Requiremenfs: see chapter 2.6 (replace IQ by OQ). See also chapter 3.8.

3.7 Approval of OQ Protocol - Before Execution
i After the protocol has been written, it must be approved. Sometimes, this process can be time

, consuming and ways of streamlining it are given in chapter 2.7 . lt is essential to:

, - Clariff the review process with all parties early in the project.
i - Limit the review time.
I Once the OQ Protocol has been approved, it is ready for execution.

3.8 Documents nequired to Execute OQ Protocol
, 6 completed and approved IQ Protocol is required before OQ can start on any given Direct Impact

i System. This approval can be given with restrictious on the OQ, and when this is done, a ratioual

i argument for the approval should be documented. For example, completiou of an IQ may have some

: outstanding documentation, which will take time to be updated, with no direct impact on the release

i of the OQ.

:

. The followiug documents are usually required to execute an oQ Protocol:

. - P&IDs

: - InstrumeDt List
: Cahbration check, ifdone during the OQ phase

i - Approved IQ Protocol

i - SOPs (operational)

i - Equipmeut List.

3.9 Training Before OQ Execution
A proper training program has to be in place before OQ execution aud its implementation can

streamline the overall OQ process. Key factors that should be included in training employees on a

new system are:
- The purpose of the equipment/system.
- How to operate the equipment/system correctly.
- How to ensure that the equipment/system is working properly.
- What action has to be taken when it's not workirg properly.
- What is required to keep it working properly (e-g. calibration, preventive maintenaDce proce-

dures, etc.).
- Change control training after the equipment/system has been qualified.
- Applicable SOPs.

All training must be documented. Training requirements must be reviewed periodically.
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3.10 Execution of OQ Protocol
OQ specifically tests each function of the equipment/system (e.g. uuit operatioual fuuctions,
specific equipment functional testing, etc.) to ensure that the intended tasks will be performed
when the system is properly adjusted and operated throughout the recommended aud allowed
operating ranges. These adjustments should have taken place during the Commissioning phase.

The OQ execution process provides an assessErent ofthe system operation. Its target is to confirm
that the system can be put though its operating steps, and that the key process parameters or
functions are checked to ensure that they are in compliance with the operating specifications.
The OQ will further define and then fix all the elements and process parameters that control the
variability / quality levels / consistenry ofthe process and affect the product/process outcome.

Once the results ofthe IQ execution have been reviewed and approved, the OQ execution can begin.

A review should be performed, to ensure that the installed system is ready for OQ. The review should

include items such as confirming that support systems operate correctly before turning on the equip-

ment (e.9. the electrical supply and emergency stop for a motor should be tested before it is operated).

Wherever possible, documented inspection (Pre-Delivery Iuspection - PDD and testing (Factory

Acceptance Testing - FAT) of systems or major system components should be performed before site

delivery. This allows a faster and more effrcient remedy of any failings and avoids schedule delays

that could result from on-site problem discovery. Where such systems have a direct impact on
product quality, every effort should be made to incorporate the PDI aud FAT into the Qualification
(IQ and OQ respectively) effort, through the application of Qualification practices. The PDI and/or
FAT decision should be based on a cost/benefit analysis. All critical instruEents must be calibrated
at this time.

3.1 1 Approval of OQ - After Execution
After protocol execution is completed and deviations evaluated, post execution approval/acceptance

is required. Geuerally this requires sign-off by the original Signatories. Sign-off of the executed

protocol is acceptance that the equipmeut/system Operational Qualification is complete and that
OQ can proceed.
OQ execution should be completed and approved before starting the PQ. Exceptions to this should

be evaluated- An assessment of the impact on PQ should be completed before startfulg PQ.

3.12 OQ Summary Report
Wheu the operational assessment phase of a particular equipment/system is complete, the
Operational Qualification results should be reviewed. If it is considered necessary, a formal report
may be prepared at this stage but this remains optional. If this is not done, a report with details of
the combined results of either the IQ/OQ, or the IQ/OQ/PQ win geuerally be prepared at the completion

of the system qualification process.

3.13 OQ Schedule

An integrated time schedule should be developed with input from the construction and validation
project teams, and should be maintained and re-issued regularly. The schedule should include
periods ueeded for writing, reviewing, approving and executing each OQ, by system. In the early

stages of schedule development, these section chapters of the schedule may be just one line item
per system. Timing of OQ execution may vary from company to company. Regardless of the timing,
when scheduling OQ writiug and execution, a systematic approach for operational testing can

optimise the project schedule. The critical operational criteria that require testitrg should be

identified before the equipment, utility or facility is used for production, aud the schedule planned

accordingly, in order to shorten the time durations.

To help ensure a smooth transition between IQ and OQ, and minimise the uumber of changes,

during IQ and OQ, which may or not be documented, it is recommended that all systems go through
au 'informal trial run phase' before OQ commences. This will avoid the effort and inconvenience of
discovering and reaifying basic problems within the context of a dosely controlled qualification

regime-
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3.14 Change Control During OQ Execution
For Direct Impact Systems certain changes may affect the execution qualification plans, tests or
documentation. Changes to Dhect Impact Systems should be assessed for potential impact and the
results communicated to the appropriate team members. A change can result in an Iudirect Impact
System becoming a Direct Impact System. Before starting the OQ and throughout the life cycle
process, the engineering change management system should also include proper QA involvement,
allow for review by QA and input into changes when one or more of the following conditions occur:
- The change alters the Impact Assessment (i.e., it causes a formerly Indirect Impact System to

become a Direct Impact System or vice-versa).

- There is a fundamental change in the design concept-

- There is a change in the User Requirements Specifications (URS) of Functioual Specifications.

A review of the impact on the protocouprocess must be documented. A formal documented Change

Control Procedure must be in place before the OQ study is itritiated. Agreement should be obtained
from the approval signatories before implementation of the change.

3.15 Typical Activities in the OQ Execution Phase

The following are sample activities that could take place during Operational Qualification.
Four common systems were chosen with specific examples for each: HVAC, Water for Injection, a
Process Tank, and an Autoclave. Each of these systems would be commissioned, which may be

based on standard or approved engineering tests. When these tests are managed within the regime

of Qualification Practices (including proper documentation), they may contribute to OQ.

TIVAC

- Alarm testing
- Room air velocity
- Air volume supply and return
- Fan RPMs and amperage
- Room temperatures
- Room pressurisation control
- Room temperature controls
- Relative humidity controls.

Process Tank
- Alarm/Interlocktesting

(temperature, level, etc.)

- Verifying operating parameters
(e.g. agitator speed)

- InstrumeDt fuuctionality
- Temperature control
- Pressure hold test
- Transfer testing
- Pump performance
- Water batch (to simulate integrated

system use)

- Batch weighing, using water
(mix, heat, cool, discharge).

Water for Injection
- Feed water flow rate verification
- WFI Still Operational check
- WFI Storage tank

(pressure hold, level contrcl, etc.)

- Distribution loop
(pres sure, temperature control)

- Steam Sanitization test
- Use point verification
- Capacity test
- Control system Operatioual test
- Alarm/Interlocktest.

Autoclave
- Empty chamber temperature uniformity
- Vacuum leak testing
- Alarms and Iuterlocks (e.g. High/Low jacket

pressure, door seal low pressure, etc)
- Control system (e.g. rycle step through, cycle

programmiug, printouts, etc)
- Filter sterilisatiou and integrity testing

verification
- Load capacity check with cleau steam

(depending how system boundaries are

drawn)
- Power loss testing
- Radio frequency interference testiug.
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Performance Qualification

4.7 Introduction
The main objectives of this chapter are to:
- Provide an overview ofthe Performance QualiEcation process.

- Describe the types of activities that occur and documentation that is needed for the Performance

Qualification Process.
- Describe how Performance Qualification fits into the overall Qualification Process.

- Describe how the Performance Qualification can be integrated in Commissioning process.

Performance Qualification pQ is the fitrd qualification activity before a validated status is claimed.

For many pharmaceutical grade utilities aud certain support systems, PQ is regarded as the final
qualification step. This book defines Performance Qualification as the documented verification that
all aspects of an equipment, utility, facility or system that can affect product quality, perform as

inteuded in meeting pre-determined acceptance criteria. Only Direct Impact Systems, or those

causing non-compliance to governmental regulations, are required by the authorities to be subjected

to Performance Qualification. Performance Qualification is subject to QA approval and as with the

IQ and OQ phases, changes made after the PQ stage will require quality assurarrce review and

approval via a formal Change Control Procedure. The Performance Qualification is linked to the

user requiremeut specification for Direct Impact Systems. Once the system (or systems) have gone

through IQ and OQ execution and have been approved/accepted, the PQ can be performed.

4.2 Purpose of PQ

For the production of pharmaceuticals products, semi-manufactured pharmaceutical products,

medical devices, cosmetics and allied products, the PQ integrates procedures, personnel, systems,

and materials to veri$ that the pharmaceutical/medical grade utility, environment, equipmeut or
system produces the required output. This output may be a commercially marketable item (packed

tablet, packed injection, medical device), a product contact utility (clean compressed air, WFI, etc),

sterilisation condition (autoclave, depyrogenation oven), or environment (HVAC system, isolator).

PQ ensures that the required quality level is achieved.

Performance Qualilication is intended as part of Process validation, and must not be confused with
performance of validated methods such as analytical methods; these are beyond the scope of this
book.

4.3 ltems - Before writing PQ Protocol
The PQ is the fiual step in the Qualification Process- The pre-requisites regarding system impact

assessments and compouent criticality indicated in earlier chapters IQ and OQ, are assumed to
have already been addressed, and therefore, will not be repeated here. A study ofthe items that are

required before writing the IQ and OQ should be performed as guide. The following items and

activities should be defined and completed before starting to write the PQ Protocol:

Scope

The extent ofPQ should be finalised. The Validation Master Plan should be referred to for defining
the scope ofPQ.

Schedule

The milestone activities of both writing and executing the protocols should be available. Of the
qualification phases, PQ executiou often involves the greatest amouut of time. Although the schedule

is not needed to write the PQ, the schedule should be viewed against the PQ document to ensurc that
sufficient time has been allocated for extended sampling, sample analysis, repetitive testhg, etc.
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Te am Identification and Responsibilities

The scope, role and responsibilities of all the project team, including all suppliers, contractors, and

users should be determined. Responsibilities also include:
- who will write, review, approve and execute the protocols;
- who will co-ordinate the PQ within the company, who will be responsible for sampling and analytical

testing;
- who will provide test instrumeuts, and who will veriry that the test requirements are completed.

This is particularly critical during PQ. For example the PQ may define a sampling plan which the
analytical lab cannot support. Plans may have to be made to sub-contract analytical testing to an

outside lab. Such a decision must be made well in advance of PQ execution activities.

4.4 Approach to Integxating PQ with Commissioning
At this point of the qualification process, the Commiss!6ning activities should normally be completed.

In the event that results obtained in performance testing in Commissioning can be used in support
of Performance Qualification, the qualification practices defined earlier in this book should be

followed.

4.5 Documentation Required to write the PQ Protocol
The following documentation is typically required to write a PQ Protocol:
- Piping and lnsffumentation Diagrams: The PQ should reference specific sampling points,

iustrumeutatiou, and equipment as indicated on the P&ID.

- User Requirement Specifications: The target of the PQ is to eusure that user requirements are met,

and not to qualiff the design. The user specification should be used in developing acceptance

criteria for the PQ phase. Note that this may be different from the desigu specification and the
equipment supplier specification. The user requirements may be less stringent than the design

specification.
- Relevant Regulations, Guidelines
- User Requirements Specifications (URS)

- System Acceptance Criteria: System acceptance criteria must be clearly indicated in the PQ

document. If separately available, the User Requirement Specifications for the equipment/system

should provide this information. Acceptance criteria are generally expressed as a ratrge for the
individuals and the average and the standard deviation, for samples that are taken at different
times or locations. The acceptance criteria should be tighter than normal routine test limits-
Depending on the equipment/system, acceptance criteria may be contaiaed iu the following
documentation (Ihis list is not complete, but gives an indication of typical referetrces for acceptance

criteria):
. Pharmaceutical Grade Water Systems:

Acceptance criteria for standard grades of water such as WFI and Purified Water are given in
the U.S. Pharmacopoeia (USP) and other industry references. Additionally, many firms have

grades of water, which are unique to their process needs. Acceptance criteria for these would
be given in company specifications.

- HVAC Systems:

Zoning Diagrams, (showing area classifications, room pressurisation), Industry Standards (such

as Federal Standard 209E). Additionally, many firms have internal specifications based on
process needs.

. Clean Compressed Gases (product contact):

Broad acceptance criteria are included in the USP. Most firms have internal specifications for
acceptance criteria for product contact gases.

- SOPs: The PQ document will reference specific SOPs to ensure that:
- the system is operating consistently;
. samples are taken correctly; and
. analytical procedures are followed. SOPs should not be repeated in the protocol document,

but the SOPs must be available to reference.
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4.6 Organising and ltlriting the PQ Protocol
There is no standard Performance Protocol style or format. Format and conteut will vary depending

ou the user, system(s), scope, and project. PQ Protocols should be written in accordance with aud

supported by a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP). The following are examples of typical contents

ofa PQ Protocol:
- Title Page: see chapter 2.6 (replace IQ by rQ).
- Approval Pcge: see chapter 2.5 (replace IQ by PO.
- Scope: see chapter 2.6 (replace IQ by rQ).

Pre-requisites: This includes listing of actions, which must be performed before the execution of
the protocol begins. Examples of pre-requisites may include the following:
. IQ and OQ are effectively completed
. All critical list items from IQ and OQ have been resolved
. Pertinent SOPs have been approved
. Training in pertinent SOPs is complete and documented.

Objectives: Describes the purpose of the PQ. Brief statement on the purpose/background and

scope of the PQ. Example of statement: 'To provide documentation demonstrathg that the
equipment/system performs with the proper componeuts and supporting services/utilities. To

veriry that the equipment/system and services meet the performance requirements of the user.

AII verification will be answered 'yes' or the exceptional condition will be documented and

investigated.'
System Description: Description of the equipment and/or process, and of the system critical
components. Includes:
. a statement how the identified unit should normally operate;
. description of any limiting paremeters of the equipment (e.9. bottle size such as smallest,

largest and most commonly used size, if appropriate).
References: see chapter 2.6 (replace IQ by fQ.
PQ 13sf PIan: The test plan should describe the specific testing to be conducted during the PQ,

the rationale for testing and specific acceptance criteria. Examples are given below:
. Pharmaceutical Grade Utility:

The test plan would generally consist of a detailed sampling plan for the duration of PQ testing,
aloug with the rational for the plan. Specific chemical/physical/microbiological acceptance

criteria should be indicated.
. AutoclavelDepyrogenation Oven:

The test plan would generally consist of a description of the load coufigurations, the number
ofrepetitive tests that will be conducted, a description ofhow heat delivery and effectiveness

will be monitored, and acceptance criteria.
. HVAC System:

The test plan generally consists of a detailed environmental monitoring plan uuder active

and inactive conditions for a specified time period and acceptance criteria. (Note: Some f,rrms

may place inactive testing in the OQ document).

Challenge Test Plan; PQ testing often includes an appropriate 'challenge' test to ensure that the

total system continues to meet process needs after it has been challenged. Challenging the

acceptaDce criteria is an important elemeut of PQ in order to ensure iucidental deviations do uot
have a critical impact on product quality. (For example, does the WFI system continue to
produce WFI meeting USP criteria after it has beeu shut down for a defined time period).

Record of Signarures

Responsibilities: see chapter 2.5 (replace IQ by lQ.
Test Equipmentflnstrument list: A listing of all test instruments used in execution of the PQ, aloDg

with a verification of calibration.
Test data sheets: see 3.6 (replace OQ by lQ).
Standard OperatingProcedures: see chapter 3.5 (replace OQ by eQ).

Qualification Requirements (including acceptance citeria): see chapter 2.5 (replace IQ by OQ. They

are primarily based on User Requirements Specifications (see V-model, figure 53).
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- DiscrepancylJustifrcation and Corrective Action A description ofany discrepancies/test failure, and

deviations encountered during PQ testing, along with a description of the corrective actions

taken, or the rationale for not taking corrective actions.
- References: see chapter 3.6 (replace OQ by eQ).

- Documentation Requirements: see chapter 2.5 (replace tQ by fQ. See also chapter 4.8.

4.7 Approval of the PQ Protocol - Before Execution
After the protocol has been written, it must be approved. The PQ document often receives the greatest

amount of scrutiny from the approval team. This often results in a lengthy approval process and

sufficieut time should be allowed in the project schedule for this. The methods described in the IQ

and OQ chapters (2.7 ar;d 3.7 respectively) for strcamlining this process are recommended. Once

the PQ Protocol has been approved, it is ready for execution.

4.8 Documents nequired to Execute the PQ Protocol
The following documeuts are usually required to execute a PQ Protocol. Several of these documents

have already been mentioned in the chapters 2 (IQ and 3 (OO as requirements for writing and

executing IQ and OQ:

- P&IDs.

- Approved SOPs for system operation and for operating test equiPment.
- Approved Sampling SOPs and Analytical SOPs.

- Method in place for analysis of all samples.

- Load Configuration Diagrams (for autoclaves, washers, ovens etc).

- Calibration Certificates (for process instrumentation and test instrumentation used in executing

the PQ.

4.9 Training Before PQ Execution
A proper training program has to be in place and its implementation before execution the OQ can

streamline the overall PQ process. Key factors that should be included in training employees on a

new system are:

- Analytical SOPs:

. Sampling
' Swabbing
- Analytical equipment (HPLC, TOC, etc.).

- Use of Test EquipmeDt
- Environmental Mouitoring (viables, non-viables, temperature, pressure, etc.)

- Handling of out-of-specification test results
- Chauge Control
- Applicable equipment/system SOPs

- CGMP documentation training.

All trainiug must be documented and the training requirements must be reviewed periodically.

4.10 Execution ofthe PQ Protocol
PQ execution will involve testing to ensure that the system performance consistently achieves the
acceptance criteria as defined iD the PQ document. This may involve testing over an extended

period of time, or it may involve repetitive testing. During PQ testing, it is vital that the system is

operated following approved SOPs, in order to ensure that after qualification the same performance

is achieved during routine operation. To ensure this, the team responsible for system operation

during PQ must be properly trained and the training documented. Actual PQ testing will depend on

individual process requirements. Depending on company practices, elements of the testing described

on the uext page may also be included in the OQ.
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p;amples of what PQ testiug can involve, include:

Filling Lines

PQ testing may involve the verification of the capability of the line to aseptically fill sterile vials
u5ing o growth prcmoting media (media fiIls). Testing may also involve the verificatiou that the

system can accurately fill sterile media at the design fill rate with a certain accuracy of the design

volume.

Steriliser

Testing will involve heat penetration studies to ver$ that the accumulated F0 GqU value is achieved

during the exposure period to the load. Kill cycles are generally verified using thermocouples and
biological indicators (autoclaves) or endotoxin challenge vials (depyrogenation ovens)-

Acceptance criteria should be clearly indicated in the PQ document. Deviations from acceptance

criteria should be recorded and evaluated. Failure to achieve acceptance criteria should be clearly

documented and evaluated. SOPs must be available for the evaluation and haudling of out-of-
specification test results.

4.11 Approval of PQ - After Execution
After PQ Protocol execution is completed and deviations evaluated, post execution approval is

required. Generally this requires 'sign-off' by the original signatories. Sign-off of the executed
protocol is acceptance that the equipment/system Performance Qualification is complete.

4.12 PQ Summary Report
At the completion of PQ, it is recommended to prepare a Summary Report to summarise the test
results and provide an analysis of the test data. A conclusion about the ability of the system to
consistently achieve acceptance criteria should be given in the PQ Report. The PQ Report may be a

stand-alone document (summarising the results of PQ testing only), or a single final report may be

written summarising IQ/OQ/PQ test results. Then it can be (part o0 the Fiual Validation Report.

4.13 PQSchedule

An integrated project schedule should be developed and maintained by the project teem - as indicated

earlier in this book. Scheduling of PQ is particularly critical. PQ testing is often the most time
cousuming of the qualification phases, and suflicient time must be allow in the schedule. The
project schedule must also take into account pre-requisites, which must be achieved before

execution of the PQ, (such as the Commissioning of all support systems, availabilify of SOPs,

system interdependencies, etc.)

4.14 Change Control During PQ Execution
A formal Change Control procedure must be used ifthere is a need to change:
- Specifications/AcceptanceCriteria
- Operating procedures
- Critical equipmeut
- Components ofa system that has already been subjected to fQ.

Changes must be implemented in accordance with QA Change Control SOPs. Each change should

be evaluated to determine if re-validation becomes necessary and to determine if notif,rcation of
regulatory authorities is required. AIso, the engineering change management system should allow
for Quality Reyiew and input into chauges when one or more of the following couditious occur:
- The change alters the Impact Assessmeut (i.e. it causes a formerly indirect impact system to

now be a direct impact system or vice-versa).
- There is a fundamental change in the design concept.
- There is a change iu the User Requirements Specifications (URS).
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During the IQ, OQ and PQ, problems not seen earlier may surface - requiring changes or modifications.

Such changes to the equipment, system or process must be controlled and documented and added to

the validation documentation package, with a review of its impact on the documented protocol/process.

Design Qualification - Maintenance Qualification - Closure Qualification, A Review

5.1 Introduction
This Chapter 5 is intended to present a brief description of a logical approach to the preparation

and execution of the Design Qualification (DQ), Maintenance Qualification (MQ) and Closure

Qualification (CQ. The position of these qualifications in the validation exercise is explained.

In its most complete form, the qualification phases of validatiou study comprise of six stages,

i.e., DQ, IQ, OQ, PQ, MQ and CQ. Iu most conventional validation presentations the most neglected

are the DQ, MQ and CQ. The stages are iu a sequential progression from the beginning of a system

until its end. Each stage is to be completed before the next starts. The explicit requirements and

specifications for each stage, except DQ and CQ, are to be specified and approved as part offormal
qualification acceptance of the previous stage. Thus, IQ depeuds on a completed DQ; OQ depends

on completed PQ; PQ on a completed OQ and MQ on a completed PQ. In DQ, the requirements and

specifications are to be developed as the system is being designed. In CQ, the requirements and

specifications should be prepared based on the system; a) just before closure, b) the nature of the

closure, and c) the planned disposal ofthe system after closure.

For the first four qualifications stages (design, installation, operatiou and performance) in validation,

a two-level approach is used to present a logical procedure for addressing each ofthese stages in a
Validation Protocol.

For an existing equipmeut/compouent that: a) is in place; b) has been purchased before the start of
a validation plauuing process; and/or c) is defined by recognised industry standards, one caD use a

verification approach to establish that the entity conform to its pre-existing requirements and

specifications. For new equipment/compouent, one that is: a) in the planning stage; b) does not

exactly couform to a recognised standard; or both a) and b), then one should use a validcrion

approach.

The USA-FDA has been willing to allow verificatiou in place of validation in certain areas in both

the proposed revisions to the CGMP for drugs and the recent changes applicable to the CGMP for
medical devices.

Qualification - Structural Hierarchical Planning

Using the above description, a Validation Study should be based on a Master Plan covering all facets

of validation from initial DQ, IQ, OQ and PQ to ongoing MQ and finally to CQ. For maximum
flexibility, a Master Plan should adopt a structural hierarchical approach that initia[y only requires

a detailed plan for DQ. As DQ is being completed, planning the IQ should be iu progress, and, shortly
after the Quality Unit (QU) - approved DQ report is issued (and before startiug any IQ action), the

formal IQ plan should the be finalised, approved and issued. Only then, should OQ be started.

Similarly, a detailed plan for OQ should be finalised as the IQ phase is completed, and the plans for
PQ can be finalised as the OQ phase is completed. However, although the initial detailed plan for
MQ would need to be fiualised and approved after the QU has approved the formal report. The MQ

plan would need to have provisions for periodic review and revision to let MQ follows trends aud

minor chauges. On the other hand the detailed plan for CQ need only to be prepared when the

existing equipment is to be taken out of service or significantly upgraded in a manner that would
impose the need for a full validation study on the upgraded equipment.

Finally, formal validation study plans should all consist of detailed qualification plans. Thus, the
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formal QU-approved reports issued or, in the case of Maintenance Qualification, the dynamic

QU-approved records establish validity of MQ at the time of QU approval. For new equipment/systems,
the formal reports should be Validation Reports in all cases. For existing equipmentisystems, the

reports for tle Design, Installation and Operational Qualification studies should be Verification Reports.

Except for the dynamic MQ stage, all phases are completed only when the formal QU-approved
reports are issued, properly distributed, and incorporated appropdately into the quality system.

This presentation will discuss the elemeuts needed in comprehensive Desigu Qualificatiou and
validation planning for both new and existing equipment, as well as Maintenance Qualilication
aud Closure Qualification for equipment.

5.2 Design Qualification (DO - General Equipment
In design qualification for equipment, provisions need to be made for including the site and
utilities requircments, and their specifications, as well as the equipment's impact on the overall
performance of the site's utilities (water, gases, electrical, steam, cooling water, etc.) and systems
(HVAC, exhaust, sewer, etc.).

Design Qualification - For Existing Equipment
For existing equipment, DQ is the process of veriSing that the equipment and its utilities being
validated, currently meet (or conform to) aU of the pre-determined specifications of the supplier or
manufacturer of the equipment, as well as any special company requiremeuts that were incorporated

into the equipment's purchasing order For equipment that has been modified and/or upgraded
since its original purchase, the DQ Protocol should include a provisiou for veriffing that the
modifications and/or the upgrades have not had a negative effect on the ability of the equipment
to meet its specification. The results of this verification should be a Desigu Verification approval

rcport that includes:
- detailedspecificatiou;
- how conformance was verified;
- the results ofthe verification process; and
- the specifications and requirements that need to be verified in the IQ phase for the proper

installation of the equipment.

A copy of this approval report should be made available to all involved in the tnstallation Qualification
phase of the protocol. Thus, DQ for existing equipment is of necessity, limited to verifying that the
equipment and its site comply with both the supplier's documentation and the other specifications
and requirements that were developed and approved by the user company.

If the equipment is found to deviate from the supplier's documentation or terms giveu in the
original purchasing agreement, then the impact of these deviations on the current fuuction of the

equipment, needs to be documented and justified. From this retrospective review of existing
equipment, a formal Design Verification report must be produced that documents the reviewer's
findings and the actual specifications of the equipment at the time of review.

Equipment which is found to deviate from its existing requiremeuts iu a manner, and is outside
approved tolerances ofthe equipment, should be suspended fiom use until:
- the equipment is brought into conformance or;
- an investigation confirms that the out of specification conditions have no negative impact on the

intended use(s) of the equipment.

In the latter case, verification will be needed to:
- note the instances where the equipment did not meet the existing requirements, but is still valid

for use; and
- set forth and justiff the company's own allowed tolerances for each instance where a given

parameter is out of its existing specifications.
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ln addition, the approved, formal equipment Design Verification report should address the requirements
and specifications for determining that the equipment is clean and/or acceptable for future use
following each usage, maintenance, modification or cleaning. Finally, the validation installation
team and their QU representatives should be given copies of the Qu-approved report and all
documentation required for the IQ phase.

Design Qualification - For New Equipment
DQ is more complicated for new equipmeut than for existing equipment. Ideally, DQ should be
completed before formal validation studies start, and provisions should be made for repeated
revision of the initial specifications and requirements based on information gathered while
preparing the DQ plan. Initially, after a decision is made to purchase equipment/system, the
appropriate Persons should combine to develop a set of critical requirements and specilicatious for
each of the componetrts involved. Simultaneously, the development of a Validation Master plan for
the project should be initiated.

For each piece of equipment to be purchased, the project team needs to submit a formal
'purchasing order'with a 'documented briefing'to suppliers of the equipment/system that either:
- have been qualified in a previous supplier audit; or
- claim to offer suitable equipment/systems, but have uot been previously qualified by the user/

purchaser. This 'briefing' should include a request for the current list of customers who have
similar equipment/systems.

After the order/briefing has been distributed aud a formal response/offer received for each component
on which a given supplier wishes to bid, then each proposal should be reviewed and its conformauce
to the Project team's requirements and specifications determined/verified. If noue of the suppliers,
offers meets all the requirements, then poteutial suppliers must be contacted aud, in collaboration
with them, the specifications and requirements must be re-evaluated, and a revised .briefing'issued.
It can be expected that this phase ofthe DQ process may need to be repeated several times before
the order and the suppliers' offers/proposals match acceptably. of the suppliers whose proposals
qualify' the top two or three best prospects are invited to demonstrate (a) comparable component(s)
and show some verification of their conformance to the requirements aud specifications in the
briefing.

when all evaluations have been completed, the project team should consider aud compare all
factors aud select the supplier with the most cost-effective complying proposal. Based on the final
'briefiug'and the supplier's proposal, a set ofacceptance specifications, tests, and acceptance criteria
must be developed and approved. After the list of 'Requirements and Desires' has been drawn up, a
statement in the formal Purchasing Order (PO), explicitly requires the supplier to accept the
'Requirements and Desires' as the user/purchaser's criteria by which the component will be
accepted- This must be drarnm up and seut to the proposed supplier along with the .Requirements

and Desires'. The requirements should iuclude:
- a certification by the supplier that the equipment/system is frt for the intended uses;
- a certification by the supplier that the equipment/system meets the requiremetrts and specifications

in the proposal accepted by the user/purchaser;
- copies of the tests aud test data by which formed the basis for the certification of the

equipment/sytem; and
- the evaluations and evaluation outcomes by which the user/purchaser will establish that the

equipment/system meets its acceptance criteria.

After the supplier accepts the user's Po and its associated list of Requirements and Desires, then
the user/purchaser must obtain from the supplier all the documentatiotr that the supplier can
provide for the proper installation and initial checkout of the system. Thereafter, a written Validation
Report is prepared that:
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- summarises all the Proceedings;
- sets forth all acceptance examination and their acceptance criteria;

- provides for the appropriate reviews and approvals.

For equipment that is developed in-house, similar cycles of planning, actiou and reviews should be

an integral part of the plans for the validation of the design. Then, based on the site definition'

system specifications, the supplier's installation instructions, the supplier's certifications, and the

planned checkout, evaluation, usage, maintenance, and cleaning programs, a formal equipment

Desigu Validation report must be prepared, approved and issued- Finally, this QU-approved report

and all of the system's pre-defined requirements and specifications are provided to the validation

installation team to enable them to start the IQ stage-

5.3 Maintenance Qualification - For Equipment

Validation, until recently, has been treated as a process that started at some stage (usually DQ or IQ)

proceeds through oQ and stopped when PQ was completed. After the initial phases of the validation

plan were successfirlly executed and completing the PQ' many declared the equipmetrt/system as

validated, and stopped there. The USA-FDA currently emphasises 'the building in quality', and now

considers validation to be a journey and uot a destination- However, the Agency does not prescribe

introduction ofadditional stages to the existing set, but require both periodic revalidation and

revalidation initiated by change. The term 'revalidation has not been clearly defined by the FDA'

When validation is recognised as a journey, and it is clear that the CGMP regulations and expectations,

include most of the elements that should be contained in a comPlete Maintenance Qualffication

plan: i.e., SpC, investigations, periodic reporting, maintenance and maintenance logs, cleaning

logs, and usage records, change and deviation control. It then follows, that MQ would accurately

describe the next stage in the journey - namely, the ongoing activities that coutinue to establish

that the performance of the equipment conform to the requiremeuts of its design'

In addition, Me is inherently a dynamic activity that starts from the moment the full validity of

equipment has been established i.e., the date of release of the QU-approved equipmeut Performance

validation rcports and the equipment Maintenance Qualification plan). when the MQ plan is produced

some time after PQ was completed, then the MQ plan needs to allow for some retrospective

verification studies to demonstrate that validation has been maintained between the time the PQ

was completed and the formal MQ plan was implemented'

MQ should continue to show that equipment validity is being maintained for as long as the equipment

is operational and being used at the current site. The MQ should as necessary, be adapted to minor

chauges. Therefore MQ should cover the period, from the mometrt when the equipment/system is

fully operatioual and its performance has been fully validated, until it uo longer exists'

Thus, for the qualification phases (IQ, OQ, PQ), the actions that are required for new and existing

equipment are different in many aspects, and completion of qualification is marked by an approval

repoft. This report establishes that the tested equipBent as passing the test and therefore validated,

whereas Me is a coutinuous activity, that is the same for new aud existiug equipment. In additiou'

the Me documentation that establishes the ongoing validity of equipment is best managed as a

dynamic, QU-reviewed and QU-approved, formal logs and records system, covering all aspects of

coutinuing usage.

A comprehensive Me plan for equipment, should include all activities that involve the equipment

(usage, cleaning, maintenance, adjustment, calibration, tolerance verifications, investigatious, devia-

tions, availability tracking, readiness for use, special studies, replacement of consumables' as well

as chauges (repair, parts, replacements, hardware and/or software upgrades, modifications)' etc')'
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Log Entries Tracking
The FDA regulations permit the use of separate logs to keep track of the various items that the

CGMP regulations require to be documented. Individual master tracking logs (or their computerised

equivalent) for recording the complete history of each defined item or system of major equipment

e.g., blenders, tablet presses, Iiquid filling machines, packaging equipment, dryers, laboratory

systems (HPLCs, GCs, balances, etc.). For minor equipmeut (pipettes, flasks, mesh screeus, etc.),

history logs should be used.

In addition to the log entries, separate dated files should be kept that contain copies ofall supporting
documeutation (and/or references to its idetrtity and location) relevant to each log entry Also, with
each log, there should be a copy of, or reference to, the MQ Protocol that outlines the actions that
must be taken and the specification checks that must be met for the equipment covered iD the log.

This is to assure, that as au event is completed, the equipment is valid for the subsequent usage.

Each log book should:
- be appropriately identified;
- be with the appropriated equipment identifier;
- have the period oftime covered recorded on the face and spine ofthe log book;
- provide for the recording of the same data on the first page of the log book;
- provide for recording the identifier for the previous log book for that equipment.

The general format of the log should provide for the tracking of:
- Starting time.
- ID of the person(s) recording the information.
- Action or activity being initiated.
- A verification that the equipment was checked and found to be 'fit for use' or 'not fit for use'.
- Endiug date and time, for action or activity.
- The status of the equipment at the ending time.
- Problems noted or actious needed to restore the equipment to its 'fit for use' state.

- The evaluations used to establish fitness for use.
- Notes and the external file identifiers where full documentation is beiug maintained for any

evaluations that were performed to establish the validity of the equipment for use.

- QU review, and approval signatures and dates.

Finally, the Qu-approved equipment Maintenance Qualificatiou plan should:

a. explicitly include the requirements for the review of all logs, formal records and other
documentatiou and

b. provide for the review and update ofthe approved plan periodically and when the occurrence of
pre-defined events call for a review. Then, the formal plan should be made available to all
involved in MQ and along with the appropriate training, the MQ should be implemented.

5.4 Closure Qualification (CQ) - For Equipment
Closure Qualification typically addresses a future event whose starting date is not known. However,

the initial Validation Master Plan prepared for each piece of equipment should include a general

plan that reflects the current thinking on:
- the way in which the shut-down or closure of the equipment is to be handled;
- the information that is needed;

- the records that are to be kept;
- the period that the records are to be kept; and
- the general dispositiou of closed or discontinued item.

These plans should be based on how the company cumently deals with such equipment closures.

Each Validation Plan should also be explicit in stating that the detailed plans for CQ for equipment
are to be generated, reviewed and approvedjust before starting its closure.
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Thus, a detailed CQ Protocol need only be developed when the company has determined that the
equipment is to be closed and not before. The Closure Validation report must be issued at the
completion of the closure operation, and must coDtaiD the documented evidence that:
- the closure conformed to its plans;
- the records documenting the relevant conformance have been properly retained; and
- the closed equipment was properly disposed of.

Replacement of existing equipment by other equipment: When this is planned, tlere should be refereuce(s)

h the CQ report for the existing equipment a) to the other (new) equipment, and b) to a requirement

that the replacement equipment, and its performance specification data, should serve as input for
the DQ Protocol for the replacement equipment. This should also be referenced in the formal
Validatiou Plan for the replacement equipmeut.

Snmmary and Conclusion

This Part covered a general approach to a Validation Study of a component/equipment/process/system/
facility based on life cycle phases. Qualification plans were presented for Design Qualificatiou (DQ

outline), Installation Qualification (IQ full description), Operatioual Qualification (OQ tulI description),

Performance Qualification (PQ fuU description), Maintenance Qualffication (MQ outline) and Closure

Qualiflcation (CQ outline). For the IQ, OQ and PQ, a considerable degree of details have been included,

as these are regarded as the backbone of Process Validation. For DQ, MQ and CQ, brief descriptions of
the essential elements have been given for equipment qualification, as atr introduction to the user

ofthe book.

The overall approach is based on the development of a Validation Master Plan (also known as

Validation Protocol), then sequentially prepafirg detailed protocols for the various Qualifications
phases/stages. Only after the detailed protocols for each stage is completed and approved, should
the reviews and studies required at that stage be initiated. When the requisite reviews and studies

have been completed, evaluated and approved, then the formal approved report for that stage

should be made available to those involved in any aspect of the following stage.

For the first four stages DQ, IQ, OQ, and PQ these formal approved qualification rcports need to
include, references to the pre-defined requirements and specifications for the next stage.

In addition, provisions must be made for a controlled revision of a previous stage, when the results

obtained in a stage do not agree with the pre-defined expectations. Similarly, the protocols for each

stage after DQ, need to incorporate (or reference) the appropriate pre-determined requiremeuts and

specifications from the previous stage or stages. Issues such as operator training, competency and

cleaning need to be adequately included in the separate valid approved protocol that should be

referenced.

This Part should provide the user of the book with an overview of the most important elements of
qualification in validation, as well as the activities that are required to develop compreheusive

ratioual protocols for all six qualification stages (DQ, IQ, OQ, PQ, MQ, CQ) of the life cycle journey,

based plan for the validation of a component/equipment/system/process or faciiity.
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i Revalidation

Before starting a revalidation program,

on order to identify and isolate aspects

verification.

Introduction

This part has been prepared to enlighten the user ofthe book ou the steps that can be taken wheu
the itritial validation expires aud to prevent the company 're-inventing the wheel'. The aim is to
avoid the waste of time and resources repeating validatiou procedures that were performed

successfully earlier and that are stil in effect even after the expfation date is due. Installation
qualification, for example, for certain types of equipment need not be repeated while for others it
must be performed. The principal differences and misunderstandings between revalidation and

other qualification/validation are explained.

Revalidation

In the Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices Industries the normal use of the term revalidation is
applied in two context with respect to equipment/facilities/processes/systems:

1. Periodic revalidatiou to assure the process remains in a state of control.
2. Revalidation when a change in the process that may affect quality, is planned or has occurred.

Revalidation may be necessary under conditious such as:

- A change in the actual process that may affect product quality and/or CGMP compliance-
- An investigation of a negative trend iu quality iudicators.
- A change iu the product design which affects a process.

- The transfer ofa process from one facility to another.
- A change in the scope ofapplication ofa process.

The need for revalidation should be evaluated and documented, and always when there is doubt
about the status of CGMP compliance. This evaluation should include historical results from quality
indicators, product chauges, process changes, changes in external requirements (regulations or
standards) and similar circumstances.

Revalidation need not be as extensive as the initial validation if the situation does not require

repeating all aspects of the original validation. Example: The chauge of a raw material supplier must
lead to consideratiou of the impact of that change on the process and on the resultant product.
Those areas ofconcern for the process should be revalidated.

Processes may be revalidated on a routine basis depending on information from a proper evaluation.

However, there is tro guarantee that periodic revalidation will be adequate. Appropriate monitoring
is more important so that if changes are made or problems develop, the need for immediate
revalidation is cousidered. Example: The change of a raw material supplier, should become evident
by routine process monitoring.

Review of Validation Procedures

the overall initial validation should be carefully examiued
that remain in compliance and may only need a degree if
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In the Life Cycle Concept, the different stages of the validation process are as follows:
Pre-validation Qualifi cation
Validation
. Installation Qualification
- OperationalQualification
- PerformanceQualification
Revalidation
- RoutiDe or Complete.

3.1 Pre-validation Qualification
To save time, money and resources, it is advisable in many cases, before starthg the validation
exercise to conduct a preliminary verification using the existing procedures and equipment which
are in place. Information will be required on the following:
- Whether or not the current procedures meet all the requirements.
- The affect on the project, ofexceeding the requirements.
- The availability of equipment which meets the necessary requirements.
- Are regulations for CGMP / Regulatory Authorities included.

Availability of equipment within the budget.
The required facilities for installation (air, water, current, ventilation, etc.).

Are suitable facilities available.
The effort and cost of providing the necessary facilities and modifications.
The need for and availability of, technical and service support.

The information which is obtained would indicate dircctly if the validation could proceed successfully

with the procedures and equipment which are in place. Define the needs. An accurate definition of
the needs will save failure and rejection later and the demotivation that these can bring. Be aware

that equipment that is over specifred for the purpose will not automatically be suitable. It might
be found to create other problems, such as more skill required to operate thus morc training, or
more difficult to validate. The principle of KISS - 'Keep It Simple' holds here, as more complex

equipment may bring more problems.

3.2 Installation Qualification
This is the initial step in the validation process and includes the following:
- Facilities and Utilities
- Design, purchase and engineeriug
- Manufacturer's recommeudatious
- Applicable books and drawings
- Applicable standards
- Regulatory standards and guidelines

- Engineeringstandards.
A complete assessment of the equipmeut/system/facilities should be performed before starting up.

Inspection veriffing the attributes should also be performed.

3.3 Operational Qualification
Verification that the equipmeut/system is operating according to the specifications at the set ranges

must be performed. The availability of the documents which are required to ensure CGMP and

Regulatory compliance must be confirmed. These would include:
- SOPs

- Calibration
- Alarms, Controls, Interlocks
- Start-ups/Shut down Testing Sequence

- Normal Operatiou Verification (following the user's book).
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3.4 Performance Qualification 1

Documented studies in which the system is challenged to operate at the extremes conditions

defined by the manufacturer, and destructive tests will determine the optimum operation Parameter
settirgs. This section should cover:

- SOPs ReviewUpdate
- Parameter Matrix
- Challenge testing
- Destructive testing
- Optimum parameter setting(s) determination
- Pilot-run (tightened AQL recommended).

The PQ concludes the validation procedures with the release of the 'pilot-run batches'. The data

collected may be used on cycle tine studies. Each qualification section (IQ, OQ, PQ) is closed with a

Final Report which coutains a summary of the results and data collected. The results and conclusion

must be acceptable. All the required approvals and signatures must be collected before any other

validation procedure may proceed.

4 Revalidation: What Should Be Included

4.7 Routinerevalidation
Basically, any changes in equipment, hardware and/or software would require performance of a

complete validation exercise. There is no doubt about this. Revalidation depends on whether or rot
changes have been made to the equipment or system after the validatiou (IQ,OQ,PQ. Wheu no

changes to the equipment/system - other thau re-calibration is made, then a Routine Revalidation

will cover the following:
- Calibration Verification
- SOP Review/Up-date
- Challenge testing
- Verification of optimum Parameter settings
- Pilot-run.

: The Routine Revalidation, uuder normal circumstances, would not require Installation Qualificatiou
:

i or Operational Qualification. There are situations in which the Routine Revalidation would include

i incorpomting parts of parts IQ and OQ such as verification of facilities aud utilities, alarms-controls-

, interlocks, start-up and shut-down testing sequence and/or normal operational verification.

4.2 ProtocolPreparation
Files or binders should be created where all the data collected during validation can be filed in their
appropriate sub-section. For every equipment or system a separate dossier should be prepared.

Format for the protocol, will obviously vary but they must comply with basic requiremeuts of
CGMP and the following sections should be iucluded in each dossier:
- Approval sheet
- List ofcontents
- Objective
- Identification owner - address

- Responsibilities
- Equipment/System description (Background{ntroduction)
- Defiuitions
- References
- Procedure(s)
- Acceptance criteria
- Appendices
- Tables ofdata
- Diagrams, sketches.
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The use of aPpendices simplifies the preparation for the validation process. Data can be put
directly into tables in the appendices. Tables can even be separated ftom protocols and put into the
appendices.

Case Study: Ethylene Oxide Sterilization - Revalidation

Ethylene Oxide (EtO) will be used to ensure a minimum Sterility Assurance Level (SAL) of 10-6 as

defined in the overkill approach of the AAMI standard 'Guideline for Industrial EtO Sterilization of
Medical Devices'. The aim is to demonstrate a relatiouship between the resistance of the bio-burden
intrinsic to the product and the routine biological monitoring system:

a. usiug half-timed cycle exposure (to veriff minimum SAL level;
b. using full cycle exposures (to assure product and packaging fuuctionality); and
c. the EtO residual levels.

Product temperature profiles will be determined in the pre-conditioning room (PCR), sterilizatiou
chamber, and aeration room as part of the integrated prograrn to ensure hat the destructive effect
ofthe delivered gas is reproducible and acceptable residual levels ofEtO in the product. The procedure

may be divided into four stages as follows:
Stage 1 - Fractionalruns
Stage2 - Half cycles

Stage3 - Fullcycles
Stage 4 - 2xruns.

The IQ and OQ for the sterilizatiou plant covers all the required features given in the chapter Review
ofValidation Procedures above. The four stages 1 to 4 are part ofthe PQ and would require several
(approx. 3 to 4) months to complete. The revalidation would include only part of the PQ parameters.
The temperature and relative humidity would be monitored throughout every stage. The Protocol
is written, revised aud approved, the plant is visited, equipment audited, and verification is set up.
The delivery is loaded and sampled.

For each stage (The Half rycle - Full cycle - 2xRuns) the following is performed:
- Load Preparation
- Pre-condition
- Sterilizatiou
- Aeration
- EtO Sterilization - Functional Tests

- Results of Aualysis and Conclusion.

The final report should include aU data recorded during the validation and use offigures (e.g., graphs,

diagrams) as much as possible to simplify the analysis. Typically, documeatation must be routed
for approval.

Conclusion

A complete validatiou includes IQ, OQ and PQ with testing under worst case conditious. The optimum
settings for the system are determined using parameter matrices. A revalidation can often be

regarded as a partial qualification in which the operation and optimum performance range are

verified. The target is to demonstrate that the operating parameters and results are certified to
meet the acceptance criteria which was previously established.
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Part 19

Change Control and Validation

Introduction

1.1 Purpose andBackground
This part outlines the importance of change control in the continued management of a process and

it explores the issues associated with change in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medical

device and other health care products. The implicatiou ofthe change on validation, how to coDtrol

these changes to ensure that the facilities/system/process remain in the validated state and in

conformance to CGMP are also covered. A procedure for a change coutrol Process is proposed.

7.2 tink between validation and change control
By definition validation is the task of confirming that when a given process/system is installed in a

specified manner and operated in a specified manner, it will perform as planued and produce

a product (or result) with pre-defined characteristics. However, the health care industries are

continuously attempting to improve their processes and products by implementing changes to the

processes. It is therefore very important to ensure that the operations/facilitiesisystems/processes

remain in a validated state by implementation of a formal change control system.

Aange control: a process of managing chauge, which is used to assess a proposed change, the impact

of the change and to ensure correct implementation of the change. The process involves planning,

coutrolling, providing documentation about the change and recording of the process so that a
historical record is produced.

Process Validation: In conducting validation ofa process or a system, the industry typica[y prepares

protocols for IQ, OQ, and PQ. The protocols are used to validate an entire Process and cau comprise

various equipment/systems operating consecutively and/or simultaneously, to produce the specific

product. Protocols ofthis type are requirements ofthe regulatory authorities. Since these protocols

address objective test parameters, product and process characteristics, predetermined specifications,

and factors that determine acceptable quality, change control must be linked to these Protocols.

Change and Change Control

Z.l Need for Chenge

The main rcasous for implementiug changes are to create improvements, to achieve somethiug

different, and to solve problems. Changes to the equipment, materials, systems, processes, facilities

etc. will contiuue to occur due to regulatory, techuical, safety and/or economical reasons. Validation

is part of the overall requirement to meet CGMP. However, validation indicates that the equipment/

process/system (installed and operated iustalled iu a certain way) will continue to produce a

specific product, only if the following conditions are met and maintained:

1 - The installation (equipment/process, etc.):

- has uot been altered with respect to the instalation as during the Installatiou Qualification,
- is properly connected to the specified required utilities,
- is connected to (other) pieces of equipment which are withiu a process sequence in accordance

with the design.
2. Equipmeut/process, etc. has been fully maintained in accordance with the appropriate procedures

as defiued by the manufacturer.

3. The controllers are all calibrated and fully maintained in accordance with the recommendations

of the manufacturer.
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4. Equipment/process, etc. is operated following the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) which
were used during the validatiotr exercise.

5. The personnel operatiug the equipment and process are properly trained.
6. All raw materials and other inputs to the process have uot been altered with respect to the

inputs used during the actual validation exercise.

Thus, if the equipment/process, etc is maintained and operated in the same manner as during
validation, it will remain validated and in compliance with CGMP. And when a change to any one of
the components or elements of the equipment/process, etc is expected or occurs, then there must
be an evaluatiou to determine the impact of the change on the CGMP compliauce and validation
status of the system as a whole. Based on the review, a statement on the need for revalidation or
not must follow, and action defined. CGMP actions may take the form of: modifying the process to
eDsure compliance, upgrading the SOPs or the maintenance procedures, etc.

Pharmaceutical Change

3.1 Introduction
The major driving force in the pharmaceutical aud medical devices industries is to produce products
that have pre-determined identity, strength, quality and purity. Once this has beeu achieved, and
guaranteed by validation, an activity or occurrence that results in an impact on any of these four
attributes cotrstitutes a change.

In change management, change control applies to all aspects of the facility, equipmeut, system,
process and operation. Aspects which are covered by change control include:
- Raw materials
- Packaging materials
- Packaging equipment
- Labelling
- Expiration dating
- Formulation
- Productiou processes

- Production equipment including maintenance
- Cdtical plant systems
- Facilities
- Computerised systems
- Specifications
- Test methods
- Cleaning
- Environment
- Maintenance.

3.2 Types of Change

3.2.1 Main Categories of Change

Chauges may be planned or forced on the situation by an emergency. TWo categories can be used

depending on the timing of the change:

Planned Changes

These are usually intended to effect an improvemeut iu the process or operation. They would be
known well in advance, studied, motivated and agreement reached between all parties about the
benefits before implementation of the change. Even routine maintenauce that can be planned in
advance, falls into this category.
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Emergency Changes

These are changes that Eay be performed in an emergency situation to ensure the coutinuity of
the operation or process.

The type of system requiring the change is decisive in determiuing further sub-division of changes.

3.2.2 Tlpe of Change Related to Facility - Utility
Changes to facility related components fall under this category e.g., modification to layout or of
manufacturing space, door position, surfaces and wall-finish. Change to utility systems are related

to modification of existing systems for: water, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, compressed

air system, steam generation, line vacuum, etc.

3.2.3 ffie of Change Related to EquipmentlProcessing

Changes related to equipment used in the manufacture of the product fall under this category.

Example: equipment change for the manufacture of the drug product as substituting filters, use of
a larger or smaller reaction vessel (tank) than specified and originally installed, or different packaging

materials or types of contaiuers than specified. A change related to processing is e.g. the use of
different temperaturcs for processiug conditions as couducting reactions, use of different materials,

or different suppliers.

3.3 CGMP Changes

Changes which have impact on CGMP may be classified as Major Changes or Minor changes.

3.3.1 Major changes

These changes are expected to have the potential to alter the integrity of the product in terms of
quality, efficacy or safety and undermine the CGMP compliance of the manufacturing facilityi
equipment/system/process. Exemples 

"rc' 
slanges in the gmde of raw materials for the drug product,

modifying the layout of the cleau-room (class 100), making significant changes to the processing

operation - as adding another step - serving morc facilities within the loop of a Water for Injection

than anticipated iu the original design.

3.3.2 Minor Changes

These changes have no effect on the quality, efficacy and safety of the product and would not
impact on the CGMP compliance of the manufacturing/equipment/system/process. Examples are:

- increasing the production rate but keeping within the original validated rilnge;
- changes to non-critical systems that were not validated initially;
- exchanging a processing pump with one of exactly the same type-model-specification;
- changing a defective valve in a HVAC humidifier for an identical oue.

Need for Change Control

Where there is no control of change, there can be no control over the system or activity. For any

change to a validated/CcMP controlled system, change control must ensure:

- No change will go unnoticed.
- Certahty about the outcome.
- An appropriate solution is selected.

- The impact of the change is monitored and documented.
- The requirements of CGMP (FDA 21 CFR 11 211. 100) are met.
- A basis for review aud approval is provided.

- Good business sense prevails.
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4.7 The Change Control Process

A Change Control Process is aimed at mauaging and controlling change and clearly not at
preventing change- The proposal presented here is aimed at outlining the main issues which have

to be considered in developing a procedure for change coutrol and the accompanying documentation.
The flow diagram in figure 56, gives an overview of the steps involved.

The change coutrol process must be simple, easy to use and be available to all persounel particularly
those involved with the operation and to others elsewhere in the company.
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Figure 56. Flow Diagram Change Control Procedure

4.1.1 Step 1. Activating a Change

The frst step in a request for a change, is to prepare and present the proposal for the chauge for
review and to have the request (proposal) approved by all interested parties.
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A 'Change Request Form' is usually used. It is a short, simple template and typically a brief outline
of the following information will be included:
- Reasonfiustification for requesting the change.

- Technical and other supporting information needed to implement the change.

- Drawings, figures, sketches, etc to simpliff and clariff the presetrtation.

- A schedule for implementation.
- The key departments that will be involved iu the proposal.

Changes must be justified, the benefits clearly identified and all requests for a change must result

in a proposed solution or a rejection that is formally documented. The documentation will provide

essential details ofthe proposed change giving design information, budget details, and resources.

4.1.2 Step 2. Review of the Change Request

The Change Request Form is reviewed by a group comprising ofrelevant personnel from production/

manufacturing, development, quality assurance, validation, safety, enviroumeut, regulatory affairs,

etc. AII comments and additional relevant data are recorded and a plan formulated.

4.1.3 Step 3.ldentification of CGMP Implications

An important and early decision in the chauge control process is whether or not the change will
impact on the CGMP status of the equipment/system/process. The QA and 'Validation Group' must

be involved in all changes which affect the quality attributes of the product and which impacts on

the CGMP compliance status. They must deliver a clear statement on this issue. If there is no impact

on CGMP then a decisiou on a) re-qualification/verification, or b) revalidation of the system Eust
follow. Approval to the Change Request can be giveu on condition that attetrtiou must be giveu to

certain CGMP compliance requirements before the change is finally made and ratified.

4.7.4 Step 4. Identification of Revalidation Requirements

When re-qualification/revalidation is advised, the necessary protocols will be developed or existing
protocols modified. The system will then be re-qualified or revalidated following the 'new' protocols

with implemeutation of the change. The chauge will not be introduced in production or implemented
permanently before the protocols have been executed and the Final Approval Report is available.

4.1.5 Step 5. Making the Change Permanent

The change only becomes permanent after a) the change is made, b) the change is adequately

validated, and c) the change is demonstrated to achieve what was inteuded and to comply with
CGMP requirements. Thereafter the change becomes part of the normal production operation. For

any subsequeut change or reverting to the original operation, a chauge control process must be

followed along the same lines as described above in steps 1 to 4.

4.2 Main Features of the Change Control Process

The followiug summarises the essential features of the Change Control Process:

- Initiating request must be easy.

- A formal screening process that checks that requests are valid must be iu place.

- An approval route must be established.
- A formal system for recording progress and tracking must be in place.

- A simple template formula is beneficial.
- Management must support the process.

On completion of the activities, the documentation must be updated, qualification/verification and

validation records must be completed. Finally the change records must be recorded and approved

as completed. 'Lessons Learnt' is a useful addition section to be included in the documentation.
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Implementing the Change

After approval ofthe Change Control Request and the consequences ofthe chauge have been defined,

the implementatior plan is developed and the change is implemented followiDg the schedule.

Issues that are related to CGMP are always included as part of the implementation of the change.

Emergency changes which occur in the absence of witnesses, once rccognised, require immediate
action. The schedule ofthe entfue Chauge Request Process is condensed, and identification ofthe
CGMP compliance related issues have priority. To allow the continuation of operation of the
facility/process, a necessary qualification must be performed quickly. An effective co-ordinatiou
structure and good communication lines must be in place. Major changes to equipment/system/
facilities with CGMP impact will invariably require re-qualification. Minor changes would normally
ouly require review by competent personnel to confirm that no revalidation/re-qualification is

required.

Since it is the responsibility of the facility engineering department to determine and ensure that
the facility/system is continually in a validated state, they have a major involvement and responsibility
in the implementation of changes. The user equipment owner is responsible for signalling changes

in the equipment and for making surc that the change is performed properly, as well as for
assessing the validated state of the equipment.

Conclusion

In order to ensure that validation of equipment/system/process meets CGMP requirements, validation
is implemented using protocols for essentially Installation, Operational and Performance Qualification.
A change control process is the main tool which is being used to ensure that a validated equipment/
system/process remains in compliance regardless of changes which it may have to undergo. The

process is initiated each time a change is planued, or occurs unexpectedly as this is the best known
method to meet the regulatory requiremeuts and effect good business practice. The process should
be totally supported by upper management and quality assurance and be part of company policy
so that fund and facilities for adequate training of personnel will be available for optimum execution.
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Part 20

Training of Personnel and Documentation

Introduction

Proper and adequate training of all involved are requirements for the success of the validation
programs and compliance with Curreut Good Manufacturing Practice (CGMP). This part gives a
brief outline of issues such as; the importance of training in validation, the development of a

training program, and a protocol for performing the assessment of personnel training. An example

of a form that can be used for recording the completion of the training is included.

Official Guidelines

The regulatory authorities make it clear that employee tmining is an essential for a strong compliance

programme. It is clearly not possible to perform validation or production, in a consistent manner
and according to the documented procedure, without adequate training.
Requirements for personnel training which state the need for education, training, and experience

in job-related operations, and iu CGMP are given for drugs, in 21 CFR 271.25(b). For medical

devices, the need for training operators as well as supervisors is also specified, in 21 CFR 820.25(b).

The requirements are given for personnel training in the performance of assigned tasks, for
detailed understanding of the job and awareness of the potential defects of devices. The

requirements also demand continued trainiug to ensure that levels are maintained.

Importance of Training in Validation

A stroug validatiou program starts by ensuring that the individuals responsible for the validation

effort are suitably trained iu the following areas:

- Research and review of available iuformation related to the equipment or process

- Writing specifications, protocols and reports
- Gatheriug data
- Performing required tests
- Performing statistical analysis
- Reviewingdocumeutation
- Approving the validatiou exercise.

The introductory training for all personnel involved iu validation and production can be expected

to include:
- General orientation
- Health aud safety
- Buildings and facilities
- Basic CGMP

- Equipmeut maiuteuance & calibration
- Material management
- Validation
- Personnel responsibilities

- Documentation
- Orgauisationstructure
- Production
- Production line overview
- Quality assurance
- Quality control
- Specific job related topics.

Training lays the foundation for a successfuI validation program, and ensures compliance with the
established standards and SOPs, It also helps to generate a pro-active work atmosphere in the
company and will give benefits which include the following:
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D ev elopment of Aw arene s s

The improvement in knowledge and information on the product, process, and operation enables

the employee to recognise, more quickly, potential problems and their impact.

Encouragement of Greater More Participation
The added confidence which results from better understanding of the product and process gives

incentive to become more active iu the company's effort and share with others. It inspires a spirit
of team-work.

Building quality into the product

Performing tasks with aD awareness that established methods are designed to produce a product
which meets the specifications, will improve alertness to identiry problems early, minimise loss and

improve overall quality.

lncre asing pro ductivity
More effective, more trouble-free production line operation will experience less down time, less scrap

and more consisteDt quality.

M otiv ation of Employ e e s

The time and money invested in education and training shows that the company cares about
employee development. Effective training generates a company culture which contributes to
heightening the self esteem of the employee.

Responsibility for Training

Involve Management in Training
An attempt should always be made to involve upper management to the greatest extent possible,

iu meetings or traiuing sessions to discuss issues of validation requirements. Experieuce has

showu that the more knowledgeable Eanagers are about validatiou and the validation programs,

the more support the program will receive and the more accessible the validation teams will be to
Iesources fe1 t1ainfug. lic be successful, the training program must have the support of senior
personnel and the involvement of management.

Budget

Funds, resources and personnel should be authorised, such that the employee cau have the time
for training without having to make an elaborate and humiliating personal motivatiou.

Training objectives

Managemeut must set targets and they must introduce a system to monitor progress in this area.

ln-hous e p ro gr ams s up p ort
The company's management must show commitment atrd support for the training, by attending
training sessions and being involved at successful end (diploma) presentations.

Performance review to include training
The employee's routine regular performance review should include training on the job as aD importaut
contribution to job advancements. By doing so the commitmeut of management to training is
emphasised.

Selecting Personnel for Training and How Much

All personuel who are involved with the production of pharmaceuticals and medical devices in any

way whatsoever must receive traiuing. This includes persounel ranging from production and office
to cleaning services, and temporary workers.
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The quality, organisation aud professioualism ofthe documentatiotr is au indication ofthe quality,

organisation and professionalism of the company as a whole. Personnel who participate in the
validation activities must understand the principles behind the facilities/processes/systems that they

validate. They must also realise the inportance of the good documentation and technical writing
skills. This can only be ensured with suitable and targeted training regardless of the academic

background of the technicians and professionals involved.

A new employee should have a basic level of training in CGMP in the frst 2 to 4 weeks. Between 5

to 8 weeks a more iu depth follow-up course should follow. After another 4 weeks a more in-depth
course in topics which are very specific for the job should have been included.

Operators involved in validation must be fully trained in all appropriate policies, procedures and

methods, in support of installation, operation qualifications and formal program for the final
stages ofvalidatiou.

Trainers

Generally persons responsible for organising training are taken from Quality Assurance and/or
Regulatory Departments. Their responsibility covers:

- Organising training
- Conducting training
- Maintaining the documentation of training.

It is imperative that persons assigned to training must themselves be adequately trained and possess

the relevant experience. The qualification of the trairer should be defined in the company's SOP for
training. Trainers must ensure that the training accomplishes its intended purpose and not simply
a formality for documentation. Too often, the trainers lack the proper experience to offer adequate

instruction.

Three key areas must be covered:

1. CGMP: knowledgeable and experienced in this field.
2. Specific job-related tasks: by qualified co-workers and supervisors together.

3. Safety: this is the most important of training, absolute specialisation is required.

No production or laboratory task should be performed without basic instructions in the potential

hazards. This is dircctly followed-up by more extensive course concerning job- and area-related safety

issues. These may be very specific for every work environment atrd facility.

Learning Process

7.7 Purpose of training
The aim is for personnel to obtain and retain the material (information presented), and thereby

upgrade their level of useful knowledge with usefirl informatiou which they could apply in performing

their fuuctions. A better performance should result. Training which is documented but without
benefit is a waste of time to all involved, is costly aud can even be dangerous.

7.2 Basic Elements of Learning
To obtain the maximum effect of training, ttrere must be a structued approach. A few guides are given:

One thing at a time
Focus on main points that the trainee should remember, therefore simplry presetrtation and the less

information given at oue time the better.
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Le arning through senses

Remembering is better through participation in small workgroups discussion, 'question and answer'

sessions and performing practical exercises by the hand.

Le ar nin g thr ou gh inv olv em e nt
A successful approach is 'trial and error'. Mistakes stimulate memory, and the experience is long
remembered. Practice improves performance on the job.

Listening, watching, doing and then teaching is a successful approach to training.

Information presented at an appropriate level

written information should be prepared at a more basic level, in creating appropriate ffainiag
material.

Comfortable and distraction-ftee surroundings
Lighting, temperature, seating comfort, writing space, air conditioning and noise all can affect the
degree of understanding. Training sessions should be planned ahead to ninimisg potential distractions.

lnteresting and creative sessions

ffxining should be fun, and steps taken to stimulate trainees participation and interest.

7.3 Measurement of Training Success

There are several ways to assess effectiveness oftraining:
- Written exams are the traditional means, but results depend on the quality of the questions.
- Monitoring while personnel is performing the task can confirm if they can adequately apply their

training in their (daily) work area.
- Employees can produce a wdtten text:

a. explaining how they would apply the taught information to their daily work;
b. giving the consequences to the company of failure to follow the taught principles;
c. listing the impact of uot perforning a job following the CGMP guides and established safety

procedures.
- Tfained employees can audit other departments to check for compliance to the taught procedures.

- Role playing exercises can be performed to demonstrate whether or not the newly taught skills
have been acquired.

Documentation of Training

Manufacturers of drugs and devices should create training records on all personnel. Simple

computer spread sheet or book documentation may be completed after the training is performed.

The method may vary but most important is that records are readily available, well organised and

up-to-date. An example of a template is given at the end of this part.

The following informatiou must be recorded in order to have complete documentation:
- Name of employee, with function and department.
- lype/title of training (introduction, new, refresher).
- Date, place where trainiug was performed.
- Name and function of trainer (qualificatiou of traiuer).
- Initials of trainer and initials of trainee.
- Topics/other aspects of training (outline, field of activity).
- Length of training.
- Reference to training.
- Documentation that training was effective.
- Trainee aclnowledgement of understanding.

Esseutially, all forms of trainiug which are relevaut to the employee's performance in his/her function
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should be recorded in his/her llaining Dossier This includes, iu additiou to formal courses, all
symposiums, conferences, exhibitions, visits to suppliers, lectures held in the company, etc. They

must of course be relevant atrd presented by a qualified and competent person or organisation.

Conclusion

All personnel who participate in the validation activities must understand the principles behind
the facilities/processes/systems that they validate. They must also realise the importance of the good

documentation and technical writing skills. The quality, organisation and professionalism of the
documentation is an indication of the quality, organisation and professionalism of the company as

a whole.

A comprehensive trainiug progran is a prerequisite for a sound validation and compliance program
particularly in relation to inspection by regulatory agencies. Adequate training is a must for all
employed in validation activities in the pharmaceutical and medical device manufacture. The benefits

of good training invariably far outweigh the cost to the company.

A company must be confident that a review of its training program will find it well organised,
effective and mauaged for success.
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Template - Documentation of Training

A simple standard formula/template on which the results can be recorded, should be part of the
official training records for use in the company.

On The Job Training Record

Name of employee:

Department:

Name oftraining:

$Pe of training;

Function:

Personnel Number:

trInitial trRefresh

Total length of training (hours):

Topicslkey aspects of training

Date of trainin$

Trainers

Name:

Function:

place oftraining:

Qualification on record: tr Yes tr No

The trainee acknowledges pafiicipation and understanding in this training program

Date: 

- 

Signature:

The trainer has verified that tminitrg was effective

Date: "- ^-" Signature:
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Part 21

Cleaning Validation

Introduction

The purpose of this part is to preseut guidance for an effective cleaning program that will help to
satisff regulatory expectations. Effective cleaning is fundamental and a moral requirement in the
manufacture and supply of products such as pharmaceuticals, medical devices, cosmetics, foods etc.,

to ensure that they are as free from contamination as possible. Cleaning involves product,
environmeut, machines, materials, chemicals, personnel aud methods.
The aim of the cleaning validatiou is to generate data that will establish and confirm that the
cleaning processes are effective; this is a regulatory requirement. The cleaning program cau be

expected to vary between companies but must be defensible to the authorities- The cleaning plan
begins at the development stage of the process validation aud evolves alongside the verification of
the various phases of the qualification, and can be expected to be completed before PQ of the
equipment system, process or facility- Iu this way, a full-scale cleaning validation can be integrated
in the PQ.

Contamination

As pharmaceutical preparations become more potent and cross-contamination becomes a very serious

issue, the practice is to use dedicated manufacturing equipment for specially potent or allergenic
products. Basically two types of contamination have to be addressed:

a. Cross-contamination: contamination of oue product to auother;
b. Contamination of products by foreign material(s).

Excipients may also form contaminants, e.g. dyes or flavours. Foreign matter includes parts of
equipment (as lubricants, filters, glass particles, plastic), particles from clothing, swabs, micro-
organis65. A realistic standpoint is that 'anything that catr get iuto ttre product - sooner or later - will'.

Master Plan for Cleaning

Cleaning may be incorporated into a company's overall Validation Master Plan or a separate VMP

may be established for cleaning. A separate plan has siguificant advantages as it can be produced
for R&D aud local developmeut areas, or for the mauufacturing facility. A plau could be made to
cover verification as well as cleaning validation and include monitoring of the cleaning process

after cleaning validation is complete.

3.1 Development of Cleaning Validation Master Plan
This will vary with the size of the compauy and the complexity of products and other activities.
A simple universal VMP template is therefore difficult but a proposal for a Cleauing Validation
Protocol is given in the template section of this book. A plan that can be customized for each

company is required, but the approach and questions which should be asked are universal.

3.2 Approach to the validation Master Planniag
The following list gives the approach:
1. List the products iuvolved in a logical groups.
2. Select the 'worst case'(s) in each group.

3. Set requirements /linits on the 'worst case'.
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4. Assess the 'worst case'.

5. Evaluate the results of the 'worst case'.

6. Make decisions based on the results - draw conclusions.

7. Monitor future cleaning.

8. This approach would apply to cleaning validation and cleaning verification processes.

Specify the Company's Field of Activity

The validation exercise will depend on the information that is gathered and attention should be

focused on the relevant activities if the company. The field of activity may be one or more of the

following:
- Manufacturiug: Dosage form:

. Active Ingredients

. Chemicalintermediates

. Medical devices
- Bulk products
. Diaguostic products
. Excipients
- Biotechnology products.

- Contract Packaging

- Contract Development
- ContractManufacturing
- Analytical laboratory (on site or contract).

Specific Cleaning for the Relevant Field of Activity

5.1 Cleaning for Producers I Manufacturing of Dosage Forms

The direct environment which is in coutact with the product that will be consumed, administered

directly to the patient (user), or can have a high impact on the essential qualtty of the final product,

requires exceptional attention with respect to cleauing. This applies to the equipment, facilities,

materials and the physical space which is used to manufacture, inspect, pack or any form of handling

of the unpacked product. The following information will be required:

- Marketed product or product in development (Phase of development)
- Specific dosage form ofthe product
- Sterile or uon-sterile product
- Route of administration to the Patient or customer
- Maximum and minimum doses

Toxicity, concentratiou, potency of product(s)

Sensitivity of available analytical method

Availability of validated analytical methods

Production equipment: dedicated or multi-purpose
Cleaning procedures- already developed and operational for each product.

Developing a Matrix
A very useful tool is the Matrix. This can be developed for specific equipment which are used for
specific products and where the equipment for production or packaging is used for multiple

products of the same dosage form. An example is given in table 18.
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Table18. Matrixofequipmentusedformanufacturingandpackagingvarioustabletsformulations

Equipment :fablet 1 Tablet 2 Tablet 3 :fablet 4 Tablet 5

Blender

Granulator

Compressor A

Compressor B

Totes

PTP

I
I
M

I
I

M

Eil
E

rc
G

ry
il

G

A similar matrix can be developed for other dosage forms, e.g., for oral liquids, aqueous injections,

creams, etc. Groups can be formed according to dosage forms and a matrix developed for each group.

The Matrix gives a good overview of which equipment makes contact with particular products aud

in many cases the potential for cross-contamination becomes directly obvious.

Dedicated equipment would have significantly less risk than multi-purpose equipment in each

department individually and in each facility. In the dedicated equipment degradation of the product

is the maiu siguificant cleaning factor, as the conteminant can carry from one batch to the other.

For a stable product, cleaniug would not be critical. However, for an unstable product cleaning would

become a critical issue-

Esseutially, the 'worst case' products will be used for cleaning validation.

5.2 Cleaning for Producers Using Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APII

The cleaning required for facilities working with API are significantly different to those given in
the above example aud a different approach is required. The data required on the products follows
from the following study:
- Manner in which the product is used by the customer (i.e., the dosage form supplied or later

formulated in other dosage forms, e.9., tablets, liquids, ointments, cream, injectious, etc.)-

- Daily dose of the material.
- Toxicity or potency of the material, reliability, assurance of non cross-contamination of product.
- Facilities/procedures, SOPs for cleaning precursors and intermediates.
- Use oforganic solvents.

Generally information is required from the clieuts or customer of the API on the different specific
purposes to which the material are put aud facts about the different types of end products. The

final dosage form and routes of administration will determine the dose i.e., the concentration
aud eventual toxicity. For API, the following 8 most commonly used types of equipment in the

manufacturing of this category can be given as examples:
- Reactors.
- Crystallisingvessels.
- Fillers.
- Transfer liues.
- Dryers.
- Milling aud sieving equipment.
- Matrices can be made for each type of equipment and for each type of product used iu the

equipment following the same approach as above.
- Packagiug equipment.
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i 
raUte19. Matrixfortypeofequipmentandproductincontactduringproduction/processing

l*** - :- -..*--*-*-*Equipment Products

A1 M AI A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A1O

I

1

i
I
I

I
I
l
l

I

ReactorolMgIlIilr
OzilTIEE
03nM
04m
O5GilT*
O6MffiM

Crystallizing vessel 01

02

etc-

'Worst case' Equipment
The products or materials which make coutact with each item of equipment can be easily observed.

The 'worst case' piece of equipment in each group is selected. The configuration is chosen based

on critical assessment of:
a. review of the schematic diagram;
b. visual examinatiou
c. ease of disassembling;
d. obvious signs of difficulty to clean; and
e. past experieuce with difficulty in cleaning.

These are used to qualiff the equipment as 'worst case' member of the group. The 'worst case'

product should be identified aud a complete 6lsxning validation study performed ou the
combination. Good results would be applicable to other product produced in the same type of
equipmeut, e.9., the reactor 02.

This process can be repeated for all the other equipment.

'Worst case' Product

The matrix approach can be used for any situation where a 'worst case'must be selected from a group.

The parameters which determine what is the worst-case product must be inserted in the matrix.
Parameters for selecting 'worst case' product:
A. Toxicity or potency of the active material.
B. Solubility of the active material in the cleauing reagent.

C. The intrinsic difficulty of cleaning the residue of contaminant.

The matrix could coutaiu any uumber of products.

Table 20. Matrix for determining the 'worst case' product, based on criteria - potency, solubility and difliculty in cleaning.

Scale for cleaning difliculty is subjective: 1 - easiest, 10 - most difficult

Parameter
PoteDcy mg/day

Solubility o/o

Potency mg/day

Solubiliry o/o

Product 01 Product 02 Product 03 Product 04

100 s 50 500

20.05t4
Proiluct OS Proiluct 06 Proiluct 07 Proiluct 08

100 5 50

250 1

500

4

Cleaning difficulty scale 1 to 10 3 5 5 7
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In the first series: Product 02 is the most potent, the least soluble and most diflicult to clean-

The Product 02 is the 'worst case'.

In the second series: Product 07 is 1i 10 potent as Product 05 but is 1/50 as soluble as 06.

The Product 07 is thus the better'worst case'.

'Worst case' must not only be based on potency but must have a logical scientific justification for
the selection. A matrix presentation is an ideal for all participants in the validation to assess.

Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (preparations) can have other contaminants which may be

precursor or intermediates that should not be ignored. Often there is not sufficient data available

on the medical response of the materials to make a good judgement of potency. These potential
contaminants must be studied carefully throughout the manufacturing process and removed where

necessary. Publications on the materials which give toxicological data of 'NOEll ('No Observed Effect

Level') calculations are often very helpful.

5.3 Cleaning for Producers with Development or R&D Facilities
Classical Validation need not be applied to products in the development stage, but this does not
mean ignoring cleaning validation. For Clinical Trials Materials (CTMs) which are intended for use

in patieuts, CGMP regulations apply in modified form. The batches are usually of differing size,

number of dosage units, equipment, etc., and the manufacturing process is not yet finalised, thus
3 runs on the same equipmetrt, same batch, same cleaning process is seldom possible. Each

cleaning, sampling and testing can be unique - this concept is more '6ls3ning verification' (involviug

sampling and testing of equipment after manufacture and comparison to pre-established

acceptable level. Invariably, since there is no routine, the equipment is usually clean and does not
preseDt a threat to the following manufactured product (of either the same or different materials)
processed in the same equipment. Eventually, the same rules for production can be expected to
apply for laboratory and developmental products.

Establishing Limits and Acceptance Criteria

The aim is to determine the level of cleanliness that is sufficient. This involves establishing the
amount of product that can remain on an equipment and the limit for a giveu cleaniug situation.
The bases on which limits for cleaning of a cleaning process are established, include:
- Medical dose combined with a given safety factor
- Toxicity
- Analyticaldelectability
- Process capability ofthe cleaning process.

5.1 Limits based on Medical Dose combined with Safety Factors

This is the most commonly used method in the pharmaceutical sector and allows a certaiu fraction
of the daily dose to carry-over to a daily dose of a following product. The fraction that reduces the

dose is referred to as the 'a safety factor' or'risk factor' and is expressed as 1i100, 1i 1000, 1/10 000 of
the original dose. See example on the next page.

6.2 Limits Based on toxicity
Toxicity is used as a measure of potency in order to calculate limits particularly when the
therapeutic dose is not known and when precursors and intermediates are within API facilities and

ia the cleaning agents. This method is commonly called'No Observed Effect Level' (NOEL) and was

developed for establishing acceptable levels of chemicals iu drinking water and air. It uses

toxicology data from animal studies and the calculations are based on the therapeutic doses and

safety factors similar to the determinations for the API studies. For many substances it is the only
available method to establish acceptable cleaning limits.
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Prcduct::A,:::is manufactured first, followed by product B. The calculation is presented for, the
determination of the acceptable level of A present in B, which does not cause a medical effect

**o'." tt...tonsumed The calculation is logical and simple: 
, ::i 

.,

MACG:= Maximup Allowable Carry-over, expressed as: ' ,' : 
..,

(Allowable carry-over into single daily dose of next product)

TIMES

(No. of daily doses in the complete batch of next product)

or MACO =

(Allowable carry-over into single daily dose of next product) TIMES (Batch size of next product)

DIVIDED BY

(daily dose ofthe next product)

]e..at!waUr: LurO;:u:r 
from Product A'into a single dose of Product B equals:

(Daily Dose of A) x (Safety Factor) 
, , , ,

Thus: Total maximum allowable carry-over depends oa four variables:
- Daily dose of Product A
- Selected Safety Factor
- Batch size ofProduct B

- Dailf dose..o,f Product B- : 
,

Example: Consider group of 5 oral products A, B, C, D, E; all with different dosages and batch sizes-

These are shown in table 21 below.

Table 21. Five oral dose productslrlithdifferEnt theEapeuticdose, dailydosages andbatch sizes

Data: Doses and latch Sizes

f_r_g_glct

A

B

c
D

E

10 mg

30

100

200

500

100 mg

150

200

zsa

300

Batch size

s0 kg

100

100

10

1s0

gair"y]hgtP-egg9-oo--::l9ts]: " 
. qqlm!r19"_D_#"y,P9se-g9ic}1.|Po.wL-

Note that for the 5 Groups of products, there are 120 different permutations of manufacturing
sequence. For the first 2 products (only the subsequent product is relevant for carry-over), there are

20 possible combinations. Which ever product is initially specified, 4 others could follow Thus the
limit would depend on the sequence of manufacture, i.e., 4 different limits" Therefore an equation
can be used which takes into account the 'worst case' situation for all product in the same Group.

Example: Initial Product A and carry-over into another product follows from:

f Ivn T\\ / (EMACO = (DTDA) x(wC No.D)/ SF

= Maximum Allowable Carry-over

Where: DTDA is Daily Therapeutic dose of Product A

WC No.D is'Worst Case'No doses

SF is Safety Factor (usually UI 000)

No. is Number
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'Worst Case'No. of Doses =
(Smallest Batch Size of any othex product in the Group)

(Largest Daily Dose of any other product in the croup)

For the Group from table 20:
- Product E has the largest FDDW (i-e., 300 mg)
- Product D has the smallest Batch Size (i.e., 10kg)

Thus 'Worst Case'number of doses =
10 000 000 mg - 33 333 doses

300

Note: Excipients weights are included as these are iucluded iu the batch weight-

Substituting in the MACO equation:

MACO =
Daily Therapeutic Dose of A x "Worst Case' no- of doses in the followirg product

Safety Factor

10 mg x33 333
= 333 mg

Applying the same calculation to all 5 Products in the Group, MACOs for all products are:

.A= 333

B- 990
( = 3330

i 
= 

,:::;

6.3 Limits based on Analytical Detectability
For biotechnological products, it is common to base the cleaning limit on the level of detection of
the analytical method. Due to the serious trature of any potential cross-contamination contamination,
the approach is very conservative and several fypes of analysis may be performed on the samples

which often involve dedicated production facilities. This method is not favoured for conventional
drug products and medical devices as the cleaning method would usually require revalidation
when a new analytical procedure becomes available.

6.4 Limits based on the Process Capability of the Cleaning Process

For products with a long history or where the analytical method may be somewhat non-specific,
this method has been used. The capabiliry of the cleaning process may be determined but it is not
wise to set limits exactly at the limit of the cleaning process. This would mean that statistically
there will be failures. The failure levels may not present significant contamination to other
products but CGMP regulations require extensive investigation of the failures. In practice, this
might be wasteful of resources which could be put to better use in the quality program.

5.5 Limits Based on the Level of Visual Delectability
Visual examination is a non-specific analytical method as it indicates the presence residues but not
the specific material present. Investigations using actual products have showed that very low
levels of residues - less than the calculated acceptable limit - can be detected be the human eye.

The method can thus be included in the procedure for determining clean surfaces when steps are

taken to ensure accessibility, ease ofdisassembly, consistent effective lighting conditions, calculated
limits, trained observers, etc. Visual examination is a useful additional test to establish clean

condition of equipment and surfaces. This should be part of the development process for cleaning
procedure as it:
a. enables observations ofany Iarge concentrations ofresidue; and
b. assists in detecting the most diflicult locations to be cleaned in the equipment.
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For a relative non-potent material, for a single produce in dedicated equipment that could be easily

disassembled, this method, following suitable studies and under the right conditions, would be

applicable. Example: a small 5L transparent glass vessel on a dedicated line.

Visual examination of equipment, in care fully selected cases, could be validated to provide a stand-

alone test for the effectiveness ofthe cleaning process.

Testing and Evaluation of Cleaning Processes

As with most processes in validation, the evaluation of the cleaning process should begin with the

development of the product of the equipment itself. Depending on the stage of development, the

evaluation may be approached as a verification i.e., a single set of data or as a validation, i.e., at least

three sets of data. It will always be required to establish appropriate limits and testing to determiue

whether or not limits are met.

7.7 Sampling Factors
I\ro main types of sampling are in use for evaluating cleaning ef;flectiveuess:

- Swab sampling
- Solvent rinse sampling.

In special situations, the following methods of sampling are used:

- Rinse ra;3191 sampling: taken from the rinse water.
- Placebo sampling: passiug placebo or stimulant through the equipment and measure for active.
- Sampling of next product.

- Wipe sampling: using tissue, filter, gauze pads.

Sampling should be representative for the equipment and should include locations which are

difficult to clean as well as easy to clean. The location and area represented by the sample must be

defined accurately, i.e., place and size. Different types of sampling may have to be used for the

different equipment and locations on the same piece of equipment, e.g., swabbing on one part and

rinse ou another part. The sampling protocol should indicate:
- the exact sampling location;
- rype and number of samples to be taken;
- exact procedure for taking samples.

The location can be given in a schematic diagram of the equipment. The results of swab sampling

is significantly influenced by the operators technique and would require detailed description of,

- The type of swab
- Pre-treatmentProcedure
- Wet versus dry swabbing
- Training of the operator and of the trainer.

7.2 Recovery Studies
Errors in sampling can occur when residues are not completely removed by the sampling process

and when transferriug samples to the analytical apparatus.

Recovery is defined as:

Amount detected by analytical instrument x 100
Percentage Recovery = Amount spiked onto defined surface

For both swabs and rinse sampling, losses may occur. Recovery studies and the validation of the

analytical method could be performed on the equipment to be cleaned (by applying kuown amoutrts

of test material on the surface and determining the amount detected in the rinse). The properties
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of the manufacturing surfaces (e.g. glass, plastic, stainless steel) determine the degree of recovery
thus separate experiments will be requires for each type of surface.

7.3 Andytical Methods for Cleaning Samples
The analytical method might not be available during early development of the product, but should
always be validated before cleaning validation begins. In the absence of a validated method a non-
specific test method may be appropriate e.g., Total Organic Carbon (TOC). This and other very seusitive

methods will give a good indication of the most difficult locations for cleaning. Only very sensitive
analytical methods may be used for testing cleaning samples. The sensitivity is expressed as Limit
of Detection (LOD) or Limit of Quantitation (LOQ and with safety factors of 1/1000 being used to
establish limits, the methods must be capable of detecting U1000 less of the rypical production
release analytical method. This should be established as early as possible in the development of the
aualytical method. The sensitivity must allow residues to be detected below the calculated produce

MACO values.

Change Control Procedure

It is essential to ensure that the cleaning procedures remains effective and it must therefore be

covered by a formal Change Control Procedure. This will ensure that any change that will impact
on the effectiveness of the cleaning, must be formally and fully investigated before the change is
implemented. The following could influence the effectiveness of the cleaning process:

- Chauge in the extent of disassembly of the equipment.
- Change in the cleaning agent.
- Change in temperature of cleaning or rinsing agents.
- Changes in supplier ofthe cleaning agents or solvents.
- Changes in cycle times.
- Changes in personnel: for book cleaning.
- Changes in software for automated cleaning.

In addition, the effectiveness of the cleaning process can change with time due to wear and tear of
materials, surfaces or even the effect of the cleaning. Monitoring is therefore essential even with a

reduced sampling of difftcult locations- Cross validation using swabs, as well as and rinsing simul-
taueously, to permit the use of both methods could bring reward later. Changes from product
specific analytical methods to non-specific method during monitoring may be feasible and can save

a grcat deal of time.

Conclusion

A validated cleaning procedure for equipment and packagi:rg used in the processing and packaging

of pharmaceuticals, medical devices, cosmetics, etc- is essential to ensure absence of contamination
between the active product aud other contaminants. For these classes of products this is not only
ethical, it is a regulatory requirement.
Effective cleaning can be diflicult to achieve and obtaining scientific proof of the effectiveness of
the chosen cleaning procedure, can be pains-taking.

A systematic, easy to folloq step by step approach using customised matrices has been presented

in this Part, as au effective tool which can cover a wide variety of cleaning situations, and is in any
case forms a good starting point in the absence of a structured procedure. With proper trainilg
and attention to details, this approach will be beneficial to the product manufacturing company
and will be appreciated by the personnel performing the cleaning validation as well as the regulatory
examiner.
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Pafi.22

Introduction to Validation of Computer-Related Systems

Introduction

1.1 Purpose ofthis Part

The purpose of this Part is to give an overview of the essentials for validating systems that depend

on computers for control, and software. Although a broad insight will be given, it is not the intention
that all aspects will be covered. This part should serve as au introduction to enable the user ofthe
book to understand the relationship between validation, computer-related systems and the
regulatory requirements. A checklist is provided of items that should be considered for proper

Installatiou and Operational Qualification and Documentation.

The regulatory basis for this Introduction to Computer Related Systems Vdidations is the FDA

Guidelines and a short historic review is given. The presentation is not based on and does uot include

the Standard IEC 50601-1-4 for programmable electrical medical systems.

7.2 System Definition
A computerised system essentially consists of hardware and software systems and a controlled
function (i.e., process or laboratory equipment and/or database used in a CGMP or GLP function
aud associated operating procedures). The performance of such systems may be influenced by its
operating euvironment, which comprises connected utilities (e.g., electrical, compressed gases and

water) physical environment (e.g., temperature, humidity and vibration), and informatiou input
into the system by an operator or through a uetwork. All these factors must be considered in
defining a computer-related system.

The system definition is also referred to as 'functional descriptiou' or 'functional requirements'.

It describes the function aud structure of a computer related system. This is the frsf fask and the
foundation of all subsequent design document and test protocol for both new and existing systems.

In fact, it is not possible to prove that a system does what it is intended to do unless its uses have

been clearly defined. The second part of system defruition consists of a physical descriptiou of the
computerised system and its operating environment.

A proper definition of a system's functional requirements outlines 'what' a system is to do rather than
'how'it will perform a giveu task. Defining these requirements frequently begins with a prelimiuary

concept of the necessary functious of ttre new system. Terms used to refine the defirition further include:

- Required functious
- Desired functious (which should be prioritised)
- Data to be processed

- Design constraints
- Performance and documentation requirements validation criteria.

Configurations that sadsry the functional requirements should be considered in terms of:
- Cost
- Availability of required technology
- Facilities
- Equipment
- Effectively trained personnel
- Interface with current systems (i.e., computer integrated manufacturing)
- Legal liabilities.
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Understanding the activities being automated, as well as the treeds of the individuals who will use

a system, is essential in defining requirements.

1.3 Computer Systems and Quality Control
Computer systems have become increasingly responsible for ensuring the quality, safety, aud

effrcacy of products regulated by regulatory authorities. These systems are frequently automating
and controlling Quality Assurance and Manufactuing operations for industries involved ir the
production of animal feeds, medical devices, and pharmaceuticals. It is now essential to demonstrate,

through validation, that the installation, operation, and performance of computer systems have

been tested and documented thoroughly. validated computer systems - ranging in size from
mainframes to distributed control systems (DCS) to Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) - curreDtly

operate in large and small manufacturing plants for drug, medical device, biotech and food. within
these industries, there are groups such as Quality Assurance/Quality Control (Qa/QC), Productiou

aud Engineering, are validating their:
- Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM);

- Laboratory Information Management (LIM[ and
- Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA);

- Systems to coutrol electronic Batch Production Records (BPRs);

- Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs); and
- Preventive Maintenance (PM) programs.

Regulatory Authorities Perspective - Computer Systems Validation

2.7 RegulatoryBackground
The increased use of these systems by a broader range of manufacturers, and in a wider variety of
applications, has resulted in the USA-FDAs closer scrutiny of validation procedures for these systems.

The FDA (of the Depaftment of Health and Human Services, USA) defines laws in the form of
regulations- Most of these detailed regulations are in fact considered law. All FDA regulations are

issued in Title 21 Code of Federal Regulations (21 CfR), Food and Drugs, Volumes 1- 8. Each volume

number is assigned a Sub-chapter title, such as Food, Drugs, Biologics, and Medical Devices. In order

to help users, the FDA further provides an interpretation of its regulations in published Guidelines.

However, these guidelines are not considered law. The followiug selection from Parts 58, 211, and

820 are examples of references applicable to computer systems.

Good Laboratory Practice (GLP)prNon-clinicalLaboratory Studies (21CFR, Part 58) states: 'In automated

data collectioD systems, the individual responsible for the dtect data input shall be identified at the 
.'.ne

of data iuput. Any change ir automated entries shall be made so as uot to obscure the original eutry, shall

indicate the reason for the change, shall be dated, and the responsible individual shall be identified.'

Current Good Manufacturing Practice for Finished Pharmaceuticals (27 CFR, Part 211) specifies:

Automatic, mechanical, or electronic equipment or other types of equipment, iucluding computers,

or related systems that will perform a function satisfactorily, may be used in the manufacture,

processing, packing, and holding of a drug product. If such equipment is so used, it shall be routinely
calibrated, inspected, or checked according to a written program designed to assure proper
performance.... Appropriate controls shall be exercised over computer or related systems to assure

that changes in Master Production and Control Records or other records are hstituted only by

authorised personnel. Input to and output from the computer or related system of formulas or
other records or data shall be checked for accurary.'

Good Manufacturing Practice for Medical Dwices (21 CFR, Part 820) defines: 'All production and

quality assurance measurement eqrdpment, such as mechanical, automated, or electronic equipment,

shall be suitable for its intended purposes and shall be capable of producing valid results.... When

computers are used as part of an automated production or quality assurance system, the computer

sofrware programs shall be validated by adequate and documeuted testing.'
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'When automated data processing is used for manufacturing or quality assurance purposes,

adequate checks shall be designed and implemented to prevent inaccurate data output, input, and
programming errors.' In addition to firms that manufacture final product (drugs, biologicals, and

medical devices), there are companies that are involved in the manufacture of bulk pharmaceutical
chemicals. Such companies also may have computer systems subject to FDA regulations. The FDA's

Guide to Inspection of Bulk Pharmaceutical Chemicals, revised ir 1991, recognises that bulk
synthesis (primary finishing) has different operating parameters from those of downstream
purification and dosage form preparation (secoudary finishing). Primary finishing activities require
some minimal level of quality assurance. The guide suggests that full Good Manufacturing Practices
(GMPs), which include validation of computer systems, should be applied as far back in the
processing chain as feasible once the final molecule or moiety has been identified.

2.2 Authorities Reviews and Abuses
A review of Regulatory Agencies observations (FDA 483) (peualties aud warnings) during inspection
involving computer/software systems over the last teu years shows that there is still a high degree

of uou-compliance with regulatious. Issues which continue to appear include:
- Lack of definition of the requirements and/or specificatious for systems
- Inadequate or lack of validation documentation
- Lack of challenges or testing of alarms or error conditions
- Supplier/contractor audits not performed
- Inadequate or lack ofStandard Operating Procedures (SOPs)

- Software development not documented
- Inadequate or lack ofChange Control.

A list of other abuses which were found by validation experts include:
- Too much detail is presented iu requirements and documents and too little in specifications.
- There should be no difference:

. betweeu the Change Control Process for software development and maintenance; and

. in documentatiou requirements betweeu in-house and supplier-provided software.
- Supplier software upgrades should be evaluated (cost vs. benefit) fiom an installation standpoint.
- Obtaining only supplier certification to veriff the quality of computer system/software is

considered inadequate.
- Dead Code must be absent from software (Dead Code is an executable code that is not essential

to the normal operation of the system). The accuracy of transferred data must be checked in
networking.

- Security 41d llainlag are the primary concerns with 'paperless' systems.

2.3 Code of Federal negulations (CFR) Relevant to Computer Systems Validation
Computer/software systems used for the manufacture, processing, packing, or holdiug of drug
products are regulated under Part 211 ofSection 21 ofthe Code ofFederal Regulations (CFR).

Part 211.68(a) states that: Automatic, mechanical, or electrouic equipment or other types of equipment,
hsluding computers, or related systems that will perform a function satisfactorily, may be used in the
manufacture, processing, packing, and hold-ing of a drug product. If such equipment is so used, it
shall be routinely calibrated, inspected, or checked according to a \ rritten program designed to assure

proper performance. Written records of those calibration checks and inspections shall be maintained.'

In addition, Part 211.68(b) states that: Appropriate controls shall be exercised over com-puter or
related systems to assure that changes in master production and control records or other records

are instituted only by authorised person-nel. Input to and output from the computer or related
system or formulas or other records or data shall be checked for accuracy. A backup file of data
entered into the computer or related system shall be maintained except where certain data, such

as calculations performed in connection with laboratory analysis, are eliminated by computerisation
or other automated processes. In such instances a written record of the program shall be maintained
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along with appropriate validation data. Hard copy or alternative systems, such as duplicates, tapes,

or microfilm, desigued to assure that backup data are exact and complete and that it is secure from

alteration, inadvertent erasures, or loss shall be maintained.'

The FDA also considers software as a record associated with the manufacture of a drug product,

and thus it is subject to the same requirements for record retention as specified w, CFRPart211.180(a).

Assurance of compliance with these regulations is accomplished though a well-designed validation
program that provides documented evidence that automated systems (hardware and software) used

itr the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries have done, are doing, and will continue to do what
they are supposed to do.

Approaches

3.1 ValidationStrategies
Validation procedures for computer systems have not been clearly defined by the Regulatory

Authorities. Therefore, many different validation strategies exist. When dsaling with new installations

of computer systems,5r o(ample, additional documentation and comprehensive testing are required

to confirm that the system meets design specifications.

Most firms regulated by the FDA have adopted the System Development Life Cycle approach to

computer validation as outlined by the Pharmaceutical Research and Mauufacturers of America

(PhRMA). This approach is based on the philosophy that control system validation begins at the

conceptual stage of a project and continues throughout the life of the system. Prospective validation
is the method most commonly used to implement this approach. It iuvolves using a pre-planned

set of protocols to establish documented evidence that a new system does what it claims to do.

Concurreut aud retrospective validatiou are two other possible strategies. CoDcurrent validation

establishes documented evidence that, based on information generated during actual inplementation

of the manufacturing process, an existing system does what it was desigued to do. (It should be

uoted that the FDA ouly accepts this method in limited applicatious, such as the manufacture of
clinical supplies).

Retrospective validation establishes similarly documented evidence based on review and analysis

of a system's historical data. Companies may use the retrospective approach, in conjunction with
prospective validatiou, for existing computer systems which predate current industry validation
guidetines. The PhRMA has also provided guidance ou validating existing systems using a modified

System Development Life Cycle combined w'ith a retrospective approach (see figure 57).

3.2 Project Life Cycle
Validation of automated systems is very complex; however, if a life cycle approach (qualificatiou of
compoueut parts followed by qualification of the integrated system) is used, the task becomes more

manageable. Atr automated system essentially consists of a computer system (hardware and software)

and a controlled function (process or laboratory equipment and/or a database used in a GMP

function and associated operating procedures). The performance of the computerised system is also

influenced by its operating environment, which comprises utilities (e.g., electrical, compressed gases,

water) to which it is connected, its physical enyironment (e.g., temperature, humidity, vibration),

and information entered into the system by an operator or through a network. All these factors

must be considered in the validation of a computer-related system.

A project life cycle approach that integrates validation activities with overall project tasks has

provetr to be successful and cost effective. In this approach validation is treated as a process rather

than an event. It proceeds from concept through engineering design, construction, qualification

and/or commissioniug, and maintenance of a computer system or facility to its eventual

retirement.
When validation is approached in this manner, it becomes a value-added process. The resulting
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New Computer System Existing Computer System

Define System
- Function
- Structure

Figure 57. Flow Chart - cuidance for Validating Existing System Using Life Cycle Combined with Retrospective Approach

computer-related system is better documeuted, more straightforward to start-up and validate, easier

to operate, and more reliable. If outside suppliers are involved, their relationships with users are

improved, making them more capable of determining and meeting the user needs. Defining and

validating computer-related systems requires close teamwork and effective commuuication among

many diverse discipliues. This multidisciplinary team typically includes system users and others

iuvolved with design, implementation, and later maintenance. The eventual users of a system must

not be overlooked in the early planning stages of development to avoid developing a computer-

related system that is difficult to operate and costly to maiDtain. The following chapters outline
important steps in the project life rycle approach.

Validation Master Plan

A Validation Master Plan (VMP) is an effective tool for integrating a validation program with design,

engineering, and construction activities. Along with the system definition, the Validation Master

Plan (i.e., prqect validation plau) is the document most likely to be requested by an authority
investigator during an inspection. A validation plan is 'a multi-disciplinary strategy from which
each phase of validation is planned, implemented, and documented to ensure that a faciliry, process,

equipment or system does what it is designed to do'. It should be developed prior to initiating any

validation project.
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The VMP, which co-ordinates the planning and execution of a validation program should describe

the general organisatiou for validation should typically include the following information:
Schedule that integrates validation, engineering, construction and start-up activities; identifies
resource requirements, and assigns responsibilities.
Identification of the various teams involved with the project aud their assignments.

Brief description of the equipment, facilities, systems, processes, support systems that comprise

the project and assays to be validated.
Determination of acceptance criteria for each system, process, aud assay to be validated.
Definition of all SOPs to be utilised in executing validation protocols and methodologies.

Identifying equipment and systems for validation, development and execution of testing protocol.

Compiling and managing of validation documentation, change control, and other support activities
(e.9., training, preventive maintenance, cleaning validation, etc.).

Development of a tentative validation project schedule.

The component irputs required to develop a

VMP includes elements showu iu figure 58.

In addition to validation protocols, policies for
activities supporting maaufacturing operations
must be established. These policies may include

the followiDg:
- Procedures for auditing

Change control
Training
Personnel, raw material, and product flows
Instrument calibration
Facility, utility, equipment operation,
cleaning, and preventive maintenance
Raw material, product, and iu-process

sampling and testing.

lnstrument Calibration

Figure 58. Component inputs required to develop a

validation Master Plan

In addition, SOPs must be written specifically
for the computer system to describe restart/
recovery, security, source code maintenauce, and

raw data storage, archive, and retrieval.
The validation team should manage and monitor the progress of the validation project. The

Validation Manager is usually designated as co-ordinator or project matrager. The rest of the team

comprises mem-bers from key interdisciplinary groups, which may iuclude Quality Assurance,

Regulatory Compliance, Mauufacturing, Engineering, Process Developmeut, aud Facilities. The

validation team should meet on a regular basis to address and resolve all problems or issues related

to the project. All decisions and dispositions executed by the team should be documented.

Supplier Qualification

Before selecting a supplier for an automated control system, au audit of the prospective supplier
should be performed. The purpose of this audit is to determiue the supplier's outlook and
philosophy on quality, documentation, and compliance to FDA standards and industry guidelines.

In addition, an audit helps to establish that the supplier has used an organised methodology to
build a verifiable, validatable system aud that such a system can be supported throughout its
economic life. The following informatiou should be included in any supplier's audit:
- CommercialEvaluation.

. Analyse supplier's experience, markets, and customer base, as well as the ability to provide
long-term support.

Design Engineering, Construction schedule
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. Evaluate supplier's technical resources, including employee training.

. Review supplier's financial status.
- TechnicalEvaluation.

. A formal QA organisation, as well as supporting procedures, must be in place.

. Supplier must meet certain quality standards, such as ISO 9001 certification.

. Supplier must employ formal development standards aud follow industry stardards, such as

ANSI/IEEE.
- Written SOPs must be followed and audited.

- Software Development Standards.
- Written procedures and standards must exist for development of software.
. Software must be traceable to original versions and specifications.
. Source code must be available for inspection, if uecessary.
. Software must be controlled strictly and associated documentation kept secured.
. A formal software problem reporting and corrective action plan must be supported by written

procedures.
. A formal change control program must be in place.

- Hardware Development Standard.
. Written procedures and standards must exist for development of hardware.
. Hardware must be tested to determine its suitability for use in hostile environments.

- Manufacturing.
. Procedures and standards must exist for manufacturing.
' Test equipment must be calibrated.
. Statistical techniques must be used for assessing quality.
. Testing must be performed to verify product performaace.
' Corrective action procedures must be followed.

5 Software Development

6.1 Types of Software and Basic Steps in the Development
The development of quality software is one of the most critical steps in the life cycle approach.

Generally quality software is the most complex component of a computer-related system. A quality
computer-related system can only be created by developing quality software, following written
development standards, including the use of appropriate test plans and methods. The life cycle for
software is parallel to that of computer-related systems. Three levels of software are typically
identified in the system description:
- System Software
- Configurable Software
- Application-specific Software.

These are not rigid classifications and therefore allow important distinctions to be made about

software and software testing provided by suppliers.

system Software (or Operating Software) provides basic operating instructions for the computel, Mr
such as DOS. These run coutinuously in the background and control all the computer functions, such

as iuputioutput processing, network communications, and database management. System software
is geuerally supplied with the computer, has a very large user base, is independent of specific
applications; and therefore does not require formal validation.

Configurable Soflware provides a common functional shelf which runs on-line to multiple users. The

Operating aud Configurable software programs do not change from user to user but allow users to
define a number of conditions, such as operating and reporting parameters and alarm conditions.
Users do uot alter the configurable program code itself but can change the paraneters to
satisry the requirements of a specific applicatiou. Examples: MS Excel and most Distributed Control
System (DCS) software. Validation of this software is very dependent on documentation provided
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by the supplier on development and testing, and is usually described further by referring to
suppliers' books and specifications.

Application-specific Soflware is unique to the process being controlled. Its progrems are usually
coufigured in modules and are written or modified to apply to the specific requirements of the
users. When the program code of Configurable Software is changed for a specific application of the

user, then the entire code is considered to be Application-specific Software. When a coufigurable
program is used, the parameters and operations comprise the application-specific program. This

software directly controls the computerised system and therefore, requires the greatest degree of
validation. It is important, therefore, to describe these programs and to define how each module

funcions and relates to other modules. The following list identifies coDtitruous and sequential

control strategies that should be included in this description:
- Program structure and file hierarchy
- Modes of operation
- Safety interlocks
- Error handling and failure modes
- Alarm priorities and logging
- Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control
- Graphical display screens

- Recipe maDagement
- Report geueration
- Security system
- Data archiving.

Since Application-specific and Configurable Software can have a uegative effect on the operation of
computer-related systems, the documentatiou of both is often closely examined during a regulatory
inspection. For software (Configurable and Application-specific) provided by suppliers, the 'end

user' firm has the ultimate responsibility for the use of the software. Thus, users must rely to a great

extent oD information and test data provided by the supplier, as supporting validation documentatiou.

Users must also carefully study the development and testing practices of the software developer to
ensure that appropriate standards are met.

6.2 Software Supplier Audit
The Quality Assurance department of the user's firm should have adequate knowledge of software

development and testing practices to audit software developers. During an audit, it is essential to

determine the availability and usage of software development and testing policies and standards,

as well as configuration managemeut and testing plaus. Detailed studies of this documentation

- together with test cases, test reports, software bug reports, debugging reports, and change reports -
establish the structural integrity and value of developers of a software product. Additional factors

which should be considered, include:
- Level of Experience of programmers
- Quality and depth of thet documentation
- Supplier's use of written quality assurance

- Testing and change control procedures.

For configurable software, the user base for specific versions, length of supplier support for prior
versions, and the supplier's financial stability are also important considerations. Be suspicious of
suppliers who make claims that their software is pre-validated or 'FDA approved'. Such statements

could indicate a lack of understanding of what is required to adequately document the quality of
software.
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6.3 Software Testing
Documentation of software testing which applies to Configurable and Application-specific Software

is an important part of the validation of computer-related systems. Testing is vital at all stages of
software development (including requirements, desigu, and programming) as it improves the

reliability and quality of software by ensuring compliauce with requtements and development

standards. The most inportant features of testing are that it identifies errors, in addition to
establishiug functionality, compatibitty, and performance. Software testing may be divided into
two categories i.e., structural and fuuctional testing.

StructuralTesting is the detailed examination of the internal stnrcture of a code aud includes:
- Review of code to determine whether it structurally conforms to established standards and is

well documented.
- Analysis of all logic paths.
- Inspection for dead code.

Iu order to perform structural testing a listing of the source code (the human readable form of the
code) must be available. The software developer is responsible for documentation of the structural
testing of Configurable and Application-specific Software. However, since the user is responsible

for determining the adequacy of this structural testing documentation, the decisiou to purchase

software supplied by a supplier should depend on their ability to provide appropriate documentation

of the software's structural integrity. An audit must be performed if there is any doubt about the

adequacy of a supplier's documentation or whether accepted standards and/or procedures were

used during the development.

Functional Testing of software assesses the outputs of a program compared to the expected output
values for a range of input values. This type of testing does not require source code, but it can be

helpful in designing tests. Functional Testing, however, does require a compreheusive system

specification that describes all functions controlled by the software controls. Suppters of Configurable

Software may provide documented verificatiou of their sofLware, but users also must perform

sufficient functional testing (generally as part of Operational Qualification). The user is normally
totally responsible for Functional Testing of Application-specific Software. When suppliers are

relied upon to perform this testing, assurance must be obtained of the supplier's education,

training, and experience in providing this service, as well as evidence of the suitability of the
testhg documentation.

Prequalification Phase

The initial phcse of a validatiou project involves:
- defining the process beiag coutrolled;
- determining the requirements of the system:

- programming standards and conventions;
- developing test procedures;

- assigning project responsibilities to internal groups;
- generating project schedules, with mile-stones.

All these components of the validation project require intensive planning.

The design specifications are then prepared for hardware and software. A system descriptiou is

developed by includiug a written definition of the limits of process control. Schematic drawings
present physical boundaries of the system. Process FIow Diagrams (PFDs) and Process &
Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs) are assembled to show functional relationships between units
and components.

c) 2002-2005 TNO
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Thre hardware portion of the system description is prepared in text and chart formats. These

documents provide signal, data, and process flow details. A list ofgeneral categories ofhardware
components should include:
- Controllers
- Peripheral devices
- Input/Output (I/O) modules
- Network modules and cabling
- Redundant components
- Power requirements
- Enclosures.

The three levels of so.,ltware are typically identified in the systen description, i.e., System (or Operating)

Software, Configurable Software, and Applicatiou-specific Software, see section 6.1.

The system sofrware does not need validation. The configurable sofovare is described further by
referring manufacturers' books and specifications. The Application-specific Soflware requires a full
description and definitions of each modules.

Once desiga specifications have been established, software configuration and documentation is imple-

mented. Modules of software code must be debugged, evaluated, and integrated by programmers.

During this implementation phase, all hardware components are assembled and installed at the
supplier's factory Combining the installed hardware with downloaded software produces 'firmware'.

Functional testing of firmware is performed prior to shipment and followed by final installation at
the user's site. This pre-shipment test plan, (i.e., Factory Acceptance Test (FAT)), must be documented

and should include types and methods of testing performed.

Software implementation and validation protocol development take place concurrently. Installation

Qualification (IQ), Operational Qualification (OQ), and Performauce Qualification (PQ protocols should

be based on the original design specifications. Once the system has been installed, all instrumeut
calibrations identified by the measuremeut (metrology) program should be initiated.

The calibration process frequently identifies discrepancies between hardware and sofharare. All
discrepancies must be resolved before proceeding with the validation effort.

During start-up, a series of field installation checks is performed on all hardware components. This

essentially troubleshooting procedure discovers design or construction faults and omissious that
must be corrected. In addition, all modifications to validation protocols, procedures, hardware, or
software configurations must be evaluated. An important step is to compare the scope and potential
benefit(s) of plauued improvemeuts to the impact that such changes may have on the cost and

schedule ofthe project. A critical step is to establish adesign pause before proceeding with the
executiou of IQ. (Performing this step at this point iu time will allows more flexibility in design

changes while protocols are still being drafted; some firms however, choose to establish a design
pause before prepariug the FAT and installation of the system.) To limit the number of modifications
to the system during validation, a Change Control program must be implemented wheu design

Pause occurs.

Qualification Phase

8.1 Introduction
The next important steps itr the development life cycle are installation, integratiou, and qualification.

Qualification verifies the proper installation of components (both hardware and software),

operation of sub-systems and performance of the integrated system. Typical for validatiou, qualification

should document that the system performs as designed, as-built, and as intended in use. Written,
pre-approved testitrg protocols are required to document these qualifications.
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Very briefly, the requirements for Qualification Protocols include:
- first and foremost being written and approved; then
- for each test include the purpose ofthe test;
- the test procedure;
- the expected result and/or acceptance criteria; aud
- provisions for recording the actual result.

Protocols should incorporate:
- testing of abnormal conditions;
- boundary testing (i.e., testing at the extremes of anticipated operating ranges); and
- challenges within normal operating conditions.

8.2 Installation Qualilication
The second phose of tie validation project is marked by the start of initiation of the formal IQ Protocol.

This protocol conteins instructions for verifying the irstallation of hardware and software components

and implementing Change Control. Confirmation of installation is documented offtcially by the

operator or technician who checks, signs, and dates all the sections of, and attachments to, the IQ

Protocol. The ouly portion of the IQ that relates to software is the file download operation, during
which Application-specific Software programs are iustalled and checked. The name, version, and

location of the source code for the System (Operating) and Configurable Softwarc with the

corresponding controller's identification must also be documented.

Each IQ Protocol has a list of documents by title and number and includes an attached package of
approved documentatiou which is produced from verification of the as-built installation. The

Protocol also has references to appendices and location of original source electronic files. Items

that should be checked and included in the IQ, are:
- Power supply, electrical distribution, and fusing.
- Uuinterrupted Power Supply (UPS) and emergency power systems.
- Grounding, terminations, and tagging.
- Coutrol cabinets and environmental conditious.
- Supervisory and unit coutrollers including redundant compoDents (processing units, driver

cards, disk drives, monitor, keyboard, mouse, printer, I/O and uetwork module assignments).
- Instrument and equipment indexes and identification tags.

- Device tubing and wiring continuity.
- Drawings (P&IDs, loop sheets, wiring schematics & terminations, network schemes).

- Purchase orders.
- Specification and cut sheets.
- books.
- Spare Parts List.

8.3 operational Qualification
OQ testing follows the review and acceptance of the IQ Protocol and verifies functionality of the
computer system. Performing the formal OQ involves carrying out a series of static and dynamic

tests that veriff aud document the correct functioning of all continuous, sequential control
parameters and graphical display elements. Individual units of the system should perform as

intended throughout the pre-determined and expected operating rauges.

During the OQ, sequeutial control configurations also must be tested, but each sequence must be

treated as an individual unit. A sequence consists of steps and decision points (i.e., tmnsitions)
between steps. within a specific sequence, steps following a parallel branch are tested automatically
based on the special definition of the branch- The structure of various branches provides an

'eitherior' choice for executing subsequent steps. Each transition must be simulated for all steps to
be tested. It is important to design a challenge to the system by simulating the full rauge of process

conditions.
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The following items should be evaluated:
- Analogue and discrete I/O points and sigual range testitrg
- Valve atrd motor actuation
- PID control loop tuning
- Interlocks and timers
- Alarm points and priorities
- Networkcommunications
- Security system
- Single and integrated sequences
- Automatic, semi-automatic, and book operations
- Safe-state commands and failure/restart modes
- Display text, trends, icon links to configured devices
- Recipe parameters aud values
- Report and data archive formats.

8.4 Performance Qualification
Process or performance testing begins once the OQ has met all acceptance criteria and the
Operational Qualification Report has been approved. During this phase, the PQ Protocol is executed

to challenge the computer system as a fully integrated unit. The PQ eusures that the system meets

its design and process specifications- Computer control parameters specified in the Batch Production
Record (BPR) are tested under actual process conditions. Acceptance criteria for each test are also

established in the PQ. All sequences are integrated, combined with continuous control elements

and graphical displays, and tested as one unit.
Generally, a minimum of three consecutive and successful runs is required to demonstrate system

performance. Success is measured by examining results from the above testing. Observations and
raw data collected by the operators are recorded in the PQ. Operator chauge logs, trend graphs,

and alarm logs are forms of reports generated by the computer system. These reports should be

attached to the PQ Protocol. After the data is analysed, evaluated and summarised, it is compared
to acceptaDce criteria to determine successful completion of testing.

Maintenance Phase

Following successful validation, the computer system's performance must be monitored and

maiutained continuously. Operational and Change Control Records and Audit Reports should be

reviewed periodically to detect chauges in the performance of the system- These changes are

evaluated to determine if, and to what extent, revalidation is required. Representatives from
appropriate disciplines should approve and document any necessary corrective actions. This ongoing
task closes the loop of the validation cycle and allows the system to maintain its validated status.

Retrospective Validation

Validation of existing systems presents several additional challenges. Supplier documentation is

often incomplete, aud system logs aud validation iuformation may be non-existent, with little or
no documentation of chauges to the software or system. In spite of these drawbacks, much can be

doue to provide documented assurance that au existing system is performing and will continue to
perform the way it is intended.
Besides evaluating past process information from, or data produced by, the system and determining
the existeuce and adequacy of applicable SOPS, fuuctional testing can be performed on systems and

software. This testing should be based on a description of the computer-related system's required

functions, which usually can be compiled from available supplier and user information- Structural
testing of sof|ware, however, requires a copy of the source code and is best performed by the
developer ofthe code during the development process.

Ifdocumentatiotr ofstrucrural testing is inadequate or unavailable from the developer, an alternative

to ensuring the structural integrity ofsoftware is path analysis ofthe source code by the user. Path
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analysis is a structural software testiug technique used to ensure that all logic paths in the program

are terminated in a logical manner and that all requirements of the functional requirement or
description are met. All timers, counters, and latches should be traced through the program to
veriry that they are defined and accessible. This review should also include an examination of all
diagnostics and alarms, an investigation of what actions the system takes during a failure, and the

time frames for these actions. Other items that can be examined as part of path analysis include:

- Verification that the version/revi5isa snning on the 63shing corresponds to the source code

listing.
- Review of configuration parameter files or book settings to determine consistency with

specifications.
- Check ofadherence ofthe code to applicable standards.
- Assessment of annotation of the code, traceability to design requirements, input/output and

internal bit descriptors, termination oflogic paths, and the presence ofa code that is extraneous

to the operation and mainteuance of the system.

All branching statemeuts should be inspected to ensure that they are terminated effectively at the
line number or specified 'tag'. The source code version and revision history also should be examined.

Summary

The extent of testing and the type of documentation required to validate au instrument, system, or

items of equipmeut, in particular computer related systems in a manner that will ensure

performance and comply with applicable CGMP regulations, is often not clear to mauy working in
an industry The pharmaceutical aud medical device industries are taking the lead with the help of
guidelines from the regulatory agencies.

Validation of computer systems is a complex process requiring careful planning aud combination of
the efforts of diverse disciplines. This process involves documenting and testing the system's design

to ensure product quality and consistency. The qualification should contain a series of meaningful
tests and challenges to the system with pre-determined acceptauce criteria that can be accurately

measured and quantified.
The keys to a successful validation program are securing the support of all contributing groups,

preparing a thorough Validation Master Plan, starting the project during the design phase, and

maintaining the effort throughout the full Me of the system.

Validating Computer Systems - A Checklist Approach

12.1 Introduction
Due to technological advancements, computer systems can no longer simply be divided into rwo
major portions, i.e., the computer system and the controlled process. Currently, most of the systems

itr the industry are interconnected, enabling computerised systems platforms to share information.
For example, computer interfacing is described as: 'An interface is a shared boundary, it might be a

hardware or software component to link two devices, or it might be a portion of a storage or registers

accessed by two or more computer programs'.

Given the complexity of today's environment, validating computer systems has become more difficult.
This sectiou provides a checklist of items to be considered for proper Installation and Operational

Qualif,rcation and Documentation. It also will discuss ways of maintaining computer systems in a

validated state, activities which are essential to compliance, but often neglected.

12.2 Regulatory Considerations
A typical computer system includes multiple platforms, operating environments, and procedures.

To fully appreciate the intricacies of such a system, consider the followitrg situation:
1. A midrauge computer containing an MRPU system requests approval for lots from a microcomputer

containing UMS. It also provides informatiou to corporate information systems via modem.

2. Industrial PCs, each controlling a different stage in the process, send information for storage in

12
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a file server computer.

3. A desktop computer is able to extract infor-mation and emulate a workstation for the MRPII

system, IIMS, file server, and network server.

4. All systems are able to print.

Based on this scenario, the question is 'what must be validated?' Basically, if a system contains

data that affects the identity, quality, andlor safety ofa product, then the system must conform to
the CGMP, and therefore requires validation. The following question is 'How would such a program
be executed?' Guidance on computer validation is given the Code ofFederal Regulations, Volume 21,

in the following sections:
.21 CFR 211.63

.21CFR211.67

.21CFR211.68(a)

.21CFR211.ffi(b)

.21 CFR 211.188(c)

.21 CFR 211.188(d)

.21 CFR 211.188(a)

.n CFnu1.188(e)

FDerC Act. Section 784(a)

12.3 The Checklist Approach

12.3.1 lntroduction
The preparation of a Validation Master Plan is the Jtrst step in the validation of computer systems.

This document defines the overall structure ofthe project and the system to be validated, discuss

validation policy and expectations, general approach, regulatory sensitivity, and key indicators for
assessing the status of a validation study. An audit of hardware and software suppliers is the next

item to be addressed. Such audits provide valuable data regarding the solidity and resourcefulness

of the compauy developing the hardware or software in question. These reviews based on a SOP

should follow a predetermined procedure that allows no room for preferential treatment. When

couducting an audit, the following must be considered:

12.3.2 Checklist No. 1 - Supplier

1. Name and address

2. Credit rating and fmancial status

3. Experience, market share, and rypical markets

4. Organisational chart
5. History and planned growth
5. Goals, operating plans, and sales

7. Ability to provide long term support
8. Track record

9. Willingness to co-operate during audit.

Requires that equipment have a suitable location to facilitate operations

for the intended use.

Requires a maintenauce prograrn for equipment.
States that computers may be used and requires a calibration program.

Requires programs that ensure accuracy and security ofcomputer inputs,
outputs, and data.
States that records required by regulations should be available during
an inspection of the authorities and are subject to reproduction. Computer

records which are retrievable from a remote locatiou are acceptable.

States that retained records may be origiuals or true copies. When

necessary, readers and photocopying equipment should be available. This

concept applies to Eagnetic media and disks.

States that requirements for the reteution of records should be the same

for electronic media and paper.

States that, where appropriate, batch records should be reviewed as

part of a periodic evaluation of quality standards. It is acceptable for a
fum to conduct part ofthe review by running a computer program that
calls out analytical data from each batch and conducts trcnd analysis to
deterEitre the need to change product specifications.

States that for prescription drug products, access to computer prograns

should be granted during inspections, ifsuch inspections are reasonable.
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12.3.3 Checklist No. 2 - Hardvrarc Developer Technical

1. Detailed description of hardware and its intended use

2,. Supplier's service and training
3. Design methodology
4. Quality assurauce program
5. Availability ofresources and qualified personnel

5. Hardware schematics

7. Hardware suppliers

8. Internal audit program
9. Components list
10. Wiring diagrams
11. Hardware operating limi15

12. Hardware testing.

These lists may be used as part of a SOP for audits and can be broadened to include more specific

items within the categories mentioned earlier. Following the structure established in the Validation
Master Plan, a specific protocol must be written outlidng the objectives, methods, and acceptance

criteria for each element of the system. This validation protocol should contain the following:

12.3.4 Checklist No. 3 - Sofiwarc Developer Technical

1. Software tools, techniques, and development methodologies

2. Supplier's documentation
3. Third-party software management program

4. Back-up plans/contingency plans

5. Internal audit program
6. Version number and date ofrelease
7. System description:

- Application software name

- book operation being replaced
- System flowchart
- System version number
- History log ofprevious versions
- Operating system version
- Application system history

8. Software development standards

9. Source code

10. Software development environment
11. Software testing methodology
12. Documentation

13. Security
14. Training program

15. System maintenance
16. Software testing.

12.3.5 Checklist No. 4 - System Arcrview
1. State the purpose ofthe system
2. Ensure that personnel have knowledge ofthe system to understand its purpose.

3. System Definition - Define the computer system in detaii, including the program and procedures.

4. Regulatory Sensitivity - Describe parts atrd functions of the computer system that must comply
with regulatory requirements. Include the reason(s) for validating the system.

5. Define all terms that have specific meanings within the scope of the computer system.
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5. Responsibilities - Identiff individuals responsible for the following:
Overall Conceptual Design

Computer System Responsibility

Computer System Security

Computer System Integrity
Computer System Procedures

Calibration Program
Validation Process

Approval Process.

12.3.6 Checklisr No. 5 - Installation Qtalification

Hardware
1. List major items of hardware.

Z- Veri$ proper grounding aud wiring code standards (including IJL ratings).
3. Veriff appropriateness ofsignal levels.

4- veriry that electrical noise on signal lines is below threshold levels.

5. Demonstrate proper shielding from electromagnetic iuterference.

5. Determine adequacy of power line conditioning.
7. Identiff equipment serial numbers, model numbers, and other key informatiou.
8. Conduct diagnostic tests on components.

9. Veriry that environmeutal lim115 specified in manufacturer's specifications are maintained.
10. Identiff room construction specifications and certification ofadherence to these specifications.

11. Ensure existence of preventive mainte-nance and calibratiou programs.

12. Check data cabling system - C6rtify that all cables comply with applicable IEEE standards for
telephone or terminal to CPU communicatious.

13. Perform documented cabling tests on the following:
- Shorts
- Polarity
- Grouuds
- Loop resistance
- Continuity
- Impedance
- Cable distance
- Attenuation
- Near end cross-talk
- End to-end atteuuatioE.

14. Perform frbre optic cable tests on the following:
- Optical Power Meter
- Total attenuation (range from 850 to 1310 nanometers)
- Transmission and reception of polarity at both ends

- End-to end attenuation (should not exceed 2.0d8)

- Exercise sensors and control elements
- Correct range and polarity ofeach signal
- Feedback information on status of equipment.

Software
1. Identify and record the software (application and system) to be installed.
2. Ensure adherence to supplier installation instructions.
3. Ensure no errors are detected during installation.
4. Prepare a back-up copy of original software.

5. Check on the qualifications of installer.
6. Identify known deviations to installation procedures due to system configuration or other reasons

(speciff).
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7. Source Code Review:
- List Dame, version, and release date of all major programs used in the computer system.
- Identify lauguage and compiler.
- Identify location and accessibility ofsource code.

- Check flowchart/logic diagram of the application.
- Identify logical flaws, incomplete path-ways, and data loss loops or traps.
- Identify significant gremmar, syntax, punctuation, or language errors.
- Document all changes and errors via a change record log.

12.3.7 ChecklistNo. 6 - Opemtional Qtalification
1. Software Functional Testing.

- Identiff critical path and documentation of testing through this path.

- Check operational function.
- Determine worst case production limits.
- Repeat test to ensure consistenry (usually three times).
- Documeut test and obtain at least two signatures with dates.

2. Specific Operational Testing.
- Perform positive and negative testing.
- Verify procedures supplied by suppliers and test results.
- verify development- and user-site test procedures and results.
- Conduct potential vuluerability analysis.
- SysteE security.
- Repeat tests to ensure proper operation is maintained.

3. Documetrtatiou and Training.
- Review training and instructional books.

- Review operational and user books.
- Review technical books.
- Check system procedures:
- Computer System Security
- Change Control Management
- Disaster Recovery Plan

- Check operational procedures:
- Back-up aud Restore

- Archive and Retrieval
- Secoudary Storage.

12.4 Summary Report & Certification
After completing and executing the validation protocol, the results of the study should be evaluated

and a Summary Report prepared for review and discussion by mauagement. Note that all deviations

should be resolved before writing the report, which should contain 'certification' of use for production.

The following should be considered when preparing this document:
- Determine findings in the validation process.

- Evaluate criticality of findings.
- Determine whether findings hamper system performance.
- Prepare recommendations for system use.

- Indicate confidence in system and its suitability.

After corrections are made and the summary report reviewed, the computer system may be certified-

The following items must be completed before certification:
- Address andior correct all findings from the validation study.

- Prepare final report indicating all corrective actions taken.

- Provide certification of the validation status of the system.
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It is important to include the conditions under which the system will continue to maintain its
certified status. Hereafter every change performed to the computer system must be analysed in
order to clearly indicate the ueed for revalidation of the systen, or the amount of effort required to
maintain its validated state.

12.5 Change Control
The method utilised to keep track of changes must contain two basic characteristics: ease of use

and suitability expediency. A flow chart of an effective change control cycle for computer systems is
given in figure 57.

The purpose of change control is to outline the procedures and responsibilities for proposing,

evaluating, approving or rejecting, s6fusduling, and tracking all computer system changes within a

given organisation. Successfully implementing these changes depends on the efficiency of this
procedure. Proper documentation throughout the process is a necessity. Normally, changes by the
originator of software packages - in the form of 'updates' and 'fixes' - are accompanied by supporring

documentation. However, proper documentation of revisions by system programmers is very
seldom and can lead to problems for the user who is not familiar with the changes.

12.6 Documentation
Computer system documentation is usually divided into two categories: User and Technical
reference documentation. User documentation must be kept curreut due to its importance to
operators and eud-users. Standard Operating Procedures are also a category ofuser documentation,

and must also incorporate changes performed on the system. Technical reference documentation
refers to the documentation used by maintenance personnel, programmers, and/or analysts to
repair a computer system. It should include the followiug:

12.6.1 Checklist No. 7 - System Doanmentation
1. Requirement Specifications
2. System Specifications
3. User book
4. Programmer book
5. Reference books.

12.6.2 Checklist No. 8 - Internalty Genemteil DocTtmentation

1. Standard Operating Procedures
- Change Control
- Software Development
- Back-up and Restore

- Archive and Retrieval
- SysteE Security
- Physical System Safety
- System Validation
- Disaster Recovery
- Training

2. Operational Guidelines
3. Training books.

12.7 Other Areas to be Monitored
The need for training is closely linked to the issue of keeping documentation up-dated. Users must
be informed of changes to computer systems, especially those affecting functionality. The CGMPs

and GLPs for drugs and devices clearly state that all personuel involved in regulated processes
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should possess adequate training, education, and experience for the function. When considering a

training program, checks should include:
Written procedures

book for each system
Documetrted proof of training.

Computer system security is another crucial area. This subject is often ignored after validation
efforts are complete. However, careful review of computer system security should be performed at

least once each week to eusure, that violations do not occur. Security programs should include:

- Password length aud expiration
- User access requtements
- User inactive sessions disconnect
- Invalid sigu-on attempts, auto log-off.

A fiual recommendation is the creatiotr of a Disasfer Recovery Plan. Mauy companies will confirm

that ueglecting such a plan can be very costly. Particularly important is maintaining a validated

environment when software is transferred to another facility. Installation Qualification and a series

of tests should be run in a simulated disaster environment. This will eliminate doubts on the

compatibility of equipment, installation instructions, and equipmeut configuration.

13 Conclusion

Computer systems are among the most difncdt to validate and to keep in compliance. By nature,

they are subjected to constant chauge in order to provide the users with systems that always meet

expectations- Consequently, it is essential to have a program for maintaiuing control of this varying

environment to ensure validation.
In general, the scope of any validatiou effort depends on a number of factors, including the size

and complexity of the items being validated and whether their functions are critical or non-critical

in nature. Each firm must develop a validation program appropriate to the intended use of each

item being validated. A program that is based on a sound, scientific, common sense approach will
usually withstand even the most rigorous inspection of the regulatory authorities. However, a key

point is, that no matter how well a computer system performs, if it is not documented properly,

then it might as well not be performing at all - as far as regulatory compliance is concerned.
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Part 23

Validation in Practice

Introduction

The purpose of this part is to give some examples of the practical application of validation iu the
industry The range of equipment, processes, facilities, utilities, software and methods that require

validation, is extensive. Although this Part will concentrate otr process validation, in particular IQ,

OQ and PQ, elements outside of these will also be covered when necessary to make the point clear.

Reference will be made to the Parts in this book in which more detailed information on the subject
in question or the action needed, is presented.

Essentials of Validation of a Form-Fill-Seal Packaging Machine

2.7 Introduction
Machines operating on the Form-Fill-Seal principle are very widely used for producing and filling of
primary and secondary packages for a wide range of pharmaceutical products and medical devices.

These products come in a wide range of sizes, shapes and atmospheric and other sensitivities. The

example is chosen to manufacture packs for sterile products as this sets the maximum requirements

on the quality of sealing of the packs. The reasons for validating the machines include: a) It is good

business practice, b) It is the only way to eusure coDsistent product packaging with an acceptable
sterile barrier, aud c) the Regulatory Authorities (e.9., FDA) and ISO require validation of equipment
and processes for these classes ofproducts.
In the example that follows, 6 steps will be used to illustrate the essential phases involved iu the
validation of such complex items of machinery. Validation needs to start during the design phase,

particularly for the software components of the machine. The concept presented can be applied
(with the necessary modifications) to the validation of any machine which contains software that
was developed by an external company specially for that machine.

The six esseutial steps to be performed, are:

7. Qualify the supplier to ensure that the machine has been designed, manufactured aud tested
according to appropriate standards.

2. Factory Acceptance 1?sfs (FATs) at the supplier site before shipment to ensure that the machine

couforms to its specif,rcations.

3. Installation Qualification (IQ) to establish coufidence that the machine has been installed according

to manufacturer and purchaser specifications.
4. Operational Qualification (OQ) to establish confidence that the machine operates as it is supposed

to function.
5. Pre-Validation Study (PVS) to finalise the parameter settings and process documentation and to

qualify the packages.

6. Performance Qualification (PQ to establish confidence that the process is efficieut and reproducible.

2.2 Planning, Project Management and Project Reporting
Validation Master Plans: Correct planning is importaut for the success of the project. The preparation
of a Validation Master Plan is the ftst and fundamental step in any large validation project. This step

has been covered in sufficient detail in Part 8 of this book, no further information will be given here.

A Project I?am is also an essential to the success of this type of validatiou project and should be

established at the beginning of the project. The team should involve Development Engineering,
Mauufacturing Engineering, Packagiug Engineering and Quality Engineering. This team formation
and its responsibilities are covered in Part 5 ofthis book.
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A Gantt Charf satisfies the planning ueeds for the different tasks to be performed. Howevef, a Pert

Chart for this plauning might be preferable, even if it is more diffrcult to put in place. A Pert chart

can show the critical path.

For the project progrcss report, a specific spreadsheet as table 22 may be very useful and columns can

be iucluded to enter values represeuting the percent tasks completed at the date of the previous

report. This report has the advantage ofclearly presenthg the progress ofdifferent tasks on one page.

Table22. ExampleofSpreadsheetforUseasValidationProjectltogressReporton15April2oo2

Ilasks Description

NOtC: THIS SPREADSHEET

COIITENT IS ONLY AN EXAMPIT

Iiask No. Estimated

Start Date

Estinated Date % of Tesk % of rask

of Completion Completiou Completion

PTevious* I'APR-2002

Project schedule

Master validation plan

Evaluation Questionnaire
Supplier selection

FAT protocol Writing
IQ protocol writing
OQ protocol Writing

PQ protocol writing
Preliminary Tests Execution

Supplier audit

FAT execution

FAT Summary

Machine Delivery

IQ Test Execution

IQ Protocol Summary

OQ ltst Execution

OQ Protocol Summary

PQ Tests Execution

PQ Protocol Summary

Release to Production

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1t

t2
13

t4
15

16

t7
18

19

20

100

100

100

100

100

90

50

40

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

30

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

01-JAN2002

o1-JAN-2002

01-FEB-2002

01-MAR-2002

01-MAR-2002

01-APR-2002

o1-APR-2002

01-APR-2002

01-JUN-2002

01-JUL-2002

01-JUL-2002

7s-NL-2002

3't-NL-2002

08-AUG-2002

1,5-AUG-2002

24-AUG-2002

01-ocr-2002

08-ocr-2002

24-OC-t-2002

NA

31-JAN-z002

28-FEB-2002

28-FEB-2002

15-MAR-2002

31-MAR-z002

1s-APR-2002

30-APR-2002

15-MAY-2002

30-JUN-2002

1s-JUL-z002
'Ls-JUL-ZOO?

23-JUL-ZOOZ

07-AUG-2002

75-AUG-2002

23-AUG-2002

30-sEP-2002

o7-ocT-2002

23-OCT-2002

30-ocT-2002

01-NOV-z002

status at prevlous rePort NA = not applicable

2.3 Presentation of the Form-Fill-Seal Machine
The packaging machine in this example consists of the following statious:
- PET fibn roll loading and film cleaning station
- Heatiug and blister forming station
- book product loading station
- Pre-printed lidding material roll loading and eye sPot sensor station
- I\ruo Ink Jet printers for on-line printing of lot number, and expiration date
- One (Flexo-graphic) on-Iine printing system for the product designation, product number and bar

code printing
- Sealing station
- 1\&o cutting die sets for transversal cuts
- One cutting die set for longitudinal cuts
- Discharge conveyor.

This machine is controlled by a Programmable Logic Control (PLC) system aud several programs

(Ladder Logic for the PLC, Assembler).
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Parameters which can be set using a coutrol panel are: operation sequencing, forming temperature,

forming prcssrue, forming time, sealing temperatue, 5saling prcssurc, sealing time. The control panel

is also used to select a program stored in the memory and monitor the critical parameters during
the machine operation. The machine's water cooling system must be connected to a chiller to
operate properly.

This machine is used to produce sterile packages for small products. The dimensions of the package

are: about 215 mm (81/z inches) long; 55 mm (21la inches) wide; 9 mm (3/a inches) deep. For the
produc configuration under consideration, the machiue produces six blister cavities per motion/index.

The blister trays, formed to receive the product, are made from a PET film roll. The lidding material
part is an adhesive coated substrate heat sealed on the previously formed blister. The packaging

materials are fairly common for sterile packages and no further details will be given. Alternative
materials perform iu a similar way.

2.4 Supplier Qualification for Selection

In selecting a suitable supplier, and to obtain a good idea about a supplier's quality assurance system

a Supplier of Equipment, Evaluation Questionnaire (frgure 59) is advised. The answers provide a good

basis for future audits. The questionnaire can also be used to evaluate the validation efforts and

resources required to bring the equipment to a validated state.

The Fccfory Acceptance rcsrs must be performed at the supplier's site before shipment, thus the

supplier's system can be audited at the same time - to reduce the cost.

The Validation Audit should be conducted by a representative of Quality Assurance (with skill and

knowledge in auditiug and software quality assurance) with the help of a PLC programming specialist.

The proprietary machine sofrware is generally used by the supplier, and it is not possible to veriff
the software itself. Therefore, the audit must establish that the supplier has a quality assurance

system in place and give confidence that the supplier designed, implemented and tested the machine

hardware and software according to appropriate standards and procedures.

ISO 9001 certification is not suffrcient. Proofthat a quality system exists is not enough to ensure

that appropriate verification and testing have been performed during the hardware and software

design, development and integration.

2.5 Factory Acceptance Tests at the Supplier's Site

Factory Acceptauce Tests (FAT) will be performed at the supplier's site and the results used to release

the machine for shipment, thus FAT protocols must also be approved by the supplier, but written
and approved by the team members. FAI Protocols must be designed to establish confidence that
the machine and its essential supporting systems meet the Equipment Requirements defined in the
Equipment Specificatious and that they are capable of consisteut operation. The Factory AccePtance

Tests are basically IQ type tests.

Representatives from Quality Assurance, Validation Engineering, Packagiug Engineering, and

Development Engineering should perform the tests relating to their respective fields of experience.

These tests should be designed to support the machine IQ and OQ and thus minimise the cost of
the validation- Before planning the costly trip to the supplier, the supplier should be asked to
produce a few filled blister packages and supply them for 'preliminary' functional tests of the
sealed blisters (i.e., peel test, ARO burst test, leak test, visual, seal width and fitness of the
contents). The successful completion of these preliminary tests ensures that the machine cau

produce correct packages.

The Factory Acceptance Tests:

a. Begin with the review of the drawings, schemes aud books again5l the Equipment Specifications;

then
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Number of Years in Business:

Figure59. SupplierofEquipment,EvaluationQuestionnaire

Number of Ernployees:

t.. .. - .* .^:. *----
i Customer Base i Other pharmaceutical or med,ical device company - users of the systems:

rectinicat support - ldcatxis for naraiare ser'rrxi ana for sofrware supporo 
" "

2. General Information
p[.rious survdy/auait 

* 
Has a prerious auoit-uein performed byffiother division bf oui compiiiz 

**

Validation Package i Does a validation package exit for the Systems being considered for purchaseZ :

DYes trNo
bvei nffi
lYes tr No

r-"
I

l.-- Do documents exist which describe the functiou and capabilities of the system? DYes trNo
t1-Tl-99999*P-T-crPtig*-L99

Do documents exist with detailed description and graphical flowcharts or diagrams

describing the control functions, the types ofinputs and outputs, operator irterface,
system response to fault or abnormal conditions exist? EYes tr No

i- -- -4. SistCm oeiign Documents
t*--......*..*-.....:... ....,,..............-*._-.-...

l-* 
* 

oo aocume,itiixiit i,rrtriCtr iteicriue?etailed syste. ha.d*iri i"a idt*ire aesign ana ttre

logic of its inter-workings from the initial release until now (including engineering drawings
and major component interconnection diagrams. Part lists. sub-assembly specifications)? tr Yes tr No

s. software nevlioine"t proceaurli
: Does a software development life rycle exist for software development activities?

;- - Dg}-:tg-qy::::*cuj99ril"g:" 9 ::g:999-1"e"I* foi::*y"-"s-a-*:lg--l-.*gl!-9-gtilligji

, Is the software development procedure based on industry standard?

I Reference ofthe stardard:* *-Cre 
nowcharts (or data now Oiagrims,-state diagramst risea in sot"are development processt tr ves I lro

T-
I

I
i

I

--- 
O.HarAw#epEffientbevel,opmentproceauiis
Does a hardwarelequipment development life cycle exist for development activities?* 
bo- procedure_s, guidelines or-standards exist for h*irdware/equipment devilipmeniz
Is the hardware / equipment development procedure based on industry standard?

Reference of the standard:

Do standards which define program code organisation and structure exist?

Do all versions of released software code exisr in human-readable formz 
-

daTi';ilid;oi"iaieased sofr*tre-;oae;.iifuiiffitiy";o'",#;64; tniii programme.,

knowledgeable in the programming language, can trace the source to the appropriate
design description?
8. IEchnical Reviews

Is there erriaerce tt ai-teCt iiicii reviews such as aisign eviiuition and code analysis

were part of the development process?

Comment:

9, Test DocumeutatioD
Do written test documents ind testing iesutii exist which demonstiiie ttrat the software

Are there vwitten test plans and written test procedures for the module test?

Are software test tools used?

Comment:

Is software written, tested and released by the same person?

10. change control
Are there written procedures for hardware, ioftware, ana aocumintation chingesi
Are there written procedures for software source code and documentation approval?

! Yes

DYes trNo
nvdi-n No

trYes tr No

nie; nNo

trNo :

EYes trNo

trYes trNo

trYes trNo
nies nllo

Are there written test plans and written test procedures for the system integration tests? tr Yes D No

EYes trNo

nie; --N;

* ---*a.Y:: -nlo- ;

trYes trNo r

t
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Are all software versions traceable to development system(s) and software(s) on

which they were created? trYes tr No

Comment:

I who authorises release of a new software version: I

i Is there a procedure to define what constitutes major and minor revision increments? n Yes tr No i

i----fth;re a p;ocednie to dafil;-how customer-reporteo uugs iie iiinaieaz tr Yes tr No :

: Is there a procedure to ensure that the customer software quality is preserved .

after a service maintenance intervention?

Comment:

trYes trNo

1 u" old software versions supported?

I * *How long?

11. Disaster rcontingency

master copy is lost or damaged?

Comment:

trYes trNo

ei6 Jii #;id;"odi;ftilie ;ioiea oniiie io anaurc ;etiiAniifi-aise i cusiomer's

trYes trNo

Where is the current system backup software kept?

Who has access to them?

Where are the current equipment designs and drawings kept?

1 2. Personnel Qualifi cation
Are there cur.ent recoils showing iiie qualifications bf technical personnel responffi
for hardware and software development and maintenance?

1

-a
--'*^1

.,,,,,,,,,,s

I

trYes trNo l

Wi;{{{frre W;n;{;alffiiioffia"iilijieiiiisi-oii iofffiie ae'6irip*ii',t 'ara"maint;;an& teiioffieli

ii:rso"tooo
Is the company ISO 9000 certified? trYes trNo i

tr ISO 9001 tr ISO 9002 tr rso 9003

Is the company currently seeking ISO 9000 certification?
tr ISO 9001

Comment:

tr rso 9002 tr rso 9003

Are there internal audits to veriff compliance with software development, engineering,

and change control policies and procedures?

Comment:

Who enforces compliance with internal policies and procedures?

14. Release of information
Is the firm willing to release any informatioffiroprietary) when it is required to pass

a regulatory inspection?

Comment:

ts a software escro* i*ritt"n bond) iurangement possible?

Comment:

15. security
is trrere aoniioiiad aCi6lt i" i[e uuiial'rg d;iiia iie;; iled foi ioiiwaie aeteiopr,renti
ts tfrere password protiction for software development and modificationi*

EYes trNo i

trYes trNo

trYes trNo

lies -niiiii

-tea - No

trYes ENo

\o

o
.lJ
U
(U
V)

M

Is there an unique user identification?
Comme[t:

l'--"ir,o-'.p-l-9-i.:P-Ling9""lpolu-!-.d-,il".tl-..P,c-g-'-9919-l-y'"1gpd*.,glo-p-u-n!1--1-11.-99"31-ge3
16. Portion ofSystems Supplied by Others*"-"- 
de ouaaiaelourcris iif iiiia#are-iiialoi;oftware uied in tiie system? n vei - No

Identi$ major hardware and/or software suppliers if applicable:

i7. Document evailability
Are all documents identified in the questio"naiii iviiii6te foi i6riiewz

trYes trNo

dves 
-..4 

ruo

,.1
Ll Yes Ll No r

Filled Out By:

Name:

Phone Number:

Title:
Signature

I--'"-"-1
I

I

I
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b. verify that the major components (i.e., valves, gauges, sensors, relays, timers, servo motors,
printed circuit boards, etc.) are correctly identified, tagged and itrstalled according to drawings,
schematics and manufacturer specifications;

c. checkthat the electricalwires are tagged at both ends and connected according to the schematics;

d. veriff the pneumatic connections and other connections agaiust the drawiugs.
After these lQWe tests:

e. performance tests (functional tests) are carried out, which consist of an operational check of
each station (i.e., forming, printing, 5s:ling and cutting, discharging), emergency stops and safety

guards, control panel (i.e., menus, access authorisation, fault messages, paraneter control),
temperature, air pressure and timing controls, and advance length control.

Finally:
f. perform a complete operation test to ensure that the machine actually operates during eight

hours without interruptiou and
g. conduct a maiu power supply shut-down test.

It is clear that the Factory Acceptance Tests are a combination ofIQ and OQ tests, but not as detailed

as those that will be performed after delivery and installation of the machine at the user's site. It
is important that the engineers who conduct these preliminary tests determine what 'further'
must be put in place to ensure the future successful installation and qualification of the machine.

At this stage of the project, it is likely that some changes cau still be made without a great impact
on the schedule. Discovering and having to resolve the same problems during the OQ phase would
probably delay the release of the machine to production and further increase the cost of the
validation.

2.6 Installation Qualification
Several tests that gave acceptable results at the supplier's site would not have to be repeated and

can be referenced. Tests relating to the forming, sealing, printing and safety must be performed

after delivery, for obvious reasons. Examples of time consuming IQ tests which were performed

during the Factory Acceptance Tests (with satisfactory results) and need not be repeated include:
- Review of the drawings, schematics and books against the Equipment Specifications.
- Verification that the major components are correctly ideutified, tagged and installed according

to drawings, schematics, flow charts and manufacturer specifications.
- Assuring that the electrical wires are tagged at both euds and connected according to the

schematics.
- Verification of pneumatic counections and other connections against the drawings, P&ID, etc.

There are too many tests that must be performed to complete the IQ to reference them all here, but
a few deserve mentiou in the following categories:
- Mechanical parts; First, veriff the levelling and alignment of the various mechanical parts. For a

machine delivered in several parts, the reconnection of the different parts has to be checked.

Before connecting the utilities, veriff them agaiust the machine requirements. This includes the
power supply, the compressed air and the cooliug water

- Power supply: The power supply is very often in three phases for this type of machine, so veri$ the
voltage between phases 1 and 2, betweeu phases 1 and 3, and between phases 2 and 3 (a standard

tolerance is +/- 10olo of the nomiual voltage). The wire specifications should be checked before

connecting. Wheu the machine is connected, the current draws on each phase should be tested

to eusure that the phases are equilibrated.
- Water: Because the water is only for cooling purposes aud in a closed loop, no special tests are

needed, except to ensure that it flows and that there is no leakage.

- Compressed cir: Veriff the piping diameters and the maximum pressure that cau be delivered.

If the compressed air can come into contact with the product (i.e., product blow off on some

machines), perform a hydrocarbon content test and a particulate test. The safety factors must
not be forgotten; a safety officer must review the machine and accessories for persouuel safety

features.
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1

ForminglSealing Parts: Perform critical 'first article' checks ou the forming moulds and sealing
plates, and check the critical dimensious against the supplier drawiugs. For 'proprietary' forming
moulds and sealing plates drawings must be prepared for future reference \ rith the critical
dimensions measured during the first article checks. The use of a Co-ordinate Measuring Machine
(CMM) connected to and controlled by a computer allows the generation of drawings of the
moulds and plates that can be transferred on a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) system.

Printing plate: Inspect the Flexo-graphic printing plate for the Flexo-graphic printer.
Measuring devices: The final test of the IQ consists of calibrating the different measuring devices

and systems on the machine, including thermocouples temperature controls prcssure transducers,
pressure controls and timers. Thermocouple devices are often not easily accessible as they are

embedded in the moulds or plates. Completely disassembling and reassembling the forming or
sealing station to access the thermocouple device is not unusual, but be aware that this can take
cousiderable time (one station might take four hours).
Verification of thermocouple without disassembling the station: During the first calibration it can be

very useful to install the thermocouple wires in parallel to the existfurg thermocouple devices.

These additional thermocouple wires can be used to veriff the calibration of the existing ones

that monitor the temperature of the forming and sealing stations. Future verification will be

possible without disassembling the stations, by compariug the informatiou obtained with the
thermocouple wires to the information obtained with the embedded thermocouple devices. This

can significantly reduce both the down time for machine calibration and the cost of calibration.

2.7 OperationalQualification
The Operational Qualification of a packaging machine can be an intensive activity and usually requires

a large number of OQ tests. For a sterile product, there must be proof aud confidence that the
machine will produce packages with an acceptable sterile barrier.
The fust part of the OQ is actually a mechanical check and not au operational check. It is necessary

to veriff the free movement of all moving parts, and that all adjustable parts can be adjusted- For

the normal set-up, ensure the adjustments are not at the minimum or maximum setting, since

adjustments will have to be made later when there is wear on the different parts (as can be expected).

The OQ begins with the operational testing of each station to veriff the foUowing functions:
- Theprmin I station produces blisters that conform to specifications, aud the products fit correctly

inside. The CMM (Co-ordinate Measuring Machine) can be used to measure the blisters.
- The sealing station temperature profiles for minimum aud maximum temperature and pressure

show that the temperature is uniform over the entire sealing areas. (Prepare the temperature
profiles by placing a sheet of temperature sensitive material betweeu the lidding material aud

the top sealiug plate).
- The Ink Jet pnnters set-up can be up-loaded aud dorarn-loaded from a persoual computer:

- The set-up program menus are available and operate as described in the books.

- Normal and inner boundaries values are accepted.
- Outer boundaries and abnormal values are rejected.
- The Purge system operates correctly.
- The data scauned with a pen scanner aud sent to the priuters via a personnel computer are

printed on the lidding material.
- The printers print in both directions. Iuk level alarms operate correctly.

- The Flexo-graphic printer prints with au acceptable quality during eight consecutive hours without
stopping, except when a new roll of PET film or roll of liddiug material must be loaded. The ink
cleaning, flushing and rinsing modes are eflicient.

- The iuk used for on-line printfng is not affected by the sterilisatiou cycles. (This test is performed
by passing 30 printed packages through two rycles of Gamma sterilisatiou and/or 30 others
through two cycles of Ethylene Oxide (ETO) sterilisation. A check is made before and after each

sterilisation that the ink does not smear and is not discoloured).
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Material registratlon (Eye Spot Sensor and Brake) and indexing (Digital Drive) systems keep the
material in registration during eight consecutive hours of operation without readjustment of
the web advance or eye spot sensor.

The cuttingltrimming stations consistently cut the packages to specifications and the strips from

the cutting operation are removed by the waste removal systems.

The unlocd conveyor discharges the packages in an orderly manner without damage or turning
them upside down.
All guards prevent the machine from starting when the guards are not correctly in place, and

immediately stop the px6hing if they are moved from the correct location.
Nl emergency srops prevent the Eachine from starting when they are engaged and immediately

stop the machine if they are activated.

The conrrol panel screens, menus and functions operate as described in the book. Without the

correct password, access authorisation cantrot be overwritteu. The buttons and keys start or stop

the correct operation and function only when they are activated.

Alarms for temperature, pressure and timing work as intended by displayiug the alarm status

and stopping the machine when they are activated and by displaying the alarm status without
stopping the machine when they are disabled.

When data can be entered, normal and inner boundaries values are accepted and outer

bouudaries and abnormal values are rejected.

Following a main power supply shut down while the machine is ruuning, the machine restarts

without a problem. This test verifies that the program can reset itself and keeps the settings

after loss of power. (Simulating a power supply shut down can be by effected by shutting offthe
power supply at the main cfucuit breaker during a sealing phase, then one miuute later retuming
the power supply).

The temperature, pressure and timing variations around their set points are in compliance with
machine specifications. The maximum variations allowed around the set point, are (example):

temperature + 3"C (+ 5.4oF), pressure + 0.20 bar (t 2.9 psi), aud timing a 03 s. A calibrated
data acquisition device connected to the machine records these parameters. Then the data are

analysed to determine the variations. Note: The data acquisition device aud the software used to
perform the analysis must be validated before being used for this Operational Qualification of
the machine-

To bring this Operational Testing to completion, an overall system test is performed by veriffing
that all operations take place in the sequence and time as pre-determined. Performing this test

during the eight-hour printing test will save time.

2.7.7 Process OperatingWindow for Heat Sealing

When it has been established that the machine is operating correctly, it is possible to determhe
the minimum and maximum parameters for forming and sealing (i.e., temperature, pressure, time).

A 'process operating window' is created as follows:
Set all parameters to the nominal operating point according to machine mauufacturer and materials

manufacturers recommendatious. Then decrease and increase one parameter at a time until the

result of the operation is no longer acceptable (i.e., blister not formed correctly, wrinkle on blister,
packages uuder-sealed, discontinuity in the seal, excessive softening of the blister film, discoloratiou,

packages over-sealed like dear lidding material). After failure points are recorded for the six parameters,

perform the same test by decreasing and increasing temperature and pressure parameters at the

same time while maintaining the time below and above the nominal setting (e.9., * t s).

Note: The pressure seffing on many Form-Fill-Seal machinery is not always designed for easy

adjustment and consultatiotr with the supplier must be done before attempting this.
The aualysis of the results of these tests can give an accurate idea of what the nominal and the

safe range around the nominal should be. However, they must not be confused with a Design of
Experimeut (DoE), where the purpose is to find the failure points to determine where uot to
operate. The purpose with DoE is to determine, the influence on the process of parameters or

combinations of parameters.
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After the OQ, it is expected that the elements of validation, as well as the necessary training for
maintenance technicians and operators, have been conducted, that all (sub)processes have been set

up, aud that inspection and process documents have been developed all aloug with these OQ tests.

2.8 Pre-Validation Study (Pre PQ Study)

Every attempt must be made to decrease the amount of testing and reduce the cost of validation.

For the blister packaging example, it is useful to establish that the six cavities produced by the
machine by one index (one motion) are not significantly different. This can be tested as follows:

Run 30 indexes (motions) on the machine to produce 180 packages and perform the burst tests

(ARO) on all the packs. Then, perform an Analysis ofVariances on the results ofthe ARO burst tests.

If no siguificant difference is fouud at a confidence level of 95o/o, then ouly testing the cavities one,

three and six is suffrcient for the package tests. This will save 50olo testing.

Since the packages are produced from 'standard'materials of the same type and specifications, and

the same techniques as already being used on similar packaging machines, and marketed, the
package ageing tests need not be included - as a cost reduction step.

The low setting (all the parameters set at their minimum acceptable operating values) and high
setting (all the parameters set at their maximum acceptable operating values) used during these

tests have already been determined during the OQ. The following test cycle can be performed:

1. Produce at the low setting 480 package sets (one set beiug one package ofeach cavity one, three

and six containing product) and at the high setting 480 package sets.

2. Send 120 package sets of each setting to two times Gamma sterilisation, a hot/cold cycle and

International Safe Transit Association (ISTA) testing. (ISTA testing simulates the shipping and

transportation of the packages and consists of a vibration test, a drop test, and a static com-

pression test).

3. Send 120 package sets of each setting to two times ETO sterilisation, a hot/cold cycle and ISTA

testiDg.
4. Seud 120 package sets of each setting to one time Gamma sterilisation, one time ETO sterilisation,

a hot/cold cycle and ISTA testiug.

Table23. ExampleofTestingTableforPre-validationlntegityofsealStudy,determiningnumberoftests

Number ofTests per Cavity visual lest Leak lEst Peel IEst* ARO Burst

Before sterilisation

Low Settings After 2x Gamma**

A-fter 2x ETO**

A-fter 1x Gamma&lx ETO

90

90

90

90

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

Before sterilisation

High Settings After 2x Gamma

After 2xETO.*

After lxGamma & 1x ETO

* Peel tests have to be performed on the 4 sides ofthe package (top, bottom, left, riSht)
** camma & ETO - only if this process is used for sterilising the packed product.

Table 23 is au example of the tests which should be performed. Then a statistical analysis is run on

the results (i.e., normal distribution testing, average, standard deviation, average -r 3 standard

deviations). If the distribution is normal, the following statemeuts can be made:

- If the average plus three standard deviations value is equal to the maximum acceptable value

and the average miuus three standard deviations value is equal to the minimum acceptable

value, this means that99.7o/o of the packages produced will be acceptable.

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

90

90

90

90
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- If the acceptance criterion is one-sided, so only a miuimum (or maximum) value aud the average

minus (or plus) three standard deviations value is equal to this minimum (or maximum) value,

this means that 99.850/o of the packages produced will be acceptable.

The inspection and process documents that have been developed during the OQ can now be finalised

before starting the PQ phase.

2.9 Performance Qualification
The precise number ofpackages and the duration ofthe production depend on the size ofa normal
productiou order. The Performance Qualification is concurrent and consists of a minimum of three

shop orders, ou different days, with different regular operators for each order. For each company

and product, the specific situation would have to be considered, i.e., the size of an order, shift
work, the number of items produced in a shift, etc. The results of all tests performed ou these shop

orders must be judged acceptable before the machine is released for production. The example of
the blister packer concerned is made extra complicated: about 5 days production of a minimum of
three shop orders of2000 packages each must be produced by each shift with the different operators.

It can be argued that performing a concurrent PQ on a new piece of equipment could be risky.

However, after thoroughly testing the machine and the packages during OQ and PVS, confidence is

established by the PVS tests that the packages will conform to their specifications. Then the risk is
minimal. In any case, the packages produced can be safely put in quarantine until the results of all
tests performed during the PQ are known (including the calibration verification).

After the PQ runs are completed and established as acceptable, a verificatiou ofthe calibration of
machine equipment must be performed to ensure that the machine is still iu its calibrated state.

Equipment which is then found to be out of calibration must be iuvestigated to determine the
cause as well as which tests might be affected by this equipmeut. It may be necessary to repeat

several OQ tests, and to run the Performance Qualification again.

2.10 Find Report
The Performance Qualification Final Report is intended to summarise all relevant data which are

collected during the validation run. The report gives a short description of all test functions and a

briefdiscussion ofthe overall validation effort, includiug the deviations/exceptions, change control
reports, Iist of all record documents and conclusion. This compilation is adequate documentation of
assurance ofthe acceptability and validity ofthe packaging equipment. The basis for this assurance

is the result of the data, test functions and supporting documentation. A dossier can be built up in
sections:
1. Index
2. Approval Sheet

3. Final Report
4. Approval Protocol

5. Test Functions

5. Raw Data
7. SOPs.

A binder containing the data and divided into these sections can be recommended. A very brief
guidauce on the coutents is as follows:
7. Index or detailed Content List

Position at the beginning ofthe final report (dossier).

2. ApprovalSheet
This sheet is sigued by the authorised personnel of the departments which are responsible for
the protocol and the completed sheet indicates acceptance ofthe final report dossiers. The sheet

is positioned also before the final report.
3. Final Report

Personnel who are responsible for the preparation and review ofthe final report must sign and

date it after the conclusion.
4. ApprovalProtocol

This is included in its totality.
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5. TestFunctions

The test functions are divided into the individual sectious. A summary of each test is given,
(stailing the procedure, results and conclusions. For each specific test, the personnel responsible

for its preparation and review must sign and date the appropriate section after the conclusion.
6. Raw data

The data which is generated can vary extensively, and depending on the type of final report,
additional sections may be required. The kind of subjects/data in these sectiou may include:
- Validation summary sheet

- Test printouts from equipment
- Report program summaries
- Batch record data
- Validation test data collection sheets
- Calibration data
- Validatiou logbook entries.

7. SOPs

The procedures which were used to perform the validatiou including the modified versions which
were based on the results of the validation.

2.1 1 Conclusion Validation Form-Fill-Seal Machin e

The validation of a (packaging) machine requires much effort, time and correct planning. The

iuvolvement of a multidiscipline team at the beginning of the project is an important factor
The cost aspect of such a project is very important. The ultimate goal is to establish confidence

that the machine will consistently produce packages with a level of quality that is pre-determined

and acceptable, but reduction of validation costs is importaut and still remains one of the priorities.

Before writing the purchase order for a machine, the manufacturer's software quality assurauce

system should be qualified, especially when the target is to validate the machine or any e1[91 ps6hine

controlled by software. Quality is achieved by eliminating the ueed for inspection on a mass basis

and building quality into the product in the first place- A part of testing can be eliminated by
qualifying the supplier/manufacturer before delivery of the equipment.

During validation, one should always know what to do next and who is in charge of a task. Taking

enough time to thoroughly plan the project from the beginning to the end with the people involved
will make everything easier during the implementation.

Essentials for Validating Packaging Equipment - Line Production

3.1 Introduction
Validation becomes more complex as the number of items of equipmeut that are combined to form

a system for packaging or production purposes, increases- Every iadividual item ofequipment that
coustitutes the line and which can affect the quality of the final (marketed) product must meet the
requirements. This is achieved by validation. This chapter presents a high level outline of the most

important requirements which will ensure that a packagiug line complies with the guidance of the
authorities and satisfies the user compauy in that it meets the pre-determined quality requirements.

A simple line is used as example and the procedure is given generally and without excessive details.

3.2 Equipment - (herview
A list must be made of all the line equipment which can influence the quality of the finally packed

product. Some of the equipmeut which is commonly used in the pharmaceutical and medical device

industries, are identified below with a short descriptiou. The list, as example of a simple line, is
not complete for other products:
- Check-weigher: May be commercial or specially designed for very unstable packages. The packages/

containers are gripped/supported on the sides by suspended belts on the check-weigher, lifted
from the conveyor belt, then returned to the conveyor belt after being weighed.
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Bottom coderi A single print-head, ink-jet printer for non-contact pritrting (marking, coding and

over prhtiDg) on the bottom of filled containers.

Security sealer: For automatic applicatiou of pre-perforated Polyvitryl Chloride tubing. The security

seal is fully and evenly shrunk around the cap by the heat tunnel. The shrink-seal covers the
shoulder ofthe cap to the neck flange ofthe contaiaer.

Labeller; Applies and imprints (pressure sensitive) labels to moving containers, generally at the
same speed and in the same direction of the flow of the packed product.

Cartonner: This may be automated and continuous-motion equipment which receives containers

which are standing upright in single file on a feed conveyor. The patient leaflet is positioned by
the rotary leaflet placer at the bottom ofthe in-feed bucket followed by a conta;ner on the side.

The presence ofthe container and leaflet is verified automatically, and a folding carton is checked

in a correspondiug bucket. This triggers a push arm to transfer the container and leaflet from
the bucket into the erected carton.
Shrink bundler: This automatically over-wraps bundles of cartonned containers with a shrink film,
after which tle combination is passed through a heating chamber where final shrinking takes place.

Case packer: This collects and arranges the bundles in the required patterns, then pull down a
shipping carton from the magazine and loads the pattern into the erected carton/case.

Case sealer: This applies tapes to the top and bottom ofthe carton/case as required.

3.3 Installation qualification
Each item of packaging line equipment must undergo IQ, which involves examination for conformance

to the specifications, materials of construction aud drawings. For each piece a utility survey must
be performed to determine if all the requirements for the equipment have been met and whether
each is properly installed. This includes documeutation of the equipment characteristics, maintenance
procedures, repalr, parts list and calibration. An installation qualification protocol must be straight-
forward without omitting anything that is important, but also without an overflow of details

which would make the document unworkable. The essential items for the IQ protocol are:

1. Equipment Information Sheets Summary
- Name and Location of Equipment
- Model and Serial Number of Equipmeut
- Purchase Order for Equipment/Contract no's.
- Number and Location of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)

- Number and Location of Calibratiou Procedure

- Number and Location of Maintenance Procedure(s)*

- Materials that come in contact with the Product
- Lubricauts
- General Comments
- Safety Comments.

2. Identificatiotr of Supportiug Systems

3. Alarms, Interlocks, and Controls
4. Drawings on File and Refereuced Drawings
5. Critical Process Instrumentation
5. Refereuce Instrumentation
7. Equipment book
8. Critical Spare Parts List and Change parts
9. Utilities Connections Verification.

- including cleaning, change control, etc.

At the completion of the Documentation, an IQ Report should be drafted to indicate the couclusion

and acceptability of the installation. The IQ Report must be approved by the departments which
approved the Protocol. Approval of the IQ Report by the relevant departments clears the ways for
proceeding with Operational Testing.
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3.4 OperationalQualification
Basically, Operatioual Qualification is the step in the validation process that will ensure the
reproducibility and acceptability of the packaging process. Formally, it is an investigation of the
control of variables in any given individual piece of equipment or in a given sub-process. In this
way, it is possible to veriff that the sequencing of events is in the proper order and that the
process equipment are all operatiug consistently within the design limits.
It is essential to have a draft ofthe OQ Protocol in which the objective ofthe validation, Acceptance

Criteria and Test Procedures are documented. Testing simply cannot begin before this document
has been produced at least in draft form. Essential items are:

1. Title
- Name of the item of equipment, model number, physical location.

2. Study Site
- Location of the operational testing. Validation testing may occur at the vendor's facility followed

by a confirmation run performed at the company's location.

3. Study Director Name and job title
- Individual responsible for the validation.

4. Purpose

- Objective of the validation testing.
5. Exceptional Couditious and Deviations*

6. Test Functions
- Objective
- Acceptance criteria
- Procedure
- Evaluation of the conclusion for the test fuuction.

* Exceptional conditions must be documented and evaluated for their effect on the validity ofthe test data. Deviations must

be approved in writing by all responsible for the initial approval ofthe protocol and this documented in an addendum.

3.5 OperationalTesting
Packaging equipment used for pharmaceuticals and medical devices may be subjected to a wide
variety of test procedures by the manufacturers of the packed products. Although all these tests

have their value, it is essential to remember the requirements, to follow the guidelines of the

authorities, and the proper documentation of results. The example given earlier in this Part for the
form-fill-seal machinery can be used to demonstrate how the procedures for testing methods can

be built up. Table 24 gives an overview of some of the components which can be included:
- Controls, Alarms and Interlocks

The performance of the controls, alarms and interlocks which were developed in the IQ must be

observed, assessed and results documented during a simulated productiou run. For controls
which do not function during routine operation, book intervention may be used.

- Compressed Air
The pressure of the compressed air supply should be measured during a complete operational
cycle of the equipment. Record the pressure at the begiuniug, in the middle and at the end of
the rycle.

- OperationalVerification
The equipment must be operated through a complete rycle, and its performance compared

to the SOP. Any discrepaucies which are found between the intended/planned and the actual
operation performance must be documeuted.

- Batchllot number & Expiration Date Verification

The proper operation of the equipment is verified followiug the SOPs. The resulting imprinted
batch/lot number aud expiration date must be clearly legible.

- Deboss Coding and Leaflet Inserter Operation

A simulated production run is used to observe, assess and document the performance of the
debossing and the leaflet insertion mechanisms. The performance should follow the SOPs.
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- operational Verification of Packaging Components

A simulated production run is used to observe, assess and document the performance of the

equipment with packaging components. The behaviour of the components on the equipment

should be in accordance with the SOPs. Any discrepancies between the intended/planued and

the actual operation arc corected. After the cofrections have been made, a simulated production

run and the test procedures are repeated, the results and discrepancies documented.

Table 24. Operational Testing of Packaging Equipment (from the example). Asterisks mark the applicable operational tests for each

Part ofequipment

Operational lEsts Check Bottom

weigher coder

Security Iabeller
sealer

C.artonner shrhk
bundler

Case

packer

Case

sealer

Alarms, interlocks

and controls

Compressed air
Operational

verification

ffi

ru&
€&

il I I I

I

I

n n il
verification

with packaging

components

Other Tests which may be considered, are:

- Line Speed

Validation must be performed at least at normal production line speed. However, if testing is
limilgd to any one speed, validation of the equipment will have to be first repeated before

production operation with the equipment operating at other (higher or lower) speeds. Therefore,

whenever possible, testing should always be planned and performed at both extremes of
productiou speeds (high and low).

- Container Sizes

All container sizes used for production should be validated. Where time may be a limiting factor,

it is recommended to perform the validation using both the maximum aad minimga conteiner sizes.

- Container Shapes

To ensure proper performance of the containers on the packaging equipment, all shapes of
containers should be validated. Again, when time is a pressing factor, at least the two extreme

sizes (smallest and largest) must be taken.
- Container Quantity Test

TWo methods for validating the test quantity can be proposed; the required method must be in
the protocol:
. Fixed time duration: An approved duration of time during which the packaging line is in

operation, is used. The equipment is run for the period specified in the protocol (e.g. 15 or

30 minute - cycle), then all the containers/packages produced are collected. These are inspected

to ensure that (together with all packaging components) they meet the acceptance criteria of
the test function.

. Fixed number of containers: The equipment is run until an approved number of containers/

packages as specified in the protocol is produced, e.g.200 or 2000. These are all collected and

inspected (together with all the packaging components) to ensure that they meet the acceptance

criteria of the test function-
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3.5 Performance Qualification
The same basic approach as given earlier for the form-fill-seal machine may be used, with the
necessary modificatious (see section 2.9).

3.7 Final report
The Operational Qualification Final Report is iutended to summarise all relevant data which are

collected during the validation run. The general contents ofthe final report for the packaging liue
are the same as for the form-fill-seal machine, see section 2.10.

3.8 Conclusion - Validating Packaging Equipment - Line Production
All companies must recognise that validation of the packaging process is required by the authorities
in order to provide documented evidence that their specific packaging processes cousistently meet
the specifications.
Orgauising and performing installation qualification and operational qualification testing, and
presenting the data from the validation runs systematically into the final report (dossier) will
ensure that the packaging equipment and process will comply u/ith the requirements of the
authorities (i.e. CGMP). This is an important part of guarauteeing that the packaging of the product
is safe aud effective and that the product is of the claimed quality.

Short List of Activities for Reviewing Validation Activities

A short check-List which may be used to review the validation activities can include the following:
- Formation of multi-fuuctional team for validatiou
- Planning approach and define the requirements
- Identification and description ofthe process
- Specification ofprocess parameters and desired output
- Decision on verification and/or validation
- Preparation of a Validation Master Plan
- Selection of methods and tools for validation
- Preparation ofprotocols for validation
- Performance of IQ, OQ, and PQ

- Decision on continuous process controls
- Coutinuous control ofthe process.

Retrospective, Concurrent Validation and Verification

5.1 RetrospectiveValidation
This is validation of a process for a product which is already in distribution. Retrospective validation
is based upon accumulated production, testing and coutrol data. It remains a controversial issue.

It is difficult for manufacturers to perform a valid retrospective validation as the methodology, the
couditions under which data is collected and the process parameters at the time the data is collected,

must be known accurately in order to validate the process.

In the past, manufacturers have seldom performed proper documentation of this information. In
additiou, older machines did not have the feature for accurate control ofthe conditious and variables
on the machine. For these reasons retrospective validation is seldom allowed by the USA authorities
(FDA). Nevertheless, for equipment and processes which have been performing consistently, and
unchanged for many years, and manufacturiag products which were verified as in compliance, the
data that has been properly collected and documented, will be accepted.

5.2 ConcurrentValidation
This means that products are released from each validation run before completion of the entire
validation study. Historical data must therefore be collected to complete the study. The attitude of
the authorities (FDA) is that when concurrent validation is applied, the product must be controlled
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so that it can be recalled, uDtil all validation activities are completed aud the validation acceptance

criteria have been met.
In situations (for example) when only a small number of runs of large costly devices are being

performed, concurrent validation would be applicable. Studies of the process capabilities still have

to be performed. Where the devices are manufactured individually (e.g. kidney dialysis machine,

medical scauner) or on a one time basis, the data obtained during the manufacturing and assembling

process may be used in combination with product testing to demonstrate that the process resulted

in a fiuished product which meet all of it specifications and quality characteristics.

5.3 Validation vs. Verification
Validation: Establishing aud documenting evidence which provides a high degree of assurance that
a process will consistently produce a result or a product meeting its predetermined specifications.

Soflwarevalidation: The process of evaluating the software at the end of the development process

to ensure compliauce with the requirements. This can only be done through verification at the various

stages of development.

Verification: This is the process of confirmation by examination and provision of objective evidence

that specified requirements related to a product or process have been met, thereby ensuring that
output meets input requirements aud includes inspection and testing. For software development:

Evaluating a system or component to determine whether the products of a given developmeut

phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that phase, thereby establishing that output

meets input requirements at various steps or stages of the process.

Conclusion

The validation of any item of equipment, system, process or facility should be designed to provide

meaningful data for the regulatory authorities, and for the user company's facility engineer,
production persounel and quality assurance departments. An essential element, the documentation,

should demonstrate that the system is operating in accordance with the design criteria and

includes all necessary information to facilitate future investigatious.
This Part should serve as a useful everyday reference, as it is intended to assist in preparing and

executing clearer aud more concise validatiou. 15s o(amples will obviously not cover every situation,

but should give guidance in the sequence of the activities and the collection of relevant information

for the validation records. All process requirements and product requirements, as defined, should be

addressed in the IQ, OQ and PQ phases. All plans, actions and results (including deviations) should

be documented, aud documents approved.
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Pafi,24

Glossary - Definitions and Abbreviations

Definitions (general)

Definitions of terms relating to qualification and validation which are not giveu iu the glossary of
the current ECIPIC Guide to GMP, but which are used in the four Recommendations which comprise

this document, are giveu below.

Accuracy: The closeness of agreement between an observed or measured value and an accepted

reference value. The closeness of the agreement between the result of a measurement and the true
value of the measured quantity.

Adjustment: The operation iutended to bring a measuring device into a state of performance and

freedom from bias suitable for its use.

Bias: A generic concept related to a consistent or systematic difference between a set of test results

from the process and an accepted reference value ofthe Properry being measured.

Calibration: The set of operations which establish, under specified conditions, the relationship

between values indicated by a measuring instrument or measuring system, or values represented

by a material measure or a reference material, and the corresponding values of a quantity realised

by a reference standard. The comparison of a measurement of system or device of unlorown accuracy

to another measurement system or device with a known accuacy to detect, correlate, report, or

eliminate by adjustment, any variation from the required performance limits of the unverified

measurement system or device.

Calibration interval: The elapsed time between a calibration and the subsequent calibration.

Calibration limits: A set of measurement limits that define acceptable deviation from the comparison

standard.

Change ControL A formal system by which qualified representatives of appropriate disciplines review

proposed or actud changes that might affect a validated status. The intent is to determine the

need for action that would ensure and documeut that the system is maintained in a validated state.

Change Management: A less formal approach to change control that is generally utilised during the

preliminary planning and design stage of a project. (Many companies will elect to move straight to

a chauge control system in a design stage of a complex project. This has the advantage of formality,

more accurate records and documentation as well as a strong traceability and accountability feature).

Closure Qualification (CQ): The final stage in which the system/entity is 'shut down' in a controlled

manner that conforms to its pre-determined requirements.

Commissioning: An engineering term that covers all aspects of briaging a system or sub-system to

a position where it is regarded as being ready for use in pharmaceutical mauufacEure. Commissioning

involves all the basis requirements of installation Qualification (IQ aud Operational Qualification
(OQ). It is a well planned, documented and managed eugineering approach to the start-up and

turnover of facilities, systems and equipment to the end user that results in a safe and functional

enviroument that meets established design requirements and stakeholder expectations.
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Concrrrent Validation: Validation carried out during routine production ofproducts intended for sale.

Construction Qualification: Documents production information and tests each manufactured unit
to ensure conformance to both design and manufactured specificatioD.

Gitical Variable Study: A study that serves to measure variables (parameters) critical to the satisfactory
operation of a piece of equipment or plant and to assure their operation within monitored aud
controlled limits. Examples of variables would be pressure, temperaturc, flow rates, time etc.

Design Qualification (DQ: The initial stage in a validatiou. It is the stage in which requirements and
specifications are developed and established for the equipment to be used and the process as well
as the process inputs, outputs and operational, supervisory and 'quality unit' (QU) personnel.

Drift: The slow variation with time of a metrological characteristic of a measuriag device.

Qsqd F-ngrngering Practice: Established engineering methods and staudards that are applied through-
out the project life-cycle to deliver appropriate, cost-effective solutions.

In-calibration: Equipment is in calibration when the deviation from the comparison standard is
within the calibration limits.

lnstallation Qualification (IQ): The performance and documentation of tests to ensure that equipment
(such as machines, measuring equipment) used in a manufacturing process, are appropriately
selected, correctly 'installed' and work in accordance with established specifications. For a new
process, the conformance of all inputs, equipment, aud unit operatioual steps is to be verified to meet

their predetermined requirements and specifications for use in the process. IQ is often performed
by the equipmeut supplier, often a warranty conditiou to ensure the proper set-up of the instrunent.

Intemational (Measurement) Standard: A standard recognised by an internatioual agreement to serve
internationally as the basis for fxing the value of all other standards of the quantlty concerned.

Limit of Detection: The lowest value of a quantity (e.g., amount of analyte iu a sample) which can
be detected but not determined/presented as an exact value. The Limit of Detection is mostly a
parameter of limit tests.

Limit of Quantitation: The lowest value of a quantity (e-g., amount of analyte in a sample) which
can be quantitatively determined with defined precision and accuracy under the stated experimental
conditions.

Maintenance Qualification (MQ): is the stage in which, based on the valid performauce qualification
of the process, the maintenance of the validity of the processing steps and the process inputs,
controls, equipment, outputs and users must be continually established aud tracked.

Measurement: The set of operations having the objective of determining the value of a quantity.
Measurement Equipment - A device intended to make a measurement, alone or in conjunction with
supplementary equipment. Devices, instruments, materials, auxiliary apparatus, and instructions
that are necessary to carry out a measuremeut. Measuring equipmeut should have metrological
characteristics as required for the intended use (for example, accuracy, stability, range and resolution).

Measurement Standard: A measuremeDt instrument, reference material, or system intended to define,

realise, or reproduce a unit of one or more values of a quantity in order to transmit them to other
measurement instruments by comparison.
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Operational Qpalification (OQ): The stage in validation in which, based ou a valid process installation,

initial operation (uew process, technology transfer batch), aud, as required, runs designed to study
the effects of operating at the established factor limits are carried out under close monitoring. For

a new process, this is the stage where personnel trainiug, competency assessment and acceptance

as well as cleaning studies also belong. Based on all of the data and documentation that are

obtained from the study, the process and those who are involved in its operation are shown to

conform to their pre-determined requirements and specifications.

Out-of-calibration: Equipment is out of calibration when deviatiou from the comparison standard

is outside the calibration limits.

Performance Qualification (PQ: The stage in validation in which, based on the approved valid
operation of the process, the performance of a new process and of those who are involved in
its use under normal couditions are to be proven to meet their pre-determined requirements

and specifications.

Precision: Reproducibility or repeatability of the method under normal operating conditions, usually
expressed as standard deviatiou or relative standard deviation.

Process Validation: Documented verification that the integrated system functions as intended, in
its normal operating environment (The term Performance Qualification may be used also).

Note: Processes may be proven also by documented verification through appropriate testing that
the finished product produced by a specified process meets all release requirements. This may be

called Product Qualifi cation.

Piping & Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs): Engineering schematic drawings that provide details

of the interrelationship of equipment, seruices, material flows, plant controls and alarms. The P&IDs

also provide the reference for each tag or label used for identification.

Plant FuDctional Specifications: Specificatious that documetrt functions, standards and permitted

tolerauces of systems (plant) or system components (equipment) and which define the operating
capabilities of the equipment.

Pre-Determined Acceptance Criteria: The criteria assigned, before undertakiug testing, to allow
evaluation of test results to demonstrate compliance with a test phase of delivery requirement.

Primary standard: A refereuce unit defined and established by a recognised authority or laboratory.

Process: The process must be capable of being clearly defined, otherwise it canuot be validated.

Definition sets the boundaries of a process, and if properly defiued, all of the operations - both
critical and non-critical - will be contained therein.

Process Capability Study: A process capability study is a statistical method that compares process

information (e-g.X and 5) to the upper and lower specification limits.

Process Capability Index (Cr1): The process capability index Cpr represents the true measure of
process capability:
Cpr = (x-LSL)/t, or (USL-X)/I, whichever is lowest,

where:
LSL = Lower specification limit
USL = Upper specification limit
X = Mean

o = Standard deviation
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Prospective Validation: Establishing documented evidence that a process, procedure, system,

equipment or mechanism used in manufacLure does what it purports to do based on a pre-planned

validation protocol.

Qualification: Identification of equipnent attributes related to the performance of a particular
function or functions and allocation of certaiu limits or restrictions to those attributes.

Reference Standard: A standard, geuerally of the highest measurable quality available at a given

location, from which measurements made at that location are derived.

Resolution (of an indicating device): A quantitative expression of the ability of an indicating device

to permit distinguishing psaningfull| between immediately adjacent values of the quandty indicated.

Retrospective Validation: Validation of a process or a product, which has been marketed based

upon accumulated manufacturing, testing and control batch data. This is based on a review and

analysis of historical information. It is applicable to products that have been on the market for a

long tine but have uot been prospectively validated.

Re-Validation: A repeat of the process validation to provide an assurance that changes in the
process/equipment introduced in accordance with change control procedures do not adversely

affect process characteristics and product quality.

Scheduling System: A system established by the individual organisation to ensurc that measurement

and test equipment are calibrated at planned intervals.

Specified Measuring Range: The set of values for a measure for which the error of a measuring

instrument is intended to lie withir specified limits.

Stability: The ability of a measuring irstrument to consistently maintain its metrological
characteristics.

Specification qualification (SQ): Documeuts the current design and tests it against design docu-

mentation.

Sensitivity: Capacity of the test procedure to record small variations in the measured value of a
quantity (e.g., concentration of a component), with a defined degree of precision.

Simulated Produc* A material that closely approximates the physical and, where practical, the
chemical characteristics (e.g. viscosity, particle size, pH etc.) of the product under validation. Iu
many cases, these characteristics may be satisfied by a placebo product batch.

Test: A technical operation that consists of the determination of one or more characteristics or
performance of a given product, material, equipment, organism, physical phenomenou, process, or
service according to a specified procedure.

Test Method: Defined techuical procedure for performing a test.

Tolerance: Total permissible deviation ofan attribute from a designated value.

Validation: Confirmation by examination aud provision of objective evidence that the particular
requirements for a specified intended use cau be consistently fulfilled.
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I

Validation Master Plan: A document providing information on the company's validation work 
1

programme. It should define details of and time scales for the validation work to be performed. 
i

Responsibilities relating to the plan should be stated. 
1

Validation Protocol: A written plau stating how validation will be conducted, including test
parameters, product characteristics, production equipment and decision points on what constitutes
acceptable test results.

Validation Report: Document reporting the validation activities, the validation data and the
conclusions drawn. The IQ, OQ and PQ summarised into a final report.

Verification: Confirmation by examiuation and provision of objective evidence that specified

requirements have been fulfilled.

Working standard: A set of secondary standards geuerated from the primary standards which are

used for actual measuremeDt comparisons.

worst Case: A condition or set of conditions encompassiug upper and lower processing limits and

circumstauces, within standard operating procedures which pose the greatest chauce of product or
process failure when compared to ideal conditions. Such conditions do not necessarily induce
product or process failure.

2 Definitions (for Cleaning Validation)

Accuracy: Closeness ofthe test results obtained by the method to the true value.

Specificity: the ability to measure accurately and specifically the analyte (an intact drug) iu the
presence of other components, e.g., degradation products, impurities and excipients.

Limit of Detection: The lowest conceDtration in a sample that can be detected, but not necessarily
quautitated under the stated experimental conditions.

Linearity: The ability to elicit test results that are directly proportional to the concentration of
analyte in the samples within a given range.

Measuremetrt Traceability: The ability to be evaluated. It has no uuit of measure and only
indicates a relative degree of repeatability, i.e., how closely the values within a series of replicate

measurements agree with each other. Repeatability is the result of resolution and stability.

Range: The interval between the upper and the lower levels of analyte that have been demonstrated

to be determined with precision, accuracy and linearity using the method as written.

Ruggedness: The degree of reproducibility of the test results obtained by the analysis of the samples

under a variety of normal test conditions a such as different laboratories, different analysts, different
iustrumeuts, different days, or different lots ofreagents, etc.

Robustness: The capacity to remain unaffected by small, but deliberate variations in method
parameters aud provide an indication of its reliability.

3 Definitions(forOperatorsffrainers)

Machine training: Machine set-up, tear-down, cleaning, product changes to enable safe and effective
operation of the equipmeut.
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SOP and Batch Record lfaining: An uuderstanding of the various steps involved in the manufacture

of the product along with knowledge of the specifications aud properties of raw materials and

finished products involved and equipment cleaning procedures at the end of the operation.

Troubleshooling: Application of diagnostic skiUs in resolving operational problems.

Compliance with CGMP: To perform aU activities iu accordance with CGMP including recording and

documenting data promptly and accurately.

Direct Impact System: This is a system that is expected to have a direct impact on product quality.

Qualification practices are required for CGMP compliance.

Indirect impact System: This is a system that is not expected to have a direct impact on product
quality but typicaly will support a direct impact system. It is possible that an indirect impact
system can affect a direct systen. Where a system cau have a both direct aud indirect impact, the
direct must take preference.

No Impact system: This system will not have any impact, direct or indtect.

Abbreviations

ANSI American National Standards Institute
ASTM American Society for Rsting and Methods
BPR Batch Production Record

CAPA Corrective and Preventive Action
GR Code of Federal Regulations

CGMP Current Good Manufacturiug Practice

CCP Critical Control Points
DoE Design of Experiments

EPA EuropeanPharmacopeiaAssociation
FAT Factory Acceptance Test

FMEA Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

FDA Food and drug Administration
FD&C Food Drug and Cosmetic Act

FOIA Freedom of Information Act - USA

FTA Fault Tree Analysis
GHTF Global Harmonization Thsk Force

GEP Good Engineering Practice

GtP Good Laboratory Practice

GMP Good Manufacturing Practice
HACQ Hazard Analysis ofCritical Control Points

IEEE Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers

UM LaboratoryInformationManagement
LOD Limit of Detectiou
PDI Pre-Delivery Inspection
PDR Permitted Daily Requirement

PfD Process Flow diagram
RAM Random Access Memory
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
SOP Standard Operation Procedure

VDL Visual Detection Limit
VMP Validation Master Plau
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I The rrocess ofvalidation I validation Master Plan - Template

This template is intended as an example of the conteuts of an actual Validation Master Plan -
Template.

The template was prepared to be comprehensive and can be used for both equipment and computer

related systems.

The template can be used as a basis and modified to meet a company's specific requirements.

Additional topics can be included as required to conplete the document.

Topics may be present which are not applicable, these topics should not be deleted from a completed

VMP.

- Text in Italics: Instructions/information for the author and must be deleted 
"ns1 

rc3ding it.
- Italics should be replaced by the author's information.
- Italics should be replaced by system specific relevant information.
- ltalics texts are given as examples and suggestions, and can/should be replaced.

- The space denoted by symbols '< >' must be filled in with the 'Requfued Information'.

Topics which may not be directly applicable.
- If a topic is 'not applicable', then enter 'N/A' - and give the reason why it is not applicable

under that topic heading.
- Topics should not be deleted.

For maiu topics in the VMP, that are covered in another document: give a reference under that
topic heading.

A system name and version number must be given.

Validation Master Plan - Template

Guide to using the vMP - lsmplate
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<System N, aqe> <Version Number>

:

Prepared aud Appmved by Validation'lhem:

Name: Date:

Key user, Tftle:

Name:

Quality

Name:

Name:

Name:

Assurance, Title:

Date:

Validation Engineering, Title :

Date:

Development representative, Title:

Date:

Technical repmsentative, Title:

Approved by:

Date:

Date:

System owner, Title:

Auditedby

Name: 

-

Date:

QA Uuit, Title:
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,5

Purpose and Scope

This Validation Master Plan (VMP) details the validation activities that will be conducted for the
<System Name) system. The VMP defines the approach for obtaining the documented evidence that
the <System Name> system performs its required functions correctly, consistently, and according

to the user pre-determined requirements and system definition, and will continue to do so in the

future.

Scope: This VMP covers the validation process for all components incorporated itr the <System

Name> system and provides a system description. This plan defines the validatiotr tasks required

and identifies individual and group responsibilities necessary to ensure that the system is
implemented and maintained in a validated state.

This VMP is intended for versiou <version number> of the system and for all forthcoming versions

until superseded.

Background

Earlier versions of the <System Name> system were released as follows: If applicable; indicate here

earlier versions and their release dates here.

Earlier validation activities associated with the <System Neme> system were as follows: lf applicable;

discuss here earlier validation activities, associate them with the applicable system version(s), and indicate

where the documentation can be located. lf the system is being released for the frrst time, delete the above

paragraphs.

The <system name> system will be <wholly supplier-provided, custom built, or a combination of
purchased and custom).

System, Equipment, Process Description

The Equipment, System and Process Description is a brief description ofthe purpose, capabilities and the

business process to which the system will contribute or which it will automate. A short but suficient
detail should be given to explain the system boundary and any sub-divisions within that boundary
(equipment, modules, etc.). The following items should be included (state if either of the last two items are

not applicable, with the reasons):

- High-level functionality and system boundary - a diagram may be used for this.
- For specially built system, identify purchased components and those developed internally.
- For high-level system configuration overview - a diagram or flow chart may be used.

- For a process fhor is being automated or supported by the system - a diagram may be used.

- The system user group(s) and how they will use the system.

- The interfaces with other systems - if applicable.
- Raw data definition and audit trail - if applicable.

Developmentflmplementation Methodology

The methodology used to develop, configure, and implement the system will be <give reference or
state the methodolory that will be used> -

The applied validation process will be in accordance with the validation policies and SOPs given in
the References section 5 of this VMP.

References

<Company name> Validation Policy

<Company name> Validation Master Plan

SOP # XXXValidation Program

SOP # XXX, Quality Assurance Audit :OO
:o

lr(J
(u
t/)
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SOP # ){.J{X, Supplier Management

SOP # XXX, System Acquisition

SOP # XXX, ComputerValidation

SOP # xxx, Sffuctuml Iesting
SOP # xxx, Installation Qualification Testing

SOP # XXx, Operational QualificationTlsting
SOP # xxK, Performance (Functional) Qualification lEsfrng

SOP # XXX, Document Archival, and Retrieval

SOP # XXXBackup andRestoration

SOP # XXX, Change Control I Change Management

Relevant supplier documentation (e.g., books, contract, etc.).

5 Supplier - Selection and Management

For system(s) or pafts of systems provided by a supplier, spectfy the supplier, and give a briefly description

of the rationale for selection of supplier. Note that more than one supplier may be involved.

QA and the audit teem performed an audit by the supplier(s). The details of the audits are documeuted

in <location>.
During the audit the ability of the supplier(s) to contribute to <Company name's> validation

requirements (i.e., controls, design, testing documentation, books, logs, and traiuing) was reviewed.

The opportunities for improvement were documented and reviewed.

Written rcsponses were received on <dates>. The supplier <supplier name, product name> was

selected by the team as most closely satisryiug the performance (functional), technical, and quality

requirements.

7 Management for the Code, System, and DocumeDtation

An overview of the controls that will be in place to EaDage change to the code, the entire system

as a whole and all related documentation, is giveu in this section.

7.7 Source Code Management
The responsibility for version control of the code rests with the development/implementation team.

<Nunber) environments of code will be maintained: <name the environments, e.9., Development,

Production, Structural Test, Performance (Fuuctional) Test>. When moving from one environment
to a higher environmeut (e.g., Development to Test), the source code will be locked in the lower

environment and moved to the higher environment. Documentation of this movement will be

reviewed and approved before to the movement takes place. <An overview of eutryiexit criteria,
etc. should be given>.

7.2 System Configuration Management and Versioning Schema

The <system name> versions will be represented as: A - B - C, where A, B and C represent the
positions of numbers.

AB increase in the number in the 'C' position, represents smaller, insignificant, detailed changes, that
could be readily corrected, i.e., change-outs of identical componeuts or change parts, bug-fixes to

the system.
An increase in the number in the 'B' position, represents an upgrade to a simple system comPonent

or slight modification.
An increase in the number in the A position, represents a new release of the system, which is

caused by a major change.

<Define major - e.g., something else that is measurable, could impact on the Product quality or
percentage of code affected>.
The <system name> Validation/Development Team determines the version/release numbers based

on these criteria <or give reference an internal SOP that covers management and versioning of
system configuration).
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7.3 DocumeDtationManagemeDt
Documentation of development and validation will be maintained <give location where it will be

stored in hard copy and electronic copy>. Cross-referencing between requirements, design, and

structural and performance (functional) testing will be documented via a trace matrix. Approved

hard copies (with signanue and date) of validation documents will be the official copies. Before formal

approval, drafts versions will be allocated using the static dates (in the footer of the document)

When modification to a validation document is required, all validation documents which are prepared

to that point will be evaluated for impact and, if affected, will be updated accordingly.

Validation documentation will be archived in accordance with <SOP XXX, Document Archival and

Retrieval>. During the validation process, a Signature/Initials Correlation Sheet will be used to

correlate/compare, the hand written signatures and initials of personnel involved in the validation
process, to their printed name. The sheet will be retained with the validation documeutation.

?.4 Change Matragement f Change Control
During development, unit testing, and string testiug, change management will comprise documented

source code managemeut and the review/update of auy affected documents.

Specific error resolution procedures defined in the applicable test protocols will be used to haudle

changes required during Installatiou Qualification, Operational Qualificatiou, or Performance

Qualification / Functional Testing. The system will be under formal Change Control following
SOP # < xxx > , < Change Control> after all testing and approval ofthe system for production

implementation have been completed.

Validation Scope and approach

8.1 ValidationScope
The scope of the system that will be validated under this Validation Master Plan is outlined. (Relate this

scope to the System, Equipment, Process boundary presented in section 3). lf a portion of the system is

excluded or something outside the system's definition is included, these should be included in the

rationale for this scope. A diagram may be used to illustrate the 'in-scope' boundary.

8.2 Assumptions,Exclusions,Limitations
The following assumptions, exclusions, and limitations are associated with the <system trame>

System validatiou process. lf there are no assumptions, exclusions, or limitations, then We NIA in this

section. Give a list of assumptions, exclusions, and limitations involved in the specific validation process.

Three examples are given below.

Assumptions
- Normal performance qualification (functional) testing of the system will represent the normal expected

production use of the system, except when specific extreme conditions are used for abnormal or

challenge testing purp o se s.

Exclusions
- Nof oll available options of the <system name> are considered requirements for the system and some

have been excluded from the Performance Qualification (Functional) Requirements Specification and

testing scope. These options will be disqualified.

Limitations
- Since the system partially consist of pre-made components but the supplier's detailed design and

testing is not specifically included in the referenced reports. However, they were verified during an

on-site supplier audit.

(L) 2002-2005 TNO
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8.3 ValidationApproach
The <Systen Name> system will be validated in accordance with <SOP # XXX, Validation
Program>. Controls have been established throughout the system life-cycle to insure that quality
has been built in and verified continuously. The validation approach for the system includes:
- Documenting the requirements, design, and quality assurance practices for the system.
- Conducting structural, installation/operational qualification, and perfoflnance qualification

(tunaional) testiug.
- Verifying a controlled euvironment for the validated system.
- Updating/creating required SOPs and other documentation.
- Ensuring that a disaster recovery and coutiugency plan is in place for the system.
- Conducting the required training.
- Preparing the validation report.

Consider and outline how the results of the supplier's evaluation activities mighthave affected the internal
validation approach, e.9., by resulting in more or less testing activities - if applicable.

If the Validation Team, concludes that afrer any test phase, the entrylexit criteria have not been met or if the

system is deemed to be unstable, the validation process may be halted and corrective action started.

8.3.1 SOPS to be CreatedlModified
SOPs must be prepared or modified to support ard cover the following:
- < system use - Title of the soP that will cover >
- < System maintenance - nile of the SOP that will cover >
- < Sysfem security - Title of the SOP that will cover >
- < System contingency plan - Title of the SOP that will cover >
- Other.

8.3.2 InstaUationQualificationlStructurallEsting
Installation qualification / structural testing will demonstrate that at the time of installation, the
equipment and equipment related systems meets the technical requirements specified by the
manufacturer/developers and the performance (functional) requirements prescribed by the users.

The performance and technical requirements aud the detailed design specification are the basis for
structural testing. Normal testing will be performed.
Abnormal testing will be included in this test phase to ensure that the system performs as

expected wheu abnormal entries/conditions are encountered.
Installation / Structural testing in a controlled environment will be performed by technical testing
team in accordance with SOP # xxx, Installation Qualification I Structural Testing, unless otherwise
noted in the respective test protocol.

8.3.3 operationalQualificationTesting
Operational qualification testing will veriff that the equipment or equipment systems perform in
accordance with the manufacturer's/developer's specifications and process requirements. Operational
qualification testing in a controlled environment will be conducted by the technical testing team iu
accordance with SOP# xxx Operational Qualification Testing, unless otherwise noted in the
respective test protocols.

These qualificatiou testitrg will demonstrate and veriry that the system can be properly installed
and will operate correctly within the company's technical facilities. It will also veriff and

document, that the required documeutation, support structure, appropriate CGMP systems are in
place and training conducted to facilitate ongoing controlled maintenance of the system.

8.3.4 PerformanceQualification{Functional)Testing
The basis for performance Qualification (functional) testing is provided by the performance (fuuctional)

requirements specifications. Performance qualification (functioual) testing in a controlled environmeut

which represeuts the production environment will be conducted by the users in accordance with
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SOP # XXX, Performance Qualification (Functional) Testing, unless otherwise noted in the
respective test protocol. Normal testing will be performed.

Abnormal testing will be included in this test phase to ensurc that the system perfontrs as expected

when abnormal conditions are encountered.

Performance Qualification r rill establish that all the required functions are implemented and that
they operate as expected. It will also veri$ that the required documentation is in place and that
training has been conducted to facilitate correct use of the systen in the production environment.
Evidence will be documented that the total integfated process system produces an in-process material,
product or result that consistently meets the pre-determined specifications and requirements defined

in the protocol.

8.3.5 System Maintenance Phase Controls

SOPs governing the use and mainteuance of the system will be in place, to ensure future reliable
operation in the production enyironment. These SOPs will cover change control, security, disaster

recovery, back-up and restore, contingency plans, and problem reporting and resolution.

High-Level Test Plans and System Acceptance Criteria

The high-level test plans for each phase of validation testing and the overall system acceptance

criteria are outlined in the following sections.

9.1 Installation Qualification IStructural Testing Plan

9.1.1 Installation Qualification I Sructural Testing Approach
Installation qualification / structural testiug consists of tests which are given in the Installation

Qualification Protocol. These tests provide a verification that all tools, parts, sub-systems and

supporting facility utilities are preseut at the iDstalled site and that the equipment is in place

The tests are detailed in the SOP # XXX Installation Qualificatiou Testing, in which the tests are

organised into a check-list or table, both of which require completion as the test procedure is
performed.

If applicable stntctural tests for the computer related sysfems are detailed in SOP # XXX Structural

Testing, in which the tests are organised into a number of cycles and test We;
The following groups and test types are for computer relater systems and should be modified as necessary

for your system. The list is not complete.

9.1.1.1 Stress/PerformanceTests
- Stress Testing
- Performance Testing.

9.7.1.2 TechnicalTests
- Backup and Restore Testing
- Restart aud Recovery Testing.

9.1.1.3 Core Business (Computer Related) Tests

- System Interface/integration Testing
- CompatibilityTesting
- Business Function Testing
- Data Integrity Testing
- Commuuications Testing
- Program Security Testing.

Installatiou Qualificatiou will include documentation verificatiou.
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9.7.2 Rationale
If any test types required by the SOP covering installation I structural testing will not be conducted or if
any additional testing (not initially included) activities will take place, describe the rationale for the

exclusions or inclusions.
If this is not the case, mention simply: 'No deviation jlom planned activities'.

9.1.3 Data

1utline in general terms the type of data that will be used for strucfiral testing.

For example: .Iest data will consisf of a cut of production data that will be supplemented, where necessary,

to challenge specific conditions. Sfress fesfing will use the production data content replicated three times.

9.7.4 Results of Installation Qualification, Structural Testing
The results of itrstallation qualificatiotr i structural testing will be documented by executing the
protocol, recording and documenthg the actual results and comparing them to the expected results,

and by attaching or giving references to any supporting documentation.
A document givitrg Summary and Conclusions will be written. The Validation Team will evaluate if
the test results indicate that the validation process should proceed, with reference to the (acceptance)

criteria defined in the test protocol.

9.2 Operational Qualification Testing Plan

9.2.7 Operational QualificationTestingApproach
Operational qualification consists of testing and verification as giveu in the Operatioual Qualification
Protocol. These tests veriry that the equipnent operates as inteuded. A written description of all
the tests to be performed are given in procedures and SOPs, which are referenced later A check-list

is provided which should be completed as the tests are performed.

operational verification testing will include:
- Capacity testing, power failure testing, sequence testing, t'rners, temperaturc controls, recorders, etc.

- Configuration Testing
- DocumentationVerification.

9.2.2 Rationale

lf any test types required by the SOPs covering operational qualification testingwill not be conducted or if
any additional testing activities will take place, describe the rationale for the exclusions or inclusions.

If this is not the case, mention simply: 'No deviation ftom planned activities'.

9.2.3 Results of Operational Qualification Testing
The results of operational qualification testing will be documented by executing the protocols,

recording aud documenting the actual results and comparing them to the expected results, and by

attaching or giving references to any supporting documentatiotr.

A document giving Summary and Conclusions will be written. The Validation Team will evaluate if
the test results indicate that the validation process should proceed, with reference to the

(acceptance) criteria defined in the test protocols.

9.3 Performance Qualification (Functional) Testing Plan

9.3.1 PerformanceQualification(Functional)TestingApproach
Performance qualification (funAional) testing consists of performance testing and verification as

given in the Performance Qualification (Functional) Protocol

Performance (functional) requirements will be put into grouped of tests, modelled after the intended

production use of the system. Each performance (functional) requirement will be tested in the order

and methods that will be used in the actual production process. Identification of critical Parameters

and acceptance criteria will be challenge.
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A written description of all tests to be performed is given in procedures and SOPs, which
referenced for this activity.
Performauce (functional) testing will also veriry that the required documentation and training to
support the system has been finalised or conducted, and is available. Performance (functional)

testing will include the following groups:

- Normal Testing
- Challenge Testing
- Business Fuuction Testing
- Documentation Verification.

9.3.2 Rationale
lf any test activities required by the SOP coveing performance (functional) testing will not be conducted

or if any additional testing activities will take place, describe the rationale for the exclusions or inclusions.

if this is not the case, mention simply: 'No deviation from planned activities'.

9.3.3 Test Data

?utline in general terms the type of data that will be used for performance (functional) testing.

For example: Test data to be used during performance (functional) testing will represent production data.

Abnormal testing values and strategies will also be incorporated into both the data and texts. TP,si. data

will consisr of a cut of production data that has been supplemented, where necessary, to challenge specific

conditions.

9.3.4 Results of Performance Qualification (Functional) IEsting
The results of performance qualification (functional) testing will be documented by executing the
protocol, recording and documenting the actual results and comparing them to the expected results,

and by attaching or giving references to any supporting documeutation.
A document giving Summary and Conclusions will be written. The Validation Team will evaluate if
the test results indicate that the validation process shonld proceed, with refereuce to the exit (acceptance)

criteria defined in the test protocol.

9.4 SystemAcceptance Criteria
Version (version number> of the <system name> system will be accepted under the following
conditions:
- Installation QualificatioD testing results indicate that the system can be successfully installed in

the planned production environment.
- Operational Qualificatiou testing results indicate that when the system is successfully installed

in the planned production euvironment, it performs as pre-determined and is in a stable, controlled

state.
- Performance Qualification (functioual) testing results indicate that all performance (functional)

requirements have been met successfully, and the resultiug product is in conformance with all
the critical acceptance criteria.

- Structural testing results indicate that the system allows for successful execution ofcore business

functions, that the system can recover from failure and restart successfirlly, that it catr be successfully

backed up and restored, and that its performance is acceptable even uuder stress conditions.
- Adequate SOPs are in place and training completed to ensure continued operations and data

integrity.

9.5 Validation Final Report

The Validation Team will ensure that results ftom all test phases wiII be summarised and conclusious
made. The team will provide approve/reject recommendations, based on the results and with reference

to the pre-determined acceptance criteria. The Validation Team and the System Owner will approve

the validation Final Report, and QA Unit will audit the report.
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10 Roles and Responsibilities

The following are the roles and responsibilities for each area of representation involved in the
validation process for the <system name> system. Individual responsibilities are identified in the
validation schedule.

10.1 System Owner
User management and ultinate responsibility for the system resides with the System Owner:
- <System Owner name, initials and title>.
When specffing name of rystem ovnet also indicate hislher initiab. Then use initials to signrfy rcsponsibility

for tasks on the validation schedule.

10.1.1 Responsibilities of System Owrer
The System Owner is responsible for the following:
- Approving the Performance (Functional) Requirement Specification, Validation Master Plan, and

Validation Final Report.
- Making go/uo-go decisions on implementing the system in production.
- Ensuring timely decisions, to consult with and involve the validation Project Leader aud the

<name of executive-level manager/director> on goino-go conflicts.

10.2 ValidationTeam
The <System Name> Validation Team comprises the following personnel (Add additional members,

if appropriate.)
- Key User representative <name, initials and title>
- Quality Assurance representative <name, initials, and title>
- Validation Engineering representative <nane, initials, and title>
- Development/Technical representative <name, initials, and title>.

tlVhen specifying names of validation team members, also indicate their initials. Then use initials to
signtfy responsibility for tasks on the validation schedule.

70.2.7 Responsibilities of the Validation Team

All Validation Team members are responsible for the following:
- ettending Validation Team Meetings and contributing to creating and/or reviewing/approving

specified validation deliverables.
- Ensuring compliance with the System Validation Master Plan throughout the validatiou process.

- Reviewing test results and making recommendations regarding system release.

- CommunicatiDg goino-go recommendations to the System Owner.

70.2.2 Responsibilities of User Representatives

User representative is respousible for the following:
- Providing user expertise in the creation and review ofvalidation deliverables.
- Providing testers to execute performance (functional) testing and facilitating and reportiug on

executing performance (fuuctional) test.
- Ensuring SOPs are developediupdated covering use ofthe system and contingency plans for system

downtime, from a process perspective.

70.2.3 Responsibilities of Quality Assurance Representative

Quality Assurance representative is responsible for the followiug:
- Reviewing/approving the determination of regulatory impact and quality impact.
- Providing Quality Assurance expertise in the creation and review ofvalidation deliverables.
- Documentation and archival retrieval.
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70.2.4 Responsibilities of Validation Engineering Representative

Validatiou Engineering representative is responsible or the following:
- Scheduling and facilitathg validatiou IEam meetings with agendas and minutes.
- Providing validation expertise iu the creation and review of validation deliverables, validation

strategy, and approach.
- Providing detailed validation guidance to the Validation Team, from the planning stage up to and

including system retirement.
- Ensuring that all required parties are involved in validation activities.
- Facilitating post-implementation reviews and commuuicating results.
- Ensuriug that validation documentation is archived.
- Ensuring proper application of the computer related validation process to the system.

10.2.5 Responsibilities of Technical Representation
Technical rcpresentation is responsible for the following:
- Assisting in identifying suppliers to provide components of, and support for, the system, as needed.

- Providing testers to execute structual and installation / operational testing and facilitating and

reporting on structural and installation / operational qualification test execution.
- Providing techuical expertise in the creation and review ofvalidation deliverables.
- Ensuring that a viable disaster recovery strategy is in place for the system.
- Ensuring that appropriate SOPs/books are in place for maintenauce of the system.

- Ensuring that training plans, materials, and user books are reviewed aud finalised.

10.2.6 Responsibilities of Personnel External to the Team

Defiue the roles and responsibilities for personuel external to the team who will contribute to the
validation process or on whom the validation process depends. These may include suppliers and

coDsultants.

11 ValidationSchedule

The Validation Schedule is attached to this plan as a flexible attachment, ExhibitB.If the requirement

to change the schedule arises, it will not be required to obtain re-approval signatures on the Validation

Master Plan. It will, however, be necessary to obtain Validation Team acknowledgement aud

approve of the schedule changes, before modifying ExhibitB.

72 Overview of Environments

The following is a summary of the development, testing, and production environmeuts (Detailed

level descriptions will be provided in the respective test protocols):

Activity UserfClient SupplierfServer Database Instance

Environment Environment

@
Ho
U
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Development

Structural testing

Installation Qualification testing

Operational Qualification testing

Performance (Functional) testing

Production

Training

Other
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13 Training and Implementation Strategy

Users will be trained ou <use of the system, SOPS, other> before being allowed to use the system.

Support personnel will be trained on the operations and maintenance of the system before its
implementation in production.
Add any other training information relevant to the system implementation.
To promote the <System Name> system to production, all code and supplier software will be supplier

to the appropriate dtectories on the production servers. A briefoutline ofthe deslitop installation
mechanism (e.g., book install from CD or diskette, automated install via log-in script, etc.) should be

given, together with the names of the parties who will receive the installed information.
Implementation of the validated system will be communicated to users of the system via <type of
notification and the timing of it relative to production implementation).

System Maintenance and Support Strategy

To maintain the <system name> system in a validated state after release to the production

environment, the following controls will be in place:

The <system name> system will be included within the scope of <SOP XXX, Backup and Restore>,

as well as the <Company name> Disaster Recovery Plan. A contingency plan for system downtime,
from a process perspective, will be available in SOP <SOP number and title>. Any problems

experienced with the <system name> system in its maintenance phase may be reported to
<responsible party> in accordance with <SOP XXX, Problem Reporting and Resolution>.
New users of the <system name> system will be trained before being granted access to use the
productiou system.

Any changes made to the <system neme> system, including the technical facilities on which it
resides, will be made in accordance with <SOP XXX, Change Control / Change Management>.

The <system name> system will be supported by <responsible party>, who will be responsible for:
- Maintaining the system history log.
- Performing system monitoring.
- Making recommendations to the Validatiou TEam regarding system changes.

- Creating, testing, and/or implementing changes in conjunction with the Validation Team.

- Supportitrg users of the system in production Discuss any itrtertral or external service level
agreements here, if applicable.

Describe any additional controls iu place to ensure that the system remains in a validated state

after implementation in the production euvironmeut.

Re-Qualificationf Re-Validation Criteria

Re-qualification/re-validation of the <system name> system will take place for......... . Describe

the measurable criteria which, when met, will result in a need to re-qualiff/re-validate the system
(e.9., a change in the process that affects product quality, change in application of the process,

'whole number' release of the sofrware, greater than a certain number of problem reports, greater

than a certain percentage of the software modified, etc.).

Documentation Maintenance

Validation documentation will be archived in accordance with <SOP # xxx, Document Archival and

Retrieval>. Authorised personnel can retrieve these documents by contacting <responsible parry>.
Supplier documents, sof[ware and custom code will be archived with the validation documentation,

and long-term data storage will be in accordance with SOP # XXX, Backup and Restoration.

<Responsible parties> will maintain a hard copy or au electronic copy of the development and

validatiou deliverables, on-site for reference only.

74
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77 List of Attachments

Exhibit A - Validatiou Master Plan Revision History Log .

Exhibit B - Validation Schedule.

Attachment e - Validation Master Plan Revision History Log

Action

Attachment B - System Validation Schedule

NOTES:

For each task, list the person(s) responsible, using initials. Divide the main tasks iuto their various
steps. For example, instead of one line item for 'performance (functional) testing', present the
sub-tasks such as:

- Write protocol
- Approve protocol pre-executiou
- Execute protocol
- Write summary and conclusions
- Approve of protocol summary and couclusions.

The following list of validation-related activities may uot include every

not be applicable.

ttt

Determine Regulatory Impact of the System

Develop Performance (Functional) Requirement Specification (PFRS)

Approve PFRS

Conduct Supplier Audit(s)

Develop Validation Master Plan (VMP) for the System

Approve VMP

Initiate Trace Matrix for Documentation

Develop fs6hni6al requirements and Detailed Design Specification (TR&DDS)

Approve TR&DDS

Execute Unit, Test - start

Execute unit Test - stop

Develop Installation Qualification / Structural Testing Protocol (STP)

Approve STP - Pre-execution

Issue Code Lock Memo

Promote Code to Structural Testing Environment

Develop STP summary and conclusions

Approve STP summary and conclusions

Develop Installation Qualification test Protocol 0Q/OQTP)

Create/update operations/support SoPs

Create/update technical books

Train operation/support personnel

o 2002-200s rNo
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Attachment B - system validatioD Schedule (continued)

Ilask

Approve IQTP - Pre-execution

Issue Code Lock memo (if required)

Promote code to installation / operational qualification test environment

Execute IQTP - start

Execute IQTP - stop

Develop IQTP summary and conclusions

Approve IQTP summary and conclusions

Develop Operational Qualification Test Protocol (IQ/OQTP)

Create/update operationsisupport SOPS

Create/update technical books

Train operation/support personnel

Approve OQTP - Pre-executioD

Issue Code Lock memo (if required)

Promote code to installation/operational qualification test environment

Execute OQTP - start

Execute OQTP - stop

Develop OQTP summary and conclusions

Approve OQTP summary and conclusions

Develop Performance Qualification (Funaional) Test Protocol (PFTP)

Create/update user sOPs

create/update user books

Develop training materials

Approve PQTP - Pre-execution

Issue Code Lock memo (if required)

Promote code to performance (functional) test environment

Execute PQT? - start

Execute PQTP - stoP

Develop PQTP Summary and Conclusions

Approve FTP Summary and Conclusions

Train users

Develop Validation Final Report (VFR)

Approve VFR

Audit validation documentation package

Approve production implementation

Perform data conversion

veriry data conversion

Notiry affected personnel of production implementation

Implement system

Initials of
person(s)

re":p-o_g.:i-b-l3-

Due date
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Protocol for Cleaning Validation - Template

Introduction

Appropriate levels of cleaning are long recognised as essential in the pharmaceutical and medical
device iDdustries. The regulatory authorities in the USA, have made it abundantly clear in the
guidelines:

- FDA 21 CFR 820.46: Control of environmental conditions to prevent contamination, including
periodically inspecting environmental control systems to verify that the systems are properly
fuuctioning and documenting inspectious.

- FDA 21 CFR 825: Conduct necessary training of personnel to perform their assigned

responsibilities adequately and to document.

The state of cleanliness can lead to violatious, which, in addition to poor levels of CGMP, would
introduce risk for the user of the product aud risk of warnings or sanctions from the regulatory
authorities. Ifthe violations are serious, then seizures, delays, or eveD recalls are possible and the
manufacture sti[ has to take action to correct the violations. The cleanliness prescribed by the
authorities for the manufacturing environment includes cleaning of all processing equipment, in
particular those, which are critical to the quality of the pre-manufactured product. The most optimal
way of ensuring optimum cleanliness aud compliance is to introduce cleaning validation.

TWo basic elements decide the success or failure of any validation program: a) the people involved,
and b) the plan- The people are all personnel who are involved: from the production ofthe plan to
its execution ofthe plan aud the operation ofthe processes involved i.e., from cleaning personnel

to management. The validation plan requires documentation, and the cleaning protocol provides
the documented assurance that when all cleaning procedures are followed consistently, the equipment
and facilities will be at (or below) the accepted level of cleanliness on all product surfaces. This type
of protocol is most effective when descriptive text is kept to a minimum and repeat of information
which is reported in other documents is eliminated. The protocol should be specific and easy to
follow. The use of a Cleaning Protocol Template.is proposed iD this part.

Issues to Be Resolved Before Writing the Protocol

Before a 6lganing protocol is written, all critical issues must be resolved, and decisious on these issues

must be recorded in a part of the procedure. Protocols prepared without resolving yital issues

result in delays aud rewrites. Examples of issues which should be addressed and decisions made:
- How much cleaning is sufficient.
- Should cleaning of all equipment and machines be validated.
- Should cleaning for all products be validated.
- Should residues be tested, and ifso, how.
- Who is responsible for the various tasks.
- How should acceptable residues be determined.
- What cleaning methods and procedures will be used.
- What detergeuts and solvents will be used.
- Are there validated test procedures for the detergents/solvents.
- Are there procedures for trainiug the cleaners.
- How will those performing the procedures be trained.
- Who will train the cleaners.
- What resources are available.
- What is the schedule.

c, 2002-2005 TNO
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The Process ofvalidation I nrotocol for Cleaning validation - ltmPlate

Conclusion

(tsaning Validation is a regulatory requirement in the pharmaceutical and medical device industries.

The compauy must establish guidelines and procedures before validation can begin. Good co-ordination

and team work between the departments involved are essentials, as well as appropriate training and

attention to details in executing a cleaning validation. Templates can be made for all stages of
validation and developed with experieuce. The template presented may be used as a model to develop

one that is a custom made to meet the company's unique requirements.

Templates

The following templates are proposed as guides in the rapid production of a protocol and not as

a restriction. They can be customised to meet the specific requirements.

PROTOCOL No.

DATE:

Protocol Document epproval

Prepared and Approved by the Validation TEam:

Name: Date:

Validation Engineer, Title:

Name: Date:

Manufacturing Approval, Title :

epproved by:

System owner, Title:

Audited by:

Name: Date:

QA Unit, Title:

The list of disciplines which must be represented depends on the individual company.

Time must be allowed for the review and approval of the documeut, before validation begins.
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2 objective

The objective ofthis protocol is to define the qualification requiremeuts and acceptance criteria for
validationoftheequipmetrtcleaningprocedurefor<-....-..---,,,,,,,',^>
Successful completion will provide assurance that execution of the cleaning validation procedure

cousistently result in equipment at an acceptable level of cleanliness.

The acceptance level will be < 

- 

>.
This is prescribed in SOP < 

- 

>.

3 Description

I. This Protocol will be used for the cleaning of the following equipment:

IL The cleaning procedures are:

All that is needed in this section:
- A brief description of the equipment catr be giveu, including connecting piping to be cleaned.

An equipmeut list or drawings may be used to euhance clarity.
- A reference to the cleaning procedure and a very briefdescriptiou ofthe procedure to be used.

- The SOPs with details for cleaning of the equipment should be included in a separate document

to maintain a good overview.

4 Responsibilities

The responsibilities of the validation team aud the various departments involved in this validation
are as follows:

Representative name Initials

-,

I

,

oo
co
+J
U
(U
</)

1. Validation Team

2. Quality Assurance

3. Manufacturing

4. Quality Control

5. Engineering

6. Maintenance

7. Regulatory Affairs

An outline is given of the specific responsibility of each department/discipline as agreed at the start
of the validation exercise.

The persounel responsible for the storage and maiutenance ofthe project file is given

5 Cleaning Validation Procedures

1. Objective.
2. Cleaning procedure.

- List how many times the cleaning procedure will be successfully repeated before the equipment

is considered validated clean.

3. Sampling and testing.
- If swabs are used for sampling, a list or drawings showing specific swabbing locations are needed.

4. Calculations oftotal residue.

I
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The Process ofvblidation I Protocol for Oeaning Validation - Template

Standard Operating Procedures will be used to document and to verify that all
applicable SOPs are available and have been approved.

Attachment No. 1. Standam Operating Procedurcs r/vill be used to document and to venly that all
applicable SOPs are available and have been approved.

Attachment No. 2. Engineering drawings will be used to document and to veriry that all applicable.

Engineering Drawings are complete and accurate.
Attachment No. 3. Testitrg results will be docunented here.

Residue Calculations
The Total Residue is the sum ofthe calculated residues for each piece ofequipment
or for each equipmeut component. For very complex configuratious, the use of tables or spread

sheets format is better.

The residues are calculated as follows:

Swabs

Amount of residual product

The above calculations are for active drug product (active ingredieut).
When detergents are used for slg3ning, the level of detergent residue should also be determined.

Detergents are of complex formulation and the help of the detergent manufacturcrs may be needed

when these are used in validating 6lssning procedures. Changes in detergent formulation (however

minor) can often cause major problems.

Acceptance Criteria

I. Equipment must be inspected visually and found to be acceptably clean.

II. The Total Residue (TR) found in the rinses (or swabs) ftom

must not exceed the Maximum Allowable Residue(MAR).

The acceptance criteria must be specific, attainable aud have a scientific basis.

The Total Residue is obtained from test results.

The MAR (mg) is the calculated maximum amouDt of a residual product (or other contaminant)

that is allowed to be carried over into the processing to the first batch ofanother product.

The method of calculating and basis of selecting this value vary between companies.

worse case senarios or different values for different products and equipment.
configurations are used when this is justified by a product matrix or other motivation.

Example of calculatiol ef ldavimum Allowable Residue for a liquid product

Sampled area

Rinses

Concentration of residual product
Sample volume

MAR = 
smallest theraPeutic dose

1000

Total surface area cleaned at each identified location

or lotal product contact surface area

Total volume of rinse

smallest batch volume made in the equipment
largest volume single dose of other product

made in equipment

o 2002-200s rNo
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MAR - In addition to this, other figures are used (instead if the lowest therapeutic dose, which
cau be found in the PDR (Permitted Daily Requirement).

NOEL - No Observed Effect Level, this can be obtained from toxicology data.

MDEL - Recommeuded Acceptance Exposure Level.

1000 is an arbitrary safety factor value based on toxicity ofthe product.

100 is often used for non-toxic products.

10 000 may be used for higher toxicity.
For non-toxic or slightly toxic contaminants, upper limits which are independeut of toxicity are

imposed by some firms, usually 5 to 50 PPM in any cleaning samples.

Microbial acceptance criteria also exist. Acceptance levels depend the type ofproduct (e.g., solid

dosage, injectables, topicals, etc.), specific steps in the production process and compauy policy.

The most important consideration in setting limits is that it must have a scientiflc basis.

Documentation

All validation work will be performed as defined in the approved protocol and all documentation will
be completed simultaneously when performiug the field work.
Validation testing equipment (i.e., HPLC, pH meters, etc.) calibration will be documented in
attachment:No.<4>.
Any deviations will be documented in attachment: No. < 5 >.
All the required documentation will be filed in the Validation Project File.

The summary report will be reviewed by the Validation Team and by < 

-.- 

>

Approval will be documented on the Summary Report Approval Page, Attachment No. < 6 >.

Modification, Change Control and Re-Validation

Anymodificationsandchengeswillbedocumentedincomp[iancewithSoP#.Title:<',*>.
- A change control procedure is essential to all validation programs.

- This ensures that all changes are documented, reviewed and approved from the start ofthe project.

- The procedure should be reviewed even in the absence of a significant change.

- Small changes over a period of time can have a substantial (accumulative) effect.

Calculations

Calculations of Marimum Allowable Residue

Sample Calculation for Total Residue (TR)

Using the following equation:

TR=CxV

Where: TR = Total residue in mg

C = ConceutratioD of contaminant ir mg/litre iu test result
V = Rinse Volume in litres

- This calculation is for rinse samples aud does not apply to swabs.

- Determining how to calculate residues, as well as preparing the SOPs for rinsing and swabbing

should be done before writing protocols.

c) 2002-2005 TNO
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! The rrocess ofvalidatioD I Protocol for Cleaning Validation - Template

10 Attachments

Attachment No. 1

SOP Review

SOP Title SOP No. Rev. Responsible Dept. Reviewed By

writing cleaning procedures

Cleaning procedures for
<equipment name, etc.>

Cleaning procedure for
non-drug substances

List of approved detergents

Swab preparation

Wet swabbing procedure

Sample testing-wet swabs

Sample identification Procedures

Sample testing-rinse samples

- The above list is not complete for certaiu cleaning validation programs.
- Before starting a validation exercise, the list must be completed (by adding or deleting) and

up-dated as required.

This attachmeut list cau be converted into a project schedule without difficulty, by adding columns
for the responsible personnel, due dates and current status up-dates-

Attachment No.2.

Engineering Drawings List

Drawing No.:

Title:

Inspected by:

Rev./Issue No.:

Date:

Rev./lssue No.:

Date:

Rev./Issue No.:

Date:

Date:

Deviation trYes ENo

Date:

Deviation trYes trNo

Date:

Deviation trYes trNo

! orawing No.:

r Title:
j Inspected by:

i
, Drawing No.:
I ritle:

Inspected by:

- Engineering drawings are used to show swabbing locations (difficult to clean places).

- Outline briefly the swabbing locations or use a drawing/photo to help clariff.
- Drawings are useful in calculating the total surface area in contact with a product.
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-1Attachment No.3.

Test Result Summary

00
tro
U
(U
IA

OperatioD Sample Description IEst Result

Visual inspection of equipment (1st.) Acceptable (Y/N):

Visual inspection of equipment (Last) Acceptable (Y/N or N/A)

SAMPLE No. < 1.0 .....> TEST RESULT

SAMPLE No. < 1.2 .....> TEST RESULT

SAMPLE No. < 1.3 .....> TEST RESULT

- This attachment is ouly a sample - test results may exteud to several pages.

- A standard computer report or laboratory notes may be a substitute for this.
- A summary table is useful for multiple cleanings of the same equipment, it shows the effect of

subsequent cleaning - lowering concentration of coutamiuants.
- Samples may be rinse or swab.

- lEst procedures must be validated and seusitive enough to detect specific contaminants at required

level.
- The limit of detection must be loown - non-detectable does not mean zero.

- The limits must be below the allowable concentration in every sample.

- The test results must be signed by the supervisor.

Attachment No.4

Validation - Test Instruments Calibrations List

Instrument Serial No. Manufacturer:

Description:

Calibration Interval/SOP:

ln:Pec:ed 
bvj

Instrument Serial No.

Description:

Cal. Date:

Date:

Manufacturer:

Deviation trYes trNo

Calibration Interval/SOP:

Inspected by:

Cal. Date:

Date: Deviation trYes lNo

Instrument Serial No.

Description:

Manufacturer:

Calibration Interval/SOP:

Inspected by:

Cal. Date:

Date: Deviation trYes trNo

- This form is to record that analytical instrumeuts used for laboratory testing of samples are

calibrated according to appropriate SOPs.

o 2002-2005 TNO
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Validation Deviation Review

Reference:

Deviation/Variation:

Resolution:

Satisfactorily completed ?

Signature:

EYes trNo:

Use additional pages as necessary.

Rll items ofthis protocol have been satisfactorily completed and all variations or deviations satisfactorily resolved.

Reviewed by:

Attachment No.5.

snmmary Report Approval Page

Validation data approval

Validation:
Manufacturing:

Quality Assurance:

- Company procedurcs for approval must be followed.

Date:

Date:

Date:

(o 2002-200s TNo
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i IQ/OQ Protocol for Validation - Template

1 Introduction

There is no standard format for IQ aud OQ Validation documents. Writhg protocol documentation

that are specific for the great variety of systems, equipment and processes which require vatdation
can require very much time and effort. The most use full and effective protocols emphasise a short,

sharp, simple presentation that is very specific and avoids large volume and complexity. The

requtements must be specific to a site and project.

This template presents a model that can be customized to cover all necessary qualification issues

for a given system and can serve as starting point. It is also intended to serve as a checklist to ensure

that all essential IQ and OQ validation requirements have been addressed. This template fir IQ/OQ

is straightforward and contains the essentials that require checkout and sign-off. This template is

particularly suitable for unit operations with mechanical and process equipment comPonents

combined with insfruments and control elements. It is assumed that documents and audits that are

to be used for the validation have been thoroughly prepared and performed in a correct manner-

2 Performing IQfOQ for Validation

Protocols must be pre-approved before they are used and sufficient time (several weeks) should be

allowed to address these comments.

IQ/OQ Protocol

system Description - Section 2, Template
- Detailed description of the system of facility emphasis on functionality.
- Outline how the system works.
- Describe equipment and control components give.

- List major items with brief outline of specification.
- Provide narrative control sequence and primary instrument loops.
- Give overview of control hardware and software.
- Give tag or reference nos. For all components described.
- Refer to actual design documents for additional details (if uecessary).

Certification Report - Section 3.1, Template
- Serves as summary cover sheet to the IQ section of the protocol.
- Note all documents include docs. From actual design package.

- Include documents that are in the IQ section of the protocol.
- Authorized signatures confirm completiou of this part of the validation.

Equipment Installation Qualification Non-Conformance Report - Section 3.2

- Serves to document problems encountered aud their remedies.

- Used to correct design documents as the validatiou moves on-

- Uncorrected issues will prevent sign-offof Certification Report.

IQ checklist - Section 3.3, Template
- Serves to streamline the process of verifying correct installation.
- Items are intended to be standard for any system.

- Checklist relies on audited and correctly designed documents and vendor certified data. ,oo
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The Process ofvalidatioE I IQ/OQ Protocol for Validation - Template

New items may be added / developed for a major equipment component or sub-system.
Large control systems or conputer systems may need a separate IQ/OQ protocol written specially
for the control system.

Equipment vs Irstrumentation - Section 3.4, Template
- A customized set of documents is required and these are handled separately.
- The design package should have data ftom which the checklist may be taken directly.
- Instrumentation includes sensors, transducers and final control elements.
- Iustruments may be panel-mounted of field mouDted.
- All instruments must be calibrated before IQ/OQ exercise.

OQ Certification Report & IQ Certification Report - Section 4 Template
- The same format is used for both reports.
- Authorization signatures are also required.

Equipment Operational Qualffication Non-Conformance Report - Section 4.2

- For documenting method used to correct non-conforming issues.
- Redesigning which may be needed is recorded.

Equipment Operational Qualification Specifications - Section 4.3, l,tmplate
- An outline if the system's essentid operation parameters is given.
- OQ testing to verify that a functional system meet these values and ranges.

- This list ofoperating parameters serves as guide for coustructing operational test procedures.
- The system is acceptable when it performs within these parameters or values.

Equipment Operational Qualification Test Procedure - Section 4.4, Template
- Most difficult part of IQ/OQ Protocol and most difficult to write.
- Large systems should be validated in logical modules.
- Prepare as maDy as possible stand alone modules with separate IQ/oQ protocols.
- Vendor operating books can be used as framework for OQ testing.
- Avoid long, uumanageable protocols.
- Tests using iudividual modules can start before the total unit or plant is completed.
- OQ test procedures may be many pages including recordiog results and data.

- This procedure can be used as basis for the actual operating SOP for use during PQ.

- This section verifies that as-built drawings, instrument calibration, preventative maintenance,

spare parts and permanent job files have been addressed.

Equipment Operational Qualification Test Results - Section 4.5, Template
- A outline summary of the results from operatioual testiug is given.
- Test results are compared to operating specifications for compliance.
- Results should be organized by logical modules or sub-systems.
- Specifications may be restated here for direct comparison.
- Failure or rejections must be corrected and re-tested.

Preventing non Conformance to the Protocol
- The only way to avoid this entirely is to perform a complete pre-validation 'dry ruu'.
- Then repeat the validation exercise as the 'official'validation.
- This may be necessary when design is weak, error sensitive or incomplete.
- This may be uecessary to correct and/or complete design.

Srrmmary
The complete design document is the primary source reference for judging the IQ/OQ-

The IQ/OQ exercise is not intended to duplicate or complete the design work. This template is a
starting point and should be customised to cover all the necessary issues relevant to a given system.
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,

1

1 rquipment and Control system IQfOQ Approval

i fne equipment and control system installation qualification and operational qualification
protocol for 1,,-**.-**-
follows the procedures outlined in the corporate SOP # y,y'X Title: < > for equipment

and coutrol systems installation and operational qualification.

The Operational Qualification will demonstrate that the equipment operates reproducibly and

consistently within its full dynamic range of operation according to design specifications.

Together, the < . . . > system IQ/OQ will certify that the equipment,

I fne Installation Qualification procedure will provide documeuted evidence that all key aspects of

i the equipment installatiotr complies with appropriate codes and approved design, and that the

I recommendations of the manufacturers have been considered.

instrumentation, and control system comprising the < "-.."".- > system

] is installed as specified, operates as designed, complies with corporate standard operating procedures

landmeetsCurrentGoodManufacturingPractices(CGMP)requirementsand<,-,,--.FDA*,>
regulatory obligations.

:

r ftre < 

-...............-. 
"* > system IQ/OQ protocol is herewith approved for use in

Qualifying this system.

I Submitred by Validation Engineer:

I

I

i Titte and department 

-.*
:, ApprovedbyManufacturingManager:

I Title and department -.-,-

I Approved by Quality Assurance Manager:

I

Title and department

,oO
.H

rO
Uicl:un

w

Equipment and Control System

Installation and operational Qualification

> system

> <company>
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Equipment and Control System - lnstallation and Operational Qgalification

Purpose

The purpose of this protocol is to quali$ the installation and operation of the process equipment,
instrumentation, and control system comprising the < 

- 

> system.
This system qualification will define and document the evidence needed to ver$ that the

complies with corporate standard operatirg practices, and meets Current Good Manufacturhg
Practices (CGMP) and < 

- 
FDA regulatory 

- 
> obligations.

System Description

2.7 Process equipment
2.1.1 Process equipnent description
2.1.2 Process equipment components

2.2 Field instrumentation and control valves
2.2.1 Instrumentation and valves description
2.2.2 Instrumentation and valve components

2.3 Control system
2.3.1 Control system description
2.3.2 Control system components

Equipment and Control System Installation Qualification

3.1 Equipment installation qualification certilication report

3.1.1 Equipment or system name:

3.7.2Tag number:

3. 1.3 Description/fu nctiou:

3.1.4 Specifications and reference documents:
Manufacturer:
Model or part number:
Serial number:

Manufacturer's installation book:
Manufacturer's certified drawings:
Specification number:
Purchase order number:

P&ID drawing number(s):

Logic/elementary drawing number(s):
Software Progrem:
Layout drawing - number(s):
Equipment installation - checklist:
Installation non-couformance -report:

3.1.5 Installation certification statement:
(provide a statement that certifies that the system being qualiflred has been found to be in
compliance with all requirements contained in the protocol documents)

o 2002-2005 TNO
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3. 1.5 Authorized signatures:

3.2 Equipment Installation Qualification Non-Conformance Report

3.2.1 Equipment or System trame:

3.2.2Tag Number:

3.2.3 Description of non-conformance:

Checklist Item

Date: <
Date: <

Reason for non-confoflnen ce

3.2.4 Correction of non-conformance:

All non-confonnance items must be corrected before installation can be accepted and installation
certification form signed

Checklist item Date/Initial

Equipment Installation Qualification Checklist

Note: optional is a code which indicates the means of making the checklist determination:

'a' = visual inspection versus design documents, etc.

'b' - physical measurements taken with instruments, etc.

Correction Made

Equipment or System Name: <
Tag Number: < --.-..--.-.*--*-,.- > By:

o 2002-2005 TNO
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The process ofllalidatiotr | IQ/oQ Protocol for validation - Template

NIANo

1.0 EquipmentConformance
1.1 Tag no. Attached & Correct
7.2 Mfgrs. Model no. & Size Correct
1.3 Materials Correct
7.4 No., Size, Location of Conn. Correct
1.5 Any visible damage to equipment
1.5 Packing & Shipping brackets removed
7.7 Mfgrs. Installation book used

LocationfOrientation Conformance
Location conforms to plans
Orientation conforms to plans

3.0 Piping Conformance with P&IDS, Plans
3.1 Process conn. Correct up/dowustream
3.2 Utility coun. Correct up/downstream
3.3 Materials & Iine sizes correct
3.4 Iusulation & jacketing where required
3.5 valve types & placement correct
3.6 Inline devices & placement correct
3.7 l.ine sloping & alignment correct
3.8 Temporary start-up screens installed
3.9 Pressure test blauks removed
3.10 Piping hydro-tests complete

4.0 Electrical Conformance
4.7 Motor power & control wiring complete
4.2 Terminations correct & tight
4.3 All conductol5 arrmfslsd
4.4 Overload devices installed & correct
4.5 Lockabledisconnectsinstalled
4.5 Hardwired PBs, SSWs installed & correct.
4.7 High/low voltage separation in panels
4.8 Enclosures conform to classifications
4.9 Compatible enclosures in wash-down areas
4.10 Grounding straps where ueeded

5.0 tMC Conformance
5.1 Supply & return correct
5.2 Materials & duct sizes correct
5.3 Insullation/jacketing where required
5.4 Damper types & placement correct
5.5 Room drops & grillwork correct
5.5 Thermostat/humidistat placement correct
5.7 Fau/motor correct size & type
5.8 Coils correct size & type
5.9 Filter stages correct size & type
5.10 Controls & panels complete
5.11 Smoke detectors/dampers correct

6.0 Rotating Equipment Conformance
5.1 Shaft alignment checked
6.2 Direction of rotation correct
6.3 Couplings installed & lubed
5.4 Gaskets, packing, seals installed
5.5 Lube systems filled with proper material
5.5 Coupling guards in place
6.7 Shafts rotate freely by hand
6.8 Motors/gear reducers matched, correct
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The Process ofllalidation I IQ/OQ Protocol for validation - Template

Iag Number NO Yes N,A

7.0 Instrumentation & Control Conformance
(where vendor supplies complete package,
otherwise use instrumeut installation forms)

7.7 Panel terminations correct
7.3 Coutrollers, switches correct
7.4 Autofcontrol valves correct
7.5 Alarms/interlocks correct
7.5 PLC complete and wired
7.7 Panel display complete & correct
7.8 Interconnect wiring complete
7.9 Remote comm. wiring complete

8.0 Overall System Conformance
8.1 Equipmentadequately supported
8.2 Ancillaries/appurtenauces installed
8.3 All bolts, fastened, tightened
8.4 Adequate clearances for m & 0
8.5 Clean design [CGMP] conformance
8.5 Wash-dowu surfaces drain freely
8.7 AII guards, covers in place
8.8 Separate instrument checklist complete

9.0 Safety Conformance
9.1 Emergency stop PSs accessible
9.2 Hot surfaces insulated/shielded/marked
9.3 Safety guards in place
9.4 Visible/audible safety alarms work
9.5 Surfaces free ofsharp edges
9.5 Caution/warning signs in place
9.7 Compressed air bleeds provided
9.8 Slip/trip/fall hazards eliminated
9.9 Sparking hazards eliminated in X-P area
9.10 Over-pressure protectiou provided
9.11 Expl. Proofenclosures in x-p area
9.12 Flame arrestors provided
9.13 Toxic/flamm. Chem. Hazards controlled
9.14 Beud/lift/stretch Haz. Elimiu.

10.0 Equipment or System Entered into
Preventative Maintenance (PM) system

11.0 Equipment or system entered into
Calibration system

12.0 Adequacy of support utilities
12.1 Plant steam
12.2 Plant air
12.3 HWCW
12.4 Nitrogen
12.5 380 V AC power
72.6 220 V AC power

13.0 Equipment Items
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The Process ofllalidation I IQ/OQ Protocol for Validation - Template

3.4 Instrument Installation Qualification Certification Report

3.4.1 Associated equipmeDt or system name:

3.4.2 Associated equipment or system tag number:

3.4.3 Instruments installed:

Tag number Mfgr. & P/N Mfgr. Dwg.

3.4.4 Specifications and reference documents
Instrument index sheet number(s):

P&ID drawing number(s):
Instrument locatiou, drawing(s) :

Instrument installation, check-list:
Instrument installation, non-conformauce report:

3.4.5 Installation Certification Statement:
(Provide a statement that certifies that the instrumentation has been installed in compliance
with all of the requirements contained in the Protocol)

3.4.6 Authorized siguatures:

Reason for non-conformauce

3.5 lDstrument Installanon Qualificatin Non-conformance Report

3.5.1 Associated Equipment or System Name:

3.5.2 Associated Equipment or System Tag Number:

3.5.3 Description of non-conformance:

Tag Number

o 2002-200s rNo
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3.5.4 Correction of non-conformance:

All non-confonnance items must be corrected before installation can be accepted and instrument

installation certification form signed.

Tag number Mfgr. & P/N Mfgr. Dwg.

4 Equipment and Control System Operational Qualification

4.7 Equipment Operational Qualification Certification Report

4.1.1 Equipment or System Name:

4.7.2Taq Number:

4. 1.3 Description/Function:

4. 1.4 Specifications and reference documents:

Manufacturer:

Model or part number:

Serial number:

Manufacturer's installation book:

Manufacturer's certifi ed drawings:
Specificatiou number:

Purchase order number:

P&ID drawing number(s):.

Logic/elementary drawing number(s) :

Layout drawiug number(s):

Equipment Operational Qualification Test Procedure,

Operation Specification, and Test Results Report:

Equipment Operatiou Non-conformance Report:

4.1.5 Operational certificatioD statement:
(Provide a statement that certifies that the system operates in conformauce with all of the

requirements contained in the protocol)

4.1.5 Authorized Siguatures:

4.2 Equipment Operation Qualification Non-Conformance Report

4.2.1 Equipment or System Name: (

o 2002-200s rNo
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The process of\lalidatioD I IQ/OQ Prctocol for Validation - Template

4.2.3 Description of non-conformarnce:

Operational Specification
Parameter value

Non-conforming
Test Value

Reason for
non-conformance

4.2.4 Correction of non-conformance:

OperationalSpecification Corrected and
Parameter Value Couforming Value

4.3 Equipment Operational Qualification Specifications
Equipment or System Name: (
TagNumber: < 

->
Date:

4.3. 1 Mechanical Specifi cations

Parameter Required Capacity or Performance

Correction
Made

Date

Initial
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The Process ofllalidatioD I IQ/OQ Protocol for validation - Template

4.3.2 Coutrol Loops

Parameter

4.3.3 Control Switching Circuits

Paramglgl

Fixed set-point Operating range

Set Range

4.4 Equipment Operational Qualification Test Procedure

Equipment or System Name: < ***-*-*

ITEM Initials

4.4.1 Pre-Operation Qualification Checkout

a. Review IQ checklist. All non-confo[nance items must be corrected

b. Review operational specifications report and operational test results report.

c. Review this entire operational test procedure for final test planning-

d. Complete Iine aud equipment.

Flush I passivation I santizing procedures

4.4.2 Test/calibrate the irstruments

4.4.3 Initial start-up procedure

4.4.4 Final operational qualification procedure

4.4.5 As built mechanical, electrical, aud instrument/control drawings

4.4.5 Spare parts list

4-4-7 Operatioual Qualification test results report

4.4.8 Preventative Maintenance system set up

4.4.9 Calibration system set up

4-4.10 Reference documents filed

Set Value
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The ltocess of vaudatiolr I IqIOQ Protocol for Validation - Template

4.5 Equipment Operational Qualification fest Results
Equipment or System Name: (
TagNumber: < 

- 

>

ITEM

rIEM

4.5.1 Sub-system 'a'Test Results

Accept

Specification:
TEst Results:

4.5.2 Sub-system 'b'Ie$ Results

Specification:
Test Results:

4.5.3 Sub-system 'c'Test Rrcsults
Specification:
Test Results:

4.5.4 Sub-system 'd'Test Results

Specification:
Test Results:

Initial
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Process Validation is the dominating procedure for obtaining, documenting, and

interpreting the results required to establish that a process will consistently yield a

product complying with predetermined specihcations. Essentially, Process Validation

covers three main activities: a) qualification ofinstallation and set-up ofa process,

system or equipment, b) qualification ofprocess capability, and c) long term stability of

the process.


